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PREFACE.

So favourable a reception having been given to the First

Volume of these Lectures, the Author is induced to bring

a Second before the Public, and he hopes it v^ill be found

both instructive and interesting. The minute structure

of the Skeleton of Plants and Invertebrate Animals is a

study of the greatest interest, and one which will fully

repay the most careful investigation. To the Zoologist,

the Geologist, and even to the Amateur in Microscopic

Science, a knowledge of this subject must prove of the

highest value, not only on account of the great variety

of beautiful structures embraced by it, but from the well-

marked characters that each part of the skeleton pre-

sents—characters not wholly obliterated even in the

fossil state, and by which alone the smallest fragments of

particular structures can be satisfactorily recognised.

The great demand for information on Histological

subjects is made evident, not only by the large number

of first-rate instruments now being manufactured, but also

by the fact that several skilful artists are entirely em-
ployed in the preparation of microscopic objects, many
thousands of which are annually sold in this metropolis.

In publishing these Lectures, the Author is most anxious

to point out that collections of specimens are not only

valuable for their beauty or their peculiarity of struc-
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ture, but are capable of an arrangement as systematic

and complete as the parts from which the specimens

themselves were taken, the object of such collections,

when rightly considered, being not simply that of afford-

ing amusement to the curious, but of contributing to

the successful cultivation of Natural Science.

The plan hitherto adopted in the choice of a subject

for these Lectures has been, to follow the order laid down

in the Table of Tissues, given in Vol. I. page 117. In

that volume are described the principal tissues of vege-

tables, and three of those belonging to animals, viz.,

Simple Membrane, Fibrous Tissues, and Cellular Tissues.

The Sclerous, or hard tissues, follow next in order:

under this head the Rudimentary Skeleton of Inverte-

brate Animals is included, a subject to which the present

work is almost entirely devoted.

In this volume upwards of six hundred preparations

are described; of these, above four hundred were ex-

hibited to the class during the course, the remainder

having been alluded to more or less in detail.

In conclusion, the author would beg again to thank

his friend Dr. P. B. Ayres, for his very kind assistance

during the progress of the work.

39, Lincoln's Inn Fields,

April Otli, 1854.
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HISTOLOGY OF ANIMALS.

ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE SKELETON OF INVERTEBRATE
ANIMALS.

LECTURE 1.

SKELETON OF SPONGES.
Gentlemen,

The season has now arrived when it devolves upon
me to resume my annual course of Histological Lectures,
and I take this opportunity of assuring you of the
pleasure it gives me, after a long recess, to meet you
agam m this theatre.

The first part of the preceding course was principally
occupied by the examination of the different tissues
entering mto the composition of certain members of
he vegetable kingdom; the second, by the considera-
lon of a few of those employed in the formation of
the bodies of animals

: iHustrated by the examples
VOL. IL ^

B



2 HISTOLOGY OF ANIMALS.

enumerated in the four first classes of the table, already

given in page 1 1 7 of the first volume of these Lectures.

They will be found, on reference, to be: 1st. Simple

membrane ; 2nd. the fibrous tissues
;
and, lastly, those

.termed cellular, in which were included the cartilagi-

nous, the adipose, and the pigmental tissues. The

course concluded with a series of illustrations of the

mode in which such substances as lime and silica,

strictly belonging to the inorganic kingdom, may

be taken up from surrounding media by plants and

animals, through a vital action, and be deposited as

a secretion in the interior of cells, so as to form an

organized whole.

In the present course, I shall commence the foui-th

class of tissues enumerated in our table, viz. : the

sclerous or hard tissues, which form the rudimentary

skeletons of invertebrate animals, together with those oc-

curring in the vertebrate class, in which the skeleton is

wholly or partially composed of a material termed bone.

The first class of animals that we shall consider are

the Poriphera, or Sponges, which have long formed

a subject of controversy; being considered by some

authorities to belong to the vegetable, and by others

to the animal kingdom. Recent investigations, how-

ever, have shown that they possess certain organs

appertaining almost exclusively to animals ; and these,

with many other characters, to which I shall hereafter

allude, seem to render their animal nature unques-

tionable. I shall then pass on through the other
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invertebrate classes in succession, to the nfiore highly

organized skeleton of the vertebrata, and with it

include the teeth, which although composed of a modi-

fied osseous structure, belong more strictly to the

organs of digestion than to the skeleton.

The term skeleton is applied to the solid framework,

giving support to the digestive, locomotive, nervous,

and other systems of all animals, and is as remarkable

for its endless variety of form as they are themselves.

The skeleton is not exclusively confined to animals,

since many plants, such as the grasses, have a frame-

work of silica, indestructible both by fire and acids,

which may be strictly and appropriately viewed as a

skeleton, while other organisms, claimed by the botanist

as AlgcB, have also a siliceous skeleton. In all, the

organic is so intimately blended with the inorganic

material, that if the former be removed, the latter

retains the peculiar forms and markings which existed
prior to the destruction of the organic substance.

The skeleton may be composed of one or of
many pieces, and be either external or internal to the
soft parts. In the first case, growth takes place by
the addition of new matter, chiefly to the circum-
ference, so that it may keep pace with the development
of the soft parts, or it may be periodicaUy shed and
formed anew. In these instances, it is generally said
that the skeleton possesses no inherent power of repair;
but it will be hereafter shown that this opinion is

incorrect. When the skeleton is internal to the soft

B 2



4 HISTOLOGY OF ANIMALS.

parts, as in the Vertebrata, it is provided with hlood-

vessels, and in process of growth, not only is there

a deposition of new material, hut an ahsorption of that

which has become old and effete : such skeletons, also,

possess the means of self-reparation after injury or

disease.

In the lowest animals, as in the Sponges and Infu-

soria, and also in vegetables, the skeleton is chiefly

composed of silica; in the Crustacea and MoUusca,

of carbonate of lime; and in the Vertebrata, of a

mixture of phosphate and carbonate; while in the

Insecta, and certain of the Zoophytes, it is formed

of a substance resembling horn.

Before commencing the subject of the present course,

I must again remind you that in the vegetable and

animal kingdoms wherever inorganic material, such

as lime or silica, is employed to form the skeleton,

it has been originally taken up from the surrounding

media by a vital action, or deposited from the circu-

lating fluid in the interior of cells. You may also

recollect another fact of great importance, which was

frequently alluded to in the former course of Lectui*es,

viz., that in most instances the earthy matter is deposited

in a homogeneous form by the cell, although cases are

not unfrequent in which the force of crystallization has

overcome the modelling power of the cell-wall ; and I

adduced as examples the brown horny layer found

in the Oyster, which is composed of minute cells,

each containing a rhombohedral crystal of carbonate
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of lime. In the cells of the rudimentary shell of the

common Slug, crystallized carbonate of lime is fre-

quently seen, and in the tooth of Mya arenaria, as

was first shown by Dr. Carpenter, each cell presents

a radiated crystallized arrangement of its contents

;

this, however, is not a constant, but rather an acci-

dental occurrence. I have made numerous sections

of the tooth in different shells, but I have only once

met with the contents in a crystalline state; and in

this instance, the crystals were less plainly marked
than in the specimens described and figured by Dr.

Carpenter.

Another point of great interest is, that after the

earthy material composing the skeleton has been
deposited within the cell, the cell-waU may be either

wholly or partiaUy absorbed in process of growth.
There is a well-marked instance of this in the nacreous
substance of sheU, for the laminse seen after decal-

cifying this structure, are due

to the partial absorption of the

walls of the cells in which the

lime was deposited. Another

example, which I have repeat-

edly noticed, occurs also in the

tooth of Mya arenaria, repre-

sented in Plate XVII, Fig. 16,

tio^^S^Xl4iS^ Histological Cata-

Strai^^SiiSi^
logue, of which Fig. I is a copy.

In one part of the section per-

FIG. 1.
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feet hexagonal cells are seen, but in another imme-

diately contiguous to it, the cell-walls have been

absorbed on two opposite sides, and parallel laminae

result.

In certain plants, especially in the grasses, canes and

EquisetaceeB, the outer framework, which may be truly

named the dermal skeleton, is composed of silica, in-

timately blended with the organic tissue; so that if

we subject any of these plants to the action of heat,

or boiling nitric acid, the original structure of the

tissue remains undestroyed. Silica is most abundant

in the canes, but it occurs also, in very large quan-

tities, in the husks of Rice and Wheat, in both of

which it not only is met with in the epidermoid cells,

but also in the spiral vessels and woody fibres. In

the Equisetum (especially Equisetum hyemale), known

in commerce as the Dutch Rush, the silica is so

abundant, and imparts so great a roughness to its

exterior, that it is largely employed by cabinet-makers

and sculptors, as a substitute for sand-paper. In the

stems of the common grasses of this country the silica

is accumulated in the epidermis, and as the stems con-

tain potass and lime, when hay- or corn-ricks are

burned, masses of a brittle glassy substance, are often

found among the ashes. It is indeed possible, by

carefully burning a straw before the blow-pipe, to pro-

duce a bead of glass. It will be remembered that the

presence of silica in plants was fuUy considered in the

preceding course of Lectures, when it occupied our
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attention as a cell-secretion; but I now allude to it

again as forming the skeleton of many plants.

Another part of a plant sometimes called the

skeleton, is that met with in the leaves, which after

maceration and cleansing exhibit a most beautiful

lace-like structure, being particularly evident in most

of the species of Magnolia and Fig. Many very

beautiful specimens of this kind were to be seen in

the Great Exhibition, and a large collection of skele-

ton leaves, prepared in the same way, was purchased

many years ago by the Council of this College from

Dr. Buchan, the well-known author of " Domestic

Medicine." These skeletons, however, are composed

of bundles of woody fibres and vessels, and contain no

earthy ingredient.

In plants, as I have before stated,* inorganic salts

occur in a crystalline form, under the name of raphides

;

these, however abundant, may be regarded as acci-

dental deposits, since it has been shown that they can

PIG. 2. be produced by artificial means.

For the benefit of those who

may not have been present on

former occasions, I will give a

few examples of the dermal

siliceous skeleton of plants.

The first specimen is a por-

A portion of the cuticle of tion of the Eouisetum hvemale,
Eqmsetum hycmale, after long .

boiling in nitric acid. Fig. 2, which has been boiled

* Histological Lectures, Vol. I, p. 42.
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FIG. 3.

A portion of the husk of a

gi'ain of Wheat.

for a long time in nitric acid, and not only exhibits the

cells of the cuticle, with their serrated edges, but also

longitudinal rows of oval bodies, which are the stomata.

Another good example is a por-

tion of the husk of the Wheat,.

Fig. 3, in which, in addition

to the cells of the cuticle, the

spiral vessels, recognized by the

coiled-up fibre, also have a ske-

leton of silica. In the husk of

the Rice the peculiar cells of the

cuticle are seen, with bundles of

woody fibre and vessels below

them. The specimen is com-

posed entirely of silica, and there

may be noticed in one spot,

where the cuticle has been torn,

a series of elongated fusiform

bodies, with serrated edges,

Fig. 4, which are all that re-

main of the woody fibres, prov-

ing that in this plant the silica is

not confined to the cuticle. All

the fibres, however, are not thus

serrated; some, as represented

at b, may be seen in bundles,

which are both longer and thin-

ner than the first mentioned,

with perfectly smooth edges.Portions of woody fibres from

the husk of the Jiice,
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On the upper surface of the leaf of a plant common

in our gardens—the Deutzia scabra— there are nume-

rous stellate hairs, which much resemble Star-fishes in

miniature, Fig. 5 ; these are covered with little tuber-

cles, each star being attached to the

cuticle by its centre. If the cuticle be

'j'^ removed, and boiled in nitric acid, the

'^.^^ stellate hairs may be as plainly seen as

\ Vr-T^^ i'^ the natural condition of the leaf : the

~ ^" crenated lines found in all parts of the

object representing the cell-walls of the

cuticle. This specimen will serve to

show, which it does in a striking; man-

ner, that silica is not confined to the

from"the°unde?siS ^^^^ cuticlc, but is equally abun-

%Ztl tlilT!
°^ ^^^^ in the hairs and spines developed

upon it.

Such, then, is a slight sketch of the siliceous skele-

ton of vegetables ; there are, however, some few plants

in which lime is said to perform the same olRce as

silica. One of these is our common Dianthus, in which
the lime occupies the interior of cells. I cannot quit

this subject without briefly noticing the Lithophytes,
or Stone-plants, with which are included our common
Corallines and Nullipores. These plants are remark-
able for the large quantity of calcareous material,
arranged in a smooth and regular form upon their ex-
ternal surface. The Corallines were originaUy considered
as animals, and polyp cells have been described by Ellis
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and Lamarck as existing upon their outer surface ;
such,

however, is not the case, the calcareous material ex-

isting in the form of a coating of variahle thickness

to a mass of cells, evidently of a vegetable nature. If

a transverse section of one of these plants be made,

the interior will be found composed of a series of cells,

some of which contain a green colouring matter, like

chlorophylle, analogous in character to starch.

In the Nullipores, which are the densest form of

Lithophytes, all the intercellular spaces are filled with

lime, so that it would appear that the external surface

of the cell-wall possesses the power of separating lime

from the sea-water, and arranging it in a certain

definite form ; in the Corallina officinalis every joint

is uniformly coated, and we never meet with any-

thing like an exostosis, or greater abundance of the lime

in one part than another, neither are the joints con-

solidated, but always remain free and flexible. This

I consider to be a totally distinct process from that

occurring in the common Chara, in which the lune

is not unfrequently in a crystalline condition, and also

from that termed petrifaction; because, in both these

cases, the deposit is continuous, and often so extensive

that all trace of vegetable, or filamentous structure is

entirely lost, and the mass becomes as solid as stone,

whereas, in the Nullipores and Corallines, each filament

presei-ves its original character : the first being a vital,

the second an accidental process. As the Corallines

and Nullipores have been, and are even now, associated
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with the Corals in works on marine zoology, and as

they frequently occur in the same situations, I have

thought it best to defer giving an account of their

minute structure till I take that of the Corals under

consideration, as then the differences between them

may be readily contrasted.

Concluding this brief and hasty account of the

skeleton of vegetables, I pass on to the lowest order of

the animal kingdom, the Poriphera, or Sponges. These

are characterized by a member of our own profession.

Dr. Johnston, of Berwick-upon-Tweed, in his work on
British Sponges, as "organized bodies, growing in a

variety of forms, permanently rooted, unmoving and
unirritable, fleshy, fibro-reticular, or irregularly cellular,

elastic and bibulous, composed of a fibro-carneous axis

or skeleton, often interwoven with siliceous or calca-

reous spicula, and containing an organic gelatine in

the interstices and interior canals. They are repro-

duced by gelatinous granules called gemmules, which
are generated in the interior, but in no special organ.
All are aquatic, and with few exceptionSj marine."

Sponges present a greater variety in their external
form and consistency, than is seen in any other class

of animals; some are as soft as jelly, while others are
hard and brittle as flint. On the table before you are
many varieties, some soft and elastic, others hard and
unyielding; the former are extensively employed for
domestic purposes, the latter arc preserved only in
museums. Of these, one in particular is of large
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size, and from its cup-like form has received the name

of Neptune's Goblet. If the external surface of any

sponge be examined, two sets of holes, of different

sizes, win be seen, which are the mouths of canals,

the one set termed in-current, the other ex-current.

Through these, in the living state, water is continually

passing, entering by the small canals, and escaping

in strong currents through the larger ones. This was

first discovered by Professor Grant, to whom we are

indebted for the earliest and most accurate account of

these animals, published many years ago, in the

Edinburgh Philosophical Journal. The circulation of

water through the sponges has been, and is even now,

doubted by many observers; but any resident at the

sea-coast, where sponges of the genus Grantia, or

Halichondria, are found, may easily recognize the

phenomenon by placing them in a vessel of sea-water

with which small black particles, such as powdered coal

or sealing-wax, have been mixed; these will plainly

indicate any movement in the water, however feeble,

caused by the currents above described. These

currents have been ascertained to be produced by the

action of cilia, which were first discovered by Dr. Dobie.

Mr. Bowerbank has since observed them in motion in

a small sponge {Grantia compressa), as shown at g,

in Fig. 10. The presence of cilia in the canals of

sponges, which canals may be regarded cither as respi-

ratory or digestive cavities, would appear to be another

proof of the animal nature of these bodies.
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I commence with the examination of the skeleton

of those sponges in daily use; and before you is a

collection of the principal species, in the condition in

which they are imported into this country, with the

wholesale price of each affixed, as a measure of their

comparative value. They are all in the dry state,

and a person who has never seen a sponge recently

taken from the sea, can form but little idea of its

structure from these specimens, for when living the

elastic keratose, or horny skeleton, is enveloped in a

mass of gelatinous substance, which has been destroyed

by maceration and drying. Sponges are principally

imported from the Mediterranean and the West Indies.

The former are generally known as Turkey Sponges,

and are considered the most valuable, being of the

finest fibre and remarkable for their elasticity, whilst

the latter are principally purchased by Jews, and sold

in the streets. Some kinds are procured from the

Bahama Islands, and are remarkable for the number
of fragments of corals and foraminiferous shells im-

bedded in them. One of these loses 75 per cent of

its weight when deprived of its calcareous matter, and
such a sponge is worth only Id. per lb. in the market.
A variety of other specimens are nearly equally valueless

for domestic use.

We will now proceed to consider the minute struc-
ture of the horny skeleton of some of these sponges,
and shall take as a first example a portion of the
fibre of one of the finest Turkey Sponges. It consists,
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FIG. C.

A portion of the horny skeleton

of a Turkey Sponge.

FIG. 7.

as shown in Fig. 6, of a scries of delicate, solid, branch-

ing filaments, averaging -g—oth of

an inch in diameter. In an-

other specimen the fibre is much

coarser, and of a browner tint

;

but in those sponges that are so

stiff as to render them unfit for

use the fibre is of larger size, and

tubular ; some are almost as stiff

as wire, and belong to the genus

Verongia, Fig. 7. It sometimes

happens, however, that amongst

the fibres of the finest Turkey

sponge we meet here and there

with a few fibres nearly double

the size of the rest, which not

unfrequently contain siliceous

bodies, termed spicula ; these

A portion of the horny skele- i pnnddpvpd as the first
ton of a sponge of the genus

consiueiea as me nrst

Fero«iria, ^vith tubular fibres,
indication of the siliccous cle-

8- ment of the skeleton. In many

sponges of the genus Halichon-

dria, as shown in Fig. 8, nearly

every fibre is fuU of spicula;

these are readUy seen through

the transparent horny matter.

It may be readily demonstrated

Horny fibres of a sponge of that thc spicula, which are re-

lpS;^tSt;'""''"'"' markable both for their peculiar

P

il
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FIG. 9.

forms, and for their cylindrical shape, arc not mere

masses of silica, but are composed of a mixture of that

material and animal matter intimately blended, which

renders it probable that they are developed originally in

the interior of cells. Each spiculum exhibits more or

less of a central cavity, and if a portion of sponge con-

taining some of the larger kinds be subjected to the

action of the blow-pipe flame, the external surface, as

shown at a, Fig. 9, as well as the internal cavity, as

seen at b c d, will exhibit traces of charred animal

matter, when the heat has not been so intense, or long-

continued, as to destroy it by complete combustion.

The spicula, represented by

A B c D, are from a species

of Tethea. I am not aware of

any chemical means of dissolv-

ing the silica of the siliceous

spicula and leaving the organic

basis untouched ; but in the

genus Grantia the spicula be-

ing calcareous, the hme may be

dissolved by dilute hydrochloric

acid, and the organic basis, re-

maining will be found to retain, to

a considerable extent, the original form of the spiculum.
The concentric laminated arrangement of the large
spicula, as shown in Fig. 9, e, will be noticed on a
future occasion. As a general rule, the spicula are
most abundant in those sponges in which the animal

A B c D, spicula of Sponge
imperfectly decarbonized, e,
portion of a large spiculum,
showing its laminated arrange-
ment.
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matter is the softest. In our common fresh-water

sponge, Spongilla fluviatilis, there is a framework of

siliceous spicula, pointed at both extremities, and held

together by a soft, transparent, gelatinous substance;

these spicula occur in bundles of three or more, and their

disposition is precisely that of the horny fibres in the

Turkey sponge. In another specimen, probably belong-

ing to the genus Halichondria, the whole fibrous

framework, Fig. 10, a, is composed of a delicate horny

PIG. 10.

a, sponge fibres full of spicula; b, detached spicula
; c, tuberculated spicula

projecting from the horny fibres; d, detached spiculuui; /, portion of Grantia

compressa ; g, cilia in an in-current canal.

substance, completely filled with minute spicula like those

represented at b ; they are arranged in paraUeUines, and

always follow the direction of the fibres. In Halichon-

dria, a sponge of firm consistency, the skeleton is made
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up of horny fibres, from the sides of which sharp-

pointed, conical, and spinous spicula project into the

cavities of the sponge
;
these, as shown at c d, Fig. 1 0,

articulate with the fibre by a globular, expanded por-

tion, or head. When such a sponge is dried, the

spicula appear without any investment, but in the moist

state they are completely covered with a corneous sub-

stance. Their office appears to be, that of preventing

the entrance of foreign bodies between the fibres com-

posing the framework. Sometimes the fi-amework is

made up entirely of silica, as in the siliceous sponge of

Barbadoes, Dictyochalix pumiceus, specimens of which

are preserved in the British Museum, and in that of

the Bristol Institution. In this species, the silica forms

a coarse fibrous net-work, similar in arrangement to

the horny fibre of some of the keratose sponges, as

shown at a a, Fig. 11, but many of the fibres are

covered with minute tubercles, and the silica itself is

as transparent as the finest glass. The thick fibres

represented by a a, form all the coarser parts of the
sponge, but there are other elongated spiculum-like

bodies, b, c and d, which are employed to complete the
framework. Some of these spicula are of quadri-radiate

figure, as shown at c; a few, as represented at dd, are
much more minute, and form a fi-amework of them-
selves.

In addition to these peculiar spicula are others of
still more remarkable figure, shown at e e, consisting of
a number of very minute equal-sized, pin-shaped bodies,

VOL. n.
^
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projecting from a central nucleus ; these vary consider-

ably in size, and occur in very great numbers on the

FIG. 11.

a a, coarse framework of a siliceous sponge, Bictyochalix pumiceus ; h, c,

elongated spiculum-like bodies; dd, portions of minute framework; ee,

peculiar compound pin-shaped spicula from the same sponge.

outer surface of the sponge, occupying precisely the

same situation as the stellate spicula of many species

of Tethea. In the next Lecture 1 shall demonstrate

some of the most remarkable forms of spicula, detached

from the animal matter, many of which are charac-

teristic of particular genera and species, and shall also

notice the reproductive bodies, or Gemmules.



LECTURE 11.

SKELETON' OF SPONGES.

In the preceding Lecture, after a cursory glance at

the structure of the siliceous and calcareous skeletons of

plants, I described the horny element of the skeleton

of sponges, and the mode in which this is further

strengthened by the addition of acicular bodies, com-
posed of silica or lime, called spicula. I now proceed
to consider some of the most remarkable of such
spicula, which have been detached from their horny
investment either by burning, or by the action of boil-

ing nitric acid.

The first is of frequent occurrence in most of
our fresh-water sponges, which, from being pointed
at both extremities, is termed, bi-acerate, and may
be either straight or slightly curved, as shown at e,
m Fig. 12, and b, in Fig. 10. Other spicula are very

c 2
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common in which both extremities are rounded, and

the shaft is of equal size throughout, such specimens

are termed cylindrical ; the shaft is occasionally curved,

as shown at f, Fig. 12. Another, and more peculiar

FIG. 12.

ABC D E F G 11 1 J K

A, bi-spiniilate spiculum. b, spiculum with a single-hooked extremity,

c, curved conical spiculum. d, spinulate spiculum. e, bi-acerate spiculum.

F, curved cylindrical spiculum. g, expando-ternate spiculum. h, dicho-

torao-expando-ternate spiculum. i, hooked or recurvate spiculum. j,

hooked spiculum, with bifurcated extremities, k, peculiar expando-ternate

spiculum.

form of spiculum, shown at d, is called spinulate, from

its resemblance to a pin ; one extremity being globulai-,

like the head of a pin, the other pointed. Some

sponges contain spicula having both extremities ex-

panded into a knob, like that shown at a, to which

the term bi-spinulate has been given ; these may either

be straight or slightly curved, as seen a.t d, in Fig. 1 3.
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Another form of spiculum is conical, and may also be

either straight and smooth throughout, or slightly bent,

as shown at c. Conical spicula, having minute spines

or tubercles, arranged with or without much order, are

very common, such, for instance, as those represented

at a, in Fig. 1 3 ; others occur, as seen at b, which are

FIG. 13.

a, conical spicula with spines
; b, conical spicula with spines arranged la

parallel rows, and in the form of rings
;

c, spiiiulate spicula
;

d, curved bi
spmulate spiculum; e, spiculum with hooks at both extremities •

/, spiculum
with stellate extremities;

ff,
h, tri-radiate siUceous spicula; i, quadri-radiate

spiculum.

surrounded by a series of rings of minute spines. In
many sponges having conical spicula, as for instance,
those shown at c,d, in Fig. 10, the extremity or base,
by which they are attached to the firm horny frame-
work of the sponge, is slightly expanded, the remain-
ing portion projecting into the cavities or canals.
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When perfectly developed and dried, these spicula ap-

pear to be invested with little or no organic matter ; their

office cannot he that of adding strength to the skeleton,

but like the spines of plants, they are probably employed

as a means of defence. Another form of spiculum is

remarkable for its length, and for having one of its

extremities pointed and the other divided into two or

more branches, as shown at G and K, in Fig. 1 2 ; these

are called either expando-binate or ternate, according

to the number of branches, those represented at G and

K being both of the latter kind ; it sometimes happens,

however, as shown at h, that the expanded extremities

again divide, to such spicula the term dichotomo-ex-

pando-ternate is applied.

Some spicula, very much elongated, and of smaller

diameter than the finest spun glass, are common in

certain species of Pachymatisma ; these are pointed

at one extremity, but have one, two, three, or even

four recurved hooks at the other, resembling the flukes

of an anchor, as shown at b and i. Fig. 12: one very

curious variety of this last spiculum is shown at j, each

fluke being bifurcated. The spicula represented by

G and I, were obtained from a sponge of the genus

Tethea, and their office appears to be that of attaching

the crust to the central part of the sponge; they

occur in large bundles, and are visible to the naked

eye as brilliant white radii.

All the long spicula above described have one ex-

tremity pointed, but there are sponges in wliich shorter
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spicula occasionally occur having the shaft of cylin-

drical figure, with one extremity rounded, and the other

provided with six or more short hooks ; one of these is

represented at /, in Plate Fig. 11, of the first

volume of the Histological Catalogue. A still more

curious form of spiculum is that represented at e, in

Fig. 13; it is of small size, but is provided with spines

upon the shaft, and recurved hooks at either extremity.

In a sponge, probably of the genus Geodia, was found

the peculiar spiculum represented at /, in Fig. 1 3 ; it

consists of a cylindrical shaft, having at both extre-

mities a series of radiated spinous processes, somewhat

resembling the petals of a flower.

Other spicula are very peculiar, consisting of a cen-

tral portion, or shaft, the extremities of which are

furnished with two or three branches, each of these

again subdividing into two or three still smaller

branches. These spicula interlace with each other,

and produce a sort of coarse net-work
;
they are gene-

rally found in small sponges, attached to masses of

coral; two specimens of the largest kind are shown
at g g, in Fig. 14. In the same sponge were others

of smaller size, and with fewer branches, as represented

by d, e and /; to such spicula the term branched may
be well applied. Another sponge contains spicula of

the form I have termed tuberculated ; they are of large

size, and covered with rows of flattened tubercles, as

shown at c, in Fig. 14. The sponges to which they

naturally belong I have never seen, but all my speci-
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mens were obtained from the root of an Alcyonium, Al-

cyonium favosum, from Sumatra, and were mixed with

FIG. 14.

a, bi-curvate spicuUim ;
b, curved spiculum

;
c, tubeiciilated spiculum

;

d,e,f,gg, branched spicula ; /«, bi-curvate anchorate spicula
;

i, stellate spi-

cula ; k, I, m, multi-radiate spicula.

grains of sand and spicula of various kinds, from other

sponges. A similar species, from a different part of

the world, in the possession of a friend, when boiled in

nitric acid yielded spicula of precisely the same kind
;

so much so, that when a specimen was shown me, I

pronounced from whence it came.

The siliceous remains of a small sponge, attached to

the root of a Gorgonia, Ms ochracea, I found ex-

tremely rich in peculiar forms of spicula. The most

striking was of a reticular figure, covered with minute

spines, as shown at A, in Fig. 15. It forcibly reminded
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me of the siliceous skeleton of the Dictyochalix pumi-

ceus, before alluded to, and probably may be a portion

FIG 15.

A, portion of the skeleton of a siliceous sponge, b, c, e, flattened spicula.
D D, piu-shaped spicula. f, tri-radiate spicula in Grantia compressa. h,
granules of sand imbedded in horny fibre of Dysidea.

of a siliceous sponge. Other spicula occur in the same
specimen, the most remarkable of these are in the form
of scales, as shown at b, c, e

;
they may be known by

their flattened figure, and by having black dots in the
centre. The edges of some of these spicula are smooth,
but in most cases they are serrated. Another very
singular form of spiculum, is also found in the same
sponge: it is of small size, and pin-shaped at one ex-
tremity, and at the other is rounded, but in the centre
of the rotundity there is a short conical spine ; two of
these spicula are shown at d d, Spicula of the shape
termed curved, are occasionally met with in certain small
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sponges ; one of these, of peculiar figure, is represented

at b, in Fig. 14. In another sponge from the South

Seas hi-curvate spicula, of the shape shown at a, are

very common. Mr. Shadbolt, however, has detected

some still more curious spicula than these last; they

are twice curved, like that shown at a, but each

extremity is expanded, so as to resemble the fluke of

an anchor; to such form, the term hi-curvate ancho-

rate has been given; two of these spicula are repre-

sented at h. The sponge in which they occurred, like

that of the preceding, was of small size, and brought

from the South Seas.

In sponges of the genus Grantia, the spicula are gene-

rally of tri-radiate figure, as shown at/, in Fig. 1 0, and F,

in Fig, 1 5
;
they are composed of carbonate of lime ; tri-

radiate spicula of silica, however, are not uncommon:

two of these are represented at g and h, in Fig. 13.

Another large spiculum, shown at i, appears at first sight

to belong to the tri-radiate variety ; but it will be seen

that there is a circular marking in the centre, where

the three arms meet, which proves that there must

have been another arm, or a shaft, projecting fi'om this

situation. Minute spicula, having six or more arms,

are very abundant in sponges of the genus Tethea

;

they are principally found in the crust ; three varieties

are represented at k, I, m, in Fig. 14.

Having noticed some of the principal forms of

spicula in the framework of sponges, I next proceed

to those occurring in the interspaces between the elon-
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gated varieties, and which are generally of the stellate

form, that is, consisting of a central spherical nucleus,

from which a large number of conical spines radiate.

Those shown at h, in Fig. 14, were also found in a

sponge of the genus Tethea, and it may be noticed

that the nucleus is of large size, in proportion to the

spines, while in other specimens of this variety the

spicula are of the same diameter, but the spines are

much larger, and the nucleus hardly perceptible. In

the sponges containing these spicula, most of which

belong to the genus Tethea or Geodia, other stellate

forms occur in very great abundance, but they are

principally confined to the crust
;

they are about one-

fourth the size of the two preceding, and not very

unlike the representations given of stars of the first

magnitude on our maps and globes.

I must now speak of a very remarkable sponge, first

accurately described by Mr. Bowerbank, which selects

minute, nearly equal-sized particles of sand, and en-

velopes them with horny matter, so as, with a few
long spicula, to form the skeleton. This sponge was
found at Brighton by Mr. Bowerbank, and from its

being exceedingly brittle it has been named by him,
Dysidea fragilis. There is another sponge of the
same genus, in which a similar structure is found,
and both have been described by Mr. Bowerbank, in
the first volume of the Transactions of the Microscop-
ical Society. This selection of grains of sand diff"ers

from that of certain Annellides, which merely cement
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together small portions of all kinds of foreign bodies,

but do not entirely enclose them in animal matter.

Parts of two of the horny fibres of this sponge, with

the grains of sand contained within them, are repre-

sented at H, in Fig. 15.

There are other peculiar bodies found in sponges

—

the reproductive organs, or Gemmules. If a portion

of the fresh-water sponge, Spongilla Jluviatilis, be

shaken in a little water, a number of minute grains,

of a yellow colour, will be washed out fi'om the tissue

composing the skeleton. When slightly acted on by

nitric acid, and examined with a power of 200 diame-

ters, the surface of the gemmules, as shown at a, in

Fig. 16, or still better at d, is seen to be studded

with minute stellse, which are the outer extremities of a

crust of spicula of a peculiar form, termed bi-rotulate,

from their resemblance to an axle and two wheels.

They were first described by Ehrenberg, under the name

of Amphidisciis rotula, he imagining them to be in-

fusoria. It will be found, however, that they form a

distinct coating to the gemmules, one wheel being

imbedded in the crust, and the other projecting ex-

ternally. Their true position may be distinctly seen

by bringing a portion of the edge of the gemmule

into focus, as shown at b. When a sponge in which

such gemmules are contained is boiled in nitric acid

the animal matter is destroyed and the spicula detached.

In a portion of the siliceous remains of one of these

sponges a great number of the bi-rotulatc spicula,
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three of which are represented at c, will be found

intermixed with other slightly spinous ones, having

pointed extremities. This sponge, Spongilla fluvia-

tilis, is very common in large sheets of water, espe-

cially where there are piles driven into the ground in

FIG. 16.

A, geramule of SponyUlafl.uviatilis. b, spicula ou the surface (side view)
c, three spicula, magnified 600 diameters, d, end view of same spicula
E, gemmules of undescribed sponge, f, portion of the surface of the same

slill pSe.-
^^--^

deep water. In the Commercial Docks, at Rother-
hithe, where timber is kept, pieces that have remained
undisturbed for a long time have generally specimens
adhering to them. Spicula from a small sponge found
m a pond at Blackheath, and given to me by Mr. Hud-
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son, of Greenwich, as in all probabihty those of a new

species, I discovered, on careful examination, to be mal-

formed specimens of Spongilla fluviatilis. Some of

the long spicula, as shown in Fig. 17, present a moni-

liform appearance, others have portions of spicula

FIG. 17.

Malformed spicula of Spongilla fluviatilis ; a a a, spicula of the gemmules.

projecting from them at a more or less acute angle.

The spicula of the gemmules are present, they like-

wise are malformed, one or both of the wheels havmg

its rays sometimes developed to a very great extent,

but those shown at a a a, are sufficient to prove that

it belongs to the species to which I have referred'it.

In order to exhibit these spicula, a power of 250 dia-

meters is required, consequently, only a few can be
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seen in the field at one time, but by moving the stage

adjustments, many, both perfect and malformed speci-

mens are seen. Gemmules are found abundantly in

other sponges, but their siliceous framework is more

extensive, and occurs in the form of minute spicula.

In many species the gemmules are confined to the

outer crust, in others they are situated in the interior.

In some, as in Pachymatisma, they form a hard ex-

ternal coating, which, when removed and boiled in

nitric acid, is seen to be almost entirely composed of

the beautiful objects represented in Fig. 18, some of

FIG. 18.

are circular, as shown at a, b, c, others oval,
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as at E, F, G, and all have a central pore or depression,

as shown at a, in Fig. 16, G, and at c and f, Fig. 18,

upon some part of their external surface. The smaller

gemmules, as seen at d, Fig. 18, are covered with

pointed spicula, which radiate from the centre
;

the

larger ones, as shown at b and G, have the projecting

extremities of the spicula more angular, but still then'

radiated disposition may be observed in all but the

very opaque specimens. The gemmules of a sponge

of the genus Tethea, as shown at a and c, have the

spicula exceedingly abundant, almost all are of an oval

figure, and the central circular spot, or pore, is veiy

distinct; this, when carefuUy examined, will exhibit

a dark or light appearance, according as it is either in

or out of focus.

In an undescribed species of the genus Pachyma-

tisma the whole outer portion of the crast, which

is extremely brittle, is almost entirely composed of

o-emmules, remarkable for the peculiarity of then-

figure being somewhat fiddle-shaped, as seen at e,

Fig 16- they are flattened, and covered with mmute

tubercles, which are in reality the ends of the spicula.

I could not at first discover what these were, but when,

after prolonged examination, I saw the central pore, I

was satisfied from this circumstance, and from their

position, that they must be gemmules
:

the surface,

when viewed with a power of 600 diameters, pre-

sented the tuberculated appearance shown at f. If

a minute portion of the crust of this sponge be sufii-
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ciently magnified, it is seen to be almost entirely

composed of gemmules. The sponge in which I first

found the large tuberculated spicula, contained gemmules
belonging to another species, probably of the same
genus, but shorter, and more oval than the others;
amongst them are a few imperfectly developed, as
shown at H, Fig. 16, which, like those of the Tethea,
exhibit radiating spicula. Gemmules of a somewhat
similar shape to those last described were obtained
from the crust of a sponge, probably of the genus
Pachymatisma. They are of uniform size, but rather
larger, and more decidedly oval than the last, and the
pore, as shown at a, Fig. 16, g, is more conspicuous
than the extremities of the spicula, although the
specimen from which they were obtained was not
larger than a filbert.

The gemmules, or ova, as they are sometimes caUed,
when in the living state are said to be provided with
cilia, by the movements of which they escape fi^om the
parent, and each is capable of developing an entire
animal. I have never had an opportunity of seeing
the gemmules in a living state in any marine sponge
although I have often met with them in our common
fresh-water species, Spongilla fluviatilis ; but as yet I
have paid little or no attention to their development
This has been very carefully done by Mr. Carter an
Assistant Surgeon in the East India Company's service
who discovered several species of Spongilla in great
abundance in some of the water-tanks in the Island

VOL. n.
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of Bombay. He states that the fresh-water sponge is

composed of a fleshy mass, supported by a fibrous

reticulated horny skeleton. The gemmules, or seed-

like bodies, occur in the base or root of the sponge,

and are generally protected by a framework of spicula, as

shown at h, in Fig. 18. They are of a yellow colour,

globular or ovoid, each presenting a single infundibular

depression, or pore, on its surface, which communicates

with the interior. Within the tough, coriaceous mem-

brane and its coating of spicula are a multitude of

more or less transparent cells, which when pressed out

under water are at first irregular in form and motion-

less, but soon swell out by endosmose, and burst in

a few hours. Their visible contents, according to

Mr. Carter, consisting of a mass of germs occupying

about two-thirds of the cavity of the cell, subside, and

gradually spread over the bottom of the vessel in which

they are contained. They vary in diameter from the

gojjjth of an inch, and are endowed with locomotive

powers. Each germ consists of a discoid, circular,

well-defined, translucent cell, which is green or yel-

lowish-green at the circumference, pale and colourless

towards the centre, and thi| cell appears to be sm-

rounded by a colourless transparent capsule, the natm-e

of which is unknown. Soon after the germs have

escaped from the gemmule they collect into insulated

groups, united by a semi-transparent mucilage; the

contents of the largest germs then undergo a change,

and the germs themselves gradually disappear, their
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place being occupied by a successive development of

protean, or active polymorphic cells. These proteans

are of various forms, and their cell-walls assume the

most fantastic figures—spheroidal, polygonal, asteroid,

dendritic, &c., as shown at b, c, d, e,f, in Fig. 19.

FIG. 19.

a, sponge in an early stage of development; b,c,d,e,f, protean cells; go
cells developing into fibres

; h, spicula
; j, k, germ cells.

^ ^'

Shortly after the formati^jn of the mucilage a series
of threads are developed in its substance, which extend
like a net-work from any thread already present, or
from any germs or particles contained in the water
The fleshy substance of the sponge is composed of
cells, about the ^th of an inch in diameter, within
which are a number of granules, and one or more

D 2
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contracting protean vesicles. These cells are con-

tinually changing their form and position, like those

derived from the gemmules, with which they are closely

allied, if not identical. The horny skeleton is developed

in the intercellular substance, probably from a series of

elongated cells like those I have described when speak-

ing of the structure of the Boleti and Mushrooms.

Within the cells of this horny matter the spicula are

secreted, and in many of the fibres, when examined by

polarized light, transverse markings may be seen, which

are doubtless the remains of the ceU-walls.

It would appear from Mr. Carter's observations that

the growth of fresh-water sponges takes place during

the autumn, by a rapid development of the fleshy

substance; towards winter the gemmules are formed,

and when these are set free their outer case is ruptured,

and each of the numerous cells therein contained is

capable of producing a new individual.



LECTURE III.

SKELETON OF SPONGES, DESMIDIEJ5 AND
DIATOMACEJ].

In my last Lecture I described the structure of the
skeleton of recent fresh-water and marine sponges, and
some of the most remarkable forms of the calcareous
and sihceous spicula imbedded in the horny substance •

I now proceed to notice the position these spicuk
occupy m the body of the animal.

Almost all sponges are parasitic; they are attached
by a broad portion, or base, to pebbles, corals, shells
and some few are even-found upon active, moving
Crustaceans. In the extensive coUection of Mr. Bower-
bank, are many specimens in which the sponge has
covered small Crahs to such an extent as almost
to impede their movements. Other sponges assume
a confervoid form, and make their way through the
foramma of corals, and in more than one instance I
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have found a sponge forming a coarse net-work between

the outer and inner laminae of the shells of large Pinnce.

The fresh-water sponges wiU grow even upon light

bodies, such as pieces of straw floating upon the siu--

face of the water, as was first pointed out by Mr. Carter,

in a species of Spongilla found by him in the Island

of Bombay.

Sponges, it would appear, were more numerous in

the seas of the later geological epochs than at present,

for there is every reason to believe that most flints were

originally sponges, those from the chalk even retain

their original form, and are found in the beds or layers

in which they formerly lived, whilst those occurring as

pebbles on our sea-shores, owe their rounded shape to

the rolling action of the water. Many of those, how-

ever, which are common on the shore at Brighton,

exhibit the remains of sponge tissue even to the naked

eye. I possess some flints from the chalk of Wilt-

shire, which have not only retained their original shape,

but still plainly show their in-current and ex-current

canals. Recent sponges from the Sussex coast present

forms precisely similar to some chalk flints, but it is

from sections made sufficiently thin to be transpai'ent,

and examined by the microscope, that we learn their

tme nature and origin.

It must not be imagined that sponges in their living

state present the same appearance as those seen in

museums ; these last must be regarded simply as skele-

tons. Every horny sponge, when living, was invested
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with a coating of a jelly-like substance, which can only

be preserved by placing the sponge in spirit imme-

diately after its removal from the water. This gela-

tinous substance is composed of cells, probably protei-

form, as in the fresh-water sponges alluded to in my
last Lecture, and it is by it, and not by the horny

skeleton, that the silica is attracted from the surround-

ing water. In sections of many flints the horny skeleton

is frequently present, and in some cases the spicula are

contained within its fibres.

Most of the sponges of the earlier geological periods

had tubular fibres, but in aU the existing species, with

the exception of the Spongia fistularis of Dr. Grant,

as shown at E, Fig. 20, and one other species, they

are solid. These tubular fibres are very commonly
filled with ferruginous^ matters, which accounts for the

colour of many of the remains in flint. The Moss-
Agates, which are so frequently cut and polished for

brooches and other ornaments, are flints containing

the fossihzed remains of sponges
;
many of these are

found among the pebbles at Brighton, but the London
market is chiefly supplied from Oberstein, in Germany,
where they are cut and pohshed by water-power, and
sold in large numbers from \0d. to \s. per specimen.

All the beautifiil moss-like figures shown at a,b, c,

Fig. 20, are produced by the remains of the skeletons

of sponges, as was first pointed out by Mr. Bowerbank,
in a paper published in the Transactions of the Geolo-
gical Society. The coloured fibres seen in the Green
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Jaspers of the East are of the same character. Sec-

tions of Moss-Agates, in which the presence of the

FIG. 20.

A, B, c, remains of sponge-tissue found in Moss-Agates, d, a Mocha-Stme,

showing a metallic crystallization, e, portion of the skeleton of a large

sponge found in a Moss-Agate, f, section of a chert-flint, exhibiting spicula

of sponge. G, Xanthidium spinosum. h, Xanthidium recurvatum. i, Xan-

thidium tubiferum. k, Xanthidium ramosum, all found in sections of flint-

slones.

fibrous skeleton of sponges may be distinctly recognized,

are very commonly of a bright-red colour, the sur-

rounding flint being more or less transparent, and almost

colourless. In other rarer specimens the sponge-fibres

are of a beautiful green colour, and resemble those of

a recent conferva, which has been viewed by some as

a strong proof of the vegetable nature of sponges.
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A block of flint of considerable size, from Wiltshire,

I found on examination to be made up of a silicified

sponge, remarkable for the beauty of its skeleton,

and composed of branching fibres of a rich red colour.

In addition to the horny skeleton, the spicula, and even

the gemmules of sponges are often present, and, as

recent sponges contain portions of sand, shells and

corals in their cavities, these remains also are occa-

sionally met with in flint. In a transparent kind,

commonly called chert-flint, as shown at F, in Fig. 20,

there are large spicula, visible even to the naked

eye, and amongst them a few of the tri-radiate

form, which I have said before are peculiar to sponges

of the genus Grantia. In other sections of Moss-
Agate, with numerous spicula and horny fibres, are

gemmules, having minute spines projecting from their

outer surface.

In other sections of flint, fi-agments of minute
corals, which may be known by their large size and
reticulate arrangement, are easily seen, and I found
a piece of wood, about two inches in length, imbedded
in a rough flint fi-om Gravesend. Fish-scales are

very common in some kinds of flint, as well as the

horny skeletons of various species of Xanthidium,
four of which are represented by g, h, i, k, in Fig. 20.
It must, however, be borne in mind that the moss-
like appearance, in the so-called Mocha-stones, as

shown at D, in Fig. 20, is not due to sponge-
tissue, but in all probability to some metallic crystal-
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lization. Before leaving the subject of sponges, I must

notice a portion of the shell of the Pinna-Oyster, in

which a series of branching filaments, running between

the outer and inner layers of the shell, may be seen by

the unassisted eye. When these are viewed with a

power of 40 diameters, they are found to be composed

of the fibrous skeleton of a sponge, of a species remind-

ing us again of a confervoid growth, but when exposed

to a red heat the characteristic odour given off from the

fibres is very perceptible, and indicative of their animal

nature.

Our attention is next demanded by a class of orga-

nized beings, the true position of many of which in

the kingdom of natui'e is still doubtful ; some authorities

considering them to be Alg(B, whilst others regard

them as Infusoria. According to botanists, the

Alg(B—one of the lowest classes of vegetables—are

divided into five orders: viz., DiatomacecB, Confer-

vacecB, FucacecB, Ceramiacece and CharacecB. The

DiatomacecB are characterized as angular fragmentary

bodies, brittle, and multiplying by spontaneous fission ;

they are divided into three sub-orders, CymbellecB,

HydrolinecB and Desmidiecs. The Cymhellea have

a siliceous, the two others a membranous or horny

skeleton, and the Besmidiecs ai-e farther distinguished

from the rest by containing starch, a substance peculiai-

to vegetables, and therefore excluding them fi*om the

animal kingdom. The Cymhellece, although possessing

no starch, arc now classed with Alga ; but it is
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of little importance for our present purpose whether

they be animals or vegetables, as we have merely to

consider the nature of their skeletons, which are interest-

ing not only for the beauty of form and delicacy of mark-

ing, exhibited by their surfaces, but on account of the

important part they have played in the formation of

the crust of our planet,

I shall first notice the DesmidiecB, and before con-

sidering their skeletons will briefly point out some of

their principal characters. The DesmidiecB have been

accurately described by Mr. John Ralfs, a member of

the medical profession, in his beautiful and elaborate

work, from which I have gained the greater part of

the information I shall be able to give on this subject.

With the exception of the genus Closterium, which is

sometimes brown, all are of a green colour, and in-

habit fresh-water, whereas the Diatomacecs are mostly

marine. Each cell or frond of the Desmidiece consists

of two symmetrical valves or segments, united by a

central suture, between which the newly-formed por-

tions are interposed. They are reproduced in two ways,

either by the escape of the granular contents of the

mature frond, or by the formation of sporangia, the

result of conjugation, as shown at G and by a a in i,

K, L, Fig. 21. In most of the species, the frond divides

spontaneously, which, however, is now considered as the

growth, and not the reproduction of the plant, as all

the cells arrive at maturity about the same time.

The conjugation, or coupling of the confervas, has been
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described in the first volume of the Histological Lec-

tures
;

these, however, conjugate whilst the cells still

form part of a filament, but the DesmidiecB inva-

riably separate into single joints before their conjuga-

tion and a communication being established between

FIG. 21.

L

A Pediastrum pertumm. b, Pediastnm granuMum. c, Scenedesmus

nuadricauda. d, Pediastrum tetras. e, f, Closteria. G, conjugation of

Closterium acutum. h, Xanthidium cristatum. i, Staurastrum polymor-

phum in conjugation, k, Staurastrum spinosum in conjugation, Arthro-

desmus incus in conjugation.

two cells, a seed-like mass, or sporangium, is the

result. A^ccording to Mr. Ralfs, in most of the species,

the valves of the shells become detached after they are

emptied of their contents. The sporangia, in some
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genera, continue smooth and unaltered ; in others they

pass through a series of changes, and in consequence are

liable to be mistaken for so many different species. All the

DesmidiecB are more or less gelatinous, the gelatinous

substance investing the fronds and binding them firmly

to each other. In certain specimens of Closterium, there

is a molecular movement of granules, and a circulation

of fluid between the horny shell and the endochrome
;

a spontaneous motion of the entire organism is also often

seen in the field of the microscope.

The DesmidiecB resist decomposition, and possess the

power, like many of the Algod and the green parts of

plants in general, of decomposing carbonic acid under

the influence of light, appropriating the carbon to

themselves and exhaling oxygen. The Sphcerozosma

vertebratum affords a good example of the filamentous

species of this tribe, and consists of a series of cells,

of an elongated oval figure, joined end to end, each
cell being composed of a horny membrane, containing

within its cavity the green colouring matter, or endo-
chrome. In some species of the genus Closterium,
Fig. 21, E,F,G, the horny skeleton is of a brown
colour, and in these the circulation of fluid, and move-
ment of minute molecules, was first noticed and
accurately described by the late Mr. Ddrymple. The
genera Pediastrum, Fig. 21, a, b, d, Xanthidium, h,
Staurastrum, i, k, and Arthrodesmus, l, are remark-
able for their beautiful stellate or cruciform shape, and
a well-defined central division or fissure; they suffi-
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ciently illustrate the structure of the skeleton of this

tribe of plants, the most durable part of which is com-

posed of a transparent horny material.

The skeletons of the next sub-order of the Diato-

maceas, the Cymhellecs, are composed of organic matter

intimately blended with silica, and indestructible both

by heat and acids. All the members of this sub-order,

like those of the Desmidiece, are remarkable not only

for the beauty of their form, but still more so for the

extreme delicacy of their markings, some of which even

defy the highest powers of the microscope to define, and

on this account they are generally employed as test-

objects. These are the minute bodies which constitute

the BacillaricB, or stick-like animalcules of Ehrenberg,

some of which inhabit fresh, others brackish water,

but a few are exclusively marine. Many of the Diato-

macecB occur as single frustules, or cells, others are

joined end to end, and form long, flattened ribbons
;

some are connected by their corners, so as to resemble

zig-zag chains, others again are attached to foreign

bodies by means of a simple or branching stem, whilst

a few genera are invested with a gelatinous envelope.

The NaviculcB, so abundant in our ditches, ponds

and marshes, are, as their name implies, more or less

boat-shaped, and of a green hue, in consequence of con-

taining a number of granules of that colour. They possess

the power of spontaneous mobility, and may be occa-

sionally seen to glide slowly across the field of the

microscope. In the living state the markings on their
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surfaces are not very apparent, but after boiling in

nitric acid, the green matter entirely disappears, and

with the same magnifying power the surfaces are

seen to be covered with delicate strise, which, under

the highest powers, and with careful management of

the hght, are readily resolved into cells, dots, or lines.

Since the employment of these objects as tests of

the definition of microscopes, observers have differed

greatly as to the nature of their markings : the striae

were regarded at first as lines, but recent investigation

has shown that the lines are clearly made up of dots,

and it is now disputed whether these dots are caused

by elevations or depressions of the surface. In my
opinion, all the coarser markings are of cellular form,

and those having a dotted appearance, as shown at b,

in Fig. 28, are due rather to pits, or depressions, than to

elevations of the surface
;
they are not, however, foramina,

there being a thin layer of silica beneath them. In
order to satisfy myself of the true nature of the mark-
ings of many of the Diatomacece, I select a sHde in

which there are several species of the same genus, and
examine carefully those specimens in which the mark-
ings are the coarsest, and therefore, most easily recog-

nized
; having made up my mind as to their nature, I

then pursue the same mode of investigation with those

having more dehcate markings, but yet of the same
character, and thus arrive at a definite conclusion.



LECTURE IV.

SKELETON OF DIATOM ACEii].

Having in the last Lecture made a few remarks

upon the DesmidiecB and Diatomacece, and the pro-

bable nature of the markings on the surfaces of the

latter, I now proceed to consider the mode in which the

silica and organic matter in the individual specimens,

or frustules as they are termed by the botanist, are

disposed.

Each frustule may be regarded as a cell, in which,

occasionally, a nucleus and nucleolus are contained. By

boiling in nitric acid, or by the action of fire, all the

organic matter will be removed, and the silica left;

but if hydrofluoric acid be employed instead of nitric,

as was first done by Professor Baily, the silica will be

dissolved, and a flexible internal membrane, probably

composed of the same horn-like material as the skeleton
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of the Desmidiece, will remain, retaining the general

form of the finistule, even to the delicate markings. It

is this organic structure that selects the silica from the

water, and deposits it as a thin film upon its external

surface. In the young state, each furstule consists of

two valves, investing a closed membranous sac or cell,

within which are contained a mucilaginous fluid, and
minute coloured granules, constituting the endochrome

;

as the fnistule increases in age, the two valves are

separated by the development of a third plate, which
forms a band between the valves. According to the

Rev. W. Smith,*= no portion of the internal cell-mem-
brane can be exposed to the action of the surrounding
water without secreting a coating of silica, and tht
moment the valves become separated in the process
of self-division, the secretion of a third plate of silica

m the form of a band, commences; this third plate has
been termed by Mr. Smith the ''connecting mem-
brane." The water is admitted to the internal cell-

membrane, in many species that are of circular figure,
along the line of suture between the valves ; but in the
elongated forms through perforations in the siliceous
envelope, situated generaHy at the extremities : none of
the other markings, however large, being perforations.
Some of the simplest of the Diatomace^ are those

which still retain the generic name of Diatoma ; of
these one, D. flocculosum, represented at f, in

* British Diatomacese, p. 14.
VOL. II.

E
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Fig. 24, occurs in considerable abundance in the form

of zig-zag chains : each frustule consisting of a quadran-

gular plate, having its middle and two outer edges

thicker than the other parts, so that in section, or

when viewed end-ways, it presents the appearance shown

at /. Other species of this genus vary considerably in

shape, one in particular has frustules much longer than

they are broad, and is con-

sequently named D. elon-

gatum. A very interesting

and beautiful species of

Diatoma is the Meridion

circulare, which in the

fresh state consists of

a series of wedge-shaped

frustules, as shown at d.

Fig. 22, arranged in the

form of circular bands,

as at c
;

these, however,

are not flat, but when

perfect, as represented at

B, have one end raised

above the other; a better

view, however, is obtained

when the chains are thrown on one edge, they then

present the flattened screw-like form represented by a.

This species is met with in tolerable abundance in

England and, also, according to Professor Bailey, " occurs

in immense quantities in the mountain brooks around
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West Point, the bottoms of which are literally covered

in the first warm days of spring with a ferruginous

coloui-ed, mucous matter, about ^ of an inch thick,

which, on examination by the microscope, proves

to be filled with millions and millions of these

exquisitely beautiful siliceous bodies. Every submerged

stone, twig, and spear of grass is enveloped by

them, and the waving plume-like appearance of a

filamentous body covered in this way is often very

elegant."

Some of the Diatomacege have a horny stem, by

which they are attached to the weeds and other foreign

bodies on which they are found. The Achnanthes

longipes, a. Fig. 23, is one of these, having a stem

of considerable length; the frustules exhibit striated

markings on their outer surface, and contain granules

of green colouring matter. If these specimens be
boUed in nitric acid the horny stem disappears, and
nothing is left but the silica, on which the marKin2:s

of the loricse or valves, are more plainly seen, proving

that these markings are confined to the siliceous

skeleton. Another species provided with a horny
branching stem, the Gomphonema geminatum, is

represented at b, in Fig. 23 ; some of the frustules

are there shown with the front of their valves
towards the eye, whilst of the majority only a side
view is exhibited. The siHceous skeletons of Diato-
macese being indestructible, are very frequently found
in the mud of ponds and rivers; that of the

E 2
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Thames contains large quantities of them, and

amongst the number, a peculiar shell is occasionally

found, which, from having a horn-like process at

each angle, has been named Triceratium favus.

At c, in Fig. 23, is represented one of the valves.

FIG. 23.

A, AcMantkes longipes. b, Gornphonerna gemvraturn^^^ a single valve

of Triceratium favus. d, e, f, g, fossil Trtccratia from Bermuda.

there being two such, which are separated from each

other by an intermediate valve, this species of Tri-

ceratmm is of triangular form, and appears to be

made up of equal-sized hexagonal cells, like those of

vegetable tissue. A great variety of Triceratia occur
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in the infusorial earth from Bermuda, some of the

principal forms of the valves of which, are represented

at D, E, F, G, in Fig. 23, and a great number of others

are described by Mr. Brightwell, in the first volume of

the " Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science," the

true figure of each being correctly delineated.

The genus Isthmia is of very peculiar form, con-

sisting of two apparently distinct bodies united by a

narrow portion, whence the name. There are two

species commonly met with on our coasts, the /. enervis

and /. obliquata, they are generally found attached to

portions of sea-weed; some of the individuals being

single, whilst others are connected by means of a short

pedicle, coming off fi-om one of the corners, so as to

FIG. 24.

A, AmphUetras antediluviana. b, Biddulphia quinqueloaitlaris. c, hthmia
enervis. t^, hthmia obliquata. e, ,vMfc«<« ; rf, detached joint of
iiic same, v, Diatomafloeculosum ; f, end view of frustule.
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form a zig-zag chain, the surfaces of all the specimens

of I. enervis, are covered with hexagonal markings,

and two transverse lines, or hands, divide each into

three parts. They are propagated by the separation

of the terminal portions from the body, each becoming

a distinct individual, whilst the body forms the case in

which they are contained, as shown at c, in Fig, 24.

The other species of Isthmia, the I. obliquata, Fig. 24,

D, is rather broader and larger than the preceding, and

is also divided into three parts by two transverse bands,

the terminal portions being strengthened by a row

of paraBel ribs, which are placed in the direction of

the long axis of the specimen, and are somewhat

raised above the general surface. The mode of increase

is precisely similar to that of Isthmia enervis, and in

the preparation before you there is one specimen larger

than the rest, in which two individuals are enclosed in

a common case.
.

In an allied genus, the Amphitetras antediluviana,

found on the coast near Ilfracombe, each individual

frustule. A, Fig. 25, is of a square figure, somewhat

iG. 25.

Mntetras antediluviana entire, b, c, upper and under surface of the

two lateral portions.
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resem])ling a box, and like the Isthmia consisting of

three portions, the terminal ones, B, c, composing

the top and bottom of the box, and having a tri-

angular spot or hole, at each of the four corners.

In the recent state, the frustules are connected by

means of a pedicle developed from one of the

corners, so that it is usual to find long chains of

them, like those represented at a, in Fig. 24. In

the interior of each frustule, in the hving condition,

a number of green granules are observed, but there

is little or no trace of markings on their exterior,

if the specimen, however, be boiled in nitric acid the

siliceous framework will be found entirely covered with

hexagonal markings
; some of the frustules remain

perfect, others are separated into three parts, the top

and bottom being ahke, as shown at b, c, and the

central piece resembling a box without the ends.

In a genus aUied to that just described, Biddulphia,
each frustule consists of three portions, the central

one being more or less square, and those at each
end, which may be termed lateral, having either one
or three rounded projections between the angles,

which do not equal the lateral parts in length;
from^ the sides of the central portion, large striae

or ribs proceed as far as the margins of the pro-
jections, but in some cases the striae are divergent, in

others united by anastomosing lines. The entire sur-
face of each specimen is covered with rounded pro-
jections or dots, which, as in Isthmia, are smaUer in
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FIG. 26.

Two frustules of Biddulphia pulcliella

enclosed in a common case.

the central than in the lateral portions. Two specimens

of Biddulphia pulcliel-

la, enclosed in the same

case, are represented in

Fig. 26 ; when young,

and in the recent state,

the frustules are attached

to each other by the

angles, but occasionally they cohere by the alternate

angles only, and thus form a zig-zag chain, as shown by

Biddulphia quinquelocularis, Fig. 24, b.

All the specimens of Diatomace^ described in this

and the preceding Lecture have the frustules naked,

that is, according to the Rev. W. Smith, not imbedded

in gelatine, nor enclosed in membranaceous tubes ; but for

the sake of contrast, three species must be briefly noticed

in which the frustules are invested with a gelatinous

or membranous envelope, these being represented in

Fig. 27. At A is shown a specimen of Schizonema

rutilans, at b one of 8. Ehrenbergii, both having

a transparent envelope, through which the individual

frustules may be seen; the frustules, however, may

be more plainly recognized in Encyonema paradoxum,

figured at c.

The Diatomacese are the most widely distributed of any

of the classes of organized beings, and although minute,

contribute not a little to the formation of certain of the

strata of our planet, generation succeeding generation,

each in its turn adding its siUceous skeletons to the
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common heap. They are very abundant on the weeds

of our ponds and rivers, and especially in summer in the

FIG. 27.

A, Schizonema rutilans. b, Schizonema Ehrenbergii. c, Encyonema para-
doxum.

marshes about Greenwich and Woolwich, where they
form a slimy or muddy layer on the surface of the
leaves and stems of aquatic plants. The mass on the
table before you consists almost entirely of specimens of
Pleurosigma, especiaUy the species known as P. hippo-
campus and angulatum, both of which are employed by
opticians and amateurs, as tests of the defining power of
their object-glasses. In the fresh state very few of the
beautiful markings that exist on their surfaces can be
distinguished, but if they be dried, or subjected to the
action of boihng nitric acid, the organic matter is

removed, and the markings can then be well brought
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out by careful manipulation. In Fig. 28, three of the

species of Pleurosigma, most commonly used as tests,

FIG. 28.

E

A, Pleurosigma formosum. b, P. angulatum. c, portion of the same

magnified 1300 diameters, d, P. hippocampus, e, portion of P. angulatum

magnified 15,000 diameters, showing at e apart in focus, and at e a part out

of focus. F, portion of P. formosum, magnified 5500 diameters.

are exhibited; that at A, being P. formosum, at

B, P. angulatum, and at d, P. hippocampus. A
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representation of the markings of Pleurosigma angu-

latum, as seen with the j|th of an inch object-glass by

Mr. Wenham, is given at c ; in certain states of the

focus the valve appears covered with oblique lines,

but by careful management of the light, Mr. Wenham
has found that these can be resolved into hexagons.

In Pleurosigma hippocampus the same lined appearance

is seen, the lines, however, are at right angles to each

other, and not as in P. angulatum, arranged at an

angle of 60°, as represented at b. Mr. Wenham has

proved beyond doubt the structure of P. angulatum by

means of photographs taken under a power of 15,000
diameters; all the parts accurately in focus exhibit

hexagons with a white centre, as shown at e, but in

those out of focus, at e, the centre is black.

Fig. 28, A, is a representation of Pleurosigma
formosum, a marine species not uncommon in tidal

harbours, and in ditches filled with sea-water ; it is

certainly one of the most beautiful of our British

Diatomacese, and is large enough to be visible to the
naked eye. The markings when seen under a power
of 250 diameters, appear oblique, as in P. angulatum,
but when a very high power i&, employed, according
to the Rev. Mr. Kingsley, of Cambridge, the lines

are resolved into dots; a representation is given
at F, of a portion of one of the valves, as seen
under a magnifying power of 5500 diameters, the
markings being resolved into so many studs or beads;
but notwithstanding the enormous power employed
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on this occasion there are many observers who still

regard these markings as depressions, and not as

elevations. An American species of Pleurosigma,

P. Spencerii, a few years since was employed as

a test object, it has been carefully examined by Mr.

Warren de la Rue, and its markings were by him

first resolved into dots ; the representation given at G,

in Fig. 29, is from that gentleman's drawing, a species

allied to it is found in this country.

FIG. 29

D

A D front and side view of Eimotia arcus. c, Navicula, from New Zealand.

P, e', front and side view of Navicula KtriaMa. f. Pinnularia Cardina/is.

mvicula, now Pleurosigma Spencerii.
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There are some NaviculcB, d, e and f, in Fig. 29,

that have striae in the form of ribs or costae, which

cannot be resolved into dots ; to one of these f the

generic name of Pinnularia has been applied by the

Rev. W. Smith, the species figured being named

Cardinalis ; other species of Navicula and Pleuro-

sigma, sometimes occur, on which the markings are

so dehcate that they may almost be said to defy

every object-glass hitherto constructed; but if opti-

cians progress in the wonderful way they have done

within the last five years, we may hope that at some
future time the markings of even the most difficult

species will be readily resolved.

From the skeletons of Diatomacese still found in a

living state, I shall proceed to describe a few of those

which existed in ages long antecedent to the crea-

tion of man, and which from their abundance constitute

no unimportant part of some of the strata of the crust

of our globe. We are told by Professor Rogers that

at and near the city of Richmond, in Virginia, there

is a stratum twenty miles in length and several feet

in depth, composed almost entirely of fossil Diato-

macese. This earth, which was first sent to England
by Professor BaHey, of West Point, New York, has
been carefully examined by that gentleman, and an
account of some of the interesting forms found in it has
been published in the " American Journal of Science,"

Vol. XLTI. Amongst these Diatomacese are several

species of the genera Actmocyclus and Coscinodiscus,
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both being circular and remarkable for the beauty

of their markings. Gallionella sulcata, also occurs

abundantly in this earth; it has the form of a long

jointed cylinder, Fig. 24, e, one of the joints being

represented at d. In other parts of America, as for

instance, at Petersburg, in Virginia, and Piscataway,

in Maryland, infusorial earths are met with in which

Diatomacese of singular beauty abound ; these also have

been described by Professor Bailey in the work quoted

above. The Eunotia arcus, represented at a, b, m

Fig. 29, is found in both these deposits.

Most of the fossil infusorial earths are employed in

the arts for the pohshing of metals, as for example,

Tripoli, and the pohshing-powder of Bilin, in Bohemia

;

this last occurs in a series of beds, averaging four-

teen feet in thickness, and is almost entirely com-

posed of the remains of Diatomacese, which are supposed

to have been subjected at some time to the action

of a high temperature. The weU-known Turkey-stone,

so celebrated for the sharpening of the hardest edge

tools, is partly made up of infusorial remains
;
the pave-

ment of the quadrangle of the Royal Exchange is

composed of this mineral. The Rotten-stone of com-

merce, another polishing material, consists principally

of the remains of Diatomacese; and in Ireland, in the

county of Down, on the banks of the River Upper

Bann, there is a white deposit, formed almost entirely

of the siliceous lories of Bacillari^, amongst which

are joints of a small Gallionella, Fig. 42, f, and
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peculiar circular loricae, exhibiting a radiated struc-

ture as represented at e. The lerg-meU, or moun-
tain meal of Sweden and Lapland, washed down
by the mountain torrents, and which from its light-

ness and resemblance to flour is employed in times

of great scarcity by the poor, mixed with that article

of diet, is composed of little else than pure silica,

existing in the form of skeletons of Diatomacese.

A polisliing slate is found in Jutland, in which
a number of beautiful siliceous remains of Diato-

macese occur, amongst them may be distinguished a

Triceratium, somewhat resembling in shape that met
with in the mud of the Thames, and represented by f,

in Fig. 41. The richest deposit, perhaps, is that from
Bermuda, but in what part I have not yet been able

to ascertain; it in some respects resembles that from
Richmond, in Vh-ginia, chiefly, however, in contain-
ing specimens of the discoid lories of Actinocyclus
and Coscinodiscus which in the recent state are com-
posed of two valves, separated from each other by a
thin rim. When a student of this CoUege, in 1841,
I found many sraaU species of these lories attached to
Zoophytes, which had been brought home in spirit
from MelviUe Island, in the Arctic regions, by Captain,
now Sir Edward Parry. In the sediment at the bottom
of the bottle, I discovered no less than thirty-four varieties
of Diatomaceee, some of which are represented in
Fig. 30

;
and amongst them were certain species of Cosci-

nodiscus, at that time only known as occurring in the
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Richmond earth. There were, also, some small pieces

of sea-weed in the sediment, and on these were found

some minute bivalve, circular discs, of a brown colour,

and of the shape shown at A, Fig. 30 ;
they were at-

tached to the sea-weed by means of a thin horny stem,

and when treated with nitric acid, were found to

be covered with delicate markings. Coscinodiscus

patina represented in front view by b, and in side-

FIG. 30.

A, portion of sea-weed with discoid lories attached, b, front view of small

Coscinodiscus. c, end view of the same, d, Pywidicida entire e, one

valve of the same, f g, front and end view of Aclinocyclus undulafm.

view by c, was not unfrequent in this sediment ;
the still

more remarkable specimen probably of Pyxidicula, one

valve of which is represented at E, and an entire one at

D, also occurred in tolerable abmidance. Professor BaUey

has described this species as existing in the Richmond

earth, and it is curious to observe, as muU be seen by a
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paper of mine on this subject, published in the second

volume of "The Microscopic Journal," how many
species in this sediment are analogous to those found

in a fossil state at Richmond, in Virginia. There is

another stratum, discovered by Ehrenberg at Soos, near

Eger in Bohemia, that consists almost entirely of the

remarkable discoid forms, represented at B, c, Fig. 42,

they are of an oval figure, curved twice in opposite

directions, and from their resemblance to a shield,

have been named by him Campylodiscus clypeus

;

when the learned Professor visited this country in

1841, he brought with him the first specimens that

had been seen of this earth. The discs in almost
every instance are very perfect, and in addition to

their curious shapes, have markings worthy of notice.

An Infusorial stratum, discovered by Mr. Walter
ManteU, the son of the late Dr. Mantell, at New
Plymouth, in New Zealand, is remarkable for con-
taining many species of NavicuIcB, one of which,
as shown at c in Fig. 29, has a central marking in
the shape of a cross. Dr. Mantell told me that his
son could procure no more of this deposit

; being>ery
light, it has been swept away by strong currents of
wind, and distributed through all parts of the country,
m the same way as we hear that showers of poUen
red snow, sand and even of shells and fish, have fallen
in various parts of the globe, all having been taken up
by currents of air, and carried in some instances many
hundreds of miles, and then suddenly dropped as a

VOL. n.
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shower. Many instances are on record, in which, vessels

saihng on the Atlantic, several hundred miles from land,

have had their decks covered with sand an inch or

more deep. Ehrenberg has examined many specimens

of this sand, and has discovered that it is principally

composed of the siliceous spicula of Sponges and of

the skeletons of Diatomacese. He has given beautiful

figures of most of the species in a paper entitled

" Passat-Staub und Blut-Regen ein grosses organisches

unsichtbares Wirken und Leben in der Atmosphare,"

published in " The Transactions of the Prussian

Academy of Sciences" for 1849.

Last, but not least in importance, is the substance

known as Guano ; it is composed principally of the

excrement of sea-fowl, especially penguins, which return

to roost in vast numbers upon the coast of Peru,

as well as upon certain small islands in the Pacific

;

during the lapse of years, this substance has accu-

mulated to so great an extent, that many thousand

tons of it are annuaUy imported into this country as

manure; it contains a large quantity of ammonia, as

may be readily known by the peculiar odour given off

even from the smallest quantity.

The Guano obtained from the island of Ichaboe was

examined microscopically by my late brother, Mr. Edwin

Quekett, and in it he detected the siliceous remains of

numerous Diatomacege, principally those of the discoid

form. In a paper on this subject, read at one of the

Meetings of the Microscopical Society, held in 1845,
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and published in the second volume of their " Trans-

actions," he gives an account of the differences in

character between the guano of Ichaboe and that of

Pern, and how the former may be readily distinguished

fi-om the latter by the greater abmidance of discoid

skeletons. The mode of isolating these siliceous

remains was only briefly alluded to by my brother,

but very soon after the fact of their occurrence was
made known, the method of obtaining them was
rendered tolerably easy by a process contrived by
Mr. Deane of Clapham, and published in the second
volume of the work last quoted ; it is copied nearly

verbatim in my Treatise on the Microscope.

The probable cause of the presence of these remains
m the Guano, appears to be that penguins feed chiefly

on fish, and sometimes on shell-fish, these last it is

weU known, fi-om the researches of the Rev. J. B.
Reade, have always more or less sand in their
stomachs, amongst which numerous Diatomace^ occur •

fish and birds both eat the shell-fish, and as the silica
IS not capable of digestion by the latter, it is voided
with their excrement, and hence the source of these
beautiful discs. It is a remarkable fact, that the
first specimens of guano imported were the richest •

many persons have examined large quantities of that
sold m the shops without finding any siliceous
remams whatever-no doubt in consequence of adul-
teration The best Peruvian guano is, at present,
imported by the house of Anthony Gibbs and Co

F 2
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Lime Street, City, who have a contract for it with

the Peruvian Government.

When we consider the vast amount of silica that

must he taken from the soil by the straw of grasses

of various kinds, it is possible that, besides the

nitrogenous principles which guano contains, the silica

in it, may also be of considerable service ; it is certain

that the cereal plants must take it up from the soil,

for the atmosphere cannot supply it, and it could hardly

be given to them in a more finely divided state :
thus

constituting another valuable quality of this material

as a manure. The process of dissolving the silica and

taking it up to be deposited in the tissues, as is done

by the grasses, is probably an electrical one ;
and in a

recent visit to Somersetshire, I witnessed the following

most striking experiment in the laboratory of Mr. Crosse,

a true philosopher, of whom doubtless you have heard

as being so celebrated for his experiments in voltaic

electricity.

In a common tumbler filled with distilled water

were placed, on opposite sides, a portion of silver—if 1

recollect rightly, a sixpence—and a piece of slate
;
one

was connected with the positive, the other with the

negative pole of a voltaic battery, consisting of a

copper vessel containing a solution of sulphate of

copper, in which was placed a porous tube and a

zinc rod, the tube being full of a solution of sugar

;

by this means slow electrical action was kept up, and

the silver on the one side was actually dissolved by
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the water, carried across, and deposited in a crystalline

form upon the slate on the opposite side of the tumbler

;

had a piece of flint occupied the place of the silver,

the same effect, in all probability, would have been

produced. It occurred to me immediately that it

might be by electrical agency that the silica, lime, and

other inorganic materials were dissolved and assimilated

by plants.



LECTUEE V.

SKELETON OE DIATOMACEiE AND
EORAMINIEERA.

In addition to the various localities of fossil Diato-

macecB mentioned in my last Lecture, two others must

be noticed ; one of them is Springfield in the island of

Barbadoes, the other Santa Flora in Italy. The former

is remarkable for the peculiarity of its organic remains,

which are totally unlike those found in any other

stratum, as may be seen by referring to Fig. 40, in

which are represented nine of the forms most commonly

met with. Some of these, as shown by A, d, e, are of

spherical, others of oval figure, and are composed of a

coarse network of cells or silicified cell-walls, somewhat

like those of the Echinodermata ; most of the specimens

having one or more sharp spines projecting from some

part of their outer margins. One peculiar kind is
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cu'cular and flattened, or made up of a series of

concentric zones of variable size, arranged one above

FIG. 40.

the other, as represented at h, each zone being com-
posed of a network of cells precisely similar to those

just mentioned, with spines projecting from the margins
;

others are met with of larger size, in which there is

no trace or concentric zones, but the reticulations or

cells of the framework are disposed in radii. I have
also found among these remains, a globular and an oval

body composed of the same structures as the preceding

specimens, each having, as shown by d and e, a large

conical spine protruding from two opposite sides of the

circumference.

The forms represented by c, g and f are more rare,

but the two former are well provided with spines.
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The earth containing these remarkable remains was

brought to this country in 1849, by Prof. Ehrenberg,

but, as far as I am aware, the true nature of the

skeletons has not yet been correctly ascertained ; Ehren-

berg himself, however, has described many of them

under the generic name of Polycystina. Others of

these skeletons are dome-shaped, and have a short

spine projecting from their summit, as shown at b

and I, others again have two conical diverging spines

from their base; both kinds have markings similar to

those in the specimens first noticed.

The Infusorial earth from Santa Fiora in Italy is

extremely rich in the genera Gallionella, Eunotia and

Navicula, and among these a Navicula of large size,

named on this account, Navicula grandis ; it measui-es

about ^th of an inch in length, and the oblique markings

on its surface are not capable of being resolved into

dots, like those of many smaller species. This Na^dcula

occurs in England both in the recent and fossil state

;

it has been called by Ehrenberg Pinnularia nobilis,

and under this name is represented in the " British

Diatomacese" of the Rev. W. Smith.

The circular discoid skeletons belonging to the

genera Actinocyclus, Coscinodiscus, Arachnoidiscus,

Tripodiscus and others remarkable for the beauty of

their markings, are found both in the recent and

fossil state ; in the former condition they were met

with by Ehrenberg at Cuxhaven, and many of them

have been described and figured in a paper in the
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''Berlin Transactions," which has been translated and

published in the third volume of Taylor's " Scien-

tific Memoirs." They are all characterized as being

composed of two more or less flattened or convex

loriccB, separated from each other by a central part or

rim.

In the genus Actinocyclus the loricse are composed

of alternate radii or segments, having different structural

markings, and not unfrequently arranged in different

planes, so that in one focus, a set of rays on the same

plane is brought into view, and by altering the focus,

another set is rendered visible; both sets cannot be

well seen at the same time, unless under a low magnify-

ing power, and on this account the specific name in

most instances denotes the number of rays.

In the genus Coscinodiscus there are no rays, but
the markings take the form of a hexagonal net-

work. In some species a few cells in the centre

are largest, all the rest being nearly of uniform size

;

in certain other species the cells are smallest near
the centre, and increase gradually in size towards
the margin; they all abound in the earth from
Bermuda and Richmond, and in Guano, as shown by e
in Fig. 41.

The generic name Arachnoidiscus is applied to
certain siliceous loricse generaUy found attached to a
sea-weed from Japan, which is employed by the Japanese
in the manufacture of soup, the term Arachnoidiscus
bemg derived from the resemblance of the markings
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to the web of the spider. In the Richmond earth

Actinocyclus senarius, Fig. 41, a, is found, so named

from its having six rays, every alternate one differently

marked, three of the rays being on one, the remaining

three on another plane ; there are various other species

in the same deposit, one in particular of large size,

having as many as twenty rays. In this earth, in

Guano, and even on our own coasts, is found the

Actinocyclus undulatus, represented by f in Fig. 30,

being so named from the undulating character of its

valves, as seen in the lateral view given at g.

FIG. 41.
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Several species of Coscinodiscus are also found in

the Richmond earth ; for instance, C. lineatus, Fig.

42, A, and C. radiatus ; the latter, a segment of

which is shown at d in Fig. 41, is ^th of an inch in

diameter ; its cells are of hexagonal figure, and gradually

increase in size from the centre to the circumference.

The Coscinodiscus oculus iridis of Ehrenberg, obtained

FIG. 42.

A, Coscinodiscus lineatus. b c, Campylodiscus ch/peus. d, Se'^ment of
Coscinodisc^is oculus iridis. e, disc found in eartii from the river Upper
iiann. f, joints of a Gallionella from the same earth.

from Ichaboe guano, attains the great size of ji^th of
an inch in diameter, and will occupy nearly the whole
field of view when examined with a power of 250
diameters

;
the central cells are larger than the rest

and are arranged in the form of a star, the others
bemg disposed in radiating hnes, neither of the valves
•IS flat, both being curved somewhat like a lunette
watch-glass.
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The Arachnoidiscus Ehrenhergii, one valve of which

is represented by b in Fig. 43, has been carefully

examined by Mr. Shadbolt, and an account of its

skeleton published in the third volume of the " Trans-

FIG. 43.

A, the siliceous framework of a disc of Arachnoidiscxcs Ehrenlergn b

disc of the same in its natural condition, c, portion
'^'^'^..^S"'"

f

diameters, d, thin horny membrane composing the outer eoating of a di.c

E, annular valve.
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actions of the Microscopical Society." According to

this gentleman, each perfect specimen consists of two

discoid portions and two annular valves ; the discs are

each made up of a thin flexible horny membrane and

of a siliceous framework, the former is indestructible

by boiling nitric acid, and has the peculiar spider's

web-like markings situated upon it. This membrane

is represented by d, the siliceous framework by A;

the latter can occasionally be separated entire from the

horny layer, but not without much difficulty. The
annular valves are seen at e, they consist of a ring

of silica, within which, and extending a short distance

towards the centre, is an annular membrane, and when
the specimen is entire it is by these two membranes
that the discs are connected together so as to form a

box; the markings of the discs are very beautiful,

as may be seen by the portion represented at c, which
has been drawn under a power of 500 diameters. Ac-
cording to the Rev. W. Smith, this species has been
found at Ilfracombe, it also occurs very abundantly on
certain AlgcB from California and South Africa.

From the description of the skeleton of the various
species of Diatomacese found both in the recent and
fossH state, I pass on to that of the Polythalamia or
Foraminifera, a class of lowly organized beings occurring
in the greatest abundance in many of the strata com!
posmg the crust of our planet ; the first name being
given from their consisting of a number of chambers,
the second from the numerous foramina opening on the

to
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external surface of the shell of the greater number of

species. They are almost exclusively fossil, only two or

three representatives of the class still existing, one of

these however

—

Polystomella crispa—has been lately

described by Prof. Williamson of Manchester, in the

second volume of the " Transactions of the Microscopical

Society," as being found in great abundance upon a

large Laminaria floating on the sea near Falmouth.

Through the kindness of Prof. Williamson, I am

enabled to show you some of these recent specimens,

they are of minute size, and when magnified 40 dia-

meters, appear as represented by A in Fig. 44 ;
the

FIG. 44.

A B

shell is calcareous, and when acted on by acid, the

animal remains, as shown by b, retain to a considerable

extent the perfect shape of the sheU. The Foraminifera,

as before stated, were very abundant in the earlier

periods of the earth's history, and some strata, such as

the chalk and the limestone of the Eocene formation.
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FIG. 45.

Recent foraminiferous
shell, Nonionina Germa-
nica, with its pseudopodia.

appear to be almost entirely composed of their minute

calcareous shells. They have been termed Rhizopoda

by M. Dujardin, on account of the dehcate root-like

character of their locomotive organs, which, accord-

ing to Ehrenberg, as shown in

Fig. 4.5, pass out through the

foramina in the shell; these or-

gans are called pseudopodia. The

shape of the shell or skeleton is

very peculiar in the majority of

species, bearing a strong resem-

l^lance to that of a minute Nauti-

lus or Ammonite, but differing

from these in having no siphuncle or tube of commu-
nication between the chambers, although there are seve-

ral small foramina in the septa dividing one chamber
from another. Each chamber contains a single animal,
from which, by a process of budding or gemmation,
a second is formed, and as soon as it is perfected, it

secretes the calcareous shell, so that a single foramini-
ferous shell is, as we shall presently see, made up of a
colony of individuals.

The chambers are usually arranged in the form of a
continuous spiral, but there are some kinds, as for
instance, the genus Clavulina, represented by a in
Fig. 48, in which they are disposed almost in a straight
line, like the chambered shells of gigantic size caUed
Orthoccratites. The shells, as before stated, exist in
great abundance in the chalk, and in order to show
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them to the greatest advantage in this deposit, it is

necessary that the chalk should be washed, and the

larger particles separated.

The mode adopted in the preparation of the Creta

preparata of our Pharmacopseia is a good one, but the

best is that recommended by my friend Dr. Southby,

which is a modification of the process employed to test

the strength of bricks. A piece of the chalk is boiled

in a saturated solution of sulphate of soda ;
the subse-

quent crystallization of the sulphate, tears the chalk to

atoms without injuring the shells, which would inevitably

occur during the process of pulverization by the ordinary

mechanical means. Dr. Southby once resided at Bridge-

water in Somersetshire, where bricks are made in great

numbers, and he there learnt this plan, which he

ingeniously apphed to the extraction of these beautiful

objects from the chalk. The species, however, in this

deposit alone, are so numerous that it would take me

a great length of time to point out those occurring even

in a single sHde ; I must therefore content myself with

selecting for illustration a few of the most interesting

specimens, and those who feel interested in the subject,

and require more information than can be given in a

single lecture, I would refer to the splendid work of

D'Orbigny, entitled " Foraminiferes fossiles," which will

be found in the College Library.

The chalk from Gravesend contains many bodies of

considerable size, of a conical shape, as shown at a, c

in Fig. 46, which appear to be composed of a series
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A, B, c, TextilaricB from the chalk of
Gravesend. d, e, larger Foraminifera
from the chalk.

of circular cells ; these

Foraminifera, ofare

the genus Textilaria,

and the cells are the

chambers. In another

specimen, as shown by

D E, the shells are suf-

ficiently large to be seen

by the unassisted eye

;

these have been picked

out from chalk, and

mounted separately, they

closely resemble the Nautilus in shape, the chambers

are nearly of equal size, and the minute dots seen upon
the surface of each are the foramina.

The chalk from Salisbury Plain contains numerous
Foraminifera, which are even larger than those last

mentioned
; the foramina are equally numerous, but the

shape of the shell is different. In the neighbourhood of

Brighton—the harbour of Shoreham, I believe—these
shells have been occasionally found lying on the sand
quite free from admixture with other bodies, and
remarkable for the beauty of their forms

; they show
the foramina extremely weU, in consequence of all trace
of the animal substance having been removed from the
mterior of the chambers, and there is every reason
to believe that they have been washed out of the
chalk by the sea-water. The sand from the sea-shore
m various parts of the world is very rich in Forami-

G
VOL. IL
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niferous remains ; that from the beach at Dover con-

tains them in great abundance, but they are still

more numerous in the sand from the shores of the

Dead Sea, which, in fact, consists of httle else than

Polythalamia and the spicules of Gorgonios ; some of

the latter may even be recognized by the naked eye,

being of a pink colour, they can be easily detected.

The tertiary limestone formations of Bordeaux are also

extremely rich in these remains ; two of the most

common kinds are shown by a b in Fig. 47.

FIG. 47.

A, B, Foraminifera from the tertiary limestone of Bordeaux, c, d, silicified

Foraminifera. b, f, Foraminifera from Delos.

All the species of which I have spoken exhibit

foramina of variable size on their surface ;
but, with the

exception of the ridges produced by the projections of

the septa of the chambers, the outer surface is com-

paratively smooth. There are, however, many species—

as, for instance, Polystomella crispa, represented by

A, Fig. 44—in which spines project from some part
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of the external surface, more especially from the outer

convex margin ; I possess many examples of shells

with spines, as shown by c, in Fig. 48, and in one

of remarkable beauty the spines, which are prismatic, are

arranged in a radiated manner: from this cause the

specimen has received the name of the radiated

Sideralite. At first sight the shell, which also

exhibits the foramina very beautifully, appears as if

covered with minute DiatomacecB : like the preceding

species, it was obtained from the Straits of Magellan.

The least troublesome plan of obtaining specimens of

these foraminiferous shells is to procure from a dealer

in sponge some of the sand out of the bins in which the

sponges are kept ; it will almost always be found to

contain several species, and they can be easily picked
out by sifting, or with a fine-pointed sable pencil.

Some sponges have about 75 per cent of their weight
made up of sand, these yield an abundance of Fora-
minifera.

Of aU the sands I have mentioned, however, none
can be compared, for richness in these shells, to that
obtained from the shores of the classic island of
Delos; in some specimens— as, for instance, that
represented by b in Fig. 48-the last formed chambers
are prolonged in a straight hne like the beak of certain
Ammonites from the Oxford clay. Two of the more
common kinds are shown by e and f in Fig. 47 ; occa-
sionally some of these are so fractured that the interior
of the chambers may be well seen.

G 2
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The specimens that I have hitherto described have

the shell or skeleton composed of calcareous mate-

rial; it not unfrequently happens, however, that this

has been replaced by silica. In sections of flints, Fora-

minifera of various kinds are commonly met mth

in which the shell has been converted into silica ;
but

in Fig. 47, c d, are shown two perfect specimens

from the chalk in which the same change in the

chemical composition of the shell has taken place,

they can be boiled in nitric acid without injury.

FIG. 48.

A, a foraminiferous shell of the genus Clavulina; b beaked shell from

Dci;s; c, shell with spines, from the Straits of Magellan; n, remmns of

Rotalia from the chalk ; e, Rotalia found in flint (Mantell).

Not only do we find in the chalk and flint the

sheUs of Foraminifera, but even the soft parts of

the animal also, as has been abundantly shown by
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Mr. Deane of Clapham, and by the late Dr. Mantell.

The remains most common are those of the genus

Rotalia, one of which is represented by e in Fig. 48,

with the body of the animal almost entire, as found

in a section of flint ; a portion of another is shown

at D, both being copied from Dr. Mantell's paper, in

the " Philosophical Transactions" for 1846.

All the Foraminifera above alluded to, have been

rendered transparent by being mounted in Canada

balsam ; but as it is frequently a difficult matter to

get rid of the air from the chambers, which, when

present, completely obscures all the minute markings,

I will briefly point out the method by which this

can be done with comparative certainty. The shells

having been covered with rather fluid Canada balsam,

must be placed under the exhausted receiver of an

air-pump, and allowed to remain for some time. The
best apparatus for this purpose is a strong copper box,

sufficiently large to hold two or three sHdes on its

upper surface, this is to be filled with boiling water,

and when the slides have been laid on the top, the box
is placed under the receiver, and the air exhausted.

The balsam being thus preserved in a very fluid

condition, and the air contained in the chambers
being at the same time expanded both by the heat,

and by the removal of the atmospheric pressure, it

escapes, and the balsam runs in, to occupy the
vacuum.



LECTURE VI.

SKELETON OF NUMMULITES,

ORBITOIDES AND ORBITOLTTES.

From the Foraminifera I proceed to examine and

describe the structure of a class of organized beings,

of which few, if any, now exist in a living state, but

which were so abundant in the earlier periods of the

earth's history, as to contribute largely to the formation

of some of its strata; these are the Nummulites, so

named from their resemblance in form to pieces of

money, or Nummi. According to Sir Charles LyeU,*

the nummuhtic formation, with its characteristic fossils,

plays a far more conspicuous part than any other ter-

tiary group in the solid framework of the earth's crust,

whether in Europe, Asia, or Africa, it often attains a

* Manual of Elementary Geology. 3rd Edition, p. 234.
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thickness of many thousand feet, and extends from the

Alps to the Appeninnes. It is found in the Carpathians,

and in full force in the North of Africa, as for example,

in Algeria and Morocco, It has also been traced from

Egypt into Aisa Minor, and across Persia by Bagdad

to the mouths of the Indus. 1 may mention, as an

interesting fact, that the great pyramid of Egypt is built

of Nummulitic limestone. Strabo alludes to these num-

mulites under the supposition that they were lentils

which had been scattered about by the workmen and

had become converted into stone. One species, Num-
mulites complanata, is exceedingly common in the

London clay formation; and Bracklesham Bay is one

of the localities in which this species occurs in great

abundance.

For a knowledge of the minute structure of Num-
mulites we are principally indebted to the labours of

Dr. Carpenter,* M. D'Orbigny, and Prof Williamson
of Manchester. According to these authorities, they
vary in diameter from the size of a penny piece to

almost microscopical dimensions, they are flattened and
circular, of a more or less discoid figure ; as shown
by A in Fig. 49, most of them are bi-convex, as repre-
sented by D, their external surfaces are smooth like

pebbles, and exhibit few, if any, markings that are
visible to the naked eye. The skeletons of two
other forms of organized beings have been con-

* Quart. Journ. of Geol. Soc. Vol. VI, Feb. 1850.
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founded with Numniulites, but they have been divided

by Dr. Carpenter into the genera Orhitoides and

FIG. 49.

E

A, Nummulites atacica, outer surface; b, Nummulites atacica divided

vertically; c, Nummulite with its outer surface partly removed; d, the

same divided horizontally ;
e, the same species in a block of limestone,

divided horizontally.

Orhitolites; the former is allied to the Foraminifera,

whilst the latter is supposed to belong to an animal

of the class Bryozoa, which class is now placed in the

molluscous sub-kingdom.

A horizontal section of a Nummulite, as shown at D

and E in Fig. 49, exhibits a series of chambers arranged

in a spiral form, resembling in some respects those of

the foraminiferous shells, but much more numerous;

the smallest of these chambers occupy the centre, but

they increase gradually in size towards the margin, here

and there larger cells may occasionally be seen inter-
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spersed among the smaller ones ; these, however, are to

be regarded as abnormal. Vertical sections of most

Nummulites as shown by a in Fig. 50, present several

layers of super-imposed chambers, those in the median
line being largest; when viewed with a power of 100
diameters, as shown at b in Fig. 50, all the septa

'''iG. 50. between the chambers

exhibit vertical striae,

4'l^s;''^i^}:^^'i^M^ which are minute tubes

or foramina forming

communicationsbetween

the chambers; in ad-

dition to these, there are

larger tubes opening ex-

ternally, through which

it is supposed the rudi-

mentary locomotive or-

A, vertical section of iV«„«„«,,,,. S'^^' °" pSCudopodia
yala from the London clay

;
b, portion of protrudc. The Central

the same, more highly magnified
; c, por-

tion of the external surface of the same chambers Communicate
showing the foramina.

vi'lth each other either
by means of a large circular opening, or by other open-
ings of smaller size, arranged in a radiating manner
which are plainly visible in the most convex parts of
the septa of the largest chambers. In another horizon-
tal section of the same Nummulite, viewed by a power
of 2o0 diameters, as shown at c, the minute tubuli of
the septa being cut at right angles to their length,
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appear as so many black dots, from being filled up

with calcareous material.

Each chamber has its own proper walls, these, how-

ever, are not in close contact, a space, termed by Dr.

Carpenter interseptal, existing between each of them

;

every septum is perforated by minute tubes, which

form a communication between the contiguous cham-

bers and the adjoining interseptal spaces, and the cavity

of each chamber also communicates with those on each

side of it by the openings I have already described.

Another vertical section of Nummulina Icsvigata, under

a power of 30 diameters, exhibits a row of large

tubes somewhat of a conical figure, which proceed from

the outer surface and pass down to the interseptal spaces

of the chambers in the central plane. Although these

tubuli open upon the external surface, they are not

always visible, their mouths being coated over with

hmestone ; but if this be removed by means of an acid,

they are rendered apparent. The Pseudopodia pass

through these large tubes, and by their means a direct

communication is established between aU the chambers

and the surrounding water ; the chambers are very weU

seen in all the specimens, but in the majority of instances

they are filled with crystalline carbonate of lime.

The skeleton of Nummulites, like that of the Fo-

raminifera is composed of carbonate of lime, secreted by

the organic basis of the animal, the entire series of

chambers being formed by a process of gemmation
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like that of the polyp-cells of Zoophytes, and every

successive whorl not only surrounding the preceding

one, but completely investing it.

Sections of two or more species of Orbitoides,

according to Dr. Carpenter, exhibit certain characters

which belong especially to Nummulites ; but the genus

Orbitolites, or Marginopora as it has been termed by

Quoy and Gaimard, is considered by Dr. Carpenter not

to belong to the Foraminifera, but to be formed by an

animal, or collection of animals, of the Bryozoal type.

A segment of a horizontal section of a recent Orbitolite

from the Australian seas is represented by a in Fig. 51,
the cells are arranged in concentric rows ; those near

FIG. 51.

c A>^iJUQUl

magS o lit "™
' r"°° f ' ^^^^^''^'^^ ^-"^ Australia,

meters (a^r'carp „t r
°' "^^Snified 60 dia-
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the surface are of oval figure, as may be seen on the

margin of the section, or more highly magnified at b
;

sections taken from the centre, as shown at c, exhibit

the cells of circular figure. If a disc be divided

vertically, as shown at d, the oval cells of the surfaces

are well displayed, the other parts of the section being

occupied by circular apertures arranged irregularly ; all

these last communicate with a series of round passages

which open on the margin, and, probably constitute

the habitation of the animal. The discs, therefore,

according to this view, are Corals ;
they are found on

reefs, and also occur abundantly in the fossil state.

Before I leave this part of my subject, I must say

a few words on the Oolites, which were formerly sup-

posed to consist of the remains of organized beings of a

globular figure, like the roe or eggs of fishes, but which

are usually nothing more than grains of sand, each sur-

rounded by a globular deposit of carbonate of lime and

cemented together so as to form masses of limestone

rock. The Oolites make up no inconsiderable part of

the strata of this island; according to Ure,* they form

a zone 30 miles broad in England, and are divided by

geologists into the upper, middle and lower Oolites.

They furnish a most valuable material for architectural

purposes; and are exceedingly rich in fossil remains,

especially those of reptiles and corals.

* Diet, of Arts and Manufactures. Art. Oolite.
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The egg-like particles vary considerably in size, being

in some cases almost invisible to the naked eye, whilst

in others they are nearly as large as peas ; this last

form of Oolite has received the name of Pisolite,

differing, however, from the true Oolites only in the

relative size of the globular concretions. Bath stone,

Portland stone, and the slate of Stonesfield, near Oxford,
are all examples of Oolite. In Fig. 52, a, is represented

tnw^""^'?"
°^ Hoe-Stone or Pisolite, n, Granules from Bri

D, Granule of Oolite from Germany, magnified 20 diameters.

a portion of that form of Oolite termed Pisolite of its
natural size

;
the granules are |th of an inch in diameter,

one of them, shown in section at c, is magnified 1

2

diameters, and the concentric lamina of which it is
composed are well displayed.

In Germany there is an Oolite in which the granules
are nearly as large as they are in the Pisolite, but the
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concentric laminated arrangement, as shown at d, and

the presence of a central nucleus, are more strongly

marked; the rock supporting the Britannia bridge is

a firm Oolite, in which the granules are remarkably

small, those represented by b being magnified 40 dia-

meters. The specimens just described are all very com-

pact, the granules being firmly cemented together by the

calcareous material forming the matrix; it sometimes

happens, however, in oolitic districts, that the granules

are separated from the matrix, and the soil will be seen

to be in a great measure made up of them, this is

especially the case in the neighbourhood of Bath ;
the

soil of High Barrow Hill, I found to be so rich in oolitic

granules, that when turned up by the plough, it

appeared as if thickly sown with minute yellow seeds.

Before I leave the subject of chalk and flint, I must

say a few words on certain remains of organized beings

which have been met with in both the above substances

;

they were first discovered in flint by the Rev. J. B.

Reade, in 1838, who published an account of them in

" The' Annals of Natural History" for that year, and

named them Xanthidia, from their resemblance, both

in form and colour, to some recent animalcules described

by Ehrenberg under the genus XanfJiidium. Many

species were obtained by the Rev. J. B. Reade, which, with

a number of new ones, were subsequently described by

Mr. Henry Hopley White in the first volume of " The

Transactions of the Microscopical Society." They

consist for the most part of a hoUow spherical body,
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from which a number of spines or arms radiate, some
of these arms terminating in a point, others more
commonly dividing into two or three branches, w^hich,

hke those of the spicula of certain sponges, are expanded
or hamular

; the spines, like the body, are hoUow, and
in the species termed by Mr. White, tubiferum, the
extremity of each spine is expanded like a sucking disc.

Xanthidia of the form represented by i in Fig. 20,
were discovered aHve in the neighbourhood of West
Point, New York, by Professor Bailey, and were sent to
this country in a living state

; living Xanthidia were
subsequently discovered in many pools in the vicinity
of London. From their green colour and their mode
of increase by conjugation, which has been so well
described and figured by Mr. Ralfs, there is every
reason to believe that they belong to the DesmidiecB,
and m proof of this it can be shown that their skeleton
IS composed of horn, and not of silica, as was at first
imagined.

In Xanthidium spinosum, Fig. 20, g, the arms,
or tentacula, as they have been termed by Mr White'
are sharp pointed, but in X. ramosum, shown at k'
they are much branched at their free extremities, whilem Xanthidium recurvatum, represented by h the
extremities of the spines, generally from four to sixm number, are aU bent back hke so many hooks. The
Xanthidia, when first discovered in flint, created a
great sensation amongst microscopists

; and such was
the anxiety to obtain specimens, that from first to
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last, several tons of flints were broken up, or cut, in

order to find them. Fossil Xanthidia are not confined

A, B, c, D, Xanthidia discovered ia the mud of the Thames at Greenhithe.

E, F, Xanthidia from the chalk.

to flints, they have been obtained by Mr. Deane from

the chalk between Folkstone and Dover, in which there

were no flint nodules ; two weU-marked species are

represented by E and f in Fig. 53. In one piece of

a greyish kind of chalk from this locality, Mr. Deane

discovered no less than six species by treating the chalk

with hydrochloric acid; they were accompanied by

Polythalamia and the remains of other organized

bodies named Rotalia, as shown at d in Fig. 48, and

he was enabled to prove clearly that the Xanthidia

possess a horny skeleton.

A short time after the discovery of Xanthidia in the

chalk, recent specimens were obtained by Mr. J. T.

Norman from some mud adhering to one of the piles

supporting the pier at Greenhithe, on the Thames, a
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neighbourhood abounding in chalk. The skeleton of

each is of a brown colour precisely hke horn, and the

arms are generally more or less bent.

An account of these Xanthidia is given in the

second volume of "The Transactions of the Micro-

scopical Society," by Mr. S. J. Wilkinson, and from

the illustrations accompanying the paper, the four

species represented by a b c D, in Fig. 53, have been

copied. The slides containing the identical specimens,

have been presented to me by Mr. Norman, and
you will have an opportunity of noticing a large

opening communicating with the interior in almost
every individual. Each slide contains numerous spicula

of sponge, of the bi-acuate form, and several species of

Navicula; the mud was treated both with nitric and
sulphuric acids, yet the skeletons of the Xanthidia were
not destroyed. Mr. Norman has been very fortunate
in finding Xanthidia in flints, and a slice of a small
pebble picked up in the street at Ishngton, he has
found to contain no less than thirty-two specimens of
fossil Xanthidia.

VOL. U. H



LECTURE VII.

SKELETON OF POLYGASTRICA, AND ZOOPHYTES.

Before proceeding to describe the structure of the

skeleton of the Infusoria, or Polygastric animalcules,

the most minute of the organized beings inhabiting

the surface of the earth, I must be permitted to digress

somewhat, in order to demonstrate the great importance

of these atoms in the economy of Nature.

Prior to the invention of the microscope, no con-

ception could be entertained by naturalists of the vast

world of animated nature contained even in a single

drop of water after exposure to the atmosphere. It

w^as found, by so early an observer as Leeuwenhoek,

that when leaves of hay, straw, or other vegetable

matters were left in contact with water for a few

hours, or days, the water became crowded with an

infinitude of microscopic forms, many of them possessed
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of the highest activity of locomotion ; and that a similar

train of events ensued when pure water was for a
longer time exposed to the atmosphere, by which it

becomes charged with the minute particles of organic

matter and the germs of these infusorial animals, which
subsequently are developed and live on the organic

matters and on one another. If a vessel of water be
left exposed to the open air, under the influence of the
sun's rays and a sufficiently high temperature, it be-
comes covered, after a few days, with a greenish film

;

this when examined by the microscope, is found to
consist of the germs of minute Algse, but after a
longer interval, myriads of moving animalcules are
developed, which feed on the vegetable matter, and
m their turn become the food of the more highly
organized Polygastrica.

During the early stages of this colonization of the
water, putrefaction goes on, and the fluid emits an
offensive odour- but so soon as the free development
of vegetable and animal life takes place, the signs of
putrefaction disappear and the water becomes pure and
fit for use, and remains in this condition so long as the
vegetation continues healthy. In this way the vessel
of water on the table before you has remained pure
and clear without change for four years, being tenanted
dunng that time by growing plants and numerous
species of animalcules, also by Hydr^ and other zoo-
phytes. Thus Nature employs these minute organisms

one of her most important operations-that of

H 2
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preserving the water of ponds, lakes, rivers, and even

the mighty ocean itself, free from putrefaction and

fitting it for the purposes of animal life—the exuviae

and rejectamenta of animals, which would otherwise

prove most noxious, heing absorbed, elaborated and

rendered innocuous by the process of vegetation. Much

outcry has been ignorantly raised, and much disgust

aroused in the public mind within the last two years,

by representations of the plants and animals, to say

nothing of the filth of all kinds, in the water supphed

to our houses by the Metropolitan Water Companies.

This outcry, so far as the filth is concerned, is well

and good, but that the presence of healthy animalcules

or plants is injurious I am prepared to deny, since they

actually perform the office of scavengers to the water,

removing all dead and putrefying organic matters,

and rendering the water pure, bright and inodorous.

Thus, the water of a ditch or pond, although not

perhaps the most agreeable to the palate, is generally

sufficiently pure to be innocuous, in consequence of the

natural balance between the animals and plants in-

habiting it, and the destruction of the lower forms of

Algge by the Infusoria which feed upon them.

So rapid is the growth of minute vegetation and the

development of animalcules in water freely exposed to

air and light, that it has been a question whether these

atomic beings are not developed by spontaneous gene-

ration out of the dead but organizable matter contained

in the water. The notion of spontaneous generation, how-
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ever, has yielded to the more accurate investigations of

modern times, which have demonstrated that the germs

of these minute beings are derived from the atmosphere,

and that they themselves are endowed with an astonish-

ing faculty of reproduction, by which many genera are

enabled to produce an immense progeny even in a few

hours.

It is a well-known fact, that if animal and vegetable

substances be freed from air by boiling, and sealed up

hermetically in vessels, as is done with soups and meats,

they may be preserved for any number of years ; but

the moment air is admitted, putrefaction accompanied

by a rapid development of minute vegetable growths

and animalcules, occurs. In order to put this to the test,

Professor Schulze contrived the apparatus represented

in the accompanying figure (Fig. 54). This consists of

FIG. 54.

glass flask, fitted with a cork perforated by two
bent at right angles, with which are connected
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two of the potass-tubes employed in the process of

organic analysis. Each of these tubes has five bulbs

blown upon it, and being bent in the form of a triangle,

has one or more bulbs on each of its sides, so that when

partially filled with fluid, bubbles of air propelled through

the tube, pass from bulb to bulb, and are freely exposed

to the fluid. Some fresh animal or vegetable matter

being placed in the flask and covered with distilled

water, the cork with its bent tubes is inserted and the

contents boiled to destroy all germs of organic life both

in the fluid and the air contained in the flask. While

still hot, the two potass-tubes, one filled with concentrated

sulphuric acid, the other with a solution of caustic

potass, are adapted, and the connections of the tubes

and the cork well luted so as to prevent any access of

the external air. By sucking gently at the extremity

of the tube containing the solution of potass, air is

slowly drawn, bubble by bubble, through the sulphuric

acid, which destroys all germs of organic life contained

in the air ; and this may be repeated at intervals so long

as the experiment is continued, fresh oxygen being then

brought into contact with the substances contained m

the flasks. After several months, no trace of organic

growth can be observed in the flask by the aid of a

pocket-lens; and when the flask is opened and the

fluid carefully examined by the microscope, if the

lutings have been perfect, no trace of animalcules

or vegetable growths will be found in it ; but if the

cork be taken out and the flask exposed to the air
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for a few hours, abundance of both will be discovered.

As long, therefore, as the air admitted to the flask is

cleared of the germs of the plants and animals existing

in it, by means of the two corrosive fluids, no develop-

ment of animal or vegetable life will take place, but

as soon as free contact of the atmosphere is allowed,

the work of destruction commences.

In a previous Lecture I described the skeletons of

several species of organized beings, both recent and

fossil, which Ehrenberg has classed with the Infusoria,

although other high authorities view them as plants.

They all possess a sihceous skeleton, are denizens of

ponds and rivers, but they difl'er so greatly from the

proper Polygastric animalcules in many of their cha-

racters, that they cannot be appropriately placed in

the same order. While the Diatomace^ possess very

feeble powers of locomotion, have no distinct mouth
or digestive system, the true Polygastrica are most
active, and have not only a distinct mouth, but, as

their name implies, several stomachs ; I should there-

fore feel inclined to separate them from the Infusoria,

and to restrict that term to the Polygastrica. The
Polygastrica vary much in size, some species being
so minute as to elude the highest powers of the
microscope, whilst others attain so large a size as
to be distinctly seen by the naked eye. The greater
number of them are free and in a state of continual
motion, no rest being taken either by day or night

;

while others are attached by a stalk to weeds and
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other submerged substances. They are much more

abundant in the summer than in the winter, and

from their restless habits are amongst the most difS-

cult objects to exhibit. The Volvox globator has

always been a great favourite with microscopists, on

account of its large size, peculiar rolling motion, and

the development of several successive generations

within the adult animalcule. It occurs in the

greatest abundance in some of the small ponds on

Hampstead Heath, in the spring and summer, but is

not so common in winter. The Volvox is globular,

and of a green colour, the colouring matter being

situated in certain cells of the tunic, and consisting

of minute molecules of endochrome resembling those

of chlorophylle in plants. Within each of the adult

animalcules two or more smaller globes, also of

green colour, are occasionally seen ; these are young

individuals, and in some cases there are no less than

three generations one within the other. The con-

tinuous rolling motion of these curious beings is

produced by minute cilia, which under favourable cir-

<;umstances, as shown in Fig. 55, a, are visible on the

outer surface.

The Volvox was discovered by Leeuwenhoek nearly

two hundred years ago, and was regarded by him as a

single animal. Ehrenberg, however, considered it as an

association of similar individuals united so as to form

a hollow sphere; but the more recent researches of

Professor Williamson and Mr. Busk tend to prove that
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in all probability this interesting organism belongs to

the confervse rather than to the polygastric animalcules

;

the presence of cilia, and the peculiar locomotion

produced by these organs, are nothing more than

are possessed by the spores of many conferv£e ; the

green colouring matter contained within the cells is

also precisely similar to that of many fresh-water

Algae, and is rendered of a brown colour by the

action of iodine. It matters not, however, for our
present purpose, to which of the two kingdoms the
Volvox may belong, the object of introducing it here,

under the head of Polygastrica, is merely to furnish

you with a good example of locomotion produced by cilia,

and to state, on the authority of Professor Williamson,
that its outer tunic is composed of a series of cells of
hexagonal figure.

FIG. 55.
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any of these creatures, yet animalcules, especially

Rotifers, as represented at b, are not unfrequently

found within them. I once saw no less than four

large Rotifers in the interior of a Volvox which did

not seem to cause inconvenience, for it rolled about

as actively as ever, although the Rotifers appeared to

feed on the green granules. How these Rotifers

obtained entrance into the body of the Volvox,

although no opening or rent could be observed in

the outer tunic, may perhaps be explained by the

observations of KoUiker on the Actinophrys Sol,

represented by A, in Fig. 56. The body of the

Actinophrys is globular, like that of the Volvox, and
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from its outer surface a number of filiform rays are

given off, amongst which other animalcules are some-

times entangled, as if they had been seized by them

;

being brought close to the body, this very soon

becomes indented, as shown at d, and the animalcule

is, as it were, firmly imbedded in it, the indentation

becoming deeper and deeper, until finally the tunic

entirely closes over the animalcule, and it is then fairly

within the body of the Actinophrys. In one individual

as many as three or four animalcules have been seen,

all of which had gained admittance in this way ; it is

therefore probable that the Rotifers may enter the
Volvox by the same means.

Another very remarkable animal of this order is the
AmcBha or Proteus, so named from the continual
change of figure it undergoes while in motion. In
Fig. 57, A, B, c, are shown three of the most common
shapes of this curious creature, but the shape is hardly
ever the same for two minutes together

; perhaps a
globular form may be considered as the typical one.
When seen for the first time, a Proteus might readily
be mistaken for a mass of jeUy, but by careful watching
It wiU be found to undergo almost every variety of
shape. These creatures are also remarkable for grasp-
ing and folding themselves around other animalcules,
but It IS questionable whether the animalcules really
become enclosed within the outer tunic or not, as they
certainly are in the Volvox and Actinophrys. I agree
in opinion with Dr. Carpenter, that they do not
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enter the Proteus, but that nutritive absorption takes

place by the outer surface in this animalcule.

An animalcule nearly allied to AmcBba has lately

been discovered and accurately described by Professor

Bailey, in the " American Journal," vol. xv., under the

name of Pamphagus mutabilis. It consists of a

soft, transparent, extensible tunic or body, capable

of assuming every variety of shape, those shown

at G and i, in Fig. 57, being the most common;

around the mouth are a few branched tentacula, or

FIG. 57.

A Be

A, B, c, three very common shapes of the AmcEba, or Proteus, d, Chilodon

mculMus. E, Paramecium aurelia. f, Leucophrys patula. g, h, i, k

four different aspects of Pamphagus mutabilis.
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feelers, by means of which these animals pull them-

selves along very slowly. The most remarkable feature

the PampJiagus possesses, is the utter want of discrimi-

nation it seems to have in the food it takes ; for fibres

of cotton, linen and wool, starch, crystals of quartz and

Diatomaceae without end are swallowed by it, these are

retained for a short time, and are then ejected by the

mouth, which is the only aperture for their reception

and discharge.

These animals, like many Polygastrica, are multiplied

by spontaneous fission, as shown at h; occasionally,

however, such masses as those represented by k are

seen
;
these result fi-om a swelling or distortion of the

tunic produced by the quantity of ingesta combined
with that of the partial spontaneous fission, or budding,
of the animal.

^

We have here one of the simplest forms of animal
life, consisting, it may be safely said, of little else than
a stomach and certain organs for seizing food, its

external fi-amework, or rudimentary integument, being
soft, colourless, highly elastic and extensible, and
coloured yeUow by tincture of iodine. In such creatures
there is abundant evidence of the food being taken into
the mterior of the body, which was found not to be so
satisfactorily proved in the case of the Am^ha.

In all rapidly decomposing animal and vegetable
substances, certain kinds of animalcules very soon
make their appearance

; one of the first-the Spirillum
-IS very minute and spirally twisted, like a corkscrew
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it is readily recognized by its worm-like movements.

Amongst these may occasionally be seen gliding rapidly

across the field of view, by means of well developed

cilia, certain large flat animalcules, belonging to the

genera Chilodon, Paramecium and Leucophrys, all of

which, as shown by D, E, f, exhibit, more or less

plainly, the complex nature, or rather the great sub-

division of the stomach, by which these creatures are

distinguished and classified. The stomachs, of most

Polygastric animalcules, can be readily demonstrated by

adding a small quantity of carmine or indigo to the

water in which the animalcules are found ; the particles

of colouring matter are swallowed, and the stomachs are

then easily distinguished from any of the other viscera.

Vorticella nebulifera, or Bell Polype (Fig. 58), is.

FIG. 58.

A gvoui) of Vorticella nebulifera, showing the expanded and conlractcd

state of the stem.
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as its English name implies, bell-shaped, with a large

oral opening surmounted by active vibratile cilia, which
produce currents in the surrounding water sufficiently

powerful to form a sort of vortex or whirlpool, and
draw other animalcules into its mouth. The polype

is seated on an extensile and contractile filament, by
which it is attached to submerged substances, and the

filament extends and straightens when the cilia around
the mouths are in active motion, but if another animal-

cule swims against it, or if a sudden shock be commu-
nicated to the microscope, the filament immediately coils

up spirally, like a beU-spring, withdrawing the entire

body from danger, while the cilia are retracted within the
mouth of the animal. After a few seconds the filament
is again gradually elongated, the cilia are extended, and
their movements recommence with great activity. The
addition of carmine to the water containing these
animalcules, also causes a number of previously invisible
stomachs to appear, and the smaU particles of the colour-
ing matter in the surrounding water exhibit more strongly
the action of the cUia. In this species of VorticeUa
the filament is simple and single, but other species exist,
as, for instance, Charchesium polypinum (Fig. 59) in
which the bodies are supported on branched filaments,
each branch supporting a terminal body. The stem is
highly contractile in V. nehulifera, in this species it is
much firmer, and appears to contain a central cavity

Very little can be said of the structure of the skeleton
ot the Polygastrica; it is cither membranous or horny
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seldom, if ever, siliceous or calcareous, and presenting

little, if any, traces of structure ; the animalcules them-

FIG. 59.

Charchesium polypinum, or Arborescent vorticeUa.

selves forming the chief food of some insects and fishes.

The wheel animalcules were formerly included in this class,

but recent investigations having demonstrated in them a

far greater complexity of organization than belongs to the

Polygastrica, they have been removed to the Articulate

sub-kingdom, under the designation of Rotifera.

From the Polygastrica we pass to a tribe of animals

which, from their arborescent forms, have obtained

the name of animal-plants, or Zoophytes. These, on
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account of their great diversity and beauty, have

attracted the especial attention of naturalists from the

earliest ages ; neither have they escaped the penetrating

eye of the artist, for we find Hogarth thus writing to

his friend Ellis : " As for your pretty little seed-cups

or vases, they are a sweet confirmation of the pleasure

Nature seems to take in super-adding an elegance of

form to most of her works, wherever you find them.
How poor and bungling are all the imitations of Art

!

When I have the pleasure of seeing you next, we will

sit down—nay, kneel down, if you will—and admire
these things."

The word Zoophyte literally signifies animal-plant,

and is a term very applicable to certain groups of

species, but not to all that have, from time to time,
been included in this order. According to Johnston,*
" all Zoophytes are aquatic, soft, irritable, and con-
tractile

;
many are asexual, and it is doubtful whether

any species has distinct sexes. The individuals (Polypes)
of a few families are separate and perfect in themselves,
but the great majority of Zoophytes are compound
animals-viz.

:
each Zoophyte consists of an indefinite

number of individuals, or polypes, organically connected
and placed m calcareous, horny, or membranous cases
or cells, forming by their aggregation, corals or plant-
ike Polypidoms." They are divided into two classes,
termed Anthozoa and Polyzoa ; the first of these is

'History of British Zoophytes," 2ncl Edition, 1847
VOL. n.

J
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sub-divided into three orders, as follows : Hydroida,

Asteroida and Helianthoida ; the second, or Polyzoa,

into two orders only, these being the Infundibulata

and Hyppocrepia. The Hydroida, with the exception

of the two genera Hydra and Cordylophora, are all

marine, and vary in height from a few lines to a foot.

A few of them are naked, but the remainder are

invested with a transparent horny sheath, or skeleton,

of a yellow colour—the Polypidom—which is of a

tubular character, investing the soft parts of the

animal, as shown in Fig. 62 c. The stem is frequently

branched, and the sides or the extremities of these

branches are expanded into Httle cups for polypes

resembling the Hydra in form. At certain seasons

of the year, other and larger cells, or ovarian capsules.

Fig. 62 A, are formed, within which a mass of gemmi-

form bodies are generated ; these, instead of becoming

polypes, assume the form of Medusce, in some of which,

sperm-ceUs, whilst in others, germ-ceUs, or ova, are

developed. Each ovum produces a new individual,

which, in process of growth or gemmation, forms a

polypidom. The polypidom, however, is not formed

by the polypes, but from the central fleshy substance,

and it is not until after the formation of the polypidom

that the rudimentary polypes become visible. The

polypes are the active prehensile stomachs of the

Zoophyte ;
they consist of a stomach surmounted

by an oral aperture, and surrounded by a circle of

vibratilc ciUa, which, by thcu- motion, create a vortex,
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and bring the prey within the grasp of the tentacula,

or cilia, by which it is embraced and conveyed to the

stomach. The digested food is conveyed through the

peduncle of the polype to the flesh, through which

it circulates and serves for the nutrition of the entire

animal.

The Polypidom is not always in one piece; there

are frequently transverse markings below the cells, as

shown in Fig. 62, which act the part of joints. The
polypes themselves die periodically, and are cast off.

This accounts for the comparatively naked appearance

of the stems of some specimens; there is, however,

every reason to suppose that in certain species new
cells and new polypes are developed upon an old stem.

The HydrcB are the most interesting animals of the
Hydroid tribe of Zoophytes, and have attracted the uni-

versal attention and interest of naturalists, on account of
their extraordinary powers of fissiparous reproduction.
Two kinds, viz., H. viridis and H. vulgaris, are com-
monly met with around London ; a third species, H.
fusca, Fig. 60, is more rare. The Hydra vulgaris,
repesented by a b, in Fig. 61, was discovered by
Leeuwenhoek in 1703, but its wonderful powers of
digestion and of multiplication after division were
first described by Trembley in 1740; in 1743, our
countryman. Baker, repeated the experiments of Trem-
bley, and published a work entitled "An Attempt
towards a Natural History of the Polype."

The other Hydra, also very common in our ponds,

I 2
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viz., Hydra viridis—possesses the same powers of di-

gestion and naultiplication. Both species consist of an

elongated cylindrical body, terminating at the posterior

extremity by a sucking-disc, and at the anterior by an

oral opening siurrounded by eight or ten tentacula, which

are much longer in H. fusca than in H. viridis or vul-

garis. The body is a hollow cylinder, or stomach,

without any special organization for digestion, since the

animal may be turned inside out, like the finger of a

glove, so that the external surface becomes internal, and

yet digestion will proceed as vigorously as in the ordinary

condition. They are continually changing their figure,

being sometimes elongated and cyhndrical, as shown at A,

at others contracted and almost spheroidal, as at b.

The arms, or tentacula, are

arranged in a circle around the

mouth, as represented at b, in

Fig. 61, and when examined

with a power of 4 diameters,

as shown at A, are seen to be

covered with a series of tuber-

cles arranged in whorls, some of

these tubercles being provided

with a central spine surrounded

by a number of smaller spines.

There can be little doubt that

these spines are furnished with

some poisonous fluid which pos-

//yrfra/Msca or long armctl
^^^^^^ ^^^^ benumbing

Polype.

FIG. 60.
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the creatures that come within the grasp of the ten-

tacula, since animals as large as Newts are often killed

by them, and worms many times larger than the

Hydra itself, fall easy victims. If you have a Hydra

in a vessel of water, and carry within reach of its

arms one of the small red worms, found in the mud
on the banks of the Thames at low water, it will

be instantly seized by the Hydra, as shown at E,

FIG. 61.

4

A, Hydra vulgaris in its expanded state, b, the same contracted, both
being magnified, c, a young individual, d, d, d, three specimens of the
natural size, e, a worm seized by the tentacula.

and almost immediately deprived of life; in a few
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minutes more, the worm will be swallowed and the

Hydra will then be ready to take another, and again

another, until three or four have been eaten, and this

in a comparatively short space of time. The very

remarkable circumstance before mentioned, as connected

with the Hydrse, viz., that they can turn themselves

inside out, so that the part which was cutaneous and

protective v^dll take on the function of digestion, proves

that the structure of the two surfaces is analogous.

The power possessed by the Hydra of destroying

animals many times larger than itself, to which I have

before alluded, I can attest from my own observation of

the habits of these zoophytes. About two years since

I had a large number of Hydrse in a vessel of water,

into which I introduced some newts about a day old.

The newts were found to avoid the sides and bottom of

the vessel, in order to keep out of reach of the Hydrse

;

but when, as was seen on more than one occasion, an

unfortunate newt came in contact with the arms of

a Hydra, it was immediately thrown into a fit of con-

vulsions. The newts after this, took refuge in a spout

on one side of the vessel, but the Hydrse quicldy followed

them, and the whole were soon destroyed. Even a

full-grown newt, that I afterwards placed in the same

vessel, was killed by the Hydrse.

The Hydra is multiplied in two ways, by budding

or gemmation, and by ova. Gemmation occui'S so

rapidly in the summer months, that a Hydra can

scarcely be under observation for two days without
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the development of a young Hydra from its side, as

shown at a ; but in the winter, ova or sperm-cells are

formed either by the same or different individuals, and

the ova, after being fertihzed by the sperm-cells, fall to

the bottom of the vessel, and are hatched in the spring.

Trembley found that not only were these animals

capable of multiplication by gemmation and ovation,

but that they were equally so by mechanical sub-

division. Thus, when cut into a number of fragments,

each fragment in a short time became a perfect animal,

and this to so great an extent that thirty or forty

new animals have been often procured from a single

Hydra. It was of little importance whether the divisions

were transverse, longitudinal, or irregular ; in either

case, the fi-agments replaced what was wanting, and

became perfect animals. The tubercles on the tentacula,

as shown at d, are distinctly visible with a power of 40

diameters. The Hydra can scarcely be said to have

any skeleton, the external membrane or skin, which

presents a cellular structure, being the only repre-

sentative of it.

In most of the Hydroid Zoophytes there is abundant

evidence of a skeleton in the form of a horny sheath

or case, as before described. In the genera Tubularia,

Sertularia, PluwMlaria, Antennularia, and Camyanu-

laria, names which, to a certain extent, explain the

shape of the Polypidom ; the polyp-cells are visible to

the naked eye, but in most Zoophytes, at certain seasons

of the year, larger cells, termed ovarian capsules, in
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which the gemmae are developed make their appearance,

these are represented of their natural size in Sertularia

pinaster, Fig. 62, A; and are shown, shghtly magnified,

at b, b, in Fig. 62, c.

FIG. 62.

A B C

A, Sertularia pinaster, showing the ovarian capsules, b, ovarian capsule

of Campanularia gelatinosa, showing the gemmae in various stages of develop-

ment, a, fleshy substance in the interior of the horny case, c, diagram of a

Zoophyte, -^xdbd^ily Campanularia ^e?a<mosa (after Johnston) ; a, a, polypes

expanded ;
b, b, ovaiian capsules.

If a portion of the stem of a Campanularia which

has been preserved in a moist condition, be examined

by a low power, it will be seen as represented in Fig.

62, c, that the external horny case is more or less

transparent and structureless, containing within the

tube an opaque, fleshy pulp, which may be traced to
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the base of the polype with which it is continuous,

and the polype-cell is also seen to be continuous with

the tubular horny sheath. When these horny poly-

pidoms are examined with the highest powers of the

microscope, no trace of cellular or other structure can

be discerned, the horn appears to be simply a consoli-

dation of the outer integument, the skeleton, therefore,

is a dermal one. Portions of Sertularia, particularly

8. ahietina and operculata, when dried and mounted

in Canada balsam, especially if they have been prepared

in the manner recommended by Dr. Golding Bird,*

are amongst some of the loveliest objects that can be

viewed by polarized light; for, independent of the

splendid colours, all the most minute parts of the

skeleton are brought out in the greatest perfection.

Regarding the general structure of the skeleton

of the Hydraform Zoophytes, there is then little further

to remark ; but we shall see in a future Lecture, that

the most beautiful forms and structures occur in the

stony polypidoms of the Asteroida.

* " Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science," vol. i, p. 85.



LECTURE VIII.

SKELETON OF ZOOPHYTES.

In the last Lecture the structure of the skeleton of

some of the Hydraform Zoophytes, which is entirely

dermal and composed of a yellowish horny material,

enclosing the fleshy pulp of the animal by which it

is developed, was briefly described. This horny skeleton,

as shown in Fig. 62, expands at certain regular distances

into cups or cells for the lodgment of the Polypes,

whose office it is to seize and digest the food for

the nutrition of the flesh. These Zoophytes, as the

name of the class implies, have been compared by

many naturalists to plants, for although undoubtedly

animals, their mode of growth, nutrition, and organs

present striking analogies to those of the flowering plants.

These analogies have been placed by Dr. Cai-penter in

the subjoined tabular form

:
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PLANT.

Seed.

Stem and Leaves.

Leaf-buds.

Flower-buds.

ZOOPHYTE.

Egg.

Stem and Polypes.

New Polypes.

Medusse.

It is evident then that the individual Zoophyte, like

the individual branch, is propagated by gemmation

while the species is reproduced by ova.

The second order, Asteroida, is so named from the

resemblance the polypes bear to a star. The polypes

in this tribe have invariably eight tentacles, and the

skeleton is composed either of horn or calcareous

matter, in the form of a central axis or shaft,

surrounded by the external flesh of the animal. The

order contains three families, the Gorgoniadcs, Penna-

tulidcB, and the AlcyonidcB. I commence with the

GorcjoniadcB, because the structure of the skeleton of

this family is easily understood, and forms a good key

to the comprehension of that in the other two families.

The Gorgoniad(B are not only remarkable for elegance

of shape, but some of them for beauty of colour;

when branched, as in Isis hippuris, Fig. 64, a, they

are called Sea-shrubs; but when all the branches

are joined together in a reticulated manner, as in

Gorgonia flahellum, they have received the name of

Sea-fans. Whatever be the shape of the Polypidom,

three parts require special notice—viz. : the central axis,

the fleshy crust which surrounds it, and the polypes.

As m this course of lectures our attention is confined to
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the structure of the skeleton, the polypes demand and

can receive only a passing notice. I may here mention

that if any specimen still retaining the fleshy crust, be

examined, a number of minute depressions will be

observed, in which the polypes were located during

the life of the animal ; these polypes have eight

tentacula, and at their base are a few tuberculated

spicula, to which I shall advert when speaking of the

AlcyonidfB. The central axis of most of the Gorgoniadm

is composed of horn, which in some species is of yellow

or brownish colour, in others black ; these last formerly

received the generic name of Antipathes. In one

species

—

G. Americana, Fig. 63, c—the axis consists

of horny matter, in which spicula are imbedded in

concentric circles ; in Gorgonia petechialis, Fig. 63,

AB, it is principally composed of spicula so arranged

FIG. 63.

A B, segment of a transverse section of the axis of Oorgonia petechialis.

I, spicula from the centre, c, spicula from the margin, c, segment of a

transverse section of the axis of Gorgonia Americana, a, spicula from the

crust of G. Americana, d, spicula from the axis of the same.
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as to leave a number of large canals which run from

one end of the specimen to the other, and the spicula

near the surface are much larger than those in the

centre. In the Red Coral, Fig. 67, A, as well as

in the beautiful pink Oculina rosea, the axis, D,

is composed of laminae of dense calcareous matter,

exhibiting occasionally traces of spicula and of the

cells in which the carbonate of lime was secreted. In

the genus Isis the axis is made up of alternate joints

of horny and calcareous matter ; this curious structure

is well seen in the Isis hippuris, Fig. 64, a, b, so named

FIG 64.

a, portion of a branch of Isis hippuris, showing the crust with the apertures

in which the polypes were lodged, b, axis composed of alternate laj'crs of

horn and calcareous matter, c, transverse section of the calcareous part of

the axis, d, transverse section, through a joint at b, that has been covered
vrith calcareous matter, e, e, e, spicula of the crust.
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from its resemblance to the Equisetce, or Horse Tails.

The axis in some of these Zoophytes is perfectly smooth
on its exterior surface, in others slightly grooved, as in

the Red Coral, Fig. 67, a, whilst a few species show

certain depressions which indicate the situation of the

polypes, and some specimens, are covered with minute

spines.

There are considerable differences in the structure of

the horny axis of the OorgonicB ; some are composed

simply of concentric laminae of brown horn, others

as G. spiralis, Fig. 65, show not only concentric

laminae of horn, but a number of

large radiating lines which look

like tubes, but are in reality

connected with the spines seen

on the surface ; in others, as

Gorgonia Americana, Fig. 63, c,

the axis is composed of horny

matter having numerous short

spicula of the shape represented

, ^ , by imbedded in its substance,
Segment of a transverse

section of the axis of Go/'i/'oma which are disposcd in a some-
spiralis, shovcing concentric

_

laminae and radii. what conccntric manner. The

axis of Melitcsa ochracea, Fig. 66, A, is jointed like that

of Isis hippuris, but the horny matter is so small in

quantity as only to suffice to hold together the numerous

spicula of wliich the calcareous part ofthe axis is composed.

These spicula are of a reddish colour in the more solid

parts of the axis, those on the surface being larger and
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darker than those in the centre, as shown at b; but

those in the joints are of a yellow colour and smaller.

FIG. 66.

A, axis of Melitaa ochracea. a, a, joints in the axis, b, portion of a
transverse section of the axis made through the most soUd part, c, transverse
section of the axis made through a joint.

as shown at c. The axis of the Corallium ruhrum,
or red coral, is very dense, and capable of taking a high
poHsh

;
it is even manufactured into beads, bracelets,

and^ other ornaments, although it every here and there
exhibits traces of being formed of spicula; these, how-
ever, are shorter and more completely blended together
than they are in M. ochracea, and there is in addi-
tion a concentric laminated arrangement, as shown in
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Fig. 67, D. Notwithstanding this, however, there is

abundant evidence to prove that even the most solid

axis was originally composed of spicula.

Vertical and horizontal sections of the axis of Isis

hippuris, to the general structure of which I have

already alluded, exhibit many points of interest. AU
the young branches, as shown in Fig. 64, a, are

composed of horn and calcareous matter alternately,

and the joints are weU marked ; but when the axis

has become old, as shown at b, the joints are coated

over with the calcareous matter, and a transverse section

through such a joint will still exhibit horny matter in

the centre, as represented by d, a section through any

other part than the joint, as showTi at c, will exhibit no

horn, but concentric laminae of calcareous matter only.

Vertical sections of the axis show the same points,

there is always a well-marked line between the two,

the horn being of a brown colour contrasts strongly

with the whiteness of the calcareous portion. There

are, however, so very many points of interest in the

structure and mode of growth of the axis of the

GorgoniadcB, that it will be necessary to allude to the

subject again, after the other parts of the animal have

been briefly described.

We have now to turn our attention to the fleshy

substance, or crust, investing the axis, which is

the seat of the beautiful colours of many of the

specimens. Some naturalists regard colour as a dis-

tinction of species ; but I cannot coincide in this
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opinion. I possess two elegant specimens of Gorgonia,

the one of a rich yellow, the other of a brown colour,

both are similarly branched, both have spicula alike,

except in colour, and both are attached to Pinna-shells

;

I therefore regard them as identical. No person

having seen Gorgonice in the dry state only, can form

any idea of the nature of the crust in recent specimens

;

in the living state the axis is covered with a soft

gelatinous substance with which the polypes are con-

nected, as shown at b, in Fig. 67 ; but when the

polypidom is dried, little more remains than the

numerous tuberculated calcareous spicula imbedded in

it, and which are generally of the same colour as the

crust itself.

In Isis hippuris, as shown at a, in Fig. 64, the

crust is thick and massive, and readily crumbles, but
it is not until this has been removed, that the jointed

condition of the axis b can be seen. The crust com-
pletely invests the axis, but never enters into its

substance, although the marks of the polypes are

sometimes left on the surface of it ; these how-
ever are merely slight impressions which are easily

erased. In the Red Coral, as shown by a and b, in

Fig. 67, the crust is exceedingly thin and of a lighter

colour than the axis; that none of it has been
removed from the specimen under consideration is

evident, for the polypes are still present.

Another beautifuUy branched species— Go?-^om*a
Americana~-h^s a yeUow crust quite as thin as that

VOL. n. K
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of the Red Coral, being in some parts a mere film

;

but when removed, the black horny axis is brought

FIG. 67.

A, a branch of Red Coral, Corallium rubrum, with its polypes in situ.

a, portion of the axis denuded of its crust, b, portion of a branch of the same,

slightly raagnified. c, c, the eight-armed polypes, d, transverse section of

the axis, e, spicula of the crust.

into view. In Meliteza ochracea, the crust, which is

of a yellow colour, is also very thin, and can scarcely

be distinguished from the axis ;
but in Qorgonia

flammea it is even thicker than in his hippuris, and

when detached, the black axis is found to be very

small as compared with the mass of the crust. If a
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portion of the crust of any Gorgonia be removed and

examined under the microscope, it will be found to be

principally composed of spicula imbedded in organic

matter ; in order to ascertain their form, the organic

matter cementing them must be removed, which

is easily done by boiling in liquor potassse. A
small piece of the cmst placed in a watch-glass

containing liquor potassse, and heated over a spirit-

lamp, will be observed to crumble to pieces as soon

as the liquid approaches the boiling-point ; care should

now be taken to maintain this heat for a few minutes,

or so long as there are any lumps remaining. The
vessel may then be placed aside to allow the spicda

to settle, the liquid being poured off, distilled water

should be added, and the heat again applied; after

one or two washings of distilled water, they must be
dried, and are then ready for mounting in Canada
balsam.

The spicula from the crust of Isis hippuris, as

shown by eee, in Fig. 64, are of a whitish colour

and of two principal shapes, the one clavate, the
other more or less cruciform, the tubercles in both
being covered with minute spines. The spicula of the
crust of Gorgonia umbraculum are either of large
size, stellate figure, and rich brown colour, or much
smaUer and covered with nodulated tubercles. In
another species of the same genus, some of the spicula
from certain parts of the crust are remarkable for
their rich lake colour, whUst those from others

K 2
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are colourless ; all are large, either simple or of a tri

or quadri-radiate figure, and covered with small tuber-

cles ; the coloured spicula being easily seen by the

unassisted eye. When decalcified by the action of an

acid, the colouring matter of the spicula still remains

attached to the organic basis.

One or two other varieties of spicula, which are

extremely variable in form, here require a brief notice.

Some of these are flask-shaped, as shown at a h, in

Fig. 68, the greater part of their surface being covered

FIG. 68. with minute spines ;
others, as

seen at c, have a row of

tubercles on each side, but

those represented by d, which

were obtained from the crust

of G. elongata, have tubercles

projecting from one side only.

The spicula are not mere masses

a b, flask-shaped spicula. ^ inorp;anic material, but have
c, tuberculated spicula. d, spi- &
cula of Gorgonia elongata. organic basis like that of

sheU and bone ;
this, however, wHl be spoken of in

detail in a future Lecture,

In the PennatulidfS, as in the GorgoniadcE, the

central axis, the crust, and the polypes, each demand

our attention. In the Pennatula;, or Sea Pens, as

shown by a, in Fig. 69, the polypidom consists of a

central part, or shaft, of cylindrical figui-e, and

naked at one extremity, whUst the other is clothed

with a series of pinnse which bear the polypes
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on their upper margin ; this part corresponds to the

plume of the pen. The axis consists of a long, more

FIG. 69.

A

A, Pcmatula phosphorea. b, spicula from the flesh of the stem of P. grkea.
c, one of the spicula magnified 250 diameters. d,e, portions of spicula
Irom the plume magnified 20 diameters, f, transverse section of axis of
P. grisea magnified 20 diameters, g, Rmilla Americana, or kiduey-shaped
sea-pen. h, spicula from the same.

or less cylindrical stem, tapering slightly to a point
at each end; it is of a dirty-white colour, and does
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not extend the entire length of the stalk, both ends

being soft and curved slightly like a shepherd's crook.

The PennatulcB are phosphorescent, and were formerly

thought to move rapidly through the water by means

of the pinnae, but it is now generally considered that

they have little, if any, power of locomotion, and when

in their native element are said to stand erect, the

conical naked extremity being buried in the mud.

The fleshy matter of the stalk and of the pinnge

is largely supplied with calcareous spicula ; in the

latter these are often half an inch in length, and of a

white or red colour, projecting upwards in the form of

spines. When magnified 20 diameters, they present

internally, a fibrous appearance as seen at D e. In the

lower part of the stalk, as represented at b, the spicula

are smaller, but very abundant, and of nearly uniform

diameter, with rounded extremities, as shown at c,

under a power of 250 diameters
;

they are arranged

in parallel lines, and their long axis is in the same

direction as that of the stalk, like the spicula of the

plume, they also present internally a fibrous structure.

In Britain we have only one species of Pennatula,

the small, P. phosphorea, all the larger species are

exotic.

A very peculiar form of the Pennatula is the Renilla

Americana, represented by G, which consists of a small,

short, brown stalk supporting an expanded reniform

portion, one surface being of a beautiful purple,

whilst the other is brown like the stalk ; on the former
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FIG. 70.

the polypes, which are large, are seated. From its

shape this species is commonly called the Kidney-shaped

Sea Pen. The skeleton of these

Zoophytes consists of spicula which

abound in all parts of the purple

surface; but as far as I have

examined they have no central axis.

The Sea Rush

—

Virgularia mira-

bilis, Fig. 70, A—not unfrequently

met with in the northern coasts of

this island, hke the Pennatula

phosphorea, probably stands erect

in soft mud, for it is generally found

where the bottom is slightly muddy,

and rarely where sandy. When
perfect, the Virgularise are from, six

to ten inches in length, and consist

of a central calcareous axis invested

with a thin, soft, membranous flesh-

like substance, the greater part of

which is covered with lobes or

pinnae, each bearing small eight-

armed polypes: the disposition of

these pinnae, as shown at d, is

somewhat oblique, so that in some

specimens the entire series appears

to be arranged in a spiral direction.

In this genus, the axis is very large in proportion to

the pinnae, and in perfect specimens, as represented

A, Virgularia mirabilis

(reduced in size), u, the

base of the stalk, c, centre

of the stalli (both of the
natural size). d, portion

showing the polypes (after

Johnston). e, transverse

section of the axis, f, longi-

tudinal section of the same.
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by A, the upper as well as the lower extremity of the

stalk is without pinnse. The axis is cylindrical, and is

the only trace of the skeleton, there being no spicula in

any part of. the sgft membranous investment, as in the

Pennatulse.

A gigantic specimen of this class is the rare and

beautiful Pavonaria, Fig, 71, a, b, contained in the

tall glass on the table. It was presented to the'

museum of this College about four years since by

Professor Edward Forbes, who, -in company with Mr.

MacAndrew of Liverpool, dredged it up from a muddy

bottom at a depth of from twelve to fifteen fathoms, near

Oban, on the coast of Argyllshire, where it is supposed

to stand erect in the mud, like the Pennatula and

Virgularia, its lower extremity being slightly expanded

and curved as if for the purpose of support. It has

been named Pavonaria on account of its general

resemblance to the feather of a peacock's tail, whilst

the specific name quadrangularis is expressive of the

quadrangular shape of the axis ; which as in the Vir-

gularia, is large when compared with the animal

crust, and slightly flexible. All portions of its outer

siu-face are covered with a fleshy skin having a slimy

feel, but the parts projecting from the shaft or axis,

as shown by b, c, d, are the polypes ; those at the lower

extremity are small, and according to Professor Forbes,

occur in a single row on each side ; but they gradually

increase in size and become more numerous, till they

form oblique transverse rows of four, five, or six
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polypes, as shown at D, the most external being the

largest. The back of the axis is yellow and smooth,

FIG. 71.

B
A, lower part of the stem of Pavonaria quadranyularis. b, upper part of

the same (reduced in size), c d, portions of the stem showing the polypes.
E, transverse section of the axis, f, longitudinal section of the same.
G, spicula from the flesh of the lower part of the stem magnified 130 dia-
meters, h, spicula from the sheath enclosing the polypes slightly magnified.

and free from polypes
; but, when living, all the

polypiferous part was of a pink or rose colour. In
the account of this remarkable Zoophyte, given by
Forbes and Johnston, no mention is made of the
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structure of the skin. During my investigations

preparatory to the publication of that part of the

first volume of the "Histological Catalogue" relating

to the structure of the skeleton of the A.steroid

Zoophytes, knowing that spicula abounded in the

skin of the Pennatula, I was desirous of ascer-

taining whether they were present in this animal,

and after some search, was rewarded by finding them

in the flesh at the lower part of the stem. Spicula of

large size, however, are met with around the margin

of the sheath into which the polypes retract themselves

;

they are very different from those in the flesh of the

naked portion of the stem.

Having now described the general form and position

of the skeleton in the family Pennatulidse, I proceed to

illustrate the minute structure of these parts. The

transverse section of the bony axis of Pennatula grisea

is of a cylindrical figui'e, and appears laminated to the

naked eye, but when viewed with a power of 40

diameters, as shown by F, in Fig. 69, the outer margin

or crust is found to be of a fibrous nature ; the fibres

taking a vertical direction, whilst the central portion,

more dense than the rest, shows a cellular sti-ucture,

the cells appearing to be filled with calcareous matter.

The spicula in the skin from the base of the stalk, as

shown at b, c, are of cylindrical figure, and somewhat

twisted so as to produce the appearance of a central

cavity ; the ends are hemispherical, but their surface

is smooth and free from tubercles, and they average
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about of an inch in length. The spicula from

the pinnse are fully half an inch long, they occur in

bundles, some being pointed at both extremities, whilst

others have one extremity expanded like the feather of

an arrow, all being more or less striated internally

;

portions of two of these spicula showing striae are

represented by d, e ; a similar striated appearance is

exhibited by the spicula from the flesh at the base of

the stalk, as shown at c. The spicula of the Renilla

are precisely similar in shape to those of the Pennatula,

but are of a rich purple colour, most of them average

^th of an inch in length; all, as shown at H, are

twisted in the same peculiar manner as those of the

Pennatul(S before noticed.

Transverse sections of the calcareous axis of the

Virgularia are of a circular figure, and exhibit a

radiated structure, as shown by e, in Fig. 70, the

true nature of the radii, however, is better seen in a

vertical section, f, under a power of 130 diameters;

they are then found to be produced by a series of

minute sinuous canals, opening on the free surface,

and passing in curved lines towards -the centre of the

stem, which is apparently more dense and opaque

than the outer portion. The tissue between the tubes

presents longitudinal striae, and after the carbonate of

lime has been removed by an acid, the organic residuum

exhibits a more or less fibrous appearance. The trans-

verse section of the bony axis of Pavonaria quadran-

gularis is of a square figure, with concave margins,
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and, as represented by e, in Fig. 71, consists of a series

of laminae of fibro-calcareous matter arranged around

a small central cross; the outer layer or crust is ex-

tremely hard and cannot easily be cut with a knife.

The longitudinal section of the axis, as shown at f,

exhibits a dark granular centre with vertical strise on

each side, and the organic basis of this structure appears

to be of a fibrous nature. The spicula from the flesh

in the neighbourhood of the polypes are of considerable

length, and have both extremities pointed
;
they appear

to be arranged in bundles, which project above the fi-ee

surface in the form of bristles and alternate with the

polypes, those represented by H being of the natural

size. The spicula from the lower part of the stem are

much more minute and of a flattened oval figure, most

of them exhibiting traces of a striated structure, as

shown at G ; the long diameter of the oval, however,

is placed in the same direction as that of the axis, as

in the Pennatulee before described.



LECTUEE IX.

SKELETON OF ZOOPHYTES.

In the preceding Lecture I described the structure

of the skeleton of some of the Asteroid Zoophytes, and

I have now to make a few further remarks upon the

nature of the axis in two of the species to which I

have already alluded.

The structure of the axis of the Gorgoniadse has been

the subject of controversy ever since the time of EUis.

Many authorities consider it to be inorganic, there can,

however, be no doubt that although the polypes do

not form the axis, they are mainly concerned in

preserving its vitality, and as long as the polypes are

alive, changes both in the interior and on the exterior

of the axis^ are continually going on. In those axes

having a horny stem the increase takes place by the

addition of concentric laminae without much external
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alteration; in the axis of Isis hippuris, however, the

horny portion of the base, where no polypes exist, is

gradually converted into calcareous material. In Isis,

now Melitaa ochracea (Fig. 66, a), the changes are

very remarkable; the axis, although jointed, has only

a small portion of horny matter entering into its

composition, it is almost wholly made up of spicula;

the joints are easily cut with a knife, but the other

parts are much harder. All the joints are composed

of spicula of a yellow colour arranged in a pecuHar

form of net-work, as shown at c; the intermediate

harder parts are made up of red-coloured spicula,

internally like those of the joint, but externally, as

shown at b, these have coalesced to form a solid mass

;

the same thing has taken place in the Red Coral, and

spicula can be recognized in some portion or other of

its substance, and although in aU the hardest parts a

crystalline structure appears, there is always a trace of

cells to be seen.

In one species of Red Coral the cells of the axis are

disposed more or less concentrically, the cells them-

selves being of small size, with their waUs still visible

;

in another species the walls have disappeared, but

the concentric laminae indicating the successive stages

of growth are very evident, and beautifully arranged

in undulating lines. The organic basis of these axes

was known to Hunter, and was more especially noticed

by the late Mr. Hatchett, who so long ago as the

year 1 800 prepared a specimen illustrative of this fact,
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which is preserved in the Museum. I shall now

mention the result of some investigations, which I

believe to be new, regarding the development of

these calcareous axes, viz. : that the axis of certain

of the Asteroid Zoophytes is at first composed of a

mass of cells which secrete and deposit the carbonate

of lime in their interior. In some species the ceU-walls

are persistent, in others they are absorbed and dis-

appear, leaving a solid mass of carbonate of lime in

which little or no traces of structure can be dis-

tinguished.

There is another point of great interest which has

come under my notice whilst examining the horny and

calcareous skeleton of Zoophytes and still more highly

organized beings—viz. : the power they possess of repair-

ing accidental injuries. Mr. Busk, in his paper on the

Anguinaria spatulata, published in the second volume

of "The Transactions of the Microscopical Society,"

threw out a hint that some polyp-ceUs appeared as if

they had undergone repair, and this, no doubt, was the

fact. The repair of a portion of the horny skeleton is

plainly visible in a specimen of Gorgonia jiahellum in

the Museum of this College ; there has been at some

time or other an extensive fracture nearly across the

centre, and the Hne of it is indicated by the large, rough

cicatrix. If one of the principal branches be examined

it will be found that it has been broken transversely, the

fractured ends are not exactly in a hne, and the cicatrix,

or callus, now fills up the space between them. As I
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proceed I shall bring forward other striking examples in

proof of the power of repair of non-vascular tissues.

I now pass on to describe the structure of the skeleton

of the last and most highly-organized members of the

asteroid group of Zoophytes—the AlcyonidcB ; and

many mention as a familiar example the Alcyonium

digitatum, so common on our coasts. All the individuals

of this family are more or

less lobed, and on this

account, and from the

resemblance of the lobes

to certain natural objects,

have received the names

of Cow's Paps, Dead Man's

Toes, Dead Man's Fingers,

&c. The speciesjust noticed

— Alcyonium digitatum,

,
Fig. 72,—is met with in

Alcyonium digitatum with retracted "

Polypes. great abundance on our

southern coast, especially on old oyster-shells in the

oyster-beds of Newhaven and Shoreham harbours:

indeed, so abundant are they, that scarcely an oyster of

any size, is dredged up from the bed newly discovered

about midway between the English and French coasts,

on which there are not one or more of these Zoophytes

;

and even at Billingsgate, where the oysters are sold,

small specimens may be obtained, but the polypes ai-e

generally dead before they arrive in London. The

majority of the polypidoms are of a pinkish-white

FIG. 72.
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FIG. 73.

colour, but some are yellow or reddish-brown
; they all,

however, belong to the same species. When handled

or pressed, they feel soft and pappy, and some of the

polypes will make their appearance ; but if the outer

surface only of the poly-

pidom be touched, it com-

municates a gritty sensa-

tion to the finger, leading

one to suspect that there

must be some calcareous

matter present. On a

careful examination of this

surface, the situation of the

polypes may be at once

recognized by the stellate

markings, and ifthe polypes

should happen to be ex-

• truded,as shown in Fig. 73,
A portion of Alcyonium digitatum they will be found to haVCwith the polypes extruded (after

*'

Johnston). d^t short arms, or ten-

tacula, provided with cilia on their edges.

The body of the polype, according to Johnston, is

enclosed in a thin, transparent, vesicular membrane, in

which a great number of minute tuberculated calcareous

spicula are imbedded ; the body is also marked with

eight white longitudinal hnes, or septa, which, stretching

between the membrane and the central stomach, divide

the intermediate space into an equal number of com-
partments

; these lines not only extend to the base of

VOL. n. L
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the tentacula, but run across the oral disc, and terminate

in the central mouth. The stomach is not closed at its

free extremity, but opens into certain large canals, which

ramify through the fleshy central part of the polypidom

and the eight white lines are continued from the stomach

down the canals, being at first strongly developed, but

gradually disappearing near the base of the polypidom.

If a vertical section of the polypidom be made, as shown

at A, in Fig. 74, the large branching canals will be

FIG. 74.

A, vertical section of a polypidom of Alcyonium digitatum. b, transverse

section of the same, c, portion of the fleshy matter containing spicula.

D, spicula of the flesh magnified 250 diameters.

easily seen
;
they are largest at the base, and become

gradually smaller near the surface. The termination of

each is slightly dilated to form a cell for the poK^jc,

and the tissue between the tubes is composed of minute

fibres containing a transparent gelatinous flesh within

its meshes, in which numerous tuberculated spicula, as

shown at c, are imbedded. If a transverse section of
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the polypidom be made, as seen at b, the diameter and

stellate form of the tubes produced by the septa pro-

longed from the stomach may be distinctly seen. The

polype removed from the polypidom presents to our

notice the eight tentacula around the mouth, and an

abundance of tuberculated spicula which are present

in the tissue supporting its body ;
many of these

spicula are very long and thin, but stiU tuberculated.

When the specimens have been preserved in spirit

for some months, the tentacula are not so distinct

as in a fresh polype. A thin slice of the outer

gritty integument of the polypidom shows very clearly,

under a power of 250 diameters, that the grittiness is

due to the presence of myriads of tuberculated spicula,

some of fusiform, others of cruciform figure. If a

portion of this crust be decalcified by maceration in

dilute acid, it will be at once seen that cavities are left in

the organic basis corresponding exactly in form to the

spicula previously lodged in this part of the animal.

When speaking of the structure of the spicula in a

previous Lecture, I mentioned that all these bodies, both

in the Zoophytes and in the Sponges, are developed in

cells, and that their shape is determined by the form

of the cell in which each is, as it were, moulded.

The spicula, when separated from the gelatinous tissue

in which they are imbedded, are not composed solely

of calcareous material, but all have an organic basis;

for if a large spiculum which has been removed from
the polypidom by boiling liquor potass£)e, be acted on

L 2
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FIG. 75.

by dilute hydrochloric acid, an organic basis will be

left which retains to some extent the shape of the

original spiculum, proving that every portion of the

calcareous matter is in intimate connection with the

organic basis.

In Fig. 75, A, B, are shown two tuberculated spicula

from a purple-coloured Gorgonia

which had been separated from

the flesh by means of caustic

potash ; three of the same

spicula having been treated with

dilute hydrochloric acid to re-

move the lime, were found to

retain the shape of the originals,

as shown at c, but instead of

beins: hard and calcareous, the

organic basis was quite soft and

flexible ; when the lime was not wholly removed, the

interior of the organic mass, or cell, always presented a

more or less granular appearance. A vertical section of a

portion of the soft internal part of the polypidom, or that

occupying the space between the canals, shows that it

is traversed by long tubes containing granular matter of

a greenish colour, the tubes themselves being surrounded

by delicate interlacing fibres, in the meshes of which

are numbers of large tuberculated spicula, as shown

at c, in Fig. 74, not so closely arranged but that their

shape can be distinctly seen. There being no trace of

an internal calcareous axis in the Alcyonium, as in

A, B, tuberculated spicula

of a Gorgonia. c, three

specimens of the same after

decalcification.
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other Zoophytes of this order, the spicula of the crust,

which are very numerous, must be viewed as forming

an exo- rather than an endo-skeleton.

The Alcyonidge are propagated by ova, which are

globular and of a dark brown colour
;

they are

developed in the canals, and after fertilization are

discharged through the mouth. . Only three or four

species of Alcyonium are found in the British seas,

but many others have been discovered in various parts

of the globe; some specimens brought to this country

from the Navigator Islands by Sir Everard Home,

although dry, wiU afford an idea of the quantity of

calcareous material entering into the formation of their

skeletons. The largest of these is of purple coloiu"

and somewhat like a cauliflower in appearance ; in

this, as in the others, the spicula are not only very

abundant, but of large size, in some of the speci-

mens they are white, but in that first described they

are both purple and white. Certain Zoophytes of

the genus Xenia are nearly allied to the Alcyonidse;

the specimens upon which my observations have been

made, were brought from the Philippine Islands by

Mr. Gumming. They so strongly resemble the in-

florescence of umbelliferous plants that they might

readily be taken for them
; they are of various colours,

some being bright purple, others rich yellow. The
colour in all these animals depends on the presence of

large spicula, which are very visible to the naked eye

on every part of the stem, and project in the form of
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sharp spines from those parts containing the polypes

which represent the hlossom of the plant. These

creatures, even now, after having been in spirit for

FIG. 7G.

A, Polypidom of Xeiiia sliowing the spicula of the crust and of the polypes.

B, c, spicula of the crust magnified 20 diameters.

some years, are sufficiently elegant to excite our ad-

miration, but what they must have been when living,

and with their polypes extruded, we can easily ima-

gine, from the representations given in the splendid

Atlas to " Dana's Zoophytes," being a part of the

series published by the United States' Exploring

Expedition, and a work that would do credit to any

nation. The skeleton of all the species of Xenia

which I have examined is strictly dermal, there being

no spicula in the soft, gelatinous interior of the

polypidom as in the Alcyonium ; all being of largo

size and confined to the stem, the branches, and
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the neighbourhood of the polypes. Those in the stem

and branches are arranged for the most part in diagonal

lines, as shown at a, in Fig. 76, whilst those in the

neighbourhood of the polypes project outwards, like

spines, or like the large spicula in the plumes of the

Pennatula. In addition to these, there are very minute

spicula which form the skeleton of the outer framework

of the polypes themselves.

If a portion of the outer skin of the stem of one of

these specimens be viewed even with a power of 30

diameters, it will be found that the spicula are so long

that only a portion of each can be seen in the field of

view at one time
;
they are of a light brown colour, and

covered with very minute tubercles, as shown at b. The

spicula taken from the neighbourhood of the polypes

are much smaller, as shown at c, but have tubercles like

those occurring in the same situation in the Alcyonium

;

their colour is a rich brown. The skeleton, therefore,

of these beautiful creatures, like that of Alcyonium

digitatum, is dermal.

The last specimen I shall describe as belonging to

this order of Zoophytes is the Tuhipora Musica, or

Organ-pipe coral, Fig. 77, d, which is always of a

brilliant red colour, and easily recognized by being

made up of a series of tubes arranged in rows one

above the other. Considering them as a whole,

the tubes are disposed in a radiated manner, they are

about half an inch long, and as soon as they have

arrived at the proper length, a frill or flange is, as it
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were, secreted by the outer portion of the tube which

joins similar ones developed from adjacent tubes on

either side, and the result is that a horizontal shelf or

septum, as shown at c, is formed, from the upper

surface of which, new tubes are given off ; the radiated

disposition of those first formed allowing space for

the new ones on the portions of the shelf between

their mouths. When living, the entire mass of tubes

is covered with gelatinous matter, or flesh as it is

sometimes called, and each tube, as represented by a, p.

FIG. 77.

contains a polype of a grass-green colour, so that a

living coral must be an elegant thing indeed. The

outer portion of the polype is connected with the

interior of the tube by means of a thin membranous

lining, another portion of which is reflected over the

lip of the tube, and is united to the gelatinous matter on

the outside, whilst an intermediate portion secretes

calcareous matter, and forms the tube.
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In a specimen in the museum, prepared by Hunter,

the polypes are seen in situ, and in the small specimen

represented by c, Hunter demonstrated the organic basis

of the tubes, after removal of the calcareous material by

acid. Thin sections of this coral, which is very brittle,

occasionally exhibit a cellular structure, with the openings

of numerous foramina, and in a specimen I possess,

the fibres of a sponge have penetrated some of these

foramina, as in the case of the Pinna-sheU mentioned

in, a former Lecture, at page 37. This is a very

common circumstance in all corals, and by acting

on thin sections with

hydrochloric acid, the

calcareous matter is re-

moved and the true

nature of the fibres

easily made out; but

being familiar with the

sponge-fibres, I soon

recognized those in the

Tubipora as old ac-

quaintances. Confervoid

growths also are very

frequently met with in

the skeleton of corals, as all these bodies possess animal

matter, which, decomposing after death, becomes a nidus

for the development of confervse, and hardly a section

can be examined without exhibiting such an appearance

as that shown in Fig. 78.

FIG. 78.

A section of Coral exhibiting confeiToid
gi-owths.



LECTURE X.

SKELETON OF ZOOPHYTES.

In the last order of the class Anthozoa, the

Helianthoida, the polypes are single, free or perma-

nently attached; fleshy, naked or encrusted with a

calcareous polypidom, the upper surface of which is

crossed by radiating lamellge. The most familiar

examples of this order are the Actinice, familiarly

known as Sea-Anemonies or Animal Flowers, some

species of which are common on all parts of our

coasts. In certain states of the atmosphere, especially

when the weather is stormy, the Actinise appear as

conical masses of fleshy substance, but when the sea

is calm and the sun bright, they expand themselves,

and then they resemble beautiful flowers ; their tentacula

disposed in one or more circles and beautifully coloured,

are very like the petals of a flower. The Actinia mesem-
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bryanthemum, in particular, which is very common on

the coast of Sussex, has a row of large tubercles of a

most splendid blue colour, like lapis-lazuli, on the outside

of the tentacula. These animals live a very long time,

and it is said that the late Sir John Dalyell kept some

of them alive for upwards of twenty years by giving

them fresh sea-water nearly every day. The external

or cuticular coating of the Actinia is thin and coloured,

the inner or corium, thick, leathery, and more or less

white ; the inferior surface is flattened to form a discoid

base, or foot. Some species are covered with tubercles,

others have numerous pigment spots scattered irregularly

on their outer surface.

A vertical section of the entire animal, as shown in

Fig. 79, exhibits a circular perforation, the mouth,

surrounded by the coloured

tentacula, b, leading to

a flask- shaped stomach,

which, instead of occupy-

ing the entire cavity of the

body, as in the Hydra,

is suspended within that

cavity by a number of

vertical septa, forming a

corresponding number of

cavities, or chambers,

which contain the ovaries

and testes. The cavities

FIG. 79.

A, vertical section of an Actinia show-
ing its internal structure. a, spicula
from the tubercles magnified 250 dia-
meters, b, tentacula. e, tubercles be-
tween the tentacula. for the lodgment of the
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ovaries are large, and situated near to the external

tunic
; those for the testes are smaller, and in immediate

contact with the coats of the stomach. The upper part

of all the septa is perforated, so that each chamber

communicates not only with those adjoining, but also

with the interior of the tentacula, each of which, as

shown at b, is tubular and perforated at its free

extremity, so that water taken into the chambers is

propelled, by the contraction of the walls of the

chambers, into the tentacula, distending them, and by

this means causing their protrusion and the expansion

of the entire animal.

The microscope reveals to us no trace of calcareous

or siliceous skeleton in these animals, with the exception

of spicula in certain tubercles, c c, which occur in some

species between or external to the tentacula. These

spicula, as shown at a, are of nearly equal size,

measuring on the average ^th of an inch in length,

and pointed at both extremities. Professor Bailey, of

New York, who discovered them, beheved that they

were composed of silica, like those of the sponges ; but

as they are destroyed by a red heat and not acted on

by acids, it is more probable that they consist of horny

matter. The Actiniae subsist for the most part on

small crabs and other Crustacea that come within the

reach of the tentacles
;
they do not appear to move to

any extent in search of their prey, being generally fixed

to the rock by the discoid sucker on their inferior

surface. The soft parts of the food are rapidly digested.
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while the indigestible portions are rejected by the mouth,

there being but a single opening to the stomach, from

which viscus the nutriment is du-ectly absorbed. For

the purpose of better securing the animals that they

seize, the tentacula are said to be furnished with poison

vesicles and spicula, somewhat similar to those in the

Hydra; if the finger be placed in contact with the

tentacula of most of the common species of our shores,

a stinging sensation will be felt.

The Actinise are propagated by ova, which are

developed in the lobulated glandular ovaries situated

in the interseptal chambers, and impregnated by the

sperm-cells of the twisted testicular tubuli also seated

in the same chambers. The ova, after fertilization, are

said to remain in the interseptal chambers, and the

young Actinise escape by the mouth of the parent,

but it is still uncertain how they find their way into

the stomach. It is equally certain that the Actiniae

occasionally, although unfrequently, propagate by gem-

mation.

During a visit to Brighton last year, I had the

opportunity of verifying this statement, having seen as

many as five or six young Actinise adhering to the base

of a full-grown animal, from which they subsequently

separated, and attached themselves to the sides of the

glass jar in which they were kept. Like the Hydrse,

they possess the power of reproducing lost parts, and

when one of them is divided into two or more pieces,

each part is capable of becoming a perfect animal. The
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spicula from the tubercles ofActinia mesembryanthemum,

as shown at a, are Hnear, elongated, pointed at both

extremities, and might readily be taken for those of

some sponges of the genus Halichondria, but, as I

have already said, they probably consist of a homy
material. In the thick, leathery corium which forms

the external tunic of the animal, there is neither

calcareous matter nor any trace of spicula, but an

abundance of unstriped muscular fibres.

The laminated or lamelliform Corals belonging to

the same family as the Actinise, are provided with a

hard calcareous skeleton. When of a circular form,

they are called Fungics, or Mushroom Corals, but when

elongated and oval, have received the name of Sea

Slugs. The situation of the mouth in these solitaiy

polypes is indicated by a deep fissure at the centre, as

represented by a and b, in Fig. 80 ; all the other

parts, as shown at a, are covered by the flesh which

FIG. 80.

A, Fmffia agariciformis showing tlic soft parts of llic animal, u, skeleton

of llie same.
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dips down between each of the laminae. The grooves

between the laminse are deep, extending to the base of

the calcareous skeleton which forms a thin solid layer

connecting the laminse like the pileus of a mushroom.

The tentacula are tolerably numerous, arising from the

flesh, as shown at A. In the dried specimens of these

elegant skeletons, although all visible traces of the flesh

have been removed, the organic basis by which the

carbonate of hme was secreted and deposited, remains

and may be readily demonstrated. In a specimen from

the Museum, prepared long ago by Mr. Hatchett, the

calcareous matter has been removed from a part of the

skeleton by the action of an acid, which retains the

perfect form of the remainder of the coral mass.

Sections of the coral and the organic basis, when

examined under the microscope, occasionally show

traces of the cells by which the calcareous matter is

assimilated and within which it is deposited.

The Fungise then are examples of the skeleton of a

single animal, like an Actinia, and may be termed

simple corals, but there are many species in which the

polypes are exceedingly numerous; these, by way of

distinction, may be considered as compound polype

masses, or corals; they are recognized by clusters

of cells of nearly uniform size, each exhibiting a

radiated laminated structure, as shown by a, b, c, d, in

Fig. 81. The number of the arms of the polypes is

indicated, as in the Alcyonidse, by the number of the

lammse. These corals are called Madrepores ; in many
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species, a,s in Madrepora galaxea, c, there is little or

no space between the cells, but in others there is an

FIG. 81.

A, Astrc&a viridis with its polypes. b, Astrcea purpurea showing the

polypes, c, Madrepora galaxea. d, Madrepora ananas.

intermediate portion of the same stony material sepa-

rating the cells, which may be on the same level as

the cells, or, as in the arborescent corals, may take the

form of a stem or axis, as in the Oculina ramea,

Fig. 82, B. In some genera and species the cells are

not circular or hexagonal, but elongated and wavy, with

the laminse still projecting inwards towards a central

median furrow.

In those Madrepores commonly called brain-stones,

(on account of the continuous wavy lines on their surface
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resembling the convolutions of the brain, and their

globular figure,) the polype-cells have coalesced, and

FIG. 82.

A, a portion of a Coral in which two branches have been repaired after
fracture, b, a branch of Oculina ramea, the upper part being invested with
the soft parts of the animal, the lower being denuded.

by these means the wavy superficial markings have
been produced. Such is the nature of the very large

and beautiful specimen contained in the Museum of
this College, and with which most of you no doubt
are familiar. There are other corals, formed pre-

cisely in the same manner as the Madrepores, but
the cells being exceedingly small, they have been
termed Millepores, and the fine polypidom now before

VOL. II. ^
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you, from its resemblance to the horns of a stag, has

been named Millepora alcicornis. Other genera being

altogether destitute of polype-ceUs and pores, were called

NuDipores
; but it is now satisfactorily ascertained that

these are in reality plants having an external coating or

skeleton of carbonate of lime.

Corals are chiefly inhabitants of the tropical seas, where

they form islands and reefs many hundreds of miles

in extent, so much dreaded by the navigator, but of the

greatest possible interest to the geologist and naturalist

;

the former looking upon these animals as mighty agents

in elevating the crust of our planet, the latter having

regard to their development and the variety and beauty

of their forms.

Mr. Darwin, whose name is so familiar to all naturalists

in connection with the voyage of the ' Beagle,' has paid

the greatest attention to the structure of the rocks

produced by these Zoophytes, and has distinguished

them as AtoUs, barrier-reefs, and fringing-reefs. The

word Atoll is applied by the inhabitants of the Indian

Archipelago to coral islands of circular figure, with a

pool or lake, termed a lagoon, in the centre, generally

communicating at some point of its circumference with

the surrounding ocean by a small channel. A bairier-

reef may be viewed as an AtoU spread out in a straight

line, inmning parallel to a line of coast having deep

water on the outside, while the channel between it and

the main land, or, in other words, the lagoon, is broad,

smooth, and deep. A fringing-reef has shallower water
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on its outside, and a narrow and siiallow lagoon between

it and the coast. An Atoll is generally found where

the water is deep, the outer side of the coral bank

shelving down at an angle of 45 degrees to the depth

of 200 or 300 fathoms, whilst the inner side gradually

slopes so as to form a cavity somewhat like a saucer

;

but this also is in great measure filled up by fragments

of coral detached by the surf from the outer part of the

reef, so that even in the centre of a lagoon the water is

rarely more than 50 feet deep. The outer surface is

continually washed by a strong surf which renders the

island difficult of approach, unless it should happen, as

it not unfrequently does, that the force of the surf has

been sufficient to make a breach in the coral; then,

however rough may be the passage to the breach, the

navigator will be amply repaid by the smooth water of

the lagoon, and if he be a Zoologist, no spot that he
could choose is more fertile in animal life. Here fishes

swarm, here is found the gigantic Clam, with an
endless variety of smaUer shell-fish; here the coral

animals and other Zoophytes revel in enjoyment, here
sea-weeds grow in abundance, and turtles are not
wanting to feed upon them.

Many of these Atolls are of large size, and the coral
barrier is covered with a luxuriant vegetation. As the
coral animals cannot live in more than 20 or 30
fathoms below the surface, it may be asked, how can
the reef be formed at a depth of 200 or 300 fathoms ?
Mr. Darwin holds the opinion that the AtoUs are based

M 2
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upon land which was once dry, but has since subsided,

carrying with it the dead corals. He has foun4 also

that the surface of the coral is generally covered with

Nullipores, sea-weeds and shells, and that the detritus of

these, the dead coral, shells and sand together, form a

soil fitted for the growth of stray seeds and fruits, such

as the cocoa-nut, carried to them by the ocean currents.

Some idea may be formed of the beauty of one of these

Atolls by the diagram before you, which is a repre-

sentation of Whitsunday Island in the Pacific ; the

vegetation is most luxuriant, and capable, as has been

proved on more than one occasion, of supporting for a

considerable period the shipwrecked mariner ; the

cocoa-nut, the turtles, and shell-fish of the lagoon

furnishing him with abundance of food, whilst fresh

water was readily obtained by digging small wells

in the sand, into which water from the sea gradually

found its way, and having a large stratum to pass

through, was deprived of nearly all its sahne constituents.

The largest barrier-reef, upwards of 1000 miles in

length, occurs on the north-east coast of Australia,

rendering the navigation of this part of the globe

exceedingly dangerous. It has been described by

Mr. Joseph B. Jukes,* who was employed during the

years 1842— 1846 as naturalist to the expedition

under Captain Blackwood, of H.M.S. 'Fly,' for the

purpose of surveying Torres Straits, New Guinea, and

* "Narrative of the Surveying Voyage of H.M.S. 'Fly,'"

London, 1847.
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other islands of the Eastern Archipelago. The upper

and outer parts of the reef are composed of living

species of the genera Porites and Millepora, the

former being described by Darwin as forming masses

from four to eight feet broad, and of similar thickness,

and by the naturalists of the United States' Exploring

Expedition as of a more or less nodulated figure, while

the MUlepore is composed of thick vertical plates, inter-

secting each other at various angles, forming an

exceedingly strong honey-comb mass of a circular

figure, the external plates alone retaining their vitality.

These corals are found near the surface, but lower

down there are other large stony species. Small

fragments of Millepora alcicornis have been brought

up from a depth of twelve fathoms ; but so firmly

are the corals bound together, even at this depth on

the margins of the reef, that chains and anchors

have been lost in the attempt to detach them. Shells

of different species are also occasionally found forming

a stratum of two or three feet thick, within reach of the

tide or spray of the water.

The remains of Madrepores and other corals abound

and were mainly concerned, in the formation of many
limestone rocks. The specimens constantly exposed for

sale at Clifton are principally Madrepores and Oolites,

and some of the former still clearly exhibit the large cells

for the polypes and the radiated disposition of the septa,

the cells being closely approximated, and the interseptal

spaces filled with transparent calcareous matter.
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In other specimens, the cells are more widely

separated, and the intervening spaces occupied by dark

calcareous material, fractured in such a manner as to

produce a cellular appearance, so that even in the fossil

state the indications of coral structure are very evident.

As the entire mass of the coral is composed of cells

fiUed with carbonate of lime, it follows that the vulgar

opinion of its being built up by polypes is erroneous

;

indeed, the study of the development of these animals

clearly proves that the cells are formed before the

polypes, and that their function is that of collecting

and digesting food— in fact, that they constitute the

digestive system for the nutrition of the flesh of the

entire animal. This connection of the polypes with the

flesh, and the conveyance of the nutritious matter to the

latter, is strikingly evident in the tubular keratophytes.

The polypes then, perform the same function towards

the coral-mass as the oyster to its shell; for if the

oyster die the shell also dies, but so long as the oyster

retains its vitality, every portion of the shell, however

distant from the animal, is endowed with life ; and in

the same manner, so long as the potypes remain alive,

the vitality of the entire coral mass will be sustained.

Collectors of shells can immediately distinguish those

that have been taken out of the water alive, from dead

shells ; the former always retain their polish and colour

;

the latter are dull, opaque, and of httle value.

Corals, like shells, possess the power of repairing

injuries ; this I had long suspected, although I had no
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direct proof of the fact until, having occasion to examine

an old collection belonging to the Museum of this

College, I found some specimens in which fractures had

occurred. In one of these, as shown at A in Fig. 82,

several branches had been broken off and cemented to

others in the position in which they had fallen; in

another species

—

Millepora alcicornis—there are several

examples of a similar repair of fractures ; whilst a third,

of an extremely interesting character, shows that the

broken extremities of the branches have been subse-

quently rounded off and covered by the flesh, in the

same manner as a bone after amputation of a limb.

These specimens all belonged to John Hunter, and were

probably selected by him for the illustration of the

process of repair after injury.

When speaking of lime as forming the skeleton of

plants in my first Lecture, I made brief allusion to a

class of organized beings termed Lithophytes ; these

FiG. 83. were considered by

Lamarck and other

high authorities to be

animals ; modern in-

vestigation has proved

that the Corallines,

and even the harder

NuUipores, are essen-

tially plants more or

less coated with cal-

Coraiiina officinalis. careous material.
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One of the commonest of the Lithophytes found

on our coasts is the Corallina officinalis, represented

in Fig. 83 ; it consists, as you well know, of a series

of minute joints ; when acted on by dilute hydrochloric

acid, the coating of lime is removed, and it then becomes

quite as flexible as any plant, and most of the terminal

branches, which are of a round figure, will exhibit the

organs of fructification. Other species of Corallines,

such as C. monile, Fig. 84, a, and C. opuntia, b, are

FIG. 84.

a, Corallina monile, (of Ellis), b, Corallina opuntia. c, Nullipora polymorpha.

d, Nullipara agariciformis.

both largely coated with lime, but their joints are more

evident than those of C. officinalis. The harder

Litliophytcs have received the name of NuUipores ; one
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of these, N. polymorpha, represented by c, is common

on our coasts ; it is found so abundantly in Falmouth

Harbour, that it is dredged up to manure the land. It

consists of a series of irregularly branched nodules, and

is of stony hardness. Another species, N. agariciformis,

represented by d, is not so common; it grows in

globular masses, varying from an inch to four inches

in diameter, and is made up of a series of foliaceous

laminse; when acted on by dilute hydrocliloric acid,

this and the preceding species, like the two Corallines

above mentioned, exhibit a soft, flexible mass, which

retains the shape of the original specimen, but which,

on being burnt, gives off a decidedly vegetable odour.

As the Lithophytes occur in the greatest abundance

upon coral-reefs, where it would appear that the water

is highly charged with carbonate of lime, and, as in

former times, they were considered to be Zoophytes,

I have thought proper to speak of their minute stmcture

at this time, in order that you may have an opportunity

of comparing it with that of the stony axis of the

Corallidse, and I must therefore beg of you to bear in

mind that the comparison is of the greatest interest

;

for in both instances we have a great abundance of

calcareous material which has been separated from the

water by a vital process, that in the one case being

effected by a vegetable, the other by an animal basis

requiring the presence of digestive sacs, or polypes, to

maintain its integrity. If a vertical section be made of

any Coralline, such for example as the C. officinalis,
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Fig. 85, a, we shall find that, on examination with

the lowest powers, it will exhibit two kinds of structure,

both of which are essentially cellular, that on the

exterior being composed of small cells of hexagonal

figure, whilst in the interior they are more elongated,

and generally of a brownish colour; this is espe-

cially the case if a section should include a joint.

In the fresh state the contents of the cells can be

easily made out, and the central ones are not un-

frequently full of greenish granules like ChlorophyUe.

The Hme is not in the interior of the cells, but appears

to be on the outside of the cell-walls, which are rendered

opaque and thick in consequence. A portion of the ver-

tical section, as seen under a power of 200 diameters, is

represented at c, the dark parts on the outside of the cells

there shown, are the calcareous material ; the cells in the

centre, as before noticed, are of an elongated figure, having

little or no lime about them ; these also are exhibited

at c, but the loose cells on the right side of the lower

part of the figure, formed part of the articulation, and

are entirely destitute of lime. A transverse section of

one of the joints of the same Coralline, as shown at h,

is wholly made up of cells, those on the margin being

rather larger than the central ones; both have an

abundance of hme around them, as represented under

a power of 200 diameters at d. The cells seen upon

the upper portion of this figure ha^dng been deprived of

their lime, are in consequence rendered very apparent.

All the Corallines exhibit nearly the same structure, the
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outer portions being composed of cells of hexagonal

figure, and the central of elongated ones ; the former are

FIG. 85.

a, a vertical section of a joint of Corallina officinalis magnified 50 diameters.
h, a transverse section of the same, c, a portion of the vertical section
magnified 200 diameters, d, a portion of the transverse section magnified
200 diameters.

always coated with lime, whilst the latter are only partially

so, and it is by the absence of the lime from these cells, at

particular points, that the articulations are formed.

A very striking specimen for exhibiting the structure

of the articulations is Corallina incrassata ; a vertical

section of this plant is represented by a in Fig. 86.

The joints, as there shown, are composed of elongated

cells, and from having no lime about them, are soft and
flexible, and even of a green colour.. A magnified
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portion of one of the joints is shown at b, and a

transverse section at c, both are made up of cells,

FIG. 86.

B A C

A, a vei-tical section of Corallina incrassata, showing the joints, b, a portion

of one of the joints, c, a transverse section of the same, both magnified 1 30

diameters.

of which the central ones are much elongated. That

the calcareous investment of the Lithophytes is not a

mere precipitation from the v^ater, as happens with

many of the CharacecB, is, I think, very evident, for I

have never yet seen any specimen of Coralline in which

the part forming the articulation was coated over, nor

has any section shown that the calcareous matter is ever

present except as a coating to the cell-walls or the spaces

between them. In the Nullipores which have no joints,

the cellular structure is of the same nature throughout

;

there are no elongated cells in the centre, as in the

Corallines, consequently it would appear that the
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articulation is the result of a vital action in some of

these cells, whereby they are deprived of the power of

selecting a calcareous coating from the surrounding

water, their energies being entirely devoted to the

function of growth.

I now proceed to describe the structure of some of

those corals which consist of a series of branches Hke

the Nullipores, but all of which exhibit cells for the

lodgment of polypes. When divided transversely or

longitudinally, a branch of coral will always present a

porous character, the pores being continuous with the

polype-cells ; but when examined microscopically, many

of the parts which appear to be composed of solid

lime will be found to exhibit traces of a cellular

structure, as shown in Fig. 87. The cells, when present,

will be found to differ very materially from those of

any Nullipore, and

A vertical section of Coral,
showing its cellular structure.

all the calcareous material is

contained within them. The

presence of cells is not always

so plainly discernible as is repre-

sented in Fig. 87, for changes

are continually going on, both

in the cell-walls and in the

calcareous material which they

enclose, the former, as before

stated in page 5, being ab-

sorbed, whilst the latter under-

goes a species of crystallization.

T have made a very great
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number of sections of the stony skeletons of corals, and

have repeatedly failed in detecting any trace of celliilar

structure in every specimen ; those parts newly formed

should be selected in order to see them to advantage.

I have already spoken of the development of the stony

axes of the Gorgoniadcc ; these appear to differjfrom

the true Corals in having a spicular origin, which

spicula, in process of growth, coalesce and become

converted into a solid mass. Thus then, independently

of the minute structural difference between a NuUipore

and a Coral, there is also this striking fact, that both

are developed by an organic basis, the one having the

calcareous material external to the basis, whilst in the

other it is always internal to it.



LECTURE XL

SKELETON OF ZOOPHYTES.

Having now examined the structure of the skeleton

in the orders Hydroida, Asteroida and Helianthoida

of the class Anthozoa, I proceed to the class Polyzoa,

which is divided by Dr. Johnston into two orders,

the Infundibulata and Hyppocrepia. The Infundi-

bulata {Cilio hrachiata of Dr. A. Farre) are all

marine animals with compound polypes, each of which
has a mouth surrounded by filiform retractile tentacula

provided with ciliated arms, by which they are dis-

tinguished from the Hydroida. The Hyppocrepia, on
the contrary, are aU lacustrine, or natives of fresh

water
;
but in them the mouth is also surrounded with

ciliated retractile tentacula. In the Anthozoa the
polype is either naked, as the Hydra, or enclosed in a
horny skeleton formed by soft animal matter continuous
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with the polypes, but not by the polypes themselves.

In the Asteroida the skeleton, as in the Gorgonise, is

also internal, whilst in the Helianthoida it is again

external ; but in the present class, Polyzoa, the

skeleton forms a portion of the polype itself, hardened

by the deposition either of horny tissue or calcareous

matter.

In the Anthozoa we found the polypes developed

from a common central mass, but in this class each

polype is distinct and enclosed in its own peculiar cell.

In the Anthozoa, as in the case of the Hydrse and

Actinise, the polypes occur in a separate or naked

form, but, according to Johnston, in the Polyzoa

there is always some kind of case or skeleton to

protect them ; a tunic, which after investing the body

of the polype as in a pouch, is reflected over the

aperture of the cell, the reflected portion becoming

external and solidified either by calcareous depositions

in its texture, or by a mutation of its thin membranous

tissue into a horny investment, better suited to the

office it has to perform of protecting the sentient body

from too rough a contact with the medium in which

the animals live, and from other accidents.

When the polype retires within its cell, the mouth of

the cell is closed by that portion of the tunic which they

push before them when they protrude themselves, and

some species of Flustra, are provided with a tendinous

apparatus for lengthening the body, which is doubled

up in the interior of the cell, when they are at rest.
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The order Infundibulata is divided by zoologists

into seven families, viz. : TuhuliporidcB, CrisiadcB,

Eucratiad<B, Celleporidce, EscharidcB, VesiculariadcB

and PedicellirKS. Of the two first of these I possess

no specimens, but of the third, or Eucratiadce, I have

one of great interest—the Anguinaria spatulata, or

Snake's Head coralline of Ellis—which, from possessing

a higher organization than the other members of the

family, and from the presence of striped muscular fibre,

should be classed with the Bryozoa among the Mollusca

;

but as its external form and the structure of its skeleton

somewhat resembles that of the Hydraform Zoophytes,

I shall describe it here. This Zoophyte, shown at c

m Fig. 88, attaches itself to pieces of sea-weed, along

which it creeps in a spiral manner, sending up here

and there a curved tube, with its free extremity dilated

into a polype-cell resembling the head of a snake, on
which account the animal has received the name of

Snake's-head Coralline. The tubular processes con-
taining the polypes, are composed of calcareous matter;
the part corresponding to the body of the snake is

surrounded by a series of rings, whilst the dilated
portion, or head, exhibits a minutely hexagonal or
granular structure, as if made up of cells of that figure.
When acted on by dilute acid, the calcareous matter
IS removed, and a very transparent horny membrane
IS left, which retains much of the original structure.
The best description of this Zoophyte is that given

by Mr. Busk in the second volume of the " Transactions
VOL. n.

N
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of the Microscopical Society," who states, that in the

creeping or radical portion, the calcareous matter is

deposited in the form of minute angular or rounded

particles, presenting faint traces of a linear arrange-

ment ; but in the main body of the polype-cell, or the

tubular process, as I have before described it, the

calcareous element takes an annular form ; this must

be dissolved before the polype can be well seen. We

have here then a good instance of a true skeleton,

strengthened by a deposit of earthy material. Mr. Busk

has described the polype, and the transversely striated

character of its muscular fibres ; but I merely mention

these in passing, being now chiefly occupied with the

structure of the skeleton.

Of the Celleporida I possess but one example, a

species of the genus Lepralia, consisting of a series

of egg-shaped cells, of a shining-white or grey colour,

arranged in a single layer, forming a coating over

shells, sea-weeds, corals and other submarine bodies.

Each cell has a more or less oval aperture, as shown

at D, in Fig. 88, out of which the polype is

protruded; the. cells are disposed in regular rows,

those in one row, according to Johnston, being a

little in advance or behind those in other rows;

that is to say, the apertures in the cells of one

row, are in a line with those in the third row from

it The structure of the cell is granular, and it

contains so large an amount of calcareous matter as

to render the entire mass exceedingly brittle. I possess
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a portion of a shell entirely covered with Lepralia

Ballii, Fig. 88, d, the apertures of the cells of which

FIG. 88.

A, Flustrafoliacea. b, portion of the same magnified in order to show the
ceUs. c, Angumaria spatulata. b, Lepralia Ballii. e, Cellularia ciliata.

are visible to the naked eye. In the next famHy,
EscharidcB, the Flustra foliacea, Fig. 88, a, resembles
foliaceous sea-weeds in appearance, is of a brown
colour, and composed of a number of polype-cells

arranged in a single or double layer ; each cell is of
a more or less square figure, being a little broader
and more rounded at its distal, than at its proximal
extremity. The aperture from which the polype is

protruded is of a semi-circular figure, and surrounding
it, as well as the wall of the cell, are some short

N 2
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spines. When mounted as an opaque preparation,

the cells and their apertures are distinctly visible ; but

when examined in the fresh state, or aftci- having

been placed in spirit or some other preservative solution,

the polypes may be seen in their cells in some cases

with the tentacles extended ; in almost every cell the

tendinous apparatus for lengthening the body, which

is of an opaque brown colour, and bent upon

itself nearly at a right angle, may also be recog-

nized.

Another small frondose species of Flustra is the

F. cartacea, which is never more than two inches

high ; in the mass, the cells always present a glistening

aspect, as if they had been coated with varnish; it is

not uncommon on the Sussex coast. The skeleton of

the foliaceous FlustrcB is composed of horn, but the

incrusting species, Flustra coriacea and lineata, have

more or less calcareous matter in their skeletons, like

the LepralicB ; these, however, do not form distinct

fronds like F. foliacea, being found chiefly upon shells

and sea-weeds. All the incrusting species, especially

F. truncata, when prepared and mounted in Canada

balsam according to the plan recommended by Dr.

Golding Bird in the first volume of " The Quarterly

Journal of Microscopical Science," page 85, exhibit

the most splendid tints under polarized light. The

polypidom appears to be covered with a series of

minute spherical masses or concretions of carbonate

of lime, the centre of each being occupied by a
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black cross with tinted quadrants, and the whole

cii-cumscribed by a black circle. When acted on by

dilute hydrochloric acid, the spherules are dissolved

with effervescence, and the beautiful tints disappear.

In the genus Cellularia, as for instance, C. ciliata,

Fig. 88, E, the polypidom is composed of a mixture

of horny and calcareous matter ; the cells are of an

oblong figure, and each has a spine on its superior

outer angle. This specimen is remarkable for the

expansion of the polypes, which are all protruded, the

cilia being stiU visible on some of the tentacula, and

also for the manner in which the skeleton is strengthened

by calcareous matter distributed through the horny

texture. When the polypidom is mounted in Canada

balsam and viewed by polarized light, the plates of

carbonate of lime with which the cells are covered,

exhibit most splendid colours, like those of the Flustra

truncata above described.

The structure of the polypidom of the Cellularia

plumosa very much resembles that of the preceding

species, but about the middle of most of the polype-cells

there is a pecuhar moveable process like the beak

of a bird, which has on this account been called the

Bird's-head process. It consists of a globular head

having a projecting part corresponding to the upper

mandible, which is met by a smaller mandible below,

and upon the head a fan-shaped muscle is spread,

composed of striated or voluntary muscular fibre;

during life, not only are these mandibles constantly
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FIG. 89.

in motion and ready to seize any objects that may
come within their grasp, but the head itself is capable

of being moved. A few days since I saw a specimen

of this Zoophyte in which a worm had been seized

and was still held fast between the mandibles, and

they seemed to me to perform a function analogous to

that of the Pedicellarise of the Echinodermata, which I

shall hereafter describe.

The Notamia bursaria, or Shepherd's Purse coralline,

Fig. 89, B, said by Johnston

to be very rare, but dredged

in considerable abundance

by Mr. Busk on the coast

of Dorset, and described

by him in the second

volume of the " Transac-

tions of the Microscopical

Society," consists of a

series of cells of triangular

figure, occurring in pairs,

as shown at c, the base of

the triangle being upper-

most. Upon this base, in

each cell, is a bird's-head
B, Notamia bursaria. Shepherd's

^• , •

Purse coralUne. c, a portion of the proCCSS Supplied With Volun-
same magnified. d, one of the tri-

^ ri i

angular cells magnified 250 diameters, tarymUSCUlar fibres, keeping
showing the polype and the " bird's-

head" process with its striped muscular the mandibles Continually

fibres (after Busk).
^^^j^^ ^^^^^ Zoo-

phyte is living. These bird's-head processes have been
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minutely described by the late Dr. John Reid and

M. Van Beneden ;
they are of three or four kinds, like

the Pedicellari^, and have received various names from

their fancied resemblance to certain instruments in

common use. Their skeleton is like that of the

polypidom, and for the best account of their structure,

as well as for everything else relating to British

Zoophytes, I would refer you to the excellent work of

Dr. Johnston, to which I have so often alluded.

We have only a few specimens of Zoophytes in the

British seas, that have sufficient calcareous matter in

their composition to entitle them to the name of

Corals, as commonly understood
;
those, however, which

approach most nearly to this character, are species of

the genera Eschara and Retepora ; of the latter, the

R. Beaniana, represented of its natural size at a, in

FIG. 90. Fig. 90, and a portion

of which, when mag-

nified, is shown at B,

is so nearly allied to

the Lace Coral of the

Mediterranean — Rete-

pora cellulosa — that

Dr. Johnston and others

at one time considered

them to be identical.

The polypidom is about

an inch high, and is attached to rocks by a short,

broad stalk ; when dried, the calcareous matter is

A, Retepora Beaniana of the natural size,

B, portion of the same magnified.
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quite white, and when portions are acted on by dilute

hydrochloric acid, an organic basis Is left, which
retains the perfect shape of the original specimens.

The large oval apertures, represented at b, give to

the specimen its lace-like appearance ; the smaller

holes are for the lodgment of the polypes, which are

provided with ciliated arms, like those of the Flustra.

With this coral, I must conclude the structure of

the skeleton of the first order of the Polyzoa, viz. :

Infundibulata, and proceed to that of the second, or

Hyppocrepia.

All the members of the order Hyppocrepia are

inhabitants of fresh water, and are generally found

attached to timber, or upon the under side of the

large leaves of aquatic plants ; one of the most

common species, and that which first attracted the

attention of naturalists, is the Alcyonella stagnorum,

said to have been discovered by Trembley as long

ago as the year 1741 ; it occurs in the greatest

abundance on floating logs of timber in the West

India Docks, and when first taken out of the water,

is of a lobulated figure and brown colour, and its

surface, as shov^n of the natural size at a, in Fig. 9 1

,

or magnified at B, exhibits a reticulated structure;

these are the mouths of the polype-cells, in each of

w^hich, a polype with ciliated filiform tentacula, as

shown at c, resides. The polypidom is soft and

• elastic, and feels very much like a sponge ; when

divided vertically, as represented at d, or horizontally
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af E, it is found to be principally made up of tubes,

in the sides of which, numerous dark-coloured ova,

FIG. 91.

A, polypidom of Alcyonella stagnorum of the natural size, b, portion of

the surface raagnificcl. c, one of the polypes, d, vertical section of the

polypidom, e, horizontal section of the same, f, ova (after Johnston).

as shown at f, are developed. The tubes themselves

are composed of a transparent horny material, having

a peculiar smell when the polypidom is alive, but

which, after death, rapidly becomes black and putrid,

and very offensive. No calcareous matter enters into

the composition of the skeleton of this animal; my
principal object in selecting it for description, is to

point out to you the commonest, as well as the largest

of the fresh-water Zoophytes, and one which will repay

any investigator by the beauty of its polypes.
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Another Zoophyte, also remarkable for the beauty
of Its polypes, is the Cristatella mucedo occasionally

met with in ponds, in the neighbourhood of this

metropolis; unlike the last described, the polypidom

is a locomotive one. I rather think the ova are

more commonly found than the Zoophyte itself, and

when once seen are not easily forgotten, being of a

globular figure, and surrounded with spines having

recurved hooked extremities, as shown in Fig. 92;
they might readily be mistaken for Xanthidia, and the

FIG. 92. specimen which you wiU have

the opportunity of seeing, was

^ brought to me as such. These

^^^^ ova are sometimes met with in

searching for Infusoria
; they

' should be kept carefully, and

^ watched, as the young Zoophyte

^ is one of the most beautiful

objects imaginable. When
Ovum of Cristatella mucedo. coUccting the Alcyonella from

logs of timber in the docks, you can hardly fail

in obtaining another Zoophyte, viz. : Corclylophora

lacustris, which is often parasitic on the former. Its

polypidom is horny, branched and tubular, each branch

bearing a non-ciliated polype at its extremity; it was

first discovered by Professor AUman, of Dublin, and

classed by him with the Tubularidse.

The next primary division of the Radiata to which

I shall direct attention is that of the Acalephfc. From
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their soft and fragile texture, they are commonly

caHed "jelly-fish," or "sea-blubber," and from their

stinging propensities, "sea-nettles." They are all

inhabitants of the sea or of brackish water; many

of them are phosphorescent, and occur in vast shoals

in the open sea, to which they give most splendid

rainbow tints when the sun shines brightly on them,

and almost every species is more or less remarkable

for the beauty of its colours. In the Acalephse we

have a very shght rudiment of a skeleton, for the

solid matter, which in external appearance more

resembles cartilage than any other tissue, is so small

in quantity, that a Medusa weighing ten or twenty

pounds, when dried, will perhaps hardly weigh as

many grains.

The only genera of this class that can be said to

possess a true skeleton, are the Porpita and Velella,

and in these it is composed of horn. The Acalephse

are divided by modern zoologists into four orders, the

Pulmograda, Ciliograda, Physograda and Cirrhi-

grada, according to the mode of progression. The

Pulmograda are sub-divided by Professor Edward

Forbes into the Steganopthalmata, or hooded-eyed,

and the Gymnopthalmata, or naked-eyed. In the

first the rudimentary eye, which is situated at the

margin of the disc, is covered by a hood-like projection,

whilst in the second the ocelli are exposed and unpro-

tected.

To the order Pulmograda belong all those soft.
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FIG. 93.

floating animals caHed Medusae ; each animal has an
expanded disc, bearing a strong resemblance to the
head of a mushroom, by the alternate contraction and
expansion of which, it progresses rapidly through the
water. The superior surface of the disc is generaHy
convex, the inferior more or less concave, and in some
species, as the Cyancea aurita, Fig. 93, a b, four long

fleshy tentacula, which

are provided with pre-

hensile stinging organs

on their inner surfaces,

project from the centre

of the inferior surface

of the disc
;

they sur-

round a small mouth

which leads into a quad-

rangular stomach, from

each angle of which a

ramified tubular pro-

longation passes towards
A, under surface of the disc of Cyancea ,i •

-f +1, J"
aurita. b, vertical section of the disc

margin 01 tnC QISC,

showing two of the tentacles.
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^j^^

treme ramifications terminate in oval orifices. The

margin of the disc, as shown at a, is provided with

cirrhi, which are concerned rather in the fiinction of

locomotion, than in the prehension of food. The opaque

parts seen in the centre of the disc near the attachment

of the tentacula are the ovaries, these like the stomach,

are quadripartite.
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Among the original preparations of John Hunter in

the Museum of the College of Surgeons, are several

Medusse in which he had succeeded in filling the

digestive cavities with coloured injection, and in one

of them the injection has not only passed down into

the tentacula, but also through the ramified prolonga-

tions of the stomach into a rich network of vessels

distributed on the margin of the disc, bearing a strong

resemblance to the structure of the lung ; he con-

sequently placed it among the lowest of the series

of preparations illustrative of the respiratory function,

but the general opinion of modern physiologists is, that

they represent a rudimentary vascular, rather than a

respiratory apparatus. Under the microscope, a thin

section of the substance of the disc of a Medusa is

seen to consist of minute granular cells, like those of

cartilage, imbedded in a homogeneous matrix ; and in

a slice removed from the outer surface, not only are

there a multitude of these cells, but also numerous

minute radiating fibres, which are probably the rudi-

mentary condition of the muscular fibres said by

Wagner to exist in the discs of Oceania and Pelagia.

The outer integument of this specimen, however, is

studded with a number of stellate crystaUine masses

somewhat like raphides in shape, but whether these

are accidental or not I am unable to determine.

All the large Medusse, such as those 1 have described,

belong to the family Steganopthalmata of Forbes,

but almost all the smaller species ai-e included in that
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of Gymnopthalmata ; for detailed descriptions of the

British species, I must refer to the splendid monograph
of Professor Forbes, pubhshed by the Royal Society.

The most famihar example of the order Ciliograda, is

the Cydippe or Beroe pileus, Fig. 94, which is found

in great abundance in the Thames about Greenhithe

bular body, on the outer surface of which are eight

bands of ciHa, these by their rapid vibration, carry

the animal through the water, and in direct sunlight

each band presents all the colours of the rainbow.

When undisturbed, two long, branched, filiform

processes are protruded fi'om cavities situated on the

posterior part of the body, which may probably be

concerned in the prehension of food. The stomach of

the Cydippe occupies the centre of the globe, and

from it a series of branches extend to all parts of

the surface, as in the Medusae. To this order also

belongs the elongated Cesium Veneris, or Venus'

Girdle, a ribbon-shaped animal provided with cilia on

Cydippe, or Beroe pileus.

FIG. 94. and Gravesend in the

summer season when

the tide is flowing.

It is very interesting

to observe the move-

ments of this animal

when placed in a glass

vessel of water ; it will

then be seen to consist

of a transparent glo-
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its margins and remarkable for the brilliancy of its

colours as it progresses through the water. In these

animals there is nothing that can strictly be called a

skeleton; the parts supporting the cilia in Cydippe

are firmer than the others, but even these exhibit little

or no structure.

As an example of the Physograda we have the

well-known Physalia pelagica, or Portuguese man-

of-war, Fig. 95, which, like the Medusae, is remarkable

FIG. 95. for the beauty of its colours

and its stinging propensities.

This animal consists of a

membranous sac, or bag,

very like a stomach filled

with air, which forms a

float, one extremity being

prolonged in the shape of

a beak or snout, and pro-

videdwith anopeningthrough

which the air may escape.

Above the air-sac is a
Physalia pelagica, or Portuguese

man-of-war. mcmbranous crest, serving

the purpose of a sail, and below it the digestive cavity

from which depend two sets of organs, the tentacula

and cirrhi ; the former prehensile and stinging, the

latter tubular and provided with a suctorial extremity

or mouth, through which the food is conveyed to the

stomach. The tentacula are capable of being drawn

up nearly close to the air-bladder and then suddenly
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shot out to the distance of several feet, and by these,

small fishes or other prey are rapidly seized and

conveyed to the suctorial cirrhi.

There being scarcely any rudiment of a skeleton

in these animals, I shall pass on to the last order,

the Cirrhigrada, of which we may take the Porpitce

and Velell(B as types. The form of the Porpita,

Fig. 96, c, is that of a flat circular disc, having

a small mouth in the centre of its under surface,

FIG. 9G.

A, Velella Ihnbosa. a, horny skeleton of the same. c, Porpita gigantea.

D, horny disc or skeleton of Porpita.

to which numerous dependent cin-hi are attached.

Within the disc is a flat circular horny plate, D,

occupying the greater part of its interior
; this,

which may be considered as the skeleton, presents

radiating and circular striae, and is composed of

horny tissue so folded as to form radiating laminae.
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and from its inferior surface, in some species, small

tubular processes, like hairs, project. The alimentary

and generative organs are so small in these creatures,

as compared with the bulk of the horny skeleton, that

the soft parts of the entire animal, when placed in spirit,

can scarcely be distinguished from it.

When the horny skeleton is examined with a power

of 40 diameters, its upper surface is seen to be covered

with radiating furrows having interposed ridges, on each

of which are seated two rows of small projecting spines.

The under surface, or that to which the greater portion

of the soft parts of the animal are attached, is more
deeply furrowed, and plicae, or folds of the mantle, fit

accurately into the furrows, from which they can easily

be removed by the application of a gentle force. The
concentric markings have in all cases small scalloped

edges, they occur at regular intervals, and are so many
indications of the lines of growth ; in the centre there

is a circular depression, and between its circumference

and that of the first concentric marking, there are eight

flattened radii. If the under surface be examined with
a power of 100 diameters, the ridges will all be found
to have small jointed tubular processes, like hairs,

projecting from them, which are the cirrhi; but in no
part of the horny tissue is there any trace of a cellular

or reticular structure. In the Velella, Fig. 97, a, the
skeleton, b, is formed of an oval horizontal and of a
vertical horny plate attached to the former at a right
angle. The vertical plate, clear and transparent, is
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covered with a thin film of membrane, but it is to

the horizontal plate that the organs of digestion and

generation are attached, and in the centre of the under

surface of this plate is the probosciform mouth, sur-

rounded with a series of cirrhi, some of which are

tubular, like those of the Physalia. The stomach, as

in the Medusae, is ramified, and extends to the margin

of the disc ; and as the animal floats on the surface of

the sea, the vertical plate performs the office of a sail.

When the horny skeleton is examined microscopically

with a power of 100 diameters no trace of cellular

structure can be discovered ; it is nothing more than a

mass of structureless horn, with concentric laminae

indicating the successive stages of growth.



LECTURE XII.

SKELETON OF ECHINODERMATA.

The Echinodermata, so named from the circumstance

of the bodies of these animals being covered with spines,

form the third and last primary group of the Radiata.

They are subdivided by Professor E. Forbes, the

greatest British authority on this subject, into six

orders, the division being founded on the mode of

progression, or rather on the organs employed in

locomotion.

These orders are the follow^ing :

1. Pinnigrada Crinoidese.

2. Spinigrada Ophiuridse.

3. Cirrhigrada Asteriad^.

4. Cirrhi Spinigrada .... Echinidse.

5. Cirrhi Vermigrada .... Plolothuriad^.

6. Vermigrada Sipunculidse.

o 2
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Of the first order, CrinoidecB, very few living repre-

sentatives remain, and only one is found in the British

seas ; but in the earlier geological epochs the seas

teemed with these animals, and they played a most

important part in submarine life. Professor Forbes

has so eloquently touched on this subject, that I

cannot forbear citing a quotation from his work on

British Star-fishes.

" One of the most remarkable phenomena displayed

to us by the researches of the geologist, is the e\ddence

of the existence, in primeval times, of animals and plants,

the analogies of which are now rare or wanting on our

lands and in our seas. Among those tribes which have

become all but extinct, but which once presented

numerous generic modifications of form and structure,

the order of Crinoid Star-fishes is most prominent.

Now scarcely a dozen kinds of these beautiful animals

live in the seas of our globe, and individuals of these

kinds are comparatively rarely to be met with :
formerly

they were among the most numerous of the ocean's

inhabitants—so numerous that the remains of their

skeletons constitute great tracts of the dry land as it

now appears. For miles and miles we may walk over

the stony fragments of the Crinoidete, fragments which

were once built up in animated forms, encased in living

flesh, and obeying the will of the creatures among the

loveHest of the inhabitants of the ocean. Even in

their present disjointed and petrified state, they excite

the admiration, not only of the natui-alist, but of the
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common gazer, and the name of Stone-lily popularly

applied to them, indicates a popular appreciation of their

beauty. To the philosopher they have long been

subjects of contemplation as weU as of admiration. In

him they raise up a vision of an early world, a world

the potentates of which were not men, but animals

—

of seas on whose tranquil surfaces myriads of convoluted

Nautili sported, and in whose depths millions of Lily-

stars waved wilfully on their slender stems. Now the

Lily-stars and the Nautili are almost gone; a few

lovely stragglers of these once abounding tribes remain

to evidence the wondrous forms and structures of their

comrades. Other beings, not less wonderful, and

scarcely less graceful, have replaced them, while the

seas in which they flourished have become lands,

whereon man, in his columned cathedrals and mazy
palaces, emulates the beauty and symmetry of their

fluted stems and chambered shells."

The only Crinoid ani-

mal that now inhabits

the British seas is the

Comatula rosacea, and I

am happy to have the

opportunity, through the

kindness of my friend

Dr. Acland, of showino-

you an undoubted British

specimen. I have here

also a foreign species

FIG. 98.

Comatula rosacea.
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of Comatula, the Comatula or Alecto glacialis. Accord-

ing to Forbes the British species, Fig. 98, consists of a

central portion, or disc, from which five short arms

radiate, each of these very soon bifurcates and has a

single row of small processes termed pinnae attached

to its sides. The arms are more or less solid, and

composed of a series of joints which are made up

principally of calcareous matter. The British Comatula

is much smaller than the one I have just shown you,

and as there is a curious history attached to this animal.

I shall briefly relate it.

In the year 1823, Mr. J. V. Thomson discovered

FIG. 99. in the Cove of Cork a

very minute Crinoid animal

which he named Penta-

crinus Europaeus, Fig. 99 ;

it was attached by a jointed

stem to various sea-weeds,

and measured not more

than three-fourths of an

inch in height. The stellate

part of the animal was like

a Comatula, but the stem

was flexible and composed

of about twenty-four joints,

the lowest joint being ex-

panded for the pui'pose of

ABC, enlarged view of Pcn^amnus support. The discOVery
JE'MroBffitts in various stages of develop-

. •
. .

•

ment (after Fori)es). excitcd great mtcrest m
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from the

that onl}' four or

FIG. 100.

the zoological world, as this was the first Encrinite that

had been seen in the living state. Mr. Thompson

subsequently discovered that the Pentacrinus Europcsus

was only the young, or larval condition of the Comatula,

which, commencing life as an Encrinite and subsequently

becoming a Star-fish, was then capable of swimming

rapidly through the water.

A few specimens of a living Pentacrinite have been

found in the West Indian seas, similar to this one

Museum, but these are so extremely rare

five individuals have ever been

brought to Europe.

The recent Penta-

crinite, represented in

Fig. 100, resembles

a Comatula mounted

upon a long jointed

stem, from which, at

certain regular dis-

tances, five small ru-

dimentary arms arise

without any lateral

pinnae developed from

them. The upper part

of the stem is dilated,

and on this, the disc

of the animal is seated,

from which, five ra-

diating arms, rescmbhng those of the Comatula in shape,

The body and upper part of the stem of
a recent Pentacrinite, Pentacrinus caput
Medmm, from Barbadoes.
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are given off, and in the specimen represented by Fig. 1 00,

are very gracefully curved. The stem is about fourteen or

fifteen inches long, and is composed of narrow equal-sized

pentagonal discs, as shown at a, in Fig. 103. The arms

also are composed of joints, or discs, but the lower part

of the stem by which the animal was attached to the

submarine rocks is lost. The discs are so numerous

in some species of Pentacrinites, that they have been

computed to exceed one hundred and fifty thousand.

Although so rare in the living state, fossil Crinoidea

are so exceedingly abundant in the lias and other

limestones of this country, that some of these rocks

seem to be almost wholly composed of their remains.

The fossil species have been divided by naturalists

into two genera—the Pentacrinites, in which the stem

is composed of pentagonal discs, and the Encrinites

proper, in which these discs are circular. The heads,

or rather bodies of the Encrinites, especially when

their arms are contracted, as shown at A b, in

Fig. 101, so resemble the flower of the lily in form,

that they are commonly called " stone-lilies," and the

joints of the stem, which are frequently perforated, are

called "wheel-stones," but in the north of England,

from having been used as rosaries, are termed " St.

Cuthbert's beads." The cavity of the stem in some

species is very peculiar, and in the ironstone of

Derbyshire, specimens are met with in which the

joints have disappeared, and nothing more is left

than the ironstone which filled the cavity in the
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centre of the stem, and from this resembling the thread

FIG. 101.

A, restored specimen of an Encrinite Actinocrinites. b, head of

Cyathocrinites pyriformis (after Mantell).

of a screw, as shown at e, in Fig. 102, these stones

are called " screw-stones." The body of a Pentacrinite

FIG. 102.

A, portion of the stalk of an Encrinite. b, c, articulating surfaces of joints

of an Encrinite. d, portion of the stalk of a Pentacrinite. e, screw-stone of
Derbyshire, being the cast of the hollow of an Encrinital stalk.

is more like a star-fish than that of the Encrinite, as

will be seen by comparing Fig. 100 with a, in Fig. 101.
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The general structure of the calcareous skeleton of

the Echinodermata is well illustrated by sections of the

shell of the Comatula, which is composed of a reticu-

lated or areolar tissue, thickened by the deposition

of calcareous matter; in some parts of the specimen

an hexagonal network is visible, in others it has dis-

appeared, and the calcareous matter of all the hexagons

has become blended together, so that nothing but the

areolae are apparent, and these, from having no deposit,

resemble so many holes.

I am so fortunate as to possess a portion of the stem

of a recent Pentacrinite which will elucidate the true

structure of the fossU species. Viewing the entu-e

horizontal section of a joint of any Pentacrinite by a

low power so as to bring the whole section into the

field of view, it is seen to be composed of a central

spot or cavity, fi'om which radiate five leaf-shaped,

figured portions, which are not arms, but only composed

of hexagonal cells of smaller size than those in the

other parts ; on this account they are easily recognized by

the naked eye, being always more conspicuous than the

other portions of the joint, as shown at d, in Fig. 1 02,

or A, in Fig. 103. In the recent specimen the margins

of the figured portions are comparatively smooth, but in

the section of a joint of a fossil Pentacrinite, represented

by D, in Fig. 102, the margin of the figured portion is

more or less indented. When a section of a joint of a

Pentacrinite is examined with a power of 18 diame-

ters, as shown at b, it is seen to be composed of an
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areolar structure, like that of cells having their walls

thickened with calcareous material, a tissue identical with

FIG. 103.

A, the articulating surface of a joint of a Pentacrinite. b, portion of the

same magnified 18 diameters, c, articulating surface of a joint of an Encrinite.

D, portion of the same magnified 18 diameters.

that forming the shell of the Echini and other Echino-

dermata. If, as frequently happens, portions of every

part of a Crinoid animal occur in sections of limestone,

as shown in Fig. 104, they are readily detected, but an

observer familiar with their minute structure can

FIG. 104.

section of Derbyshire marble full of the remains of Encrinites.
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recognize with the microscope even the smallest frag-

ments.

Sections of the joints of Encrinites have a large

central cavity, which is often partially filled with

crystalline deposit not present in the hving animal, but

the original areolar structure is still visible throughout

the substance of the joint. The articular surfaces of

the joints are sometimes very beautifully marked, as

shown at B and c, in Fig. 102, but the five-leaf-shaped

figures characteristic of the Pentacrinite are rarely

present ; as a general rule, the sections exhibit little else

than concentric and radiating strise.

I have met with one specimen, as shown in Plate XV,
Fig. 4, of the " Histological Catalogue," in which there

is a faint trace of the outline of a series of small

leaf-shaped figures, but this is not a constant character,

although it was very evident in the specimen from

which the drawing was made. When viewed with a

power of 18 diameters, as shown at d, in Fig. 103,

very little difference is discernible between the minute

structure of the joints of Encrinites and Pentacrinites,

except that the areola are of uniform size, and more

square in the former than the latter. In consequence

of there being a hole in the centre of each of the joints

of the Encrinite, they were employed in former times

as rosaries, the joints, from this circumstance, having

been called beads ; and in the north of England, as before

mentioned, whether first used by St. Cuthbert or not,

they have received his name.
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In the shops at the east end of this metropolis,

where objects of natural history and curiosities of all

kinds are sold, necklaces may be met with consisting

of a series of flattened discs quite white, each having a

hole in its centre, through which a string is passed

;

in some cases pieces of leather are placed between the

discs, but more commonly nothing of the kind is

employed. These necklaces are said to be brought

from New Zealand, or from the islands in the Pacific,

but they in all probability come from some part of

the coast of Africa, and are supposed to be joints of

Encrinites.

About twelve months since I had a section made

of one of these discs, and its structure turned out to

be very peculiar ; it certainly was not Encrinital, and I

concluded that it was a portion of some shell; but

about two months after this, I was shown a section of

the egg-shell of an Ostrich which precisely corresponded

in structure with the beads of the necklace, so that, in

fact, these necklaces are not composed of the joints of

Encrinites, but of portions of the egg-shell of the

Ostrich, which have been rounded and drilled—a work
of no small labour, especially if the necklace be of the

length of the one I possess, which is upwards of three

yards. A portion of this necklace is represented of

the actual size at a, in Fig. 105, and one of the discs

at B. When magnified 50 diameters, after beino-

reduced sufliciently thin to be transparent, it presents

the appearance shown at c.
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FIG. 105.

A, portion of the necklace of the natural

size. B, a single disc of the same, c, portion

of a disc magnified 50 diameters.

From the structure of the beads then, there is every

reason to believe that these necklaces are brought from

the coast of Africa,

and not from New

Zealand ; but if from

the latter place, the

shell must be that of

the Dinornis, although

this differs in struc-

ture from that of the

Ostrich, with w^hich

these beads agree in

every particular. A section from the upper surface of one

of these beads, exhibits a series of more or less triangular

crystals, corresponding precisely with the structure of

the outer part of the shell of the Ostrich, which is

made up of crystallized carbonate of lime.

The second order of Echinodermata, the Spinigrada

is composed of the Ophiurida, or Brittle Stars.

These animals consist of a central portion, or disc,

containing the organs of digestion, from which, as

shown at a and &, in Fig. 106, radiate five or more

solid jointed arms; in some species the arms are

smooth, but more commonly, thickly covered with

spines, and in the genus Euryale, the arms are divided

into a number of branches. All the animals composing

this order are brittle, whence theii- vulgar appellation

;

so that it is rare to find a perfect specimen, for unless

some quick mode of killing them be adopted, the
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106.

arms are sure to break. The plan usually recommended

is to immerse them while Jiving into a vessel of fresh

water. These animals possess the power of reproducing

the arms if broken oiF,

and it is even stated

that when a portion of

the disc is left attached

to an arm, the entire

animal may be repro-

duced. The sheEy cover-

ing of the Ophiura

exhibits under the mi-

croscope a reticulated

or areolar structure ; the

openings or areolge in

the reticulations are cir-

a, Ophiura texturata, or common Sand i j i .

ar. b, under surface of the disc of the cular, and average aboutSt

same (after Forbes).
5i^th of an inch in dia-

meter
;

they are generally arranged in parallel lines,

following the direction of the arms. The spines of

this animal, as will be hereafter shown, are composed

of the same reticulated structure
;

they are of conical

figure, and their edges slightly serrated. The arms

of the Ophiuridse are covered with a contractile in-

tegument, which, acting on the joints, renders them

capable of moving through the water with some rapidity.

Within the disc is the stomach, which, like that of the

Actinia, has but one orifice, as shown at 6, in Fig. 106,

and around the mouth is a series of small tentacula,
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probably employed in the prehension of food. If

the under sui'face of the disc, after having been well

cleaned and dried, be examined as an opaque object

with a power of 20 diameters, it wiU be seen that

those -five portions of the skeleton which form the

aperture of the mouth ar.e provided with strong,

sharp-pointed moveable spines, so arranged as to give

the idea of their serving the office of teeth.

The third order of the Echinodermata, the Cirrhi-

grada, in which are included the AsteriadcB, or

Star-fishes, differs from the OphiuridcB in this essential

particular, that whilst in the latter the arms are solid

and attached to the central disc, in the former the

rays are prolongations of the central portion
;
moreover,

the rays of the Star-fish are tubular, and contain very

important organs auxiliary to digestion and locomotion.

In some families, as the Urasterics, the rays are five in

number, in the Bolasterice twelve or more, and in the

Goniasteri(S and the Asterics they scarcely exist at all.

The skeleton in our common Asterias rubens, is com-

posed of a series of joints somewhat like vertebrae;

these are arranged in the form of a triangle, and over

them, as show^n in Fig. 107, is a series of shorter and

thicker pieces forming an arch ; the whole is covered

by a horny membrane, in which there is a distinct

hexagonal network of calcareous matter. The outer

surface of this horny covering is generally provided

with spines, which in the great Asterias echinites, are

as large as those of any British species of Echinus.
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The largest segments of calcareous matter forming the

skeleton are arranged around the mouth in an annular

FIG. 107.

A vertical section of the skeleton of one of the rays of Asterias rubens
(after Sharpey).

form
;

there is also in the Asteriadee a small tubercle

of calcareous matter called the " madreporeform tubercle,"

Figs. 135 and 136, with which is connected a canal to be
noticed hereafter. The digestive system of the Asteriadge
consists of a stomach, occupying the centre of the
body, which communicates with, or is prolonged by, a
series of coeca, extending the whole length of the
rays or arms

; but on this I shaU not now enlarge,
as our attention is for the present confined to the
structure of the skeleton.

Thin sections of the outer crust or sheU of a common
Star-fish, the AMerias rubens, are seen to be composed
of a series of layers of calcareous matter of the
usual characteristic reticulated tissue, as shown in
Fig. 108, the meshes or areola being either round or
oblong, and the walls exceedingly thick; indeed, aU
the parts of the skeleton, however massive, exhibit

VOL. II.
P
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A portion of the skele

ton of a Star-fish, As
terias rubens.

more or less of this same structm-e ; a precisely similar

appearance is found in sections of the madreporeform

FIG. 108. tubercle. Star-fish and Ophiurae

occur abundantly in the fossil state;

the remains of Ophiuridse are found

in the lias limestone, and Asteriadse

are frequent in the chalk. Separate

joints of the Pentagonaster are

common in the latter, they consist of

reticulations with a square outline,

and a circular, or rather globular cavity. In these

fossU specimens the square outline is not so decided

as in the recent animal, and the cavities are filled with

a granular matter, which forms the usual contents of

cells in fossilized specimens.

On the external surface of the shell of Asterias

rubens, as shown in Fig. 109, are numerous club-shaped

spines, each surrounded by

a ring of smaller ones,

the interspaces between

the spines being occupied

by small bodies resem-

bling minute mussel-shells

mounted on a stalk, as

shown at a, a; these are

Pedicellaria, which have

been supposed to be para-

sites, but when carefully

examined, are found to have a calcareous skeleton

FIG. 109.

Portion of the integument of Asterias

rubens. a a, Pedicellaria.
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exhibiting the structure characteristic of the skeleton of

the Asterias, and must be viewed as parts of that animal.

They will be again alluded to when describing the Echini,

in which they also exist. The spines of this Asterias

are short and tuberculated, but those of the large

A. echinites, as shown by a,a,b, in Fig. 110, are

A, Aslenas echinites one-fourth of the natural size. a, a, b, spines o
A. echinites of tlie natural size, c, a segment of a transverse section of a
spine of a Star-fish of the genus Astropecten. d, a corresponding segment of
a spme of Asterias echinites.

conical, and of sufficient size to be cut transversely. A
segment of a transverse section, as shown at d in Fig. 110,

p 2
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exhibits a series of areolae, or meshes, surrounded by

thick walls of calcareous material remarkable for their

rounded figure. In sections of spines of a species of

Astropecten, shown at c, the reticulated structure is

firmer, and the areolae are arranged in radii, their size

increasing gradually from the centre to the civcumfei-ence
;

but the structure of these spines is very different from

that of the Echini, which will be noticed in a future

Lecture.



LECTURE XIII.

SKELETON OF ECHINODERMATA.

In my last Lecture I described the structure of the

skeleton in the three first orders of the Echinodermata,

viz.
:
the Crinoidece, Ophiuridce, and AsteriadcB, and I

now proceed with the fourth order, the Echinides, the

British species of which are divided by Professor Forbes

into three families, the Cidarites, Clypeasterics, and

SpatangacecB. In the Cidarites, the skeleton, as

shown in Fig. Ill, a, is more or less globular,

containing within it the organs of digestion and
generation, while the external surface (Figs. 113 and

115) is covered with spines of variable form and size.

The shell is composed of plates, usually of a square
or oblong figure, some of them having smooth edges,

others more or less indented. There are two sets

of these plates, the ambulacral, a, a, Fig. Ill, b,
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perforated with small openings through which the

tubular feet project, and the interambulacral, b, b,

which are not perforated,

and they are all covered

externally with tubercles

to which the spines are

articulated. The spines,

however, as shown in

Fig. 113, are generally

so close together as to

obscure the arrangement

on the outer surface,

but when the shell is

divided vertically and

viewed from the interior, the two sets of plates are seen to

be disposed in alternate perpendicular columns, diminish-

ing gradually in size from the oral to the anal pole of

the spherical skeleton. Each plate being of a polygonal

figure, elongated transversely, as shown at b, in Fig. Ill;

the margins of the columns present a serrated appear-

ance, and form, when united, a very strong suture.

In the Echinus there are five double columns of

ambulacral and the same number of interambulacral

plates; the number of columns being determinate

throughout this tribe, while the number of plates

composing each column is extremely variable, according

to the age of the animal. The interambulacral plates

are much larger, but proportionally less numerous, than

the ambulacral plates, and their whole surface is covered

FIG. 111.

aba b

A, shell of Echinus lividus. B, portion

of the shell Echinus Flemingii. a, a, am-
bulacral plates. b, b, interambulacral

plates (after Forbes).
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with tubercles for the support of the spines, while half

of each ambulacral plate is pierced by oblique perfo-

rations for the passage of the ambulacral feet or suckers.

The lateral edges of each of the plates form obtuse

angles, which, by their apposition with the similar

angles of the plates of the adjoining column, constitute

a very regular serrated suture which greatly contributes

to the strength of the entire skeleton. The adjoining

edges of the ambulacral with the interambulacral plates

are straight and minutely indented or serrated, and

form a much finer suture than that between the two

columns of similar plates, whether ambulacral or

interambulacral. The plates around the oral and anal

orifices differ from those in other situations ; the genital

plates around the anus—five in number—being heart-

shaped and perforated for the five ducts of the genital

sacs, while those around the oral, or inferior orifice, are

large, and send inwards and upwards broad arched

processes serving to give attachment to the muscles of

the- jaws.

In the Spatangi, the shell is always more or less

flattened, and the plates of which it is composed are

very variable in shape ; the perforations of the ambu-
lacral plates are generally arranged in the form of a

star upon the upper surface of the shell, and in the

centre of the star are seen the openings of the genital

apparatus
; but in the Spatangus jmrpureus, the position

of the mouth is on the under surface of the shell, whilst

the anus is on one side. The oral outlet is the largest,
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it is always situated on the under surface of the shell

;

with this, in most of the Cidarites, is connected a

very complicated and beautiful dental apparatus, which
was first accurately described by Aristotle, and by him
compared to a lantern, hence this part of the shell is

commonly called the "Lantern of Aristotle." It is

composed of a series of pieces, all of which give

attachment to muscles employed in the movement of

five sharp-pointed teeth ; some species have no teeth,

the Spatangus purpureus, for example, is not provided

with these organs.

The outer portion of the shell, as before stated,

is covered with tubercles to which the spines are

articulated
;

they are always of a convex figure, and

in some genera—for instance, Cidaris and Diadema

—the largest tubercles, as shown at A, in Fig. 112,

have a depression in the centre, to which is attached

one extremity of a round ligament like that of the

hip-joint in the human

subject, for the better

security of the large

spines. In the Spatangi

the tubercles are very

small, giving the surface

a minutely granular ap-

, „ , ^. , . .„ , . pearance. The Cidarites
A, sbell of Cidaris papillata. b, spine ^

of the same (after Forbes). q^Q exceedingly numerOUS

in a fossil state, especially in the chalk strata ;
' it

is more common, however, to find the siliceous casts of

FIG. 112.
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the internal cavity of the shell among the flints of

the chalk, than the shell itself, the latter having

usually disappeared. The occurrence of these casts

may be traced to the habits of these animals ; their

whole intestinal canal being generally filled v^^ith sand,

and this attracting the silica contained in the water

which filtrates through the strata, the whole internal

cavity of the shell becomes gradually filled with solid

flint, while the calcareous shell itself is slowly dissolved

and disappears, leaving only the siliceous cast of its

interior.

The minute structure of the shells of this order of

Echinodermata, is precisely similar to that in the

preceding orders. Horizontal sections of the inter-

ambulacral plates of the Echini, for example, are

composed of an areolar or reticulated tissue of

hexagonal figure, but the size of the areolse is not

uniform : in some parts they are very large, in others

very minute, and the framework much broader than

the spaces it encloses. The diff"erences in size of the

reticulations are readily explained by other sections at

right angles to the preceding, in which three kinds of

reticulated structure may be readily recognized, so

arranged as to give a great amount of strength and
support to the tubercles. The first of these occupies

nearly the entire thickness of the shell, forming a

curved band extending from one side of the section

to the other; external to this, in the middle line, is

another curved band of very coarse network, formed
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by branching vertical columns, which support a very

dense tissue composed of minute reticulations, and

upon this the tubercle is situated. This external

band is composed of the same tissue as the portion

supporting it, but a dark line of separation is very

perceptible between them. On either side of the

dense tissue supporting the tubercle may be seen a

band of fine reticular structure, having its meshes

arranged in a longitudinal direction; above this is

a similar tissue, with its meshes disposed at right

angles to the former, presenting a convex margin,

and forming the semi-circular prominence upon which

the tubercle is situated. The external, or articulating

surface of the tubercle, is surrounded by a narrow

band, or zone, differing somewhat in structure from

that of any other portion of the tubercle.

Horizontal sections of the shell of the Spatangus

exhibit a reticulated structure somewhat like that of

the Echinus, but all the openings or areolse are circular,

and nearly uniform in size; the framework of the

reticulations, or the cell-waUs as they may be termed,

are exceedingly strong, and in some cases as broad as

the areolae themselves. Some parts of the shell

appear to be composed of laminae, separated ft'om

each other by a series of minute pillars. The spines

in this tribe of animals, as I have already stated, are

extremely variable, and are by no means propor-

tionate either in size or number to that of the shell.

In one species. Echinus esculentus, the shell is fully
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five inches in diameter, and the spines are not half an

inch in length ; other species, as, for instance, Echinus

lividus, Fig. 113, are so thickly covered with spines

FIG. 113.

A, Echinus lividus. b, one of the spines magnified (after Forbes).

that no portion of the shell can be seen between them,

while in others again the spines are longer than the

diameter of the shell. In some Echini

the spines are as much as five inches

in length, and thin in proportion, while

in certain fossil species of Cidaris, as in

C. glandifera, Fig. 114, they are so

short and thick as to assume an oval

figure, and have, on more than one

occasion, been taken for fossil fruits.

The spines of most Echinoderms are

Spineoffossil CtWam, longitudinally grooved, as shown at b, in
c. glandifera.

Y\g, 113^ othcrs, as represented by b, in

Fig. 1 1 2, have transverse grooves as well, so that the

surface presents a beaded appearance. In the Echini,

as shown in Fig. 1 1 3, the spines on the greater part

of the sheU are tolerably uniform in size ; but in the
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genus Cidaris there are two kinds, as shown in Fig.

115; all those of large size having a series of smaller

FIG. 115.

FIG. 116.

Cidaris papillata (after Forbes).

ones arranged in a radiated manner around their bases

;

other small spines are disposed in oblique rows on

either side of the avenues for the

cirrhi. It is, therefore, a very easy

matter to distinguish a Cidaris from

an Echinus at first sight ; the spines

themselves, as will hereafter be

shown, also differ considerably in

their minute structure.

In order to arrive at a correct

knowledge of the mode of formation

of these spines, it is necessaiy that

both vertical and horizontal sections

be examined. A vertical section of

the spine of an Echinus, as shown

at A, in Fig. 116, is composed of a

series of cones arranged concentric-

ally ; a corresponding section of the

spine of a Cidaris, as shown at B,

exhibits no trace of cones, but

A, vertical section of a

spine of an Echinus, b,

vertical section of the

spine of a Cidaris. c,

transverse section of the

spine of an Echinus, d,

transverse section of the

spine of a Cidaris,
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merely a reticulated structure throughout, coated on

its external surface with a thick layer of calcareous

matter, generally more or less coloured, and penetrated

by a series of tubes, to which I shall presently advert.

Transverse sections of the spines of the Echini differ in

structure according to their distance from the base of the

spine; thus, a section taken near the apex wiU show

only one cone divided transversely, whilst one taken

near the centre will show four or five, and in one

near the base, as represented by c, ten or twelve will

be exhibited. In the Cidarites, on the contrary, there

are no cones, and a transverse section, as shown at d,

will present nearly the same appearance from whatever

part of the spine it may have been taken. The densest

part of the spine, is that which forms the socket for

the reception of the tubercle, and sections made through

this, differ considerably from those taken from any other

part of the spine. A vertical section of a large spine

of an Echinus, E. mammillatus, which has on its outer

surface, near the top, two white lines or markings,

shows that when the spine consisted of only one cone

the white marks were then present, and the same will

be seen in every succeeding cone. If a vertical section

of one of these spines, made sufficiently thin to be

transparent, be examined, and if that part which
contains the greatest number of cones be placed in

the centre of the field of view, it will be seen that

the tissue of the base is much closer than that of any
other part. The entire spine is made up of seven
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cones fitted, as it were, one over the other, each being

indicated by a white structureless Hne, having on its

inner side a purple streak
;
running up through the

middle is a diverging column of reticulated tissue of a

different structure from that composing the series of

cones; the reticulations of the cones being so much

smaller than those in the centre, and their direction

being principally radiated, they are readily distin-

guished.

The cones in transverse sections are all represented

by transparent, structureless annular bands, as shown

at a a a, in Figs. 117 and 118; these are equal in

FIG. 117. number to the cones

included in the sec-

tion. Each cone has its

outer edge slightly un-

dulated, and in many

specimens, as shown at

&, in Fig. 117, the

centre is occupied by a

diverging column of

reticulated structure dif-

fering from that com-

posing the cones, the

reticulations of which

are smaller than those

of the central column, and radiated.

The spines of some Echini, as, for instance,

E. lucunter, Fig. 117, which are of large size, have a

Segment of a transverse section of

Echinus lucunter. a, a, a, divided cones

with scalloped edges. b, reticulated

structure in the centre.
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FIG. 118.

considerable space between the cones, and the centre, b,

is occupied by the coarse reticulated tissue before

noticed. In another species, E. trigonarius, the spines

are very long, generally of triangular figure, and the

cones very numerous. A segment of a section taken

near the base is represented in Fig. 118; no less than

nine cones have been

divided, and it will be

noticed that those near

the margin are very

close together. In order

to understand the dis-

position of the cones,

a spine should be

selected, and sections

taken at equal distances

from the apex to the

base ; such has been

done in the case of

a spine of Echinus

miliaris, a small species, and a section made just above

the base, exhibits near the centre, a coarse reticulated

tissue surrounded by a thin band with smaller meshes

;

this is again encircled by a zone of transparent struc-

tureless tissue indicating the innermost cone, then

another zone of reticulated tissue, followed by another

cone, and this structure is repeated according to the

number of cones included in the section, until we
arrive at the external part, which has little or no

Segment of a transverse section of
Echinus trigonarius. a, a, a, divided
cones (after Carpenter).
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structure, except that of the cones. In another section

taken from the middle of the spine, the central

reticulated arrangement occupies fally two-thirds of the

breadth of the entire section, and on the margin

there are three rows of cones having a slight trace

of reticulated structure between them. In a third

section, taken from near the apex of the same spine, the

coarse reticulated structure is present in the centre,

but the band surrounding it extends as far as the

margin ; this band, however, is composed of a row of

transparent spots indicating the several parts forming

the outer cone. The external surface of all the spines

is more or less grooved, and therefore in making these

transverse sections, although the margin is preserved

entire, it will always present a series of indentations

caused by the grooves, as shown at a a a, in Figs. 1 1

7

and 118.

A transverse section of a small brown spine of an

Echinus taken from the base, was found to be made up

of little else than concentric rings formed by the cones,

except the margin, which was composed of a broad zone

of very close tissue, like that of the vertical section

already described; this arises from the section having

been made through that part of the spine to which the

ligament was attached.

Some species of Echini have hollow spines; in

these the reticulated structure is very smaU in quantity,

as shown at b, in Fig. 119, but sections may be made

in which none of this structure is present, as represented
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at A. All the hollow spines examined by me have

beien very long and thin, and deeply furrowed on the

FIG. 119.

A, a transverse section of a hollow spine of an Echinus, b, a segment of a
corresponding section of anotlier hollow spine, exhibiting a small amount
of reticulated structure.

external surface, and the base of each much larger than

any other portion.

A vertical section of a spine of a Cidaris, as shown
at B, in Fig. 116, exhibits no trace of cones; the base

is composed of fine reticulated tissue disposed in a

radiated form, the direction of the radii being from
the centre towards the base. This fine structure ends

abruptly in the centre of the spine, and forms a curved
line from which numerous parallel columns of reticulated

tissue arise, each being connected with its neighbour by
broad transverse bands, the columns in the centre being
stronger and differently marked from those near the

VOL. II. o
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circumference. On the margin, which is slightly undu-

lated, is a coating of calcareous matter into which large

tubuli pass, some of them projecting beyond the calcareous

coating, in the form of spines.

In a transverse section of a small spine of a Cidaris

of a beautiful brown colour, the central portion, as

shown in Fig. 120, is composed of large reticulations,

FIG. 120. while the external part is

made up of smaller ones,

which are very minute

near the centre, and

gradually increase in size

towards the margin,

where they are disposed

in a radiated manner.

The marginal crust shows

the tubuli before de-

scribed ; the edge is in-
Segment of a transverse section of a

spine of a small Cidaris. dented, and many large

perforations occur at tolerably regular distances, midway

between the margin and the reticulated structure. In a

section of the spine of another species of Cidaris, the

centre is composed of reticulated structure, but the

marginal crust is very broad and transparent \mder a

low power
;
being viewed with a higher power, the tubes

are plainly seen running through it, and it is evident

that they are continuations of what appear to be radii,

passing from the centre towards the margin. Many of

these tubes bifurcate within the crust, and a portion of
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the same spine, from which the calcareous matter of the

crust has heen removed, exhibits the tubes projecting

like so many spines, as shown at c, in Fig. 121
;
they

are connected with the last row of reticulations, and are

evidently tubular, but what their precise office is, it

would be difficult to determine.

Not only is the crust of some of these spines traversed

by tubes, but the central shaft also: in Fig. 121, a,

is shown a portion of the crust of a Cidaris spine, in

A, a portion of tlie crust of a spine of a Cidaris sliowiiig the tubes,
n, part of the interior of a spine exhibiting tubes divided transversely, c, a
portion of the margin of a decalcified spine showing the tubes of the crust.

which there are numerous tubes of large size, and at b,

a vertical section of another spine in which the tubes

are divided transversely. Such an appearance as here

represented, is very common in the spines of the

Cidantes, but I have never yet seen anything at all

like it in those of the Echini. There is also another
curious point in connection with these spines that here

Q 2
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requires mention, viz. : the fact of their being sometimes

covered with shells during the living state. I have met

with very many specimens of Cidaris in which some of

the spines have had small shells attached to them, as

represented by c, in Fig. 122, but I have never discovered

a shell upon a spine of an Echinus ; it would appear,

therefore, that the calcareous crust already noticed as

being present in greater or less abundance upon all

Cidaris spines, performs the part of an insensible cuticle,

and is in consequence favourable to the attachment of

shells and other marine animals.

In most works on the anatomy of the Echinodermata,

it is stated that aU parts of the shell, as well as the

spines, are covered with a soft organic membrane, and

that from this the calcareous material is secreted ; this

tissue dips down between the edges of the plates of

which the shell is formed, and it is supposed that the

deposit of new matter and the formation of new plates

during the growth of the animal, first commence in

this membrane. The shell is certainly covered with an

organic investment, but I cannot find any trace of it in

the spines. I have taken spines that have never been

dried, and have subjected them to the action of acid,

but have never yet succeeded in detaching anything like

a cuticle or periosteum.

If an Echinus spine be partially decalcified by acid,

the cones of which it is buUt up may be distinctly

traced, and it is seen that the organic matter is very

small in quantity, except at the base, where it is
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much more abundant ; I am of opinion, therefore, that

the \dtality of the spine is chiefly sustained by this part,

which is intimately connected with the organic invest-

ment of the shell. I have ascertained that these spines,

like corals and shells, possess within themselves the

powers of repair, as is exemplified by many specimens

in the Museum of this College. The Echini, like most

other creatures inhabiting the sea, have their natural

enemies, which I believe to be principally fish, and I

have lately found no less than eleven specimens of a

small Echinus, E. miliaris, in the stomach of a Wolf-

fish, Anarrhicas Lupus. In this instance the spines had

all disappeared, but I have seen various specimens taken

from the stomach of other fishes in which the spines

were present, but detached and broken.

In a large species of Echinus, E. lucunter, from

the Museum, many of the spines are broken, having

the lower part still attached to the shell. This could

only be effected by some cutting instrument, such as

the strong teeth of fishes, for if the attempt were made
to break the spine in any other manner, it would be

detached from the shell rather than break, and on the

attached extremities of some of these spines the marks
of teeth can be plainly distinguished. Fractured spines,

such as that shown at a, in Fig. 122, as well as others

in various stages of the process of repair, are found on
many Echini

; some of these, as represented by b, are

terminated by a blunt cone differing altogether in

structure from the other parts of the spine, and
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indicating a new growth. These cones are of a brown
colour, and entirely destitute of the strise and markings

FIG. 122. observed in the normal struc-

ture of the spines. After I

first noticed this peculiarity, I

proceeded to make a vertical

section of one of these spines,

when the distinction between

the old and new parts became

very apparent—the old portion

showing the cones and ordi-

nary minute structure, while

in the new part they were

altogether absent and the line

of fracture could be seen by

the naked eye. When viewed

with a power of 40 diameters,

A, a fractured spine of Echinus aS shown at c, in Fig. 123,
trigonarius. b, a spine of the same , t •

i . .1 u
Echinus in process of repair after the dlStmctlOU between the Old
fracture, c, a spine taken from a i , , • , mi
Cirfam having small sliells attached nCW strUCturCS IS StlU

^° more evident ; the cones of

the former, a, a, a, are green, while the new part, which

is of a darker shade than the old, has no cones, and the

line of fracture is, therefore, well defined.

Soon after I gave a description of these fractured

spines in the first volume of the " Histological

Catalogue," I was favoured by my friend Mr. Benjamin

Tucker with two specimens, one of which, as represented

by A, in Fig. 123, had been fractured and completely
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FIG. 123.

repaired. The new portion is an inch and a half in

length, and of the same colour as the original spine,

but the line of fracture remains

distinctly visible. The other

specimen on vertical section, as

represented by b, clearly shows

that four successive fractures

have been repaired, one of these

being transverse, the others more

or less oblique. It is evident

^ ^ then, that although these spines
A, a spine of an Echinus

_

showing a fracture repaired, are UnprOvidcd with VCSScls, they
B, vertical section of another

spine indicating four successive poSSCSS Within thcmSelveS the
reparations of fractures, c, a r •

i

section of a spine made in the power 01 repair, as long as the
line of fracture, a, a, a, portions . , .

i ,i t
of cones of the original spine ; animal IS ahvc and the liga-

the part to the left of these is , . , . • t
new matter, and shows no trace mentous matter entire, in the

°^ transverse sections of some fossil

spines of the Cidaris, the reticulated structure can still

be distinctly recognized, but in others, all traces of

it are lost, in consequence of the carbonate of lime

having assumed a crystalline arrangement; the latter

being the most common condition in specimens from

the chalk strata.

There yet remains a part of the skeleton of an

Echinus demanding examination. This is the Lantern

of Aristotle, which I briefly alluded to in the first part

of the present Lecture ; it consists of a series of bones,

all of which are connected with muscles destined to

move five symmetrical teeth. Some of these pieces
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are attached to the shell, whilst others can be readily

separated from it when the soft parts have become

dry. The pieces attached to the shell are five in

number, they are generally perforated in the centre,

and arched in form
;
they give origin to ten pairs of

muscles, five of which are for the purpose of protmding

the teeth, the other five for retracting them and

enlarging the aperture of the mouth and oesophagus.

The teeth are sharp-pointed and curved, as shown

at A, B, in Fig. 124, each being composed of a dorsal

plate having a fin-like

process attached, for the

purpose of strengthening

it, so that a transverse

section somewhat resembles

in outline the letter T, as

represented at c. Each

of the teeth is enclosed in

a triangular piece of bone,

named the alveolus, or jaw, as shown in Fig. 125,

two surfaces of which, as there represented, are

composed of laminse of calcareous matter; the thin

edges of the laminse project towards the oesophagus,

so that it is by no means improbable that they may

act as grinding surfaces. The curved levers seen on

the upper part of this figure, are acted on by muscles

arising from the arched processes attached to the shell.

When the entire number of jaws—viz.: five—are

present, the so-called Lantern of Aristotle is complete,

FIG. 124.

A C B

A, front view of a tooth of an

Echinus, b, side view of the same,

c, transverse section of a tooth of

an Echinus magnified 12 diameters.
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FIG. 125.

but this apparently complicated apparatus is very simple

when dissected in the recent state, the combined action

of all the muscles being to

approximate the entire mouth

to the oral aperture of the

shell, as well -as to cause the

points of the teeth to protrude

externally ; or if the muscles

act separately, as stated by

Professor Rymer Jones, they

can either draw the base of

the lantern in any direction,
Three of the five jaws of an ii i • , i • i

inding or cause the lammated gnnd-Echinus, enclosing a correspo
number of teeth.

ing surfaces of the jaws to

work against each other.

The intestine of the Echini is of great size, and

forms a spiral of two turns and a half, within the

shell. When opened, it is found to contain a large

quantity of sand, consisting chiefly of minute fragments

of shell, which have been swallowed by the animal,

and from which it extracts the organic matter for

its nourishment. The Spatangus has no teeth, but

the intestine is of very large size, and is always more
or less full of sand. In the sand taken from the

intestine of Spatangus purpureus I found a con-

siderable number of specimens of EcUnocyamus
pusillus, or Green Pea Urchin, Fig. 126, which
have been mistaken for young Spatangi, but as in

these the anal pore is near the mouth, they must
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be a distinct species, and not the young of the

Spatangus.

The structure of the teeth of the Echini is most

FIG. 126. interesting ; in external appearance

they very much resemble those of

Rodents. Vertical sections show

that near the point they are made

up of super-imposed larainse of

EcUnocyamuH pusiiius, ^ hard calcarcous material, some-
or Green Pea Urchin, a,

_ i i -i n u
ventral, b, dorsal surface, what like enamel, whilst all the

other parts, except the base, are softer, and contain

numerous branching tubuli very like those of dentine,

as shown at A, in Fig. 127; many of the tubuli are

so much dilated at certain points as to form lacunae,

FIG. 127.

A, a porlion of a tooth of an Echinus magnified 250 diameters, showing a

tubular structure like that of dentine, u, the basal portion of the same tooth

magnified 130 diameters.
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or bone cells, but in others the branches are exceedingly

minute, and run in parallel lines precisely like the

tubuli of dentine. The base of the tooth is covered

by a membrane, it is exceedingly soft, and always

presents a fibrous appearance ; the fibres are white

and silky, and have not been unaptly compared to

those of asbestos
;
they may be readily separated from

each other, as shown at B. The teeth of certain Echini

do not exhibit the tubular structure so well as the one

represented at A ; the distribution of the minute tubuh

is not usually so apparent, and that of the coarser ones

more nearly resembles the reticulated structure seen in

the centre of many of the larger spines of these animals,

so much so, indeed, that I have often doubted whether

the structure is really tubular or not ; but whatever may
be its nature in other teeth, it is quite certain that

the tubular structure existed in the tooth from which
Fig, 127 was drawn.

The teeth of the Echini have been well described and
ably illustrated by Valentin in a monograph forming one
of the " Monographies d'Echinodermes" of Professor

Agassiz, but there is no representation there given of
the tubular structure, although aU the other parts are
well figured. I deem the presence of tubuli, and
especially of lacunae in the teeth of an invertebrate
animal, a point of great interest, and one which, as far
as I am aware of, has never before been described.



LECTURE XIV.

SKELETON OF ECHINODERMATA.

Having in the last Lecture concluded the description

of the structure of the skeleton in four of the five orders

of the Echinodermata, I now proceed to the fifth, or

Cirrhi vermigrada, which is composed of a large tribe

of animals—viz. : the Holothuriad(S, or Sea Cucumbers

;

according to Forbes, fifteen species at least are British.

These animals, with few exceptions, possess only a mere

trace of a calcareous skeleton, which is confined to the

discs on the extremities of the suckers, or cirrhi, and

to a framework supporting the dental apparatus. The

skin is for the most part thick, leathery, and covered

on the outside with tubercles, or spines ; but in one

species, termed Holothuria squamata, Fig. 128, the

greater part of the body is enclosed in a bony case, the

under surface is flattened, soft, and perforated by
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foramina through which the cirrhi are protruded, and

on the dorsal surface the tentacula project from rounded

orifices.

When I first saw this specimen, I took it for a

species of Doris, one of the Gasteropodous Mollusca
;

,„„ but on examining: a portion
FIG. 128. f r

of the calcareous covering,

I immediately recognized the

reticulated tissue so charac-

teristic of theEchinodermata,

and I subsequently found,

on referring to the " R^gne
Holothuria squamata. x • i jj ,i , •,

Animal, that it was a true

Holothuria of the species above named. This animal

has cirrhi on the dorsal and abdominal surface, but

there are some other Holothurise which have the cirrhi

confined to one surface, generally speaking, however, they

are either in five rows, or are scattered irregularly over

the outer surface of the body. The cirrhi are like

those of the Star-fishes and Echini, and I shall presently

notice them more in detail. The Holothuria progress

by means of their cirrhi and by the elongation of their

bodies, like worms, and from this mode of progression

the name of the order under which they are classed is

derived. The largest animal of the kind found in the

Bntish seas is capable of elongating itself to as much
as three feet. It was discovered by Professors Forbes
and Goodsir, and the account of its capture, given by
the former of these gentlemen in his work on
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Star-fishes, is so interesting that I am tempted to

quote it.

" The great Sea-cucumber, Cucumaria frondosa,

Fig. 129, B, is the largest of all the known European

species, and probably one

of the largest Cucumaries

in the world, measuring,

when at rest, fully one

foot, and capable of extend-

ing itself to the length of

three. He is the king of

the Sea-cucumbers, and

seems to have gathered the

greater number of his sub-

jects around him in the

Shetland seas, where his

majesty was first recognized

A, Sea Giriiin, Ocnus brunneus. b,
g, native of Britain by

Great Sea Cucvimber, Cucumaria

frondosa (after Forbes). Mr. Goodsir and myself in

June, I 839. When he first came up in the hooks of

the dreg—an instrument used by the Shetlanders as a

means of procuring horse-mussels, Modiola vulgaris,

called by them Yoags, for bait—he astonished us with

his monstrous appearance."

The smallest of the Holothurise are termed Sea-

girkins; one of these, Ocnus hrunneus, Fig. 129, a,

not more than three quarters of an inch in length, is

not uncommon at Brighton. Around the mouth of

these creatures the tentacula are arranged; they arc

FIG. 129.
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either five or a multiple of that number, and are capable

of being retracted within the mouth, and when this

is done, both extremities of the body are nearly alike.

The dissection of Cucumaria frondosa by Mr. Goadby

in our Museum, displays these organs and the dental

apparatus in situ. When caught, these animals, if

not carefully managed, will eject all their viscera;

but these, Hke the rays of the Star-fish and spines of

the Echini, may be reproduced. A specimen in the

Museum has been mounted expressly to illustrate the

ejection of the viscera. The alimentary canal consists

of a stomach and a long intestine, which is held in situ

by a delicate mesentery; the intestine ends in a well-

developed cloaca, and the mesentery is largely supphed

with blood-vessels which communicate with a pulsatory

vessel, or heart. The respiratory organs consist of

beautiful ramified tubes opening into the muscular
cloaca, from which water is forced into them. The
ovary is composed of straight coecal tubes, and in

one of Mr. Goadby's beautiful preparations, these are

admirably displayed.

John Hunter was well acquainted with the anatomy
of more than one species of Holothuria, and he even
succeeded in injecting the rich vascular system, as may
be seen in Preps. 437 and 438 of the Physiological
series of the Museum. The Holothuriad^e exist in

great abundance in the Eastern seas, where they are
called Trepang

; they are collected with great eagerness
by the Malays, for sale in the markets of China, where
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they fetch a good price. The Chinese employ them,

says Mr. F. D. Bennett, in his " Account of a Whaling

Voyage round the Globe," in the preparation of

nutritious soups, in common with an esculent sea-weed,

sharks' fins, edible bu'ds'-nests, and other gelatinous

substances.

The integument of Holothuria squamata, Fig. 128,

which I have before stated was made up principally of

calcareous material, when examined microscopically, is

found to be composed of small angular plates exhibiting

FIG. 130. very beautifully the characteristic

reticulated structure, interspersed

with rows of larger plates of a

circular figure and stellate margin,

having the appearance of short

spines. The structure of the

calcareous framework of the dental
Portion of the bony x J

framework of the mouth apparatus of Cucumana fronaosa
of Cucumaria frondosa

. .
j. i.u j. f

magnified 250 diameters, is precisely Similar to tnat 01 an

Echinus shell, the reticulations, as shown in Fig. 130,

being well marked, although the framework itself is but

sparingly developed even in the largest individuals.

In some species of Holothuria there are numerous

flattened spicula, either imbedded in the leathery tunic,

or forming a coating to it; these vary considerably in

shape; generaUy speaking, they are quite flat and

fiddle-shaped, as shown at c, in Fig. 135, but

occasionaUy, as represented at &, in Fig. 131, they are

circular, and have a spinous process, c, projecting from
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the centre
; but whatever their shape, the characteristic

reticulated tissue is always present, and its diversity

of arrangement, renders these spicula exceedingly

interesting as objects for microscopic observation.

Spicula of the shapes represented by a, in Fig. 131,

FIG. 131.

ten1kctrj?;°^/Sf/''°^ 'T:''
^""-^^^^ ^' ^' ^Pi^"l- from oral

TcZZ^^ b, flattened spicula from skin of a Holothuriac, one of the same showine a sninp rf « i. - 7
^'"•"'''turia.

from skin of a SuJnJ. f T' ' •
^"<^^^°''-«h«Pe<i spiculum and plate

-.er spelr £^i::^m .^^^ ^

are sometimes found in the oral tentacula of Holo-
thuriae; m the specimen from which the drawin.
was made, there are several varieties, the greater
number being more or less curved and having tubercles
on the convex surface; amongst them were some few

VOL. II.

R
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small ones, represented by d, d, in which the reticulated

structure is well seen.

Allied to the Holuthurise are certain animals termed

Synapta, the one represented by a, in Fig. 131, was

discovered by Montagu on the coast of Devon, a few

species occur in other parts of the globe
;
my reason,

however, for introducing it here, is to point out the

very peculiar shape of the calcareous plates and spicula

composing its rudimentary skeleton. My attention was

first directed to this subject by seeing two specimens,

one of the skin, the other of the spicula, which had

been mounted in Magdeburg, and formed part of a

series of microscopic objects, said to be prepared for

sale by an association of German savants.

A portion of the skin of a Synapta exhibits the

peculiar compound spicula represented by d, e, m

Fig. 131 ; one part is like an anchor, the other is

in the form of an oval plate. The flukes of the

anchor are serrated on the convex edge, and the

opposite extremity is recurved, and appears to be

connected in some peculiar way with the oval plate

which lies upon it. This plate shows the ordinary

characteristic reticulated structure, the inner margui

of the reticulations being occasionally serrated. The

plates and spicula can be easily separated ;
this, how-

ever, is better seen in the second specimen, in which

the spicula have been detached from the skin. The

spicula in this preparation are so different, both in

size and shape, from those in the preceding, that it is
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probable the species from which they were taken was a
different one; the flukes of the anchor are smooth,
there being only a few very minute spines where they
are connected to the shaft, as shown at /, the opposite
extremity is recurved, and has a tuberculated convex
edge. The plates are generally larger than those in the
first specimen, and the inner edges of the seven large
reticulations, as represented by g, are serrated. In
addition to the peculiar spicula above described, there
are m this preparation an immense number of the
minute oval bodies shown at h, but in what part of
the tunic they are situated I cannot say. From the
great correspondence in structure between the oval
plates of the Synapt(B and the flattened spicula of
Holothuri^, there is every reason to believe that the
former are true Echinodermatous animals, and must be
nearly allied to the latter.

The only other portion of the body of the Holothuri^
in which calcareous matter exists, is at the extremities
of the tubular feet, or cirrhi, of some species. If the
free extremity of one of these cirrhi-of Holothuria
papulosa, for example-be removed and laid flat, it will
then be perceived that a circular plate or disc of calcareous
matenal gwes the shape to this part. This disc, as
shown m Plate XIV, Fig. 12, of the first volume of the
Histological Catalogue," is composed of reticulated

stmcture, and its margin is surrounded by a narrow
zone or framework of spicula with dilated extremities,
which are themselves built up of reticulated structure.

R 2
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In some specimens the zone is complete, and exhibits

the same structure as the disc, but in others the zone

is imperfect, the remaining portion of the circle being .

formed by spicula with dilated extremities. If one of

these discs be macerated in liquor potassse so as to

remove aU the organic tissue, and afterwards dried

and mounted in Canada balsam, the characteristic

structure wiU be very plainly seen, and the disc itself

will bear a very strong resemblance to a transverse

section of the spine of an Echinus.

I have now described everything in the Echinodermata

that can be properly designated a skeleton, but I cannot

leave this part of my subject without alluding to certain

other organs connected with the shell in these animals.

When speaking of the skeleton of Star-fishes and Echini,

I remarked that the ambulacral foramina, served for the

passage of the Cirrhi or tubular feet, and that I should

take another opportunity of describing these organs.

The present is a fitting occasion, as I happen to have a

living specimen of Echinus, in which both the Cirrhi and

the Pedicellari^ are visible in active movement. The

Cirrhi of the Star-fishes have been much studied, and

as the mechanism connected vnth their motions is

exceedingly beautiful, I must trespass on your patience

a few moments whilst I describe it.

If a vertical section be made of an entire ray of a

Star-fish through one of the rows of cirrhi, as shown

at A, in Fig. 132, it will be found that these organs

consist of two parts, one, b, contained within the ray,
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the other, c, external to it. The latter is tubular,

lined with ciliated epithelium, and in some species

FIG. 132. tipped with a calcareous disc, and

attached to the outer surface of the

calcareous framework of the skeleton,

while the former or internal portion of

the cirrhus, is situated within the body,

and consists of a bladder-like vesicle

filled with fluid, which protrudes

through the ambulacral hole in the

shell, and extends into the tubular

foot. When the vesicle contracts, it

expels the fluid into the foot and

protrudes it, but when the muscular

end of the foot contracts, the fluid

The

c£h?^f°ScuS vesicles are supplied, not, as has

portion of one of the prenerallv been supposed, by a fluid
cirrhi. c, external ° rr ' j

portion of the same, sccrctcd by them, but from a system

of tubes carrying sea-water.

In the Star-fishes the cirrhi are confined to the

under surface of the body, and are not capable of being

protruded very far beyond the shell, but in most of the

Echini, as shown at a a, in Fig. 1 33, they are situated

upon the outer convex surface, and can be stretched

beyond the spines, so that they are important instru-

ments in progression. In Echinus atratus, the spines

on the upper convex surface of the shell are mere
flattened plates, as shown in Fig. 134, and are so

ofre^^Sayst;: ^« ^^ced back iuto the vesicle.
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close together that little or no interspace is left between

them ; there are no cirrhi on this

part of the shell, but if we turn

it so as to bring the mouth upper-

most, we shall find them in great

numbers. The spines around the

outer margin are longer than the

rest, and these creatures, when

progressing—as they probably do

very rapidly—must look not unlike

small tortoises. Each of the cirrhi

is tipped with a thin disc of cal-

careous matter, rather more like

a section of one of the spines

of the animal, than those I have

already noticed as occurring on the

A, a -povtion of mi Echinus tubular feet of the Holothurise.

t^^itUSI-'^tdnS^ In EcMnus atratus, each disc, as

*'*'«P"^^^- shown at a, in Fig. 135, has a

central apertui-e, and is composed of five symmetrical

pieces, the margin being

slightly indented or scal-

loped. Sometimes a few

bicurvate spicula are met

with, scattered through the

tissue in the neighbour-

hood of the disc, and may

A, Echinus atratus showing the often be SeCH witllin the
flattened spines on its convex

surface. Central aperture m some
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specimens. In a preceding Lecture I spoke of my

inability to detect anything like a cuticle or membrane

FIG. 135.

A, calcareous disc from extremity of one of the cLrrhi of Echinus atratus.

B, portion of the same more highly magnified. c, spicula from the skin of

Holothuria papillosa.

investing the outer surface of the spines of the Echini,

but, much to my surprise, I find it stated by Professor

Forbes that Ehrenberg had discovered ciliated epithelium

upon them. I have never been able to detect it, but

during my stay at Brighton in the autumn I noticed

on more than one occasion—when examining the

surface of Echinus miliaris with a power of 40
diameters—a slight agitation in the water in the

neighbourhood of the spines ; but I subsequently found

that this movement was owing to the presence of

ciliated epithehum upon some of the neighbouring

cirrhi. It was not, however, invariably present on

all these organs, for many that I removed and

examined with care presented no trace of cilia. The
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cirrhi, like the Pedicellarige which I shall presently

describe, may occasionally be useful in preventing

foreign bodies from settling amongst the spines.

You may remember that I have before mentioned

the interesting fact of my never having seen any

Serpulse or other shelly parasites attached to the

spines of living Echini, but on those of the genus

Cidaris, as shown at c, in Fig. 122, they are not

uncommon.

I shall next direct attention to a peculiar organ

found in certain of the AsteriadcB, and called by

Tiedemann a " Sand Canal." It may be recollected

that when describing the skeleton of these animals, I

noticed a small calcareous mass termed the " Madre-

poriform tubercle," always situated on the dorsal

surface, at a little distance from the centre of the

body. Connected with this tubercle is a column of

the same material, which extends obliquely from its

under surface downwards to the calcareous framework

surrounding the mouth. This is termed the " Sand

Canal," although no sand is ever found in it, its gritty

feel depending entirely upon the calcareous framework

of which it is chiefly composed. The madreporiform

tubercle is very evident in Asterias rubens, and aLso

in Goniaster Templetoni and Solaster endeca, repre-

sented by A, B, in Fig. 136. Under a power of 20

diameters, as shown in Fig. 137, the upper surface

of this tubercle is very like that of a cercbriform

madrepore, or " brain-stone ;" but if a section be
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made sufficiently thin to be transparent, its structure

will be found to be the same as that of other parts of

FIG. 136.

A, Goniaster Templetoni. b, Solaster endeca showing the madreporiform
tubercle (after Forbes).

the shell. Tiedemann supposed that the canal secreted

calcareous matter for the growth of the skeleton, while

FIG. 137. Dr. Sharpey, on the contrary, says

it opens by a narrow orifice into

the larger circular vessel surround-

ing the mouth, and which conveys

fluid to all parts of the body,

especially to the feet ; but the

more probable explanation of the

nature of this canal, is that
Madreporiform tubercle of j. i i t-w ^ , ,

a Star-fish magnified 20 dia- Suggested by Dr. Coldstream of
meters. •

Leith, who beheves it to be the

rudiment or analogue of the stalk of the Crinoid Star-

fishes. It is found in some of the Echini as well as

the Star-fishes, but not in the OphiuridfB or Crinoideco

;

these may have possessed a stalk in their young state,
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but the AsteriadcB and Echinid(S are always free. The
column is composed of incomplete rings of the cha-

racteristic reticulated tissue, and if cut open and spread

out, it will be seen that one edge is provided with a

bundle of straight fibres of large size, like those of

muscle. The canal itself somewhat resembles a

tracheal tube, as shown at a, in Fig. 138, surrounded

FIG. 138. incomplete rings. Dr.

Sharpey says that the two

ends of the rings are bent

inwards, so that on a trans-

verse section there is in some

parts a trace of two canals in

the interior, as represented

at h. The outer surface,

according to the same author,

is invested with a strong

membrane covered with a

layer of ciliated epithelium.

If a portion of the canal be

treated with caustic potash

to remove the animal matter,

the calcareous framework, as shown in Fig. 139, will

then be seen to have precisely the

same structure as that of the other

pai't of the skeleton.

We now come to other organs

found upon the external surface of

some of the Echinodcrmata, and

a, " Sand Canal" of Asterias

rubens. b, the same magnified (after

Sharpey).

FIG. 139.

: . (• of the

" Sand Canal"

of Asterias rubens magnified

50 diameters.

rings of the
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these are the curious bodies termed Pedicellarice.

They were first described by MuUer the Danish

naturalist, and have been since investigated by Sars,

a Norwegian clergyman, Muller believed them to be

parasites, whilst Dr. Sharpey and others, regard them

as parts of the animal, which they undoubtedly are.

On most Echini there are three kinds of Pedicellarise

;

being considered as distinct animals, they have been

termed Pedicellaria tridens, Pedicellaria triphylla,

and Pedicellaria globifera, according to their form;

but whatever this may be, each consists of a solid

part, or skeleton, and a soft transparent flesh. The
skeleton, as shown in Fig. 140, is composed of three

calcareous jaws, having a sharp recurved tooth at the

apex and an internal serrated edge, while the tissue

surrounding the jaws is strengthened by minute bi-

curvate spicula; it is seated on a cylindrical stalk

placed in the centre of the fleshy stem.

All these parts, when highly magnified, present the

characteristic structure of the shell of the animal
;

the soft tissue, on the contrary, is transparent,

contractile, and, like that of the cirrhi, is capable of

considerable elongation and flexion. While the Echinus
IS living, the Pedicellarise are always in active movement
from side to side, the jaws are continually opening and
shutting, and if a small body be placed within them,
it is hold with tolerable force. They are attached to

the soft fleshy covering of the sheU by a dilated base,
and are not confined to any particular part of the shell.
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but many may be seen on the thin membrane closing

the oral aperture. The part which I have called the

stalk, is somewhat dilated at each extremity ; its

structure resembles that of a small spine, and it is

stated by Sars that each stalk, like a spine, is articulated

to a minute tubercle, but of the truth of this I have

never yet been able to satisfy myself, as in all cases

after their removal the soft stem has been found to

completely invest the whole of the calcareous matter.

If the Pedicellarise be removed from the Echinus,

they will continue in active movement for some time,

and if one of them be touched with a needle or pin,

those in the neighbourhood will all bend towards the

one that has been irritated. In the Asteriadee the

Pedicellarise are of a different form to those in the

Echini, in the Asterias rubens, for example, in which

they are very abundant, as shown at a a, in Fig. 109,

the calcareous jaws are like the two valves of a mussel,

as represented at b, in Fig. 140, two of the edges being

serrated, whilst the other two, which are not closely

approximated, have a semi-circular notch, leaving an

opening between them when in apposition, and the

stem is short and flexible, but not provided with a

calcareous axis as in the Echinidse. When magnified

130 diameters, as shown at c, the characteristic reticu-

lated structure is exhibited. Mounted specimens taken

from the outer surface of the shell of Echinus milians,

as represented at a, in Fig. 140, show very distinctly

the three jaws and the axis or stalk, but being in a
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FIG. 140.

state of contraction, the soft parts appear very short ancj

puckered up, so that a species of neck is formed between

the jaws and the axis; this, however,

is not the case in living specimens.

All the parts composing the skeleton

of the Pedicellarise exhibit the cha-

racteristic reticulated structure of

the Echinodermata. The jaws are

thin, flattened below, sharp above,

and bent nearly at right angles, so

^ as to form a tooth ; the axis is

about jth of an inch in length and

dilated at both extremities, and in

«, Pediceiiariaoi Echinus shape and structurc is very like the
miliaris. b, skeleton of one • r tti i

• r\ 'ix^

of the Pediceuari<2 of As- sp^nc of an Echmus. On either

iridetn of^'lh^tml side of the jaws may be seen a row
magnified 130 diameters.

gj^^^ bicurvate Spicula, SOmC-

what resembling those in the disc of the cirrhi of

the Echinidse, but differing from them, as represented

at d, in Plate XIV, Fig. 19, of the first volume of

the " Histological Catalogue," in having more than

one hooked process extending outwards from the point

where the curved portion commences. Under a power

of 40 diameters, as shown at a, in Fig. 109, numerous

Pedicellarise are distinctly visible on the upper dermal

surface of Asterias ruhens, even after having been

dried, but as the soft fleshy stalk is very short and has

no calcareous axis, little can be seen except the jaws.

Pedicellarise also exist in the Spatangi, but they are
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FIG. 141.

Pedicellarim of Spatangus
purpureus.

not so evident as in the Echini ; the principal varieties

found in 8. purpureus, according to Forbes, are repre-

sented in Fig. 141.

The Pedicellarise then, without doubt, belong to the

animal on which they are found
; they are not parasites,

but it is difficult to determine their

true office
; they are probably useful

in keeping the shell free from all

intruders of a parasitic nature, and

may be supposed to perform an

analogous function to that of the

so-called " Bird's-head processes"

of the Bryozoa.

Little remains to be said on

the structure of the skeleton of the last class of

the Echinodermata, the Vermigrada, which contains

FIG. 142. the order Sipunculid(S

;

these animals, except in

their internal anatomy,

more nearly resemble

worms than Echino-

derms
;

they have no

cirrhi or tentacula, and no

rudiment of a calcareous

skeleton, their outer in-

tegument being either

fibrous or covered with

spines or hooks. The

British species, according to Forbes, are grouped under

Syrinx or Sipunculus nudus (after

Forbes).
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three distinct families, viz. : Sipunculacets, PriapulacecB,

and ThalassemacetB ; in the former of these is included

the Syrinx, represented in Fig. 142. The length of the

body is stated to be six or eight inches, and the outer

rough integument is composed of a tough leather-like

substance, having both longitudinal and transverse rugse.

Many of the foreign species have the anterior portion of

the body covered with brown nodulated tubercles, or

spines, probably of a horny nature. I have examined

very many species of Sipunculi, but have as yet entirely

failed in making out any trace of a calcareous skeleton,

which I believe to be almost universally present in the

Echinodermata.



LECTUEE XV.

SKELETON OF MOLLUSCA-BRYOZOA AND
TUNICATA.

Having in my last Lecture finished the description

of the structure of the skeleton in the Echinodermata,

I next proceed to that of the Mollusca. This suh-

kingdom is now divided into the following classes :

—

Bryozoa, Tunicata, Conchifera, Gasteropoda, Ptero-

poda and Cephalopoda, the members of each class

differing widely from those of the other classes. In

the first, or Bryozoa, the individual animals ap-

proximate in character to the Zoophytes, and have

until lately been classified with them, all being of

microscopic minuteness, whereas among the Cepha-

lopoda, some species are several feet in length ; in

fact, no one could classify these animals from their

external characters alone, but so soon as the investing

tunic is removed, traces of high organization are
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perceptible. In the first class, the Bryozoa, we may-

have animals either perfectly distinct, or connected by

an investing tissue so as to form a colony.

When describing the Hydroid Zoophytes, I remarked

that the polypes are continuations or developments from

the soft animal matter occupying the centre of the

horny tubular skeleton, and that the cell in which the

polype is contained, is not a part of the body of that

polype, but developed before the polype itself. Each
polype was also stated to be provided with a series of

arms, or tentacula, like the common fresh-water Hydra,
for the prehension of food, which is conveyed by them
to a globular stomach. Here, on the contrary, the

horny or calcareous skeleton is a part of the body of

the polype, and although the polype may be injured,

the cell will be found to possess the powers of repair.

The polype may be solitary, as in BoiuerhanUa, or

several may be collected together in one polypidom,
as in Flustra, Lepralia, or in clusters, as in Laguncula,
but whatever the shape of the skeleton, the polype
contained within it, differs in very many points from
that of the true Zoophytes. Thus, for instance, the
tentacula are provided with cilia, and are not employed
in the prehension of food, this being brought to the
mouth by the strong current produced by the vibra-
tile movements of the cilia; the stomach is well
developed, and immediately above it, is situated a
muscular gizzard, and traces of a liver are also dis-

cernible. In Bowerhankia, as shown in Fig 143
VOL. n.

g
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the skeleton is composed of horny matter, but in

most of the others this tissue is consolidated by

FIG. 143. carbonate of lime. It may be re-

membered that when describing the

skeleton of the polypes of the Polyzoa,

I adverted to the Anguinaria spatu-

lata, and mentioned that these animals

were now removed from the Zoophytes

to the Bryozoa in consequence of

their having both a mouth and anus
;

but as some of them have striped

muscular fibre, they properly belong

to the Articulata. The Bowerbankia,

as shown in Fig. 143, is of an

elongated form, with ciliated arms

protruding a long distance from the

case, and under a power of 250

diameters the sheath or case which
Bowerbankia densa

(after Farre). fomis the skeleton is seen to be

composed of a transparent material, like horn. The

Bowerbankia has been accurately described by Dr.

Arthur Farre in the " Philosophical Transactions" for

1837, and although considered by him as a distinct

species, it is now generally believed to be the first

stage of growth of Valkeria imbricata, or in that

condition when it spreads over a plain surface, whereas,

in the second stage, it rises up so as to form a distinct

polypidom. The generic name, Boiverbankia, I need

not tell you, was given in honour of one who has done
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SO much to promote the science of microscopical

observation.

In the Anguinaria spatulata, represented at c, in

Fig. 88, both the serpentine stalk and the tube

supporting the polypes contain a large amount of

calcareous matter, and in the Notamia bursaria, or

Shepherd's-purse coralline of Ellis, shown in Fig. 89,

the cells containing the polypes consist of transparent

horn. Of this animal, as before stated in page 182,

an excellent description is given by Mr. Busk in the

second volume of the " Microscopical Transactions."

The cells occur in pairs, they are of a somewhat

triangular figure, and on the upper margin of each

may be observed two projections—the " bird's-head"

processes—which have been already alluded to as being

in all probabiHty the analogues of the PedicellariEe of

the Echinodermata. The polypes, as shown at d, in

Fig. 89, are readily seen within the case, and at the

lower and outer part of each cell some minute fibres

pass inwards towards the polype, these are muscular,

and if very carefully examined, transverse markings

may be observed. Each of these fibres corresponds to

one of the fibrillge, or smallest filaments, into which
the fasciculi or bundles of fibres of which the muscles

of the higher animals are composed, is capable of being

divided. This condition of the muscular tissue occurs

in many of the Articulata, and it becomes a question

whether the Notamia should not be removed to that

sub-kingdom.

s 2
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Some of the Bryozoa, as, for example, the Eschara

cervicornis, represented at a, in Fig. 144, have a

calcareous skeleton. This species is branched like a

coral, the polypes reside in cells, some of which are

well seen in the highly magnified portion b, and as

soon as a polype dies, the cavity or cell which it occupied

FIG. 144.

A, Eschara cervicornis of the natural size. b, portion of the surface

magnified to show the cells for the polypes (from the " Regne Anknal.")

is filled up by the inherent power of growth possessed

by the skeleton. This animal is not considered to be

a native of the British seas, but a species of Cellepora

has often been mistaken for it; this last is not un-

common on the south coast of Devon,

The skeleton of the next class, Tunicata, so called

from their possessing an outer tegument, or tunic, is
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in some species thin and transparent as glass, but in

others thick, opaque, and tough as leather. There are

many varieties of these animals in the Museum, but

the most remarkable specimens for exhibiting the

transparency of the tunic are those of the first order,

termed Salpce, which, like the Medusse, are always

floating near the surface and producing phosphorescent

light. Some occur singly, as the Salpa maxima, Fig. 145,

whilst others are aggregated together in chains many
feet in length, as the Pyrosoma atlanticum, which is

composed of upwards of a hundred individuals.

In the next family, Ascidiadcs, the individuals are

solitary and attached to rocks by an expanded portion,

or base, or mounted on a thin stem, as the Boltenia,

Fig. 147, both being sessile or solitary. No one, at

first sight, would imagine that these creatures belong

to the animal kingdom, but if we examine their outer

surface we shall find two large holes, as shown at a and
B, in Fig. 146, the former being the oral, the latter the

anal opening, and when divided vertically, the interior

of the leathery tunic will be found to be inhabited by a
highly organized animal, d, possessing a mouth, an
oesophagus, a stomach, liver, and distinct circulating

apparatus and a nervous system, which are invested with
a well-developed muscular coating, as shown at a, b, c,

m Fig. 146. These thick-skinned animals are termed
solitary, or single Ascidians, but there are others which
occur m colonies, and are known as compound Ascidians,
or BotryllidcB, Fig. 150, and their skeleton is composed
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principally of calcareous matter in the form of stellate

spicula. The animals are very minute, the colony

forming a thin incrustation upon shells and sea-weeds,

and they are commonly found on the expanded bases

of many Gorgonias, and on the fractured edges of

specimens removed from the Gorgonias the little

cavities in which the animals were lodged may be

distinctly seen. In aU the individuals of this class

the skeleton is a dermal one, and in Salpa maxima.

Fig. 145, one of the largest species, it appears to

FIG. 145.

Salpa maxima ; the dark circular mass on the right hand of the figure is

the nucleus (from the " Regne Animal.")

be almost structureless, but according to the researches

of Lowig and KoUiker, a number of peculiar star-shaped

siliceous concretions composed of minute granules are

present in the innermost layer of the tunic of this

animal. One fact, however, I must not forget to

mention, that Dr. Schmidt has discovered that the

transparent tunic of Salpa contains Cellulose, an

element hitherto supposed to be confined to members

of the vegetable kingdom. The tunic is moved by

muscles, and the stomach and liver are contained within
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the dark circular mass on the right hand of the figure,

which is generally known as the nucleus.

In the Ascidians, as shown at c, in Fig. 146, the

tunic is so tough, that unless the knife cuts exceedingly

FIG. 146.

Ascidia microcosmus. a, mouth, b, vent, c, leathery tunic (in this

figure the muscular coat is shown). d, visceral mass as seen after the

removal of the muscular coat (from the " Kegne Animal.")

well it is almost impossible to obtain a thin slice ; but

when obtained it is seen to be composed, of exceedingly

delicate, closely interwoven fibres. Hunter was well

aware of the high position in the scale of creation occu-

pied by these animals, for he called them soft-shelled

MoUusca, and most of the specimens in the Museum
of the College were prepared by him. In all the

works on Comparative Anatomy, except those recently

published, it is stated that there is no trace of a

calcareous skeleton in these Tunicated animals, but

this is incorrect, for w^hen engaged in examining the

structure of the skeleton of the invertebrata during

the preparation of the first volume of the " Histological

Catalogue," I investigated the structure of the coating
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of a sessile Ascidian, a species of Boltenia, Fig. 147,
and discovered in the stem of this animal multitudes of

Fro. 117. minute calcareous spicula. These

spicula, as shown in Fig, J 48,

consist of a central portion, or

shaft, with trifid extremities, and

are imbedded in the dense

leathery tissue; they are most

abundant in the stem, but some

few may be met with in the

dilated portions. They are

partially dissolved by cold dilute

hydrochloric acid, but if the

specimen be boiled in the acid,

they entirely disappear, and

cavities are left in the horny

tissue precisely corresponding to

the spicula. If a section be treated with caustic

potash, the horny matter is partially removed, and

the spicula are rendered more apparent.

is'iG. 148. We next come to those Ascidians

which, from being made up of

masses of similar individuals, have

been named Compound Tunicata,

of which the Botryllidae are an
Spicula from the stem of .

. . r •^ \ j
Boltenia reniformis. important tamily. AS a gOOQ

example, I might mention the compound mass termed

Amaroucium proliferum, represented in Fig. 149;

they are generally of the consistence of wetted

A sessile Ascidian, a species

of Boltenia. a, the oral, b,

the aual outlet.

If a
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leather, and so tough as to be torn with diffi-

culty. Another animal of this class is the Alcyonium

FIG. 149. Schlosseri of Ellis, Fig. 150;

like the preceding, it is found

upon sea-weeds and portions of

rock ; its entire surface is covered

with stellate figures, which indi-

cate the presence of a number

of individuals surrounding a

common cloacal outlet. It is

a remarkable fact that some of

the smallest of the Compound Tunicata have the greatest

number of calcareous stellate spicula. An animal of

Amaroucium proliferum (after

Milne Edwards).

FIG. 150.

Botryllus Schlosseri {Alcyonium, of EUis) on a Fucus.

this kind, of very small size, found upon a Pinna-shell,
was almost entirely composed of calcareous steUate
spicula of the form represented by Fig. 152. Such
animals arc far from being uncommon upon Corals
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FIG. 151.

and shells, and when dried, look very much like a

mass of amorphous lime. The tunic of the compound

Ascidian, represented in Fig.

151, which was brought from

the China seas, at first sight

I imagined was a sponge, it

contains' a large number of the

calcareous stellate spicula shown

at c, and is composed of a series

of cells for the animals, each of

which is surrounded by a number

of black spots, these being the

spicula in question ; when iso-

lated by boiling in caustic potash,

they are found to be of stellate

figure, and somewhat resemble

those of the sponges of the genus Tethea, but the

latter are always composed of silica, whilst these are

FIG. 152. calcareous, and dissolve in dilute

acid with effervescence, leaving

behind them an organic basis

in the shape of a cell-wall. I

am not aware that calcareous

Calcareous stellate spicula stellate spicula have cvcr been
of a compound tunicated ani- n i '

mal magnified 250 diameters, fouud lU spongCS
;

they appear

indeed to be characteristic of the rudimentary skeleton

of the Compound Tunicata. Upon careful examina-

tion, scarcely a Tunicated animal, not even the

transparent Salpse, is to be found without possessing

A, a small compound tuni-

cated animal, b, segment of the

same magnified 12 diameters,

c, calcareous stellate spicula.
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some rudiment of a skeleton in the form of stellate

or acicular spicula. When we remember that Cel-

lulose, an element belonging, as it was supposed,

exclusively to vegetables, has been detected in the

tunics of these animals, and that the spicula are

mostly, if not all, contained in cells, the analogy

between these bodies and raphides becomes very

striking.

The third class of Mollusca, the Conchifera, are

animals surrounded by a dense calcareous dermal

skeleton, commonly designated Shell. Throughout

this class the shell is formed of two more or less equal

valves, which, with few exceptions, are external, and

enclose the soft parts of the animal. The Conchifera

are divided into the Brachiopoda and Lamelli-

branchiata ; but before I enter upon the structure of

the skeleton of these two divisions, I will give a brief

description of Shell in general. For our knowledge

of the minute structure of Shell, we are principally

indebted to the labours of Mr. Bowerbank and Dr.

Carpenter, the latter gentleman having published an

elaborate paper on this subject in the "Transactions

of the British Association." He divides it into two

kinds, the cellular and the membranous, or in other

words, into shell which retains its cellular character

throughout life, and that which speedily loses it and

becomes nearly homogeneous. When the first is

decalcified, a cellular structure is left behind; but

when the latter is subjected to the same treatment,
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the animal basis is in the form of a membrane either

smooth or more or less lamellated.

The most simple form of Shell is that met with in

the common Sing, Umax rufus, Fig. 153, A; it occurs

FIG. 153.

A, Limax rufus. a, b, c, the shell seen in various positions, d, shield on
the back in which the shell is enclosed.

as a thin oval plate, imbedded in the shield d, situated

on the back of this animal. When perfectly developed,

FIG. 154. as shown in a, b, c, it consists

of a series of more or less

concentric laminse with a slight

trace of cellular structure ; but

when examined in an earlier

stage of growth, as represented

in Fig. 154, it is found to be

made up of cells which, from

pressure, have become hexa-

gonal in form, some of them

being filled with transparent

calcareous matter, whilst in others, as shown at c, in

Fig. 1 67, this has assumed a crystalline appearance, the

A portion of the rudimentary

shell of a Slug, Limax rufus.
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latter affording an example of the crystallizing force

overcoming the modelling power of the cell-wall. If the

edge of the specimen be examined, cells may be seen in

a state of formation
; they are of small size, and imbedded

in an intercellular substance, being developed in a plasma

or blastema exuded either from the edge of the shell or

mantle. On the outer surface the cells are small and
distinct, but towards the centre of the specimen they

become larger, and the intercellular tissue between them
less and less, until they form a connected tissue, without
any trace of intercellular substance.

Soon after their development the cells begin to secrete

carbonate of lime; many of them have a nucleus, or

nuclei, which most frequently disappears soon after the
deposition of the carbonate of Hme, but not invariably,

for in a transparent layer

of the shell of an Oyster, as

will hereafter be shown in

Fig. 157, the nucleus is still

present, although the cell is

filledwith calcareous deposit,

and in this instance the car-

bonate of hme appears to

have been deposited in con-

centric layers. The shell of
all the Oysters of the genus Pinna is composed of a
series of hexagonal cells filled with transparent calcareous
matter as shown in Fig. 1.58. The greater part of
the thickness of such a shell is made up of super-

FIG. 155.

A vertical section of a Pi7ina shell
after decalcification, showing the
mode in which the prisms will split
up into layers of cells.
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FIG. 156.

imposed layers of these cells, and it happens that in

some instances, as represented in Fig. 155, the animal

basis of the shell, after decalcification, will break up

into laminae, each composed of one or more

layers of cells; occasionally, however, the

outer layer of these shells will split up into

prisms or columns, each of which, as shown

at b, c, in Fig. 156, will be found to exhibit

transverse markings, these being the indi-

cations of the thickness and number of the

layers of cells composing such columns.

This breaking up into prisms is certainly

more rare than the division into laminse,

but in some old shells the prisms are very

numerous in the outer layer, or crust, and

the transverse markings indicating the

cells of which the prism is built up, are

b, a portion

of Pinna shell

showing several

layersof cells su-

perimposed, c,

parts of three

prisms, or co-

lumns, made up
ofsuperimposed

cells.

very plainly visible.



LECTURE XVI.

SKELETON OF MOLLUSCA-CONCHIFERA.

In the preceding Lecture I described the simplest

form of shell as consisting for the most part of

hexagonal cells. These cells are always nucleated in

the earlier stages of development, and the nucleus, as

shown at a, in Fig. 157, is sometimes persistent even
after the cells are filled with calcareous deposit. In a
thin layer of the shell of a smaU species of Oyster, some
of the cells, as represented at b, in Fig. 157, exhibit a

FIG. 157.

A a portion of a thin layer of shell of a Pinna exhibiting cells, eachcontaining a nucleus, n, nucleated cells from a thin transparent. Oyster-
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transparent nucleus in the centre, around which there

IS a famt trace of a concentric laminated arrangement

;

these cells are full of lime, and if the section were

decalcified, nothing would be left but the cell-walls,

which are very strong and almost horny. When a

thin section of shell composed of two or more layers

of cells is decalcified by acid, nothing remains but the

cell-walls; these are composed of a brownish horny

material, and very much resemble a thin slice of

vegetable cellular tissue.

The carbonate of lime contained in the cells of

sheU, possesses all the properties of the crystallized

calcareous salt, it readily polarizes light ; but in order

to exhibit the colours to the greatest advantage, the

shell should be mounted on a thin plate of selenite,

as this adds very much to their brilliancy. The

calcareous matter contained in the cells is generally

of a pink hue, and is for the most part perfectly

homogeneous ; in some shells it pre-

sents a granular appearance. Certain

shells of the genus Pinna have been

described, both by Dr. Carpenter and

myself, as having cells of an intense

black colour ; a section of Pinna

||g#li<i|J ingens exhibiting this structure is

!l>fe'' J represented in Fig. 158. It has been

since ascertained that this blackness
A horizontal section of

• . • 11
j.

the sliell of Pinna inyens is UOt of Umform tmt in all StagCS

showing the so-called
. /• .1 r J ^

"black cells." of adjustment of the focus, and as

FIG. 158.
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the cells having this appearance are generally smaller

than the others in the neighbourhood, it is probable that

the dark colour is due to the section having crossed

one of the prisms near its pointed extremity, so that

the conical part reflects most of the light, and a black

appearance is produced. Dr. Carpenter believes that the

blackness is owing to the presence of air in the upper part

of the prism, the air occupying a portion of the cell, no
lime being as yet secreted there. The black cells are

almost always found in the superficial layers of the shell,

and not in the deeper ones ; but when a vertical section of

such a shell is made, all trace of dark cells is lost.

In a vertical section of the shell of a Pinna, as shown
m Fig. 159, the layers of cells are seen to be arranged

FIG. 159. one over the other to form

prisms, and, however thick

such a section may be, the

prisms rarely extend from one

surface of the shell to the other;

they are generally pointed at

one or both extremities, and
every here and there may
be seen a group of them in

which the contents are more
or less granular and coloured.

, ,

It is in such cells as these,A vertical section of the sheU of u i. . ,

stracture
the prismatic ^Jien cut transversely, that the

granular condition of the Hme
I have already mentioned, is observed. The prisms exhibit

VOL. n.
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faint traces of transverse strise, but these will be better

seen in the outer layer of a Pinna of great thickness, re-

markable as splitting up into prisms and not into laminae,

in consequence of the partial, if not total destruction of

the organic cell-walls and the separation of the prisms

from each other, like so many basaltic columns, as shown

in Fig. 160. Some of the prisms exhibit very beautifully

their pointed extremi-

ties, and all of them,

more or less distinctly,

the transverse striae.

Under very high magni-

fying powers the prisms

appear indented, at

points corresponding to

the striae; this is readily

explained by the parts

so indented being those

occupied by the thick-

ness of the cell-wall,

which has probablybeen

removed by decompo-

sition previous to fossilization. The internal layer of the

shell of the Pinna is not composed of hexagonal cells,

but of a tissue somewhat resembling nacre, which

possesses little or no brilliancy, but is always more or

less coloured. It is this form of shell-tissue that

Dr. Carpenter has named the suhnacreous variety;

the greater part of tha thickness of the sheU of the

FIG. 160.

Separate:! prisms-fr Mn o«ter layer of a

Pima (after Carpenter).
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Oyster is composed of this tissue, it rarely exhibits

any trace of development from cells, and when decalcified,

the organic basis is found in a membranous form, hence

it also has received the name of membranous shell-

substance. In very many shells this layer is traversed

by large tubes which take a sinuous course.

Although as a general rule the organic basis of the

internal layer of shells exhibits no trace of cells, yet there

are many in which such traces are very evident. A
section of the shell of Pholas cristata shows a series

of hexagonal cells, each having a nucleus in its centre
;

in some parts of the section, however, the only indi-

cations of the cell-walls are dark granular lines, but
the nucleus is still perceptible. In a vertical section of

the tooth of Mya arenaria, as shown in Fig. 161,

FIG- 161. hexagonal cells are visible on one

part, but in others the cell-walls

are partially absorbed, and a series

of sinuous parallel lines result.

It is in this way that the wavy
lines found in shells are formed,

a fact that must be borne in mind,

as I shall again have occasion

to allude to it. This subnacreous

structure rarely possesses any

brilliancy, but nevertheless there
is a gradual transition from it to nacre, as for instance,
many species of Mytilus have a subnacreous internal
layer, whilst in others it is brilUant and nacreous.

T 2

A vertical section of a portion
of the tooth of Mt/a arenaria
showing partial absorption of
cell-walls and the production
of laminae.
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I shall now speak of the subnacreous variety of shell

exhibiting a tubular structure; this is very common

in shells of the genera Anomia, Lima and Area. The

tubes sometimes run in a vertical direction, but more

frequently horizontally, between or upon the laminae

of which the shell is composed
;
they are almost always

of uniform diameter, and very frequently branched, so

that some of them present very much the appearance

of confervse. That they are tubular and possess distinct

walls may be readily seen by decalcifying a portion of

shell containing them, as shown in Fig. 162, when they

FIG. 162. remain as distinct tubes, per-

vading the membranous organic

residuum. Some of these tubes

present a beaded appearance,

indicating that they are made

M^^^^^^^^^H up of cells like the tubular

fibres of many fungi. In a

horizontal section of the shell

of Lima scabra, Fig. 183,

which is of the subnacreous

variety, it wiU be found, as I

have already stated, that the tubes are nearly all of

uniform diameter and frequently branched. The tubes

generally open upon the inner surface of the shell,

as is beautifully seen in a small white shell, com-

monly called the Rice Shell, from its resemblance to

a grain of that plant; these shells no doubt are

familiar to most persons, as they are employed in

A portion of the shell of

Anomia ephippium decalcified on

one edge to show the tubular

structure.
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the manufacture of brooches and ornaments for the

hair. In a transverse section of one of these httle

shells, as shown at a, in Fig. 163, a number of the

tubes, a a, may be seen to commence on the inner

FIG. 163.

A, a transverse section of a Rice-shell showing the three component layers
magnified 12 diameters

; a a, tubes perforating the inner and outer layers.
B, a portion of the same section magnified 130 diameters; a a, smaU tubes
occurring in the inner layer ; b h, larger tubes or perforations commencing in
the mner layer and passing nearly through the shell.

surface of the first whorl, and pass nearly through it

;

others will be found in the outer layer, as represented

in the thick part near the centre of the section.

The nature and function of these tubes is but im-
perfectly understood; Mr. Bowerbank imagines them
to be vessels. Dr. Carpenter believes that they are

connected in some way with the nutrition of the
sheU; they may indeed perform a simHar office to

that of the tubuli of dentine.

In many sheUs there are two kinds of tubes, one
much larger than the other ; both are met with in some
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of the sections of the Rice Shell above alluded to, but

the larger kind is not constantly present. On the

inner edge of the section, shown at b, in Fig. 163,

where the shell is thickest there are a number of

tubes, or tubular cavities, b b, much larger than those

seen at a a, on the inner edge of the same, these, I

believe, are either confervoid sponges, or the work of

minute boring animals. It may be remembered that when

speaking of the calcareous axis of corals in page 152,

I mentioned the fact that sponge-fibres and growths

like confervae are not uncommon in the polypidoms

of these animals, and in Fig. 78 is shown a section

in which, tubes similar to those occurring in shell, are

very abundant.

I shall now illustrate the structure of the beautiful

material termed iVacre, or "Mother-of-pearl," which lines

the interior of all shells that exhibit an iridescent appear-

ance. In some it forms but a thin internal layer, while

in others— the Pearl Oyster, Avicula margaritifera, for

example—it constitutes the largest portion of its thick-

ness, that being the shell which furnishes us with the

greater part of the Mother-of-pearl of commerce. In

the Haliotis, or Ear-shell, it is remarkable for the

beauty of its colours, which are to a certain extent

produced by the development of a coloured horny

substance between the layers of nacre. Like the other

varieties of shell-tissue, this is evidently developed from

cells, but in most instances a rapid partial absorption

of the cell-walls has taken place, as in the case of the
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FIG. 164.

Mya before alluded to, so that nothing but wavy laminae

remain. These wavy laminae were described by Sir

David Brewster and Sir John

Herschell as grooves upon the

surface of Mother-of-pearl which

produce the brilliant colours by

decomposing the rays of light

incident upon them. The iri-

descent colours of the shell of the

Nautilus are well known, the epi-
A portion of the Nacre of .1 „. i » i_ • t i i ,1

Haiiotis spiendem magnified ^^^t pearly bemg applied to the
500 diameters.

animal from this circumstance;

horizontal sections of the shell, present in some parts a

cellular, in others a lamellar structure. In a section of the

nacreous layer of the Pearl Oyster viewed under the same
power, nothing but fine lines are to be seen, which are

either straight or more or less sinuous, in consequence

of the parts completing the cellular structure having

disappeared. The colours are still produced after the

carbonate of lime has been removed by an acid

;

demonstrating that the decomposition of light depends,

not on the calcareous matter, but on the arrangement
of the organic basis which retains the strise, and here
and there gives evidence of cell structure.

In the shell of Haiiotis splendens, there are
plates of coloured horny material occurring between
the laminae, which, Hke the laminas themselves, are
arranged in curves following the direction of those of
the shell. When a portion of this shell is decalcified
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it splits up into laminae, and the layers of horn, which

generally communicate a greenish tinge to the acid

solution, may be separated from the nacreous portion.

The horny layers exhibit little or no structure, but the

nacreous laminae present the same gorgeous hues as

in the natural condition. When examined with a power

of 100 diameters, the membranous residuum, as shown

in Fig. 165, exhibits a plaited or folded appearance, and if

FIG. 165. stretched by needles, the colours

immediately disappear
;
proving,

as was first pointed out by

Dr. Carpenter, that the lines

of mother-of-pearl are not at-

tributable, as was supposed by

Sir David Brewster and Sir

John Herschell, to grooves in

showing the plicated arrange- of the Organic membrane, which,
ment of the membranous resi- °

as we shall presently find, is

originally developed from cells, for even now traces of

them may be seen in some parts of the shell.

The same laminae, corresponding to the supposed

grooved structure, are seen in a horizontal section of the

shell ofHaliotiSjSiS a series ofundulating lines, but in some

parts large pigmental cells are visible, which must form

only a thin layer, as the undulating lines of the nacre

may be readily recognized beneath them ; each pigment

cell has a stellate nuclear spot in its centre. If a similar

section be examined with a power of 500 diameters, a
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cellular structure is very evident in certain parts, as seen

in Fig. 166 ; a portion of the same shell decalcified

FIG. 166. shows, even to the naked eye,

that the organic basis is gor-

geously coloured. A preparation

in the Museum of the College,

made long ago by the late Mr.

Hatchett, which consists of large

flakes of the organic basis of

shell, exhibits these colours even

better than microscopic speci-
'Ma.cre of Haliotis splendens ex-

hibiting a cellular structure, mens. A Very thin decalcified

section, under a power of 250 diameters, proves that

the plicse of the laminse are more numerous when the

colours are most intense.

.

The nacreous, like the sub-nacreous variety of shell,

is sometimes traversed by tubes, but this is not general

;

these tubes, however, are abundant in some specimens

of Haliotis, and are best shown in vertical sections

through the thickest part of the shell. In such a

section, thin laminse of horny matter are distinguishable

by the naked eye lying between the layers of nacre, and

when viewed with a power of 250 diameters, as shown

in Fig. 197, dark lines may be seen passing across the

layers of nacre at right angles to their length. These

dark lines are tubes of uniform diameter throughout, and

rarely branched
; they might be mistaken for scratches,

but are not confined to the surface of the section.

There is a very peculiar condition of the internal
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FIG. 167.

layer of the shell sometimes met with in the common
Oyster, in which, instead of a subnacreous layer lining

the whole interior of the shell, part of it is occupied

by a thin lamina of brown horny material. This horny

matter is not uncommon between the layers of prismatic

structure on. the outer surface of the shell, but I have

never, until lately, seen more than three specimens in

which it was situated on the inner surface. It is soft

and flexible, and when examined with a power of 250

diameters, is found to consist of a thin layer of brown

horn, which is thickly covered with, or has numerous

minute rhombohedral crystals of carbonate of Hme
imbedded in its substance, as shown at a, in Fig. 167.

When placed in dilute acid there

is a copious eflfervescence, and if

examined after all effervescence

has ceased, the crystals are seen

almost as plainly as before, but

the parts which look like them

would appear to be only the

cavities in the horn which the

crystals previously occupied. In

some specimens, I have noticed

whilst decalcification was going

on, that each crystal seemed

to be surrounded by a faint

circle like a cell-waU, as shown at &, and such an

appearance, if constant, would induce the belief that this

layer was one in which the cells were not capable of

a, crystals seen in the brown
horny layer of the Common
Oyster, h, crystals surrounded
by a cell-wall, c, cells from
the rudimentary shell of the

common Slug in which the hme
has crystallized, d, cells with

crystalline deposit from the

tooth of Mya arenaria.
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moulding the lime in a homogeneous form, but that

the crystalline force had overcome the usual mode of

deposition ; the absence of the cellular character in

all parts of the horn being a consequence of the speedy

coalescence of the cell-walls, whereby a thin layer of

structureless membranous substance is produced.

The inner or nacreous layer of shell is generally

supposed to be formed upon the external surface of

the mantle, whilst the outer layer is developed in

connection with its margin. On many shells there is

an outer brown coating or epidermis of horny material

;

this is met with in our common Mussel, and exhibits a

cellular structure, but it is more abundant, and therefore

more evident, in some of the univalves, as, for instance,

certain species of Triton and Conus, where it forms a

layer j^th of an inch in thickness. This layer is termed

periostracum by Conchologists, and our attention will be

again directed to it when we consider the structure of

those shells in which it is most abundant.

I have now described the general structure and the

chief varieties of shell in the Concliifera ; in the next

Lecture I shall enter more minutely into the varieties

peculiar to the orders into which this extensive class of

animals is divided by Zoologists.



LECTUHE XVII.

SKELETON OE MOLLTJSCA-BRACHIOPODA.

In the present Lecture I shall apply our general

knowledge of the structure of Shell, to the two primary

divisions of the Conchifera, the Brachiopoda, or

Palliobranchiata and the Lamellibranchiata That the

Brachiopoda—so named from two arms said to pro-

trude from the shell—were very numerous in our seas

in the early geological periods, is made evident by the

fact that upwards of six hundred species have been

described as British ; but at the present time we can

enumerate only four living representatives of the order.

One species of Terebratula has been dredged up

within the last few years on the coast of Ireland.

I do not possess a British specimen ; all that I have

are from Australia and the Navigator's Islands, and
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were presented to the College by Captain Sir E. Home.

They are of two species, the one a large white shell,

the T. Australis, the other red, and named T. rubicunda

;

the former generally inhabit very deep water, being

not unfrequently found at a depth of seventy or eighty

fathoms
;

they are attached to each other, or to the

rocks, by a short pedicle, which is capable of being

protruded through a circular foramen in the larger

valve of the shell; strong muscles are connected with

this pedicle, the tendinous fibres of which are remarkable

for their brilliancy. In the interior of the shell, and

attached to the smaller valve, is a very beautiful frame-

work composed of thin plates of shell substance, as

shown at B, in Fig. 168, which, from its resemblance

FIG. 168.

A, Terehratula (Alrypa) psittacea showing the arms, as formerly and
erroneously represented, b, smaller valve of T. Australis exhibiting
the carriage-spring framework.

to a coach-spring, has been called the " coach-spring"

apparatus, and the shells themselves are commonly
known as Coach-spring shells. This framework seems.
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at least in some species, to serve two purposes, the

principal one being the support of the long spu'al arms,

as shown at a, the other probably, like that of the

elastic ligament of the oyster, to keep open the valves

of the shell. But, however beautiful this framework

may be in the Terebratula, it is far surpassed by a

similar apparatus in certain fossil Brachiopods of the

genus Spirifer, which are very abundant in the Oolite,

especially that of Ilminster in the county of Somerset.

Here the framework occupies the greater portion of the

shell, each spring, as it were, resembling a conical screw,

and having as many as twelve spiral turns composed of

flattened shelly matter fringed with minute spines along

the lower margin, as shown in Fig. 169 ; this apparatus

FIG. 169. no doubt performed a

similar office to that of

the framework in the

recent specimens,^ The

arms, which we should

suppose to be instru-

ments of progression,

are certainly not so,

because the shells are

firmly anchored by the

A magnified view of Sjnrifer roslratus short tcndinOUS pediclc;
showing the carriage-spring framework oc-

cupying the greater portion of the shell. they are clothed with

cilia, and there can be no doubt that these produce

currents in the water, by which food is brought towards

the animal.
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The arms in the Terebratula are said to be capable

of being protruded from the shell, but in the Brachiopods

existing in the earlier periods of the earth's history, the

arms were attached to the carriage-spring framework,

and were therefore incapable of being extended ; in all

probability such was the case in the Spirifers before

noticed. A beautiful series of dissections of Terebratula

Australis by Mr. Goadby, in which the entire anatomy

of these interesting animals is displayed, may be seen

in the Museum of the College. The mantle is shown

lining the shell, and the arms folded upon the car-

FiG. 170. riage-spring framework; the respiratory

and digestive systems form only a small

part of the animal, being confined to the

minute space within the carriage frame-

work ; the shining fibres seen in one of the

specimens are those of the tendons of the

pedicle.

Another existing Brachiopod I shall briefly

notice is the Lingula anatina, Fig. 170. In

this animal the shell is exceedingly thin, and

of a green colour, whilst the pedicle is much
larger than the shell itself, and not protruded

through a hole in one valve of the shell, but

attached to both equally. The Lingula is not

found at such great depths as the Terebratula,

^^""al^i ^^'""^ confined to parts nearer the surface ; it

withitspedicie. is generally, but erroneously, represented as

being provided with an extended arm on each side, but
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FIG. 171.

these arms have no carriage-spring framework for their

support. There is another existing species of ' Bra-

chiopod, the Orbicula, which has a horny shell, but of.

this I possess no specimen.

We will now proceed to examine the minute structure

of the shell of the TerehratuloB, all of which will be

found to exhibit one character so peculiar, as to . enable

a practised microscopist to determine the true nature

of even the smallest fragment. This character, as

shown in Fig. 171, is produced by a number of oval

spots, or openings, of equal size, occurring in oblique

rows equi-distant fi-om each other, the tissue between

the openings being sometimes fibrous or faintly cel-

lular. When inves-

tigating the structure

of the shells of Tere-

hratulcB, 'during the

preparation of the

first volume of the

" Histological Cata-

logue," I detected a

A portion of the outer surface of the shell SCricS of radii ai'OUud

of Terehratula rubicunda showing the perfo-
, ,

• i, • u
rations. thesc Openings which

had evidently escaped the attention of Dr. Car-

penter, as no mention is made of them in his

" Report on the Structure of Shells," which con-

tains almost aU that is known on the shells of

the Terebratulse. The point to which I allude,

is that each opening is surrounded by a series of
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FIG. 172.

radiating lines, which are very evident in the shell of

Terehratula Australis, as shown at a, in Fig. 172,

and in that of T. rubicunda,

represented by B. The entire

thickness of vertical sections of

these shells is traversed by

large, more or less parallel,

tubes or perforations, as shown

in Fig. 173; the oval open-

ings seen on the surface of

horizontal sections are the

mouths of these tubes, and it

will be noticed that thev are
A, a portion of the outer surface

. ^

of the sheU of Terebratula Am- slightly dilated at both ex-
tralis showing the radiated struc-
ture around the perforations, b, trcmities, but as a general rule
a portion of the outer surface of , .

7'. rubicunda showing the same the OpCUmgS UpOU the inner
structure. " p /• i i n

surtace ot the shell are smaller

FIG. 173.

than those upon the outer surface. The tubes run

either vertically or obliquely

through the shell, and are very

rarely branched; in some species

of TerebratulcB, as for instance,

T. lenticularis, Fig. 174, they

are so much dilated on the

outer surface of the shell as to

be almost trumpet-shaped. In

the living animal, long coeca

containing granular matter oc-

cupy the tubes ; these are readily

u

Vertical section of a portion
of the sholl of Terebratula rubi-
cunda showing the tubes or
perforations..

VOL. II.
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seen in decalcified portions of the shells that have been

preserved in spirit with the animal entire. The upper

or outer part of the ccecal tube is attached to a rim, or

disc, in connection with the epidermis of the shell,

whilst the inner opens upon the internal surface, but is

quite distinct from the mantle ; when highly magnified,

FIG. 174. the granular matter occurring in

these coecal tubes is well seen.

In the decalcified shell of

T. Australis, as shown at a,

in Fig. 175, the coecal tubes

are attached to a structureless

membrane, which is in all pro-

bability the epidermis, but this

is not the case in all Tere-

bratulse, for in a small un-

described species, I succeeded in

detaching an epidermis to which

no coeca were adherent, nor was

there any trace of them either

upon the upper or under surface ; but if portions

of the decalcified shell-membrane were examined, the

coecal tubes were very abundant.

In a large specimen of T. Australis, I succeeded in

separating the cuticle with the discs of the tubes

attached, and I remarked that these had on then-

outer surfaces radiating filaments precisely corre-

sponding to the structure just described as being

visible aroand the mouths of the tubes upon the outer

Vertical section of a portion

of the shell of T. lenticularis

showing tuhes much dilated on

the outer surface of the shell.
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FIG. 175.

A, a portion of decalcified shell

of Terebratula Australis showing
the coecal tubes, b, radiated or
cihated discs detached from the
tubes, c, termination of the tubes
on inner surface of the shell.

surface of the shell, and which resemble cilia, as shown

at B. A radiated structure

is very evident around the

margin of the perforations in

most, if not in all, the Tere-

bratulse, and was first noticed

by me when investigating the

structure of the shells of

those Brachiopoda published

in the first volume of the

"Histological Catalogue." I

imagined that the radii were

tubular, but having once found

that the discs could be de-

tached from the tubes in the

decalcified shells, I was induced to believe that they

might be cilia, and if so, may not their office be that

of driving currents of water or of secreted fluid through
the coecal tubes? This point, however, must be re-

served for future investigation.

The internal surface of the shell of Terebratula,

as shown in Fig. 176, also exhibits the openings of
the perforations, but the intermediate sheU-substance
presents a cellular appearance

; towards the outer
margin, the ceHs are elongated, and assume the prismatic
form. If, in making a section of the sheU of a Tere-
bratula, both the inner and outer surfaces be ground
away, no other structure remains than elongated parallel
flattened fibres, or cells, which are arranged in the same

u 2
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plane as the shell ; the perforations are seen as oval

holes, about —th of an inch in the long, by j^oth in the

short diameter, and the margins of these perforations

are formed by a curvature in the flattened fibres.

The shell of T. rubicunda, which is so readily

recognized by its red colour, exhibits the perforations

FIG. 176. as well as the long parallel prismatic

fibres, all of which are curved opposite

the perforations. This curving of the

fibres, however, is better seen in fragments

broken from the shell, some of which, as

represented in Fig. 177, not only show

the flattened fibres lying in a detached

state, but the curvature of the parts

forming the boundaries of the perforations.

It is still a matter of doubt with micro-

of^thrsheii'^of scopists, whether they are flattened fibres

.^rifstwL^g or elongated cells; it is true that they

turrbetweeathe ^^E^^ regarded as plications, but if the

perforations. g^g}} decalcified, all traces of them dis-

appear, and I am inclined to regard them as having a

cellular origin. AU the structures above indicated are

seen in the carriage-spring framework, with the exception

of the perforations.

The TerehratulcB, as I have already said, are very

numerous in the fossil state, and all the species of this

genus, whether recent or fossil, are perforated with

tubes, but the allied genus Atrypa presents all the

other characters except the perforations. One species,
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A. psittacea, was formerly placed in the genus Tere-

hraiula, but no perforations being discoverable by

FJG. 177. microscopic examination of the shell, it

is now removed to the genus Atrypa.

The prismatic or fibrous structure is very

evident in the shell of this animal, as

shown at a, in Fig. 178; it is also

plainly seen in a fossil species, T. in-

constans, represented at b. Some of

the fossil TerebratulcB are covered with

delicate spines ; these are very minute,

and exhibit none of the characteristic

structure of the shell, but are more like

fibSr'Jthfshlii of
lai'ge spicula found in the rachis of

SttSha^rt the PemiatulcE. The shell of another

thrl5„s°o/re ^-^^^^t Brachiopod, the Lmgula anatina,
perforations. ig also perforated by tubes of smaUer size

than those of the Terebratulee. The shell is of a horny

FIG. 178. character, and presents

two kinds of strise, or

tubuli, the one very

minute— much more

so indeed than those of

dentine—which run in

lines either parallel or

nearly at right angles

A, a portion of the shell of Jtrypa *° ^^C SUrface, the

fltrTereCa'r'-r^il't.^ "the,- much larger and
being noii-perforated. i • i

^ less numerous, which

mmm ft*
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are probably the analogues of the tubuli in the Tere-

bratulse ; these take a sinuous course, and when

divided transversely, appear as numerous round dots.

The Lingula has been dissected by Mr. Goadby, and

a series of beautiful preparations, mounted in the same

way as those of the Terebratulse, may be studied in the

Museum.

In the second great division of the Conchifera, the

Lamellibranchiata, the shells are all bivalve, the

FIG. 179. branchial organs well developed,
^^vf-xv-TT^.-v^,,

, consisting of four lamellae, which

are enclosed within the mantle.

*^^fe*4»*V»^^t^^
According to Dr. Carpenter, those

W^N^ of the Lamellibranchiata in which

the lobes of the mantle are dis-

united, inhabit shells composed of

Vli\!Wti prismatic cellular tissue, whilst those

A portion of the shell of ^[^^ Iq\^q^ either partially or
Lmgula anatina showing '

the minute tubuU and the completely United, cousist of othcr
larger tubes divided trans- . . . ,

verseiy. kinds of Structure, and their animal

basis, instead of exhibiting a cellular appearance, is

small in quantity, and made up of laminge of delicate

membrane. The Oysters and Pinnse are examples of

the former ; the Cockles and Clam-shells, of the latter.

The structure of the Pinna-shell has been akeady

described in pages 269 and 272, and with the exception

of the thin internal layer, all parts of any shell of this

genus arc composed entirely of the prismatic cellular

tissue, the calcareous matter occupying the interior of
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the cells being generally more or less pink and homo-

geneous. A horizontal section of the shell, as shown

in Fig. 158, presents a series of hexagonal cells, averaging

about g^th of an inch in diameter ; in a vertical section,

on the contrary, these cells are arranged in vertical

columns, or prisms, v^ith one or both extremities

pointed, and having a series of transverse markings

indicating the individual cells of which each prism

is composed, as represented in Fig. 159. In addition

to the transverse lines on each prism, there are others

much more evident, which run across the entire section,

and indicate in all probability the successive stages of

growth. The internal layer associated with this form

of tissue is nacreous, or sub-nacreous, and when ground

very thin, exhibits little or no structure, being composed

of the membranous variety of shell-tissue.

The shell of our common edible Oyster, like that of

the Pinna, is composed of two kinds of structure, the

prismatic and the subnacreous, the former, more or

less laminated, is external, while the latter forms the

white internal layer. The distinction between these

layers is very striking in old Oysters, and many

specimens have been obtained from an Oyster-bed

discovered some few years ago in the Channel, which

on section, as shown in Fig. 180, exhibit this

distinction in a very marked manner. In some of

these, an imperfect formation of the prismatic layer,

or the removal of this softer portion of the shell by

boring animals, renders the distinction more evident

;
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such shells consist of a series of the internal, or

nacreous layers separated by cavities from each other.

The brown outer layer of the shell of the Oyster is

composed of prismatic cellular tissue, which in the

horizontal section, or when the prisms are divided

transversely, appears to be made up of more or less

regular hexagonal cells of uniform size, whilst the in-

ternal or subnacreous layer is almost structureless or

minutely granular, exhibiting no trace of cells ; but in

some specimens this layer closely resembles nacre, the

structure then being more or less sinuous, and in

FIG. 180.

A vertical section of a shell of an old Oyster showing the course of the

inner subnacreous laj'ers and the destruction of a greater portion of' the

prismatic structure by boring animals.

certain oysters will be found traversed by tubes. In a

horizontal section of Perna ephippium, the cellular

structure is distinct, but the cells are much more

minute, averaging j^th of an inch in diameter, whilst

in most of the Pinnae they are ^gth of an inch, and the

internal layer of this shell is composed of true nacre.

The horizontal section of the shell of the Hammer

Oyster, Malleus albus, shown in Fig. 181, evidently
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contains three kinds of structure ; on the margin where

the large hexagons are seen, the cells are about ^th of

an inch in diameter ; beneath these there are other cells,

forming a distinct layer
FIG. 181.

SO minute as ^sooth of an

inch, whilst on the upper

edge is seen the nacreous

layer, in which not only

wavy lines occur, but the

greater part of its surface

is traversed by numerous

large branching tubes. Jf

the shell be small and

A horizontal section of the shell of
^Cry COUVCX, then, by

Malleus albus, a, coarse prismatic
j^-vinHino- fhp hnriynntnl

structure, b, minute prismatic struc-
gll"ai"g tnc nOHZOntai

tare, c, nacreous layer with tubuli.
ge(.tiQn flat, the centre

Vfill be found occupied by the nacreous or subnacreous

layer, whilst the margin is composed of hexagonal

cells ; such is the case in sections of the shell of a

Crenatula, the centre of which exhibit the wavy lines

characteristic of the nacre, whilst the margin is com-

posed of hexagonal cells.

In vertical sections of the Pearl Oyster, as shown
in Fig. 182, two distinct structures are evident, even

to the naked eye; the outer is more or less brown,

the lower truly nacreous ; the former is composed of a

series of short prisms, all of which show transverse

markings, while the nacreous layer presents prismatic

colours and distinct sinuous hues. The nacreous layer
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is very thick in this species, from which the principal

FIG. 182. part of the Mother-of-pearl of

commerce is procured. Hori-

zontal sections of the shell of

Lima scabra are chiefly com-

posed of the subnacreous tissue,

traversed by large branching

tubuli not arranged in any

definite order, but crossing and

re-crossing each other in every

direction, as shown in Fig. 183.

When the shell is decalcified,

the tubes are still perfectly apparent, together with

the rest of the organic matter.

The office these tubes perform

is still uncertain, most of them

commence upon the inner surface

of the shell, which must have

been in contact with the mantle,

and then pass towards the outer

surface, their function, as I have

^
said before, may probably be analo-

Portion of tiie subiia-
p-Qus to that of the tubes of dentine;

creous tissue of Lima scabra o
traversed by tubes. ^^ey are generally found only in

the subnacreous substance, but the beautiful nacre of the

Haliotis is traversed by them, as shown in Fig. 197.

A vertical section of the

shell of the Pearl Oyster,

Avicula margaritifera, show-

ing the prismatic and nacreous

layers.

FIG. 183.



LECTURE XVIII.

SKELETON OF MOLLUSCA-CONCHIFERA.

In a perfectly-formed Oyster-shell there is always a

very perceptible difference between the structure of the

outer and inner laminae; the one is comparatively

thick and soft, the other exceedingly thin and hard.

In an old and thick shell which has been divided

vertically, the two portions, as shown in Fig. 180, are

very evident, the former being more or less calcareous,

the other very thin. The calcareous portion is soft,

containing scarcely a trace of animal matter, and is

to a considerable extent destroyed by boring animals

;

but they have left the thin, internal layers untouched,

probably in consequence of their hardness. In some
parts of such a section, nearly the whole of the

calcareous external layer has been removed, and the

laminae composing the inner layer alone remain, so
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that the shell in these parts has a cancellated appear-

ance. A distinct cancellated structure is present in

most of the shells of the genus Spondylus, the office

of the cancelli being to render the shell lighter ; the

shell of Spondylus gigas is in some parts three inches

thick, and if solid, would he very weighty, but if all

the laminge forming the cancelli were in close apposition

they would form a stratum not much more than half an

inch in thickness. It may be questioned whether the

part corresponding to the outer layer, or that which in

the Oyster filled up the spaces between the laminae, ever

exists in the Spondylus, or whether the laminae, as we

now see them, are really composed of two distinct kinds

of shell-structure ; this I shall endeavour to elucidate on

another occasion.

The outer or calcareous laminae of one of these thick

oyster-shells, when ground as thin as possible, is still

very opaque, except in some parts where the remains of

prismatic structure may stiU be discovered. In the

Pearl Oyster, Avicula margaritifera, the outer layer is

generally very thin and coloured, the inner, thick and

nacreous, and the flat valve is the upper one, as in the

common Oyster. In a vertical section of this shell,

shown in Fig. 182, the outer layer, which is of a

greenish-brown colour, is composed of rows of prisms,

whilst the whole of the inner layer is traversed by lines

of growth ; but when a portion of the same nacre is

viewed under a much higher pov^-er, the sinuous struc-

ture is very apparent, and it is by such an arrangement
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that the colours of this beautiful substance are pro-

duced. When the whole of the calcareous matter of

the nacreous lamina of the same shell is removed by

an acid, the organic tissue is found to be a closely

plicated membrane ; these folds are closer and more

numerous where the colours are most brilliant, but, on

the other hand, where no folds exist, the colours are

entirely absent. The inner layer of the common Oyster-

shell exhibits no such colours, and when decalcified, the

membranous residuum is so small in quantity as hardly

to hold together. Many of the Mussels, as the Iridina

elongata, have a nacreous internal layer, perhaps more
brilliant than that of the Oysters, but these are all

foreign species
; the only British specimen at all re-

sembling them is the Unio margaritiferus found in

the rivers of Scotland, Ireland and Wales, which will

be alluded to in a future lecture.

When Nacre or Mother-of-pearl was first examined,
many years ago, by Sir David Brewster, he discovered
on its surface a series of sinuous lines, which he
imagined to be grooves, and they were compared by Sir

John HerscheU to the lines observed on a smoothly-
planed piece of deal; they are not grooves, however, but
plications of the animal basis of the shell. The same
effect is producible by grooves, as was first shown by
Sir John Barton on the principle of unequal reflection
of light

;
but T shall reserve the consideration of this

subject for a future occasion.

In all the shells I have now described of the Lamelli-
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branchiate order, the lobes of the mantle are separate,

and we have seen that the outer layer of the shell

presents the prismatic cellular tissue, and the inner

the nacreous or subnacreous. We have next to con-

sider the structure of those shells in which the lobes

of the mantle are either partially or completely united.

In these shells the prismatic cellular tissue is very

uncommon and the internal layer is generally sub-

nacreous, sometimes presenting almost a crystalline

appearance, and when decalcified, the organic basis is

so small in quantity, that a fragment of the section will

hardly retain its shape when deprived of its calcareous

matter.

Many of the shells we are about to examine are

provided with a horny epidermis, which is sometimes

composed of cells like those of cuticle.

The epidermis of our common edible

Mussel contains traces of cellular tissue
;

Dr. Carpenter, however, believes that the

epidermis of this shell is structureless,

and that a layer immediately below it,

which is cellular, is sometimes removed

with it. In the specimen represented by
A portion of the

horny epidermis of Fig. 184, somc of the ceUs had dark
the Common Mus-

i i i • i
•

i

sei, Mytiius eduiis. walls, othcrs wcre black m the centre with

transparent walls ; these last were probably filled with

air, the preparation being mounted in balsam. The

periostracum of another shell, Trigonia Lamarckii, is

undoubtedly cellular, each cell being hexagonal, with

FIG. 184.
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very thick walls, and containing a large central nu-

cleus. The cells are not uniform in size, being

smallest near the hinge and gradually increasing from

this point to the margin of the valve. The beautiful

FIG. 185. periostracum, a portion of which is

represented in Fig. 185, was first de-

scribed by Mr. Bowerbank in a paper

on the Structure of Shell published

in the first volume of the "Trans-

actions of the Microscopical Society."

In a vertical section of one of the

valves of the common edible mussel,

three distinct kinds of structure are

discernible; one is prismatic, another

more or less of a blue colour, whilst

the third, which forms the inner layer of the shell, is

white or greyish-white. In a horizontal section of the

same shell, on account of the convexity of the shell

and the process of grinding, these layers are all seen

at one time in the field of view, but the blue-coloured

layer predominates. On the margin of such a section

there are faint traces of prismatic structure, towards

the centre, where the blue colour prevails, there are

no cells, but subnacreous tissue only, and in the very

centre there is an almost colourless spot, which shows

a slight indication of a nacreous layer. If this mussel

had been one possessing a nacreous internal layer, the

sinuous condition of the internal laminae would have

been more evident.

A portion of

the periostracum

of IViffonia La-
marckii.
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In Mussel-shells in which the internal layer is very

i)rilliant—as, for example, the Pearl Mussel, Mytilus mar-

garitaceus, Fig. 186—the nacreous layer,very thick and in

some parts of a beautiful purple or violet colour, is covered

FIG. 186. by a thin prismatic layer with a still

thinner cuticle. The horizontal section

of the inner layer of the same shell

presents the peculiar sinuous structure

of nacre, differing entirely from that of

the edible Mussel. The nacreous layer

of shell occasionally exhibits a trace

of tubular structure, and in the

Haliotis long tubes are sometimes

observed. Our common Cockle and

Scallop-shells are principally made up

of white subnacreous tissue, but the

projecting ribs or ridges of the shell

generally exhibit the prismatic cellular

structure. In the Cockle, Cardium

cardissa, the ridges are composed of prismatic structure,

whilst the other parts are more or less fibrous ; both

layers, however, are traversed by small tubuli.

The shell of Mya arenaria is principally formed of

subnacreous tissue, but the horizontal section of this

shell shows that all parts of the outer surface are

distinctly cellular; the cells are very evident on the

margin, but on tracing them towards the centre, the

cell-walls become less and less evident, until at last, in

the very centre of the field, nothing remains of them

A vertical section of

the shell of Mytilus

margaritaceus.
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FIG. 187.

but the dark granular matter which occupied their

interior. Immediately beneath this layer is the sub-

nacreous tissue which is occasionally traversed by

tubuli. One of the valves of this shell has a

remarkable process near the hinge, called the tooth,

which projects at right angles to the valve, and is

generally half an inch in length; it is coaiposed of

short, broad prisms, which, in some specimens, are

filled with calcareous matter in a radiating crystalline

state. Dr. Carpenter possesses a specimen in which

the carbonate of lime is in the form of radiating

crystals, as shown in Fig. 187, and the section has

not been unaptly compared to a

specimen of the mineral Arragonite.

A vertical section of the hinge of

the same shell shows the length of

the prisms in which the carbonate

of lime is partially crystalline, and

the direction of the crystals at an

angle of 45° with the sides of the

prisms. Other horizontal sections

of the hinge of Mya arenaria,

apturoTS/So] ^^1' ^ea^ti^ully

Mya arenaria showing a illustrate the transition from a trulv
i-adiated crystalline ar- ,

rangeraent in the interior cellular to a perfectly mcmbranous
of each cell.

structure, by the partial absorption
and coalescence of the ceU-walls, for in these specimens
we see the cell-walls very clearly in one portion, while
in others they gradually lose the hexagonal outline,

VOL. n.
2c
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and merge into mere sinuous lines or folds. If the

longitudinal lines were connected by transverse ones,

the original cellular structure would reappear. These

gradual transitions are the key to the formation of

the sinuous lines in the nacre, but in true nacre the

original cells are much more minute.

In the hinge-tooth of Pholas crispata, as represented

in Plate XVI, Fig. 17, of the first volume of the

" Histological Catalogue," a somewhat similar structure

exists ; the tissue is cellular, and the centre of each cell

is occupied by dark granular matter; in some parts

the cell-walls have disappeared, but the separate masses

of granular matter indicate very clearly the position of

the cells. In all the large shells, as the Tridacna

and Chama, the tissue is prismatic and subnacreous

;

such shells are usually traversed by tubes which

commence on the inner, and extend as far as the

outer surface, and if this surface present any spines

or ridges, the tubes are generally directed towards

them.

m Cleidotherus chamoides, the outer layer of the

shell is composed of prismatic ceUular stmcture, whUe

the internal is more or less nacreous, with numerous

tubuli, which, as Dr. Carpenter has shown, form an

irregular network parallel to the internal surface of

the shell. From this network a series of straight

tubes arise, which pass at right angles to the nacreous

layer, at a considerable distance from each other,

extending to the prismatic cellular layer, but termi-
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nating abruptly without entering it. In a section of

this shell, for which I am indebted to Dr. Carpenter,

the cellular structure is very evident, and occurs in all

parts of the section appearing opaque to the naked
eye - the transparent parts are nacreous, and exhibit

the tubuli very plainly. Near the centre of the section

is a triangular hole, and many of the tubuli commence
on its margin, some of them are divided transversely,

others ramify in the nacreous substance.

Before leaving the structure of the skeleton of the

LaraeUibranchiate MoUusca, I must notice a few points
of interest in connection with the growth of shell.

In some species of Spondylus the external surface is

covered with large spines, usually of the same colour
and minute character as those of the exterior of the
sheU, increasing in size with its growth. A series of
hooks are developed on the external surface of the
convex valve of the young shell of the Tree Oyster,
Ostreafolmm—so called from its adhering to the stems
of trees, Gorgonias, &c.—by which the animal retains
Its position. These hamular processes increase by fresh
deposits on their external surface, so that with the
growth of the stem of the Gorgonia, their hold on it
IS strengthened.

An interesting example of the change of form in shells
IS afforded by an Anomia for which I am indebted to
Mr. Baker of Bridgewater, who has kindly sent me
several specimens illustrating the same fact. In these
specimens the Anomia has attached itself to the upper

X 2
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strongly-ribbed valve of the common Scallop ; and the

lower valve of the parasite, instead of being flat and thin

as usual, is as much fluted as the Scallop itself.

The shells of this order generally consist of two

valves connected by a hinge, either simple or com-

posed of two or more teeth which interlock; within

the hinge, or external to it, we find an elastic

ligament, serving the purpose of opening the shell,

and acting as an antagonist to the adductor muscle.

While the animal is at rest and undisturbed, the

adductor muscle ceases to act and the shell remains

open, freely admitting food and water ; but on the

approach of danger, disturbance or removal from

the water, the adductor muscle contracts with such

force as not only to overcome the elasticity of the

hgament, but to render it difiicult to force apart the

valves of the shell.

Shells of a rounded form, like the common oyster,

have only one adductor muscle, and are termed Mono-

myaria, whilst those of an elongated form possess two

adductor muscles, and are thence called Dimyaria.

It is evident that a simple elastic tissue would suffice

to open the shell, and that a piece of India-rubber might

be substituted for the ligament, when this is internal to

the hinge, but it would be inefficacious when the

ligament is external to the hinge, because in the latter

case the hgament must necessarily possess a true

contractHe power. The minute structure of this

ligament was first investigated by my late brother,
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whose researches were published in the second volume

of the " Transactions of the Microscopical Society."

The ligament placed within the hinge he found to

be composed of two different kinds of tissue, the

external being nearly structureless, whilst the internal

is fibrous, sometimes presenting a brilliant play of

colours ; the fibres take a vertical direction, they are

crossed by transverse strise, as in Fig. 188, and bear

a perfect resemblance to the prismatic cellular structure

FIG. 188. of the shell deprived of its calcareous

deposit ; that this is its true cha-

racter, is evident, and in some

shells I have detected calcareous

matter in the hinge ligament.

Whatever be the nature of this

tissue, it must evidently be con-

tractile, like muscle, and so powerful

is its action and so extended its

range, that in some of the

Lamellibranchiate animals, as the

Scallop, after division of the

adductor muscle, the valves gape

to the extent of three inches. This ligament must

assist in the progression of the animal, for we are told

that the Scallop is capable of moving rather quickly,

by the rapid opening and shutting of its shell, and the

Cockle can do more, for by means of its foot, aided I

should imagine by the opening and shutting of its shell,

it can perform a scries of small leaps.

A portion of the elastic

material from the hinge of

Cyrma purpurea.
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In many bivalve shells there is a peculiar collection

of silken filaments called the hyssus, extending from

the extremity of the foot, by means of which the

shells are firmly anchored to rocks or stones. A
familiar example of the byssus is afforded by the

common edible Mussel, and a still more striking one

is that of the Pinna, which is often several inches in

length. In Tridacna, when young, the byssus is so

strong as to be cut with difficulty by a knife ; but when

the shell is older and heavier, no byssus is secreted.

Examined microscopically, the byssus of the Pinnae is

found to be composed of filaments of a brown colour,

without any trace of structure; in some species they

are so long and silky as to be manufactured into

gloves*



LECTURE XIX.

SKELETON OF MOLLTJSCA-GASTEROPODA.

The animals comprising the class Gasteropoda are

not only the most numerous, but the most typical of

all the MoUusca
;
they have one remarkable peculiarity

by which they can readily be distinguished ; this consists

in their being provided with a fleshy disc serving as a

foot, upon which they creep. The foot is present in all

the true Gasteropoda, as shown in Fig. 153, but there

is a small class in which this organ is so modified as to

form a vertical flattened fln, enabling the animal to

swim rapidly through the water ; to this class the term

Heteropoda has been applied, and the Carinaria, repre-

sented in Fig. 207, is one of the best known examples.

The back of a Gasteropod is covered with a cloak or

mantle, in or upon which the Shell is secreted ; the

shell is usually spiral and univalve, but in the genus
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Chiton, it is multivalve. In certain of the Nudi-

branchiate order it is either absent or represented by

small calcareous spicula.

The shape of the shell of the Gasteropoda is more or

less conical ; in many genera, as in Patella, it is a

simple flattened cone, in others the cone is elongated,

and may be either straight, as in Dentalium, or in

one plane, as in Plartorbis, or forming a true helix,

as in the common Snail. In many aquatic species

the extremity of the foot is covered by a plate of

horn, or of calcareous matter called the Operculum,

which is considered by Mr. Gray as the rudiment of the

second valve ; its principal use appears to be that of

closing the shell when the animal has retired within it.

Most of you no doubt are familiar with the delicate

membranous film by which the mouth of the common

garden Snail is closed during the period of hyber-

nation ; this is a rudimentary operculum, but under

certain conditions, as I shall hereafter show, it may

become thickened and very opaque by a deposit

of carbonate of lime in a granular form. Some of

the shells are smooth, others are covered with long

spines formed upon prolongations of the mantle ; these

are not constant either in size or number in the same

species of shell, as the animal is not only capable of

removing them when they have become old, but of

forming new ones in other situations.

AU the shells of this class of animals are remarkable

for the small amount of the organic, compared with
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the inorganic element, so that they are not only extremely

brittle, but their fractured surfaces have more or less

of a crystalline appearance ; and to these shells the

term porcellanous was applied by the late Mr. Hatchett

in consequence of the organic element being so small

in quantity as only to be recognized by its becoming

black when heated.

For our knowledge of the intimate structure of the

shells of Gasteropoda, we are principally indebted to

the labours of Mr. Bowerbank, whose researches are

published in the first volume of the " Transactions of

the Microscopical Society." As we proceed with our
examination of sections of shells of various genera,

the strongest evidence will be afforded of the cellular

origin of all the laminae, however crystalline some of

them may at first sight appear.

The order Nudibranchiata, so named from the
exposed condition of the respiratory organs, as shown
at A, in Fig. 189, in which the shell is either absent

FIG. 189.

Doris Johnstoni. a, arborescent branchis. b, dorsal tentacles (after
Alder and Hancock).

or only rudimentary in the adult animal, must first
claim our attention. The very important fact must
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however be borne in mind, that in the early stage

of growth—the larval condition of the animal—a shell

really existed, which was shed at an early age, and

never reproduced except in the form of spicula.

Our knowledge of the Nudibranchiate Mollusca has

been of late greatly increased by the researches of

Messrs. Alder and Hancock, and the splendid

Monograph published by the Ray Society has been

the result of their labours. In many of the species

some rudiment of a skeleton in the form of spicula

has been discovered; these spicula may be pointed

at both extremities and nearly smooth, as in Fig. 190,

FIG. 190. or covered with tubercles like

those of the Gorgoniee. Ac-

cording to Messrs. Alder

and Hancock, in Doris

Jlammea the cloak is fully

developed and is covered

with rather small, unequal,
Spicula from the epidermis of

, i • i . v i

a species of Doris. rOUUdcd, SpiCUlOSC tubcrciCS,

which are large in the centre, and become less

towards the margin. In Doris Johnstoni they are

similar in shape to those represented in Fig. 190,

but are so small as scarcely to be visible to the

naked eye, although they occur in such numbers as

to give the cloak a granular appearance. The spicula

are situated in the epidermis; they are composed

chiefly of carbonate of lime ;
but, like the inorganic

element of shell in general, they contain a minute
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proportion of phosphate of lime. They may be separated

from the soft tissue in which they are imbedded

by means of caustic potash, and when treated with

acids they dissolve with effervescence, and leave an

oj-ganic basis, retaining to a certain extent the shape of

the original spiculum.

The next order of Gasteropods, the Pulmonata of

Cuvier, embraces our common Slugs and Snails, in

the former of which, the shell is either absent in the

adult state, or represented by a conical plate protecting

the breathing organ. The shell of the Slug has

been already described at page 268 as consisting,

in its earliest stage, of a series of cells, which, in

progress of growth, become filled with calcareous

material. In Limax rufus, as shown in Fig. 153,

the rudimentary shell is situated in the shield close

to the head of the animal; but in Testacella the

branchial apparatus is removed to the opposite ex-

tremity of the body, near the anus, and in this

situation is found a small ear-shaped shell, but
whatever be the shape of the shell, the cellular

s more or less plainly visible on
microscopic examination, especially in the newly
formed parts. The garden Snail, Heliv pomatia,
belongs to the same family as the Slugs, but this

animal is provided with a weU-developed shell
;
when,

however, it retreats to its winter quarters, it closes

its shell with a transparent membranous operculum.
Should it so happen that it be often disturbed, or
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be cognizant of the intrusion of foreign bodies, the

thin membrane becomes thickened and cellular, and

at length calcareous material is deposited in the cells,

as will hereafter be shown.

The shells of aU the Gasteropoda provided with a

true shell, within which the animal can be wholly or

partially withdrawn, almost always present a strong

similarity in their minute structure, the most marked

feature being the small amount of animal matter,

owing to which, the original cellular structure is so

very indistinct as to have led many Conchologists to

suppose that the appearances presented on section

are due to crystallization. Most of the shells,

especially those of the Pectinibranchiate order, are

composed of three layers, each consisting of innu-

merable plates, made up of prismatic cellular tissue

disposed alternately in contrary directions, so that the

row of cells in one layer intersects that below it,

nearly at right angles. Mr. Bowerbank examined

the structure of many univalve shells, and found them

to agree so nearly that he was induced to select

the Cyprcea mauritiana as the type of the whole,

there being in this shell so large an amount of

colouring matter intermixed with its structures, as

to render it the best for the examination of its

fractured surfaces, when illuminated by means of the

Lieberkuhn.

A section of a Cyprcsa is represented in Fig. 191 ;

the coloured layers are well seen in the thick parts of
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the section, but all the other portions, however thin,

exhibit three distinct layers. The section represented

FIG. 191.

"Vertical section of a Cowrie Cypraa. a, the portion from which Fig. 192
was drawn.

in Fig. 191 has been made sufficiently thin to be

transparent in every part, and when one of the

narrowest of the spiral portions, a,

is examined with a power of 40
diameters, the structure shown in

Fig. 192 is plainly exhibited;

siich sections, however, give but

a faint idea of the remarkable

arrangement of the cells of the

middle layer. This layer, as pointed

out by Mr. Bowerbank, is best

seen in portions fractured in the

vertical direction, or at right angles

to the lines of growth in which

the peculiar arrangement of the

FIG. 192.

A portion of the shell
of a Cyprma marked a, in

Fig. 191, magnified 40
diameters.
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FIG. 193.

prismatic cells so faintly indicated in Fig. 192 is brought

out in the manner represented in Fig. 193. The intimate

structure of the three layers

of the shell is the same,

but the disposition of the

laminae is different in any

two adjoining ones ; in all

cases, however, the rows of

cells have the same direction

in the inner and outer layers

of the shell, and this may

be either at right angles or

parallel to the lines of

growth, while in the middle

layer they are always ar-

ranged so as to be at right

angles to the other two

layers. The disposition of the cells in the three layers

is very well seen in transverse sections of the shells of

some of the smaller Gasteropoda, as the Rice Shell

before alluded to at page 277. The section exhibited

in Fig. 163, A, is about jth of an inch in diameter,

and when slightly magnified, the structure of the

three layers is distinctly visible; the arrangement of

the cells is perhaps still better seen at b, which is

a portion of the same section more highly magnified.

These little shells almost always exhibit two kinds of

tubular structure, one very minute, like that shown

in Malleus albus, Fig. 181, the other much larger

Portion of the fractured surface of

the middle layer of Cypreea mauri-
tiana exhibiting laminee of prismatic

cells crossing each other at right

angles (after Bowerbank).
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and probably due to boring animals, as in Fig. J 63, & 6;

a faint indication of these tubes is shown at a, in the

transverse section above mentioned. The elongated

shells of the Gasteropoda, such as Dentalium and

Magiius, exhibit nearly the same structure as those

I have already described, the animal matter is very

small in quantity, and the fractured surfaces have a

crystalline appearance ; the latter of these shells merits

a brief notice in consequence of the peculiar manner

in which its growth keeps pace with that of the coral

mass in which it is imbedded.

In the young state of the Magiius the shell is thin,

differing very little in shape from that of the common
FIG. 194. Whelk, and of a spiral form. It is

fixed amongst corals and madrepores, and

were it to continue to grow in the spiral

direction, the corals would soon cover it

;

to prevent this, it takes the form of a

perpendicular tube, and the growth is suf-

ficiently rapid to keep pace with that of

the coral. The animal only occupies the

upper portion of the shell, and as the new
matter is added to the mouth, the cavity

of the tube is solidified by the deposition

of a glassy substance.

Some of the Gasteropoda have very

thin shells; as for example, certain

species of the genus Trochus, which live amongst
rocks, and in order to resist the shocks to which

Elongated shell

of Magiius anti-

quorum (after

Woodward).
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they are constantly liable, strengthen the exterior

surface of their shell by cementing to it, fragments

of stone, or coral, and even valves of other shells.

A specimen of Trochus, T. agglutinans, is represented

at Fig. 195; the foreign bodies, it will be seen,

have all been attached close to the mouth, and as

Fiw. 195. the growth has proceeded,

they are left in a spiral

form corresponding with

the convolutions of the

shell. Some Trochi ap-

pear to make a careful

selection of the foreign

bodies, and arrange them

in a regular spiral ; these

Trochus agglutinans having its shell J-^ave been Called MaSOnS,
strengthened by the addition of foreign

bodies. while othcrs seem to be

indifferent as to the size and symmetrical arrangement

of the strengthening materials, and these have been

named Carriers.

Certain genera of univalve shells, like some of the

bivalves before noticed, have a very brilliant nacreous

layer ; of these, none is more beautiful than the Haliotis,

all the species of which have more or less of a brown

horny substance situated between the lamin?e of calcare-

ous material. A horizontal section of the shell of Ha-

liotis splendens is seen to consist of alternate sinuous

layers of a brown horny material, and Nacre ;
the

latter may be readily distinguished from the former, not
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Vertical section of shell of
Haliotis splendens. a, nacreous
layer. b, horny layer covered
with large hexagonal cells.

only by its colour, but by the peculiar undulating lines

seen on the surface, as shown at a, in Fig. 196. In

FIG. 196. immediate connection with

this nacreous layer may be

seen the horny material,

having its surface covered

with hexagonal cells of various

sizes, each being provided

with a coloured spot of a

stellate form in its centre,

as shown at h. These cells

form so thin a layer, that the

nacre can be seen immediately

beneath them. A vertical

section of the same shell exhibits alternate bands of

horny matter and of nacre, the former being on an

average ^th, whilst the

latter is frequently ^th of

an inch in thickness. All

the nacreous bands are

traversed by minute tubes,

as shown in Fig. 197, their

direction being nearly at

right angles to that of the

striae. When viewed with

a power of 500 diameters,

the nacreous layer of this

shell exhibits a distinctly cellular structure, as before

shown in Fig. 166, and when the same layer

FIG. 197.

Vertical section of shell of Haliotis
splendens exhibiting three dark bands
of horny material and two of nacre,
the latter being traversed by tubes.

IS

VOL. n.
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decalcified, the beautiful iridescent hues will be found

to depend upon the plications of the membranous basis,

as first pointed out by Dr. Carpenter, and already

described in page 30 1

.

The most remarkable genus of Gasteropods is the

Chiton, in which the shell is made up of several jointed

plates so arranged as to bend like the skeleton of an

articulated animal ; in short, this animal would appear

to connect the Mollusca and Articulata more closely

than any other. The shell, as shown at a, in Fig. 198,

consists of eight over-

lapping plates, firmly im-

bedded in a tough horny

mantle, having its margins

smooth or covered with

minute plates, hairs, or

spines. In the sub-genus

Chitonellus, b, the shell

is in a very rudimentary

condition, but it will be

noticed that it still consists

of eight segments ; the

mantle is soft and velvety, and quite free from

plates or spines. The structure of the shell of

Chiton is very peculiar; the external layer is of a

green colour, and is composed of a coarse fibrous

material generally traversed by large canals. A ver-

tical section of one of the plates a, Fig. 199; when

magnified 40 diameters, exhibits large canals running

FIG. 198.

A B

A, Chiton squamosus. b, Chitonellus

fasciatus (after Chenu).
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FIG. 199.

through the entire thickness of the section sometimes

presenting the moniliform appearance represented by B

;

but if the fibres are very strongly

marked, the canals run between

them in parallel lines, as shown

at c ; this is the common appear-

ance at the base of the section.

When one of the plates is divided

horizontally, the fibrous structure

of the outer layer is very plainly

displayed, and the canals are then

seen divided more or less trans-

versely, as in Fig. 200; they are

generally full of dark granular

matter, but this is probably in

great measure derived from the

oftheTSStrsheUo? "^^^'"''^^ ^"^pl^j^d in making the

thelpex of Ve ex°!
^^^^^^^^ cauals do uot always

ll.SfiS^'p'pT^iSce^of
™^ thickness

the canals c, a portion of of the shcD, but are p-enerallv
the base of the same section ° "
in which the canals are seen Confined to the Superficial portion
running in obhque hnes. r i

r
ot the outer layer ; while the

deeper portion of this same layer presents a minutely
cellular or prismatic structure. In the section represented
by A, in Fig. 199, the coloured layer was absent in the
centre, the entire thickness being formed by the inner
layer. It was in this section that the branched and
moniliform tubes represented at B occurred, extending
completely through the shell, even through the outer

Y 2
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FIG. 200.

layer wherever that was present. The inner layer of

some of these shells is composed of nacreous material

in which many small tubuli, like

those of the Haliotis, frequently

occur, and when this layer is very

thick, a trace of prismatic structure

is seen on the inner edge.

Many species of Gasteropodn,

as before noticed, develope an

Operculum, or lid, on a par-

ticular lobe of the foot ; it may

be composed either of layers of

horn, or of dense shell-substance,

the principal office of which is

la^rritrofrS^ to dose the mouth of the shell

S when the animal retires within

more or less obliquely. Qj-ay considers the Oper-

culum to be the analogue of the dextral valve of the

Conchifera. It is developed in the embryo whilst

within the egg and its starting-point is termed the

nucleus; it always exhibits more or less of a spiral

development, and in some cases the spirals are numerous

and nearly concentric, as shown at A, in Fig. 201. In

other cases, and these are the most common, the new

matter is added principally on one side, and the nucleus,

as shown at b and e, is then very excentric. The

surface attached to the foot in all the shelly varieties

of Operculum exhibits no trace of spirals, and is of

convex figure, being generally smooth or covered with
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a series of convex tubercles, Fig. 201, d and f.

According to the Rev. H. Moseley, the number of

FIG. 201.

A, B, c, D, E, F, various forms of Operculum (after Chenu).

turns which the operculum makes is not determined

by the number of whorls in the shell, but by the

curvature of the opening and the necessity that the

operculum should be developed with sufficient rapidity

to completely close the enlarging mouth of the shell.

The spirals of the operculum are invariably sinistral

in dextral shells.

The most rudimentary form of operculum is that

of the common Snail, which, generally speaking,

consists of a thin membranous film formed during
winter; occasionally, however, as in the present instance^

observed by Mr. Warington, the thin transparent layer
is rendered thick and opaque by a deposit of calcareous
matter. When examined under a power of 130
diameters, as shown at a, in Fig. 202, the structure
was found to be hexagonal, each hexagon exhibiting a
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FIG. 202.

minutely granular appearance from the deposit of

carbonate of lime. When a portion of the same

operculum was decalcified, as

« shown at h, the cellular struc-

ture could be easily recog-

nized, but there was in some

cases an indication that the

larger hexagons represented

at a were made up of

several smaller ones. In the

common Whelk the oper-

culum is composed of horny

material, and exhibits no

structure ; in most shells,

a, a portion of the thickened
^owever, it is made up en-

Operculum of a common bnail. ' ^

*, the same decalcified. tirely of shelly matter, and

in certain species of Turbo it is nearly three inches in

diameter. When rendered sufficiently thin to be

transparent, all the sections have characters common

to that of the shell to which they belonged, and

like the shells of Gasteropoda generally, are remarkable

for the smaU quantity of animal matter present, and

for an almost total absence of the original cellular

structure.

A horizontal section of an Operculum of a large

Turbo exhibits a prismatic structure, the contents of

the prisms having a crystallme appearance; in some

parts of the section the prisms are crossed by a series

of curved lines, which are probably the lines of growth;
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in others, especially on one edge, the prisms

—

Fig. 203, A, are arranged in a series of cones, each

FIG. 203.

A n

A, horizontal section of the Operculum of a large Turbo, b, a vertical

section of the same.

cone exhibiting a crystalline structure. In a vertical

section of the same operculum, two curved rows of

small foramina may be observed by the naked eye;

one of these situated near the upper surface of the

section, the other near the middle, as shown at b.

The curved lines of growth are very evident in this

section, and the shelly substance, especially in the

neighbourhood of the foramina, exhibits traces of
prismatic cellular structure agreeing in all these cha-
racters with those of corresponding sections of the
shell.
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FIG. 204.

SKELETON OF MOLLTJSCA-GASTEROPODA,

HETEUOPODA, PTEROPODA, AND CEPHALOPODA.

The shells of most of the Gasteropoda are covered

with an outer coat of animal

matter, the epidermis or

periostracum, which is some-

times the seat of the colour

of the shell. In the Whelk

it is brown and horny, and in

one species of Triton it has

been compared by Mr. S. P.

Woodward to coarse cloth.

A portion of the periostracum

of a species of Buccinum is

represented in Fig. 204 ; it

Portions of periostracum of a COnsistS of a SCricS of homy

laminee, a, which precisely

seen edgeways, c, lamina mag-
„Q,.,.es„ond to certain linear

nified 250 diameters. r
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markings on the shell ; each lamina is dilated at intervals,

as at b ; these dilatations lie over the spiral convolutions

of the shell; and when viewed under a power of 130

diameters, as at c, each of the laminae presents a minutely

fibrous appearance. In the Cowries there is no epidermis,

but the shell, from being always covered by the mantle

when the animal is expanded, acquires a fine polished

surface, and as the lobes of the mantle deposit the shell-

substance, it often happens that when a small Barnacle

or other parasite fixes itself upon the Cowrie, it is soon

covered over with a layer of shell, as in the specimen

represented in Fig. 205 ; this is a section of the shell of

TTG. 205. a Cowrie, Cyprea Tigris, on

which a Barnacle has attached

itself, but in revenge for this

act of aggression, the Cowrie

has enveloped all parts of its

shell except the hole through

which the cirrhi are protruded,

^^cai section of the
Gasteropoda present

l^Zii^a^SS^rl^o ^h^racters of
B^'^'^'^i'- organization of the Mollusca
in one or other of the genera, so that they are usually

termed the types of the Mollusca. I have abeady made
you acquainted with many of these characters

; but there
is one other to which I wish to allude before I pass to

the next division of our subject, and this is the high state
of perfection at which the dental apparatus has arrived
m some of these animals. The destructive habits of the
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common Snail and Slug are universally known, but there

are marine animals of this order whose boring operations

even the hardest rocks and shells cannot withstand. I

could not bring forward a better example of a boring

Gasteropod than the common edible Whelk, Buccinum

undatum ; this animal is provided with a proboscis-like

organ capable of extension, and having within it a

muscular tongue armed on its free surface with a series

of spines of peculiar form and arrangement, which have

been termed lingual teeth. There are upwards of a

hundred rows of these teeth (Fig. 206), each row cora-

206
posed of three pieces, the two

lateral, h, b, having four teeth,

all more or less curved, whilst

in the central piece, a, they are

smaller, straight, like incisors,

and generally five in number.
A portion of the tongue of a , . . ,

Whelk, Buccinum undatum. a, b,b, When the proboscis IS Opened
one row of teeth.

^^^^^ ^.^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

the anterior extremity of this organ wiU be found

curved upon itself, and to be of a brown colour for

about the space of half an inch ; the posterior

extremity is soft, and its margins are brought nearly

together, so as to form a tube. The curved anterior

portion is placed in contact with the shell about to be

bored, and by means of the curve, the points of the

teeth are first brought into action. The teeth them-

selves are composed of silica, and are consequently

admirably fitted for cutting the hardest shells.
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The small holes not unfrequently seen in the shells

of Oysters are bored by the Whelk, and instinct leads

the animal to select that part of the shell to which the

adductor muscle is attached. This is the case in

several shells in my possession, and in a valve of a

large Pearl Oyster I have lately met with, there are no

less than four holes all in this situation, one of which

has completely penetrated the shell, the other three

nearly so. The object of the Whelk in selecting this

part of the shell is evident; when once the adductor

muscle is wounded, the shell readily opens, and the

fish then falls an easy prey to the voracious Gasteropod.

In the Limpet the tongue is nearly three inches long

;

the teeth all of a brown colour, and more or less bent,

but not being siliceous, they are only adapted for rasping
a softer material than shell.

The Cowries are carnivorous, they generally inhabit

shallow water near the shore, and Zoophytes constitute

their principal article of food. They are provided
with a long tongue, covered with several rows of teeth
which, according to Loven, take the form represented
m Fig. 207. The central one is single, but on each

i-iG. 207. side there are three, one of

^^^^Xp'r^ which is provided with serrated

edges, the other two taking the

form of recurved spines. The
upper jaw of the common Snail

is provided with a horny cutting

instrument, opposed by a flattened

A single row of lingual teeth
\

of a Cowrie, Cyprma Europcea,
(after Loven).

J
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tongue covered with a pavement of minute teeth

;

and the same form of dental apparatus occurs in all

our land Snails; but in the most highly organized

Mollusca, as will hereafter be shown, there are two

horny mandibles, moving vertically like those of a

bird, in addition to a tongue covered with recurved

spines.

The next division of the Mollusca, the Heteropoda,

is one which, although usually included in the

Gasteropods, should, I think for many reasons, be

separated from them, and form a distinct Class. As

stated before, the foot of these creatures is placed upon

the upper surface of the body in the position usually

taken by the animal in swimming, and is converted into

a fin-like organ. There are, however, a few species in which

a rudiment of a foot is found in the form of a small

sucking disc placed upon the upper edge of the fin, by

means of which it is said they adhere to floating seaweed.

One of the most striking representatives of the class, is

the Carinaria cymbium, Fig. 208, an inhabitant of the

riG. 208.

like foot, c, tcntacula.
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Mediterranean. The body is of elongated form, having

the mouth at one extremity and a fin at the other ; it is

composed of a jelly-like material, as transparent as the

finest glass, which is almost wholly invested by a

muscular tunic sufficiently transparent to allow of the

alimentary canal being seen through it. The mouth,

as in the Gasteropoda generally, is furnished with a

horny tongue upwards of half an inch in length,

having three rows of brown teeth, used for rasping

the harder kind of seaweed upon which it is said to

feed. The alimentary canal runs from the mouth to

the centre of the lower part of the body, where all the

other important organs are collected into a mass very
like that of the nucleus of the Salpa, page 262. In
the species under consideration this mass is protected
by a thin, delicate, boat-like shell, a, very much re-

sembling that of the Arganaut. Within this shell

the branchial organs, the heart, fiver, and generative
apparatus are contained, and from this circumstance
the order Nucleobranchiata has been founded by certain
modern authorities. The shefi is the undoubted skeleton
of the Carinaria, and as such, requires our more
immediate attention

; its shape is exceedingly elegant
being somewhat like that of a helmet, and when dried,'
It presents an opaHne appearance, but is thin and brittle,'

hke the finest glass. Under the highest powers of the
microscope, the shell of Carinaria vitrea presents no
trace of cellular structure ; it is not, however, clear and
transparent fike glass, but in every part exhibits a
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minutely granular appearance. When the inner surface

of the shell is examined, certain circular markings

may be observed which occur in parallel rows, and at

nearly equal distances
;
they are very small, not more

than ^oth. of an inch in diameter; and at first sight

they may be mistaken for foramina, but on more

careful examination, they are found to project slightly

from the surface of the shell. Their office is probably

to assist in attaching the delicate skeleton to the soft

parts of the animal.

The next class of MoUusca, the Pteropoda, includes

only a few genera, and of these, the species most

commonly known is the Clio borealis, which is said to

form the principal food of the great Whalebone Whale.

The peculiar sieve-like apparatus formed by the plates

of whalebone and their fringed inner margins serve the

purpose of detaining the small MoUusca, while the

water taken into the mouth with them is ejected.

The term Pteropod is derived from

two wing-like appendages attached to

the side of the neck, as shown in

Fig. 209 ;
by means of which the

animal swims rapidly through the

water. There are two species of Clio

described, the one found in the northern

regions being termed C. borealis, whilst

the other, confined to the south seas,

is known as C. Australis. Both species

Clio (after Chenu). occur in the greatest abundance, and

FIG. 209.
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voyagers have stated that, in very fine weather and

towards evening, ships often sail through shoals of

them extending for several miles.

The Clio has no rudiment of a shell, but there

are other genera in which this protective exo-skeleton

is sufficiently large to contain nearly the whole of the

soft parts of the animal. The most remarkable of

these is the Hyalcsa, represented of its natural size,

with the fins extended, at c, in Fig. 210. The shell is

FIG. 210. exceedingly thin, delicate, and

somewhat boat-shaped; it looks

at first sight like a bivalve,

but the parts between which

the hinge might be supposed

to exist are firmly joined

together. The soft parts of

the animal are protruded from
two fissures, one in front of

the shell, as shown at b, the

other at the side, as seen at a.

In the genus Cleodora the shell

takes the shape of a flattened

funnel, is very transparent, and
marked with curved lines. In
Criseis it is elongated and

conical, but in Limacma the cone is convoluted. I
have examined the structure of the shell of one or
more species of the genera HyalcBa, Cavolina, Clione
Creseis and Triptera ; in most of them it is as'

a, Hyala>a globulosa, side
view of the shell, b, front
view of the same, c, animal
with fins e.\panded.
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FIG. 211.

transparent as glass, and almost structureless; but in

a large species of Creseis it was found to be

composed of two layers, the outer opaque and

minutely granular, the inner somewhat fibrous, the

fractured edges in most cases exhibiting portions

of fibres which extend beyond the outer granular

layer. Most of the shells, especially those of

Hyal(sa, have the curved lines of growth very

strongly marked, but I have never been able to

detect the least trace of prismatic cellular structure

in any specimen.

The highest class of the

MoUusca, from the disposition

of their principal locomotive

organs around the head, as

shown in Fig. 211, have

received the name of Cepha-

lopoda. They are not only

the most highly organized

of the MoUusca, but many

species resemble the lowest of

theVertebrata—the Myxinoid

Fishes, for example—in hav-

ing a cartilaginous internal

skeleton, supporting and pro-

tecting the nervous centre

and the organs of vision

, ^. , e • and mastication. In addition
Common Cuttle Fish, Sepia

officinalis, (after Woodward).
j-j^Jg cartllaginOUS Skeleton,
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many of the Cephalopoda, as for instance, the Nautilus

and Argonaut have a perfectly developed shell ; in

others, as the Cuttle-fish, the shell is reduced to a

calcareous plate termed the " cuttle-bone," but in the

Calamary the shell is represented by a horny pen, or

gladius, and in the Octopus, or Poulpe, it exists in its

most rudimentary form as a cylinder of horny matter
termed a style ; in other species it is altogether absent.

It wiU thus be seen that the skeleton of this class as a

whole does not present a single constant character;

therefore our description must be confined to each form
separately.

The Cephalopoda have been divided by Professor
Owen into two principal orders—viz. : Di-branchiata
and Tetra-branchiata, according to the number of
the branchial organs : the animals included in the order
Di-branchiata have no external, chambered shell,

their bodies being soft and naked, and as a compel
sation for this seeming deficiency, they are provided
with an "Ink-bag," from which a black pigment
termed Sepia can be discharged so as quickly to
render the surrounding water opaque and enable
them to escape from their enemies. In this order are
included the Cuttle-fishes, Calamaries, the Argonaut
Spirula and Belemnite, aU being provided with feet, or
tentacula, eight or ten in number, which are arranged in
a radiatmg manner around the mouth ; the species are
very numerous, but in the order Tetra-branchiata on
the contrary, only three specimens, and these of one

VOL. II.
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genus—viz. : Nautilus, remain, although in the earlier

periods of the earth's history they were most abundant

—more so perhaps than any other family of the class

Mollusca.

The structure of the internal cartilaginous skeleton

of one of the commonest members of the Di-branchiate

order, the Cuttle-fish, Sepia officinalis, has already

FIG. 212. ^^^^ described in the first volume of these

Lectures ; I shall therefore only briefly

aUude to it again, as exhibiting cells of a

peculiar figure, some\yhat like the bone cells

of many fishes : they are imbedded in a semi-

transparent matrix, as shown in Fig. 212;

the same structure exists in the cartilage of

most of the soft Cephalopods, but in some

Fl-M..^L^^ilvJ species a fibrous tissue is mixed up with

Cartilage from
cartilage,

the cranium of o
Sepia officinalis. J ^^iqW uow procccd to describe the

structure of the rudimentary shell in some of these

animals, and will first take that of the Octopus, or

Poulpe, in which it exists simply as a horny Style.

When this is divided ti'ansversely, it is found to consist

of concentric laminae of brown horny material ; in some

specimens the centre of the section is much more

consohdated and of a darker colour than the outside.

The Pen or Gladius of the Calamary, Loligo vulgaris,

as shown in Fig. 213, is very like a quill in shape;

when divided transversely it also exhibits a laminated

structure like that of the Octopus, but when that
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part which corresponds to the plume of the quill is

carefully examined, a very faint trace of hexagonal

PIG. 213. cells, like those shown in Fig. 214, has

been observed ; from these markings not

being noticed in the transverse sections, I

am induced to believe that they belong to

a cuticular layer, and do not enter further

into the structure of the horny gladius.

In the Cuttle-fish, Sepia officinalis, the

" bone," or Sepiostaire, as shown in Fig.

215, is usually considered as a rudiment
of a chambered shell, one chamber of which,

and this the last or outer one, has been
developed unilaterally. The "bone" is

usually as long and as wide as the mantle
in which it is imbedded ; the outer surface

is convex and shelly, the inner concave and
chalky; on the edges is a brown horny
substance which is very broad at the lower
portion of the bone, and in the median line

termmates in a pointed process termed the

The fTorny-
^" ^'""^^ ^^'^ rudimentary

pen or Gladius shell was employed in medicine as an01 a Lalamary,
<-

•

i jj i
Loiiffo vulga. antacicJ, but its principal use now, is

either for tooth-powder or for "pounce."
The outer shelly portion of the Sepiostaire, when

rendered sufficiently thin to be transparent, exhibits a
coarse hexagonal structure, as shown at F in Fig. 216 •

each hexagon has an oval nucleus in the centre, from

z 2
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FIG. 214.

A portion of the Gladius of a

Calamary exhibiting a cellular ex-

ternal layer.

which a series of radii proceed towards the margin;

in many parts of the section the radii very much

resemble the crystals before

described as occurring in

the tooth of Mya arenaria,

Fig. 187. The soft internal

portion of the same speci-

men exhibits a totally

different structure. On

transverse section, as shown

at D, in Fig. 216, it wiU

be found to be composed

of a series of curved laminee, a a, separated from each

other by thin wavy partitions, or pillars, of transparent

calcareous material, each of which, when

highly magnified, as shown at e, exhibits

a series of fine transverse markings,

somewhat like those seen in the prisms

of the PinnfS. In consequence of the

lamina being curved, those portions of

the pillars which are attached to the

concave side of each, are much broader

than those attached to the convex side,

as may be readily seen on referring to

Fig. 216, D. When a portion of the

Sepiostaire is divided longitudinally, the

pillars will be found to project from

the laminae, and being viewed edgeways,

their true nature can be easily ascertained ;
they may

FIO. 215.

The Sepiostaire,

or cuttle-hone of

Sepia officinalis.
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therefore be described as consisting of a thin layer of

calcareous material folded or bent upon itself like a

FIG. 216.

D, a portion of a transverse section of Cuttle-bone; a a, lamin^E betweenthe pillars e one of the pillars magnified 95 diameters, f, portion of the

of the
Cuttle-bone. o, concave inne; Lface of one

friU. When separated from the larainse, they leave
an impression of their exact shape upon them, as
shown at g, which is a representation of one of the
laminge having its concave surface uppermost. It wiU
thus be seen that there must be a considerable part
of each lamina not occupied by the piHars ; all these
spaces therefore may be considered as so many cavities
m, and as diminishing considerably the weight of, the
mass. The structure of the laminte is minutely
granular, and the calcareous material of which it is

composed is far more opaque than that composing
the pHlars.

^
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SKELETON OF MOLLUSGA-CEPHALOPODA.

The Argonaut, or Paper-sailor, belongs to the same

order as the Cuttle-fish. The animal very much

resembles the Octopus in shape; it has eight arms,

two of which are provided with expanded extremities,

and perform the function of a mantle in secreting and

protecting the delicate shell. The Argonaut was

formerly described as having the power of coming to

the surface of the sea in fine weather, and spreading

its thin sail to catch the breeze, but I need hardly tell

you that this is not the case; it progresses as the

Octopus does, by ejecting the water from its funnel;

it also is able to crawl over rocks and stones by

means of its arms, the shell being reversed like that

of the Snail. The attachment of the animal to the

shell is very slight, and when preserved in spirit, unless
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care have been taken to keep its expanded arms in

contact with the shell, it will drop out, if the shell

-be turned with its mouth downwards. There is a

specimen in the Museum, presented by Madame

Power, a lady who has paid very great attention to

the habits of these beautiful creatures, exemphfying

the manner in which two of the expanded arms com-

pletely invest the delicate shell ; two other specimens,

presented by the same lady, have been prepared by

Mr. Goadby in order to show how the animal is able

to crawl with its shell reversed like that of the Snail.

The Argonauts provided with a shell are invariably

females, and one of the principal uses of this skeleton

is to protect the ova, which are very numerous and

occupy the hollow portion of the spire. The males

are very minute and shell-less, that of the common
Argonaut, Argonauta Argo, not being more than

seven lines in length ; it has often been found attached

to the female by its suckers, and was at first considered

as a parasitic worm ; the researches of Costa and of

Kolliker prove that it is undoubtedly the male of this

species.

Of the minute structure of the shell of the Argonaut
I have little to say ; it is very brittle, and exhibits no
trace of cellular or prismatic tissue ; under the highest

powers, every part presents a minutely granular

appearance.

The next example of the order Di-branchiata I shall

notice, is the remarkable animal denominated Spirula

;
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the shell has been long known, being found in abundance

on the shores of New Zealand and of the Atlantic ; not

a few specimens, according to Woodward, " are yearly

picked up on the coasts of Devon and Cornwall,

supposed to have been brought thither by the gulf

stream." The animal belonging to this shell was

originally described by Peron and Lesueur, and more

recently by De Blainville ; but a perfect specimen,

obtained by Mr. Percy Earl on the coast of New
Zealand, was dissected by Professor Owen, and its

anatomy given by him in the " Zoology of the Voyage

of the * Samarang.' " By some authorities the shell

was supposed to belong to an animal like the Nautilus,

FIG. 217. and to be external to the soft parts; but

the researches of Peron and others indicated

that it was an internal one, and that the

soft parts resembled those of the Cuttle-

fish, as represented in Fig. 217. Professor

Owen has shown that the animal possesses

eight short arms covered with suckers and

two elongated tentacles, and is also provided

with that peculiar apparatus termed the

ink-bag. The shell, which is of a spii-al form,

as shown in Fig. 218, is situated at the

Animal of Spi- lowcr part of the body, and enclosed
ra/a (after Wood-

, , i i r .^ i.i -j.

ward.) between two lobes of the mantle ; it

consists of a series of chambers which are formed by

transverse septa, each being perforated by a small

calcareous syphonic tube on the inner or concave
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SheU of Spi.

rnla Australis

natural size.

FTG. 219.

margin of the shell. The septa are like a watch-glass,

in shape, the concave surface being situated towards

FIG. 218. the mouth of the shell ; in full-grown

specimens they are upwards of twenty in

number. The outer surface of the shell

is rough and opaque, and when examined

microscopically, exhibits a coarse reticulated

tissue, as shown in Fig. 219, the reticula-

tions being slightly raised above the general

surface, the interspaces being usually of a brown colour,

and presenting a granular appearance. The internal

surface of the shell is much smoother

than the external, and under a power
of 250 diameters exhibits a minutely

hexagonal structure, as seen in Fig. 220
;

the septa are coated with nacre, both

on their anterior and posterior surfaces,

and on microscopic examination, present

all the wavy markings characteristic of

that beautiful material.
A portion of the wt • , ,

outer surface of the ^® '^ow amve at the last family of

)raiis mfgSed 50 Di-branchiatc order, iheBelemnitidce,
diameters.

animals which formerly existed in the
greatest abundance in the secondary strata of the earth's
surface, so much so that nearly a hundred species have
been found in a fossil state. Nothing very certain was
known of the soft parts of these animals, untU the
year 1842, about which time, cuttings being made
through the Oxford clay in the neighbourhood of

mm
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Chippenham, Wilts, by the Great Western Railway

Company, a great variety of Belemnites were discovered.

FIG. 220. These were found to consist of two principal

genera, one termed Belemnites, the other

Belemnoteuthis ; of the former genus very

few remains of the soft parts occurred, but

those of the latter were in so perfect a state

Portion of the
preservation that a very good idea could

internal surface be formed of the shape of the animal.
of the shell of

. . ,

Spiruia Austra- Most pcrsons are familiar with a conical
&magnified250

i •
i

diameters. dart-shapcd fossil fouud m the secondary

deposits formerly termed thunderholts or Belemnites

by Geologists ; the larger end having a conical cavity

occasionally occupied either by sand or the remains

of a chambered shell. This was all that for many

years was known of the Belemnite, and Zoologists

were induced to classify it with the Ammonites,

Mr. Miller was the first to attempt a restoration of

the animal; he conceived that the fusiform fossil, or

guard above described, was an internal skeleton, and

placed it in the body of a Calamary ; a few years after-

wards Drs. Buckland and Agassiz examined specimens

in which the fossil ink-bag was preserved in the last

chamber of the shell occupying the conical cavity of

the guard, and confirmed to a certain extent Mr.

Miller's ideal restoration. About the year 1842,

the wonderful specimens discovered in the Oxford

clay set the question at rest; in that formation, the

perfect animal, represented in Fig. 221, and named
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by the late Mr. Channing Pearce of Bath, Belemno-

teuthis antiqms, was found. The soft parts of the

Belemnite proper have not yet

been discovered, the most perfect

specimen being that represented

in Fig. 222, which was collected

by Mr. Buy, of Chippenham,

and described by the late Dr.

ManteU in the "Philosophical

Transactions" for 1849, and is

now to be seen in the British

Museum. It consists oftheguard,

a, into the upper conical cavity

of which was inserted the siphun-

culated internal chambered shell,

b, termed the phragmacone ;

this last was provided with a

pointed process on each side,

like that shown at c. Accord-

ing to Dr. ManteU, aU these

Beiemnoteuthisaniiguus from parts Were invested bv a hornv
Oxford clay, Christian Malford,

i.- •

J J

Wilts, ^rd the natural size coating or mtegumeut, so as to
(after ManteU). ^

o >

form a receptacle for the viscera
of the animal. At the time I am now speaking, no
other portion of the soft parts of the true Belemnite,
such as the arms, fins, &c., have I believe been
discovered, but of the Belemnoteuthis, on the contrary,
every portion of the animal, even to the muscular
fibres of the arms, has been wonderfuUy preserved in
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the Oxford clay, as may be shown by the specimens

now before you. The greater part of these were

presented to the Museum by the late Marquis of

Northampton, for others the College is indebted to

Mr. S. P. Pratt; they have all been described by

Professor Owen in the "Philosophical Transactions"

for 1844. The most perfect of these specimens is the

Belemnoteuthis of Pearce, the Belemnites Oivenii of

Pratt; the arms are eight in number, and each pro-

vided with a double series of (what were once, no

doubt) horny hooks similar to those found in existing

Calamaries of the genus Onyclioteuthis ; there were

also two long tentacles, but it is generally supposed

that the animal was not provided with a horny beak,

like our common Cephalopods, as no trace of them

has yet been discovered ; but there is undoubted

evidence of the preservation of such remains in

other Cephalopods, by fossils termed Rhyncholites,

which are nothing more than the beaks of these

animals.

The skeleton of a Belemnoteuthis consists of a

short blunt "guard," the interior of which is occu-

pied by a chambered shell termed the phragmacone

;

it is provided with a siphuncular tube, not situated

in the centre, but on one edge ; above this is the

ink-bag. The part known as the Belemnite or guard,

therefore, is very rudimentary, or may be said hardly

to exist in this animal, the shelly skeleton consisting

essentially of the phragmacone; there is, however,
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abundant evidence to prove that this was covered by

a thin coating of shelly matter.

The skeleton of the Belemnite, however, is very

different; it consists of the long spathose guard, a,

FIG. 222. surmounted by the conical chambered

phragmacone, b, from the upper sides

of which two sword-like processes, like

that seen at c, proceed. An external

capsule, probably of a horny nature,

invested the whole of these parts, and

as it extended upwards, it formed a

receptacle for the principal portions of

the viscera of the animal. The phrag-

macone is composed of a series of shallow

concave cells of a nacreous material,

having a siphuncular tube passing through

them
: the cells are frequently found of

very large size in the lias ; some speci-

mens I have seen have measured nearly

two inches in diameter.

The shelly covering of the "guard" and of the

phragmacone is too opaque to enable the microscopist

to make out much of its minute structure ; it appears
to resemble nacre more nearly than any other substance.
The "guard," however, is sufficiently firm to aHow of
sections being made in every direction; when divided
transversely, as shown at A in Fig. 223, a concentric
laminated arrangement is visible under a power of 10
diameters, some of the laminae being more strongly
marked than others ; but when a higher power is

Belemnites Pu-
zosianus from the
Oxford clay, Chris-
tian Malford,Wilts,
(after Mantell).
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employed, and if the section be a favourable one,

FIG. 223.

A B C

A segment of a transverse section of the guard of a Belemnite. b,.portion of

the same magnified 95 diameters, c, vertical section (nat. size.)

radiated prismatic structure, like that of many of the

larger shells, as exhibited at b, will be faintly observed.

When divided vertically, as shown at c, the strong lines

of growth, consisting of a series of cones one within

the other, are very visible to the naked eye, but when

examined with a power of 100 diameters, an inter-

mediate faintly cellular structure may be observed.

Many " guards" exhibit little or no structure, the

animal basis having been destroyed, and a crystalline

homogeneous mass occurring in its place.

In Fig. 226 is given a representation of the Belemnite

according to Professor Owen, from which it will be seen

that the animal was provided with eight arms, two ten-

tacles, an ink-bag, a funnel, and two lateral fins. Smce

the publication of Mr. Owen's paper in 1844, many
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FIG. 224. Paloeontologists have been induced

to believe that none of the soft parts

of a true Belemnite—that is, an

animal possessing a long conical

guard, such as that shown at a, in

Fig. 222— have ever been dis-

covered, and that all the specimens

described in the paper above men-

tioned under the head of Belem-

nites Owenii really belong to the

genus Belemnoteuthis of Pearce ; it

matters not, however, for our pre-

sent purpose to which of the two

genera the specimens are referred,

our principal concern having been

that of directing attention to the

minute structure of the most dura-

ble part of the skeleton—viz. : the
" guard."

So perfectly preserved have been some of these

specimens, that even the muscular

fibres of the arms are visible to the

naked eye; the minute structure of

these fibres, as seen under a power of

500 diameters, is shown in Fig. 225
;

those of a recent Onychoteuthis have
been described with them by Professor

Owen, in the paper above alluded to.

To the second order of the Cepha-
'

lopoda, the Tetra-branchiata, belongs

Belemnite, restored (after

Owen).

Fossil muscular fibres

of Belemnites Owenii.
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the Pearly Nautilus, Nautilus pompilius, which is one

of three existing representatives of a long-lost tribe

of Cephalopods having a chambered siphunculated

shell by which the greater portion of the animal was

protected. Upwards of 1000 fossil species belonging

to this order are now known by their shells, but

of the existing genus Nautilus, only three species

have been found; the shell of N. pompilius is ex-

ceedingly common in collections, but of the animal

inhabitant very few specimens have ever been brought

to Europe. This College is fortunate in possessing

two of these; the first was captured off the New

Hebrides by Mr. G. Bennett, and is the subject of

the splendid Monograph by Professor Owen, for the

second the College is indebted to Sir Edward Belcher

;

a specimen has also been acquired lately by the British

Museum.

The animal inhabits the last chamber of the shell

as shown in Fig. 227; it has no connection with the

other chambers, except by means of the siphuncle a a,

through which a tubular portion of the mantle passes,

and is protected in part, by a short tube of shell, arising

from each septum; according to Professor Owen, a

small artery and vein accompany this prolongation of

the mantle, the object being to nourish the chambered

portion of the shell, as the septa and walls are each

lined by a delicate membrane, the vitality of which no

doubt is maintained by such a direct connection with

"the vascular system of the animal. The use of the

siphuncle in chambered shells has been said to be that
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FIG. 226.

Vertical section of the shell of Nautilus
pompilius, showing the siphuncle, a a, and the
situation of the animal in the last chamber.

of enabling the animal either to sink or float at

pleasure; the common opinion, even nov^^, is that the

animal has the power

of injecting water into

the siphuncular tube,

by which the specific

gravity of the shell is

increased, and it gra-

dually sinks to the

bottom ; at the will

of the animal, the

water can be forced

out of the siphuncle

by the compressed air

of the chambers, as
in the phUosophical toy named the Hydrostatic paradox,
and the shell, being thus rendered lighter than the water!
again comes to the surface. If such a theory as this
were applicable to the Nautilus, it certainly could not be
to other shells found in the fossil state—as for instance,
that shown in Fig. 228, the siphuncle of which is

entirely composed of shelly matter; hence the idea
entertained by Professor Owen of the use of the
siphuncle, is, no doubt, the correct one.

We now proceed to the examination of the skeleton
of the Nautilus pompilius, which we shall find well
deserves the epithet pearly. The shell itself is so weU
known that I only think it necessary to point out that
there are three distinct varieties of colour on its outer

VOL. n.
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surface, each forming a very thin layer, the greater part

being of an opaque white, the others of a reddish-

brown and black. When divided vertically, as shown
in Fig. 227, the greater portion of the section, as seen

at a, consists of nacreous

material, whilst the superficial

layer, h, exhibits more or less

of a cellular structure, and

when magnified 500 dia-

meters, presents the appear-

ance represented at c. If a

fragment of the nacreous

Vertical section of shell of Nau- lining: be decalcified, it will
tilus pompilius. a, nacreous layer. °
b, superficial layer, c, portion of shoW perhaps Quitc aS plainly
superficial layer magnified 500 dia-

meters, as any other shell, that this

beautiful material is made up of cells.

Of the structure of the remaining members of the

Tetrabranchiate order I have very little to say, as

they are only known to us by their fossil remains.

They were, however, so numerous in the palaeozoic

and secondary strata, that they appear to have been

the principal representations of the carnivorous Mol-

lusca at that period of the earth's history.

The type of the shell in all the fossil species is

that of a cone, and this may be either straight or

more or less convoluted, as in the Ammonite ; between

these two forms a. great many varieties occur, and the

shells in consequence have been named, Orthoceratites,

Baculites, Turruliies, Hamites, &c., but whatever the
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FIG. 228.

shape, every variety is characterized by possessing a

series of septa, by which the shell is divided into a

number of chambers, and the last is occupied by the

animal. The outer shell is most frequently absent, and

the curious zig-zag markings observable on the exterior

of Ammonites, are the edges of the septa. In the

Nautilus pompilius, as shown in Fig. 226, the septa

are concave
; this is their condition also in the

Orthoceratite represented in Fig. 228. During life,

the chambers, like those of the Nautilus,

are empty, but in most fossil specimens, as

may be seen in horizontal sections of

Ammonites, they are filled with sparry

crystals. Of the structure of the shell of

these remarkable fossils I have little to

say
; the nacreous layer of the Ammonite,

which I frequently find to be the only one

left, exhibits precisely the same characters

as that in the recent Nautilus, but the

Ammonites are interesting in another point

of view, as we have abundant evidence to

prove that the mouth of the shell was more
or less closed by an operculum either

composed of horn or of shelly material.

According to Woodward, in one group
rArietesJ the operculum consists of a single

piece, and is horny and flexible, but in

ofBrita'TaS ^tl^^^s it is shelly and divided into two
Woodward). pi.t^s by a median suture, the external

AA 2

Orthocerasgi
gantum, carbon
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surface being smooth, the internal showing the lines of

growth. These bodies were called Trigonellites by

Parkinson in 1811, they have since been described

by Meyer as bivalve shells under the generic name of

Aptychus. M. Deshayes believes them to be calcareous

plates belonging to the gizzard of the animal, but the

prevailing opinion in this country is that they are

opercula, I am indebted to Mr. Woodward for the

specimen I now show you. When sections are examined

microscopically, the shell-structure is very evident. The

Aptychi are found either in the last chamber of the

Ammonite, or in the matrix near to it. Mr. Moore of

Ilminster has a very large collection of them, and to a

paper of his, lately published in the " Transactions of

the Somersetshire Archseological and Natural History

Society" I would beg to refer you for much valuable

information concerning them.



LECTURE XXIL

SKELETON OF MOLLUSCA-PEARLS.

Before leaving the structure of the skeleton of the

MoUusca, there are a few species which offer such
peculiarities either in their habits or their internal

anatomy as to require a brief notice. Many of the

bivalve MoUusca are " boring" animals—of these the

most remarkable are the Pholas and Teredo; the
first, Fig. 229, bores in wood or clay, and two principal

iquid is excreted which acts as a solvent. The vi

Pholas crispata.

theories have been

started by naturalists

to explain the modus

operandi ; the one

that the shell is em-

ployed in the process,

the other that an acid
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now, however, generally entertained, is that a fleshy

organ, either the foot or mantle of the animal, is solely

engaged in the work of destruction. The Teredo

navalis, or " ship-worm," Fig. 230, is known to most

FIG. 230.

Teredo navalis. a, valves covering the foot, li, h, valves magnified.

persons ; it bores into wood always in the direction of

the grain, unless diverted from its course by the

presence of a knot, or the tube of a neighbour, for they

never bore into each other's tubes. The shelly portion

of this animal consists principally of two valves, a, which

cover the foot, and two dart-like processes termed

palettes, situated at the opposite extremity ; the body

is soft and fleshy, nearly destitute of shell ; but the

wood through which the animal has bored is lined

with shell as it progresses. The valves, as shown under

a magnifying power at b, b, are covered with rows of

small spiny projections, like those of the shell of Pholas,

and it was until lately believed that by means of these

the boring was effected; but on examination, I find

them invested with a soft horny cuticle totally unfit for

the purpose ; the end of the foot is said to be the in-

strument employed, being provided with strong muscles
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FIG. 231.

and its free surface covered with sharp gritty particles

probably composed of lime or silica.

Many of the Mollusca not having a lingual dental

apparatus, possess, like the lobsters, a gizzard armed

with spines or plates of shell. In the Aplysice there

are several rows of horny plates, but in the Bulla,

especially B. aperta, which I now show you, there are

in the gizzard two calcareous plates nearly -jths of an

inch square ; these serve the purpose of crushing the

shells of other Mollusca. Dr. Carpenter has shown

that these plates exhibit a ceEuIar structure ; those of

Bulla aperta, as represented in Fig. 231, do so in a

remarkable degree, but

the cells are not constant

in all parts of the section,

the cell-walls having dis-

appeared, the dark spot

which is commonly

found in the centre of

each cell alone remain-

ing to indicate its position.

I cannot leave the skeleton of the Mollusca without

briefly noticing certain oval or globular masses,

either wholly or partially composed of nacreous material,

which are commonly known as Pearls. They occur

in the soft parts of Mussels and Oysters, either in

connection with the mantle or firmly attached to some
portion of the internal surface of the shell, and are more
common in shells from certain localities than from

Horizontal section of shelly matter from
the gizzard of Bulla aperta.
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Others; the finest specimens are said to be obtained
from the fisheries of Ceylon and of Olmutz, on the
Persian Gulf. Next to diamonds, Pearls are perhaps
the most highly prized as objects of adornment, and
from the earliest times have been eagerly sought after.

Those of the Oyster, Meleagrina margaritifera, are

by far the largest and most brilliant, and this is the

species fished for, in the localities above noticed. Our own
rivers are not devoid of Mollusca in which Pearls of

considerable value are frequently found; the Conway
in Wales, and the Tay in Scotland, may be mentioned
as examples

; in the former river a fishery exists to this

day. Some idea may be formed of the number and
value of Scottish Pearls from a statement in the recent

work on Conchology by Dr. Johnston of Berwick-upon-

Tweed, who informs us that "between the years 1761

and 1 799,pearls to the amount of £1 0,000 were sent from

the Tay and Ila to London." The British Pearls are

found in the fresh-water Mussel, Mytilus margaritaceus ;

similar bodies are also occasionally met with, in our

edible Mussels and Oysters, but are entirely valueless as

ornaments, although their structure, as will hereafter be

shown, is very interesting.

Before entering upon the growth of these bodies, I

must give you a brief account of the mode of formation

of shells generally. It is a well-known fact that the

shell of a mollusc is developed within the egg, and

appears to commence with the earliest stages of growth

of the embryo, as may be readily seen in the eggs of
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many of our smaller fresh-water species. There are

three parts of the animal more or less concerned in

the development of shell; the first is the edge of the

mantle, which is always more or less thickened, and,

according to Dr. Carpenter, forms the outer layer ; the

second, the broad surface of the mantle upon which the

inner layers are formed ; and the third, the foot, which
I believe with Dr. Johnston (who appears to have been
the first to notice the fact) is an important organ of

secretion, as may be evidenced by the development
of the operculum in many species. The formation of
shell has been most carefully studied by Mr. Bowerbank
in the young cartilaginous lips of the common garden
Snail, Helix aspersa, and in the thin edge of the shell

of a half-grown Oyster; I myself have studied the
growth of the rudimentary shell of the common Slug.
The earliest stage of the process appears to consist in
the exudation from the surface of the mantle of a
plasma, within which cells are developed

; these, when
first formed, are transparent and nucleated, but very
soon carbonate of lime is secreted .from their inner
surfaces. In their isolated condition the ceHs are of
globular figure, but by pressure during growth they
generaUy assume the form represented by a, in Fig. 232
In most shells the hme is clear and transparent, but
occasionally, as in Fig. 202, it is granular; in a few
instances, as shown at b, in Fig. 232, it is in the
form of radiating crystals. The waUs of the cells
may either remain or they may coalesce and form
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SheU of Slug in process of growth, a, ceU becoming hexagonal by

pressure, b, cells filled with radiating crystals.

Fig. 233, the ceEs are well seen
;
they are nucleated,

and very much resemble those of cartilage, being im-

bedded in a horny matrix
FIG. 233.

generally of a brown

colour. The growth I

have now described as

taking place upon the

edge of the shell, ac-

cordingtoDr. Cai-penter,

Cells seen on the thin edge of the shell of is duC tO the margin of

a young Oyster (after Bowerbank).
mantle,and produceS

the outer layer of shell, but at the same time the whole

inner surface of the mantle is exuding a plasma or

epithehum from which the inner layer is formed.

The above remarks will apply to the growth of shell

generally ; but as Pearls are most commonly developed
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in Oysters and Mussels, what I shall have further to

say on this subject will relate principally to the shells of

these animals. In the ova of many of our fresh-water

Snails the hexagonal structure of the rudimentary shell

may be seen investing the soft parts. In Oysters

during the months of June and July, I have frequently

found the young fry provided with a thin transparent

bi-valve shell, as represented in Fig. 234. About the

234. middle of July the

young fry may be

observed in an active

state of movement

produced by large

cilia attached to a

portion of the margin

of the shell, as shown

at a. The movement

of the shell by means

of the powerful cilia

can be seen by the

naked eye ; and as

they soon disappear, I regard them as organs of loco-

motion, their use being that of enabling the young to

make their escape from the shell of the parent.

If a vertical section of the lip of the shell of the
Pearl Oyster be examined, as shown in Fig. 235, two
distinct kinds of structure will be evident ; the upper,

«, corresponding to the outer layer of the shell, will

exhibit a prismatic cellular arrangement, whilst the

Young fry of the oyster, nearly ready to
escape from the shell of the parent, a, cilia

attached to the shell.
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lower, b, is nacreous
;

both, it will be observed, are

traversed by dark lines indicating the successive

FIG. 235.

Vertical section of the lip of shell of the Pearl Oyster.

stages of growth ; it will also be seen that every layer

of nacre has its free extremity covered with one of

prismatic cellular tissue. According to Dr. Carpenter,

" every new production of shell consists of an entire

lamina of nacre, which lines the whole interior of the

old valve, and of a border or margin of the prismatic

layer which thickens its edge. So long as the animal

continues to increase in dimensions, each new interior

layer of shell projects so far beyond the preceding, that

the new border, composed of the outer layer, is simply

joined on to the margin of the former one ; so that the

successive formations of the outer layer scarcely underlie

each other. But when the animal has arrived at its

full growth, the new laminae cease to project beyond

the old ; and as each is still composed of a marginal

band of the external substance attached to the edge of

an entire lamina of the inner, these bands must now

underlie each other, being either quite free, as in
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Ostrece, or closely united to each other, as in XJnio

and most other bi-valves."

Having now given a brief account of the formation

and growth of shell, I will in the next place point

out how a knowledge of these facts may lead to the

understanding of the development of Pearls. In the

first volume of the " Histological Catalogue" you will

find that I have classed Pearls under four heads, as

follows :— 1st, Pearls exhibiting prismatic cellular struc-

ture
; 2nd, those in which there is no trace of prismatic

structure, being wholly composed of subnacreous tissue

;

3rd, those composed entirely of nacre (true Pearls) ; and
4th, those composed of nacre and prismatic cellular

structure. The first kind, it is evident, must be formed
on the edge of the shell, where the prismatic cellular

structure is being developed—as, for instance, at a, in
Fig. 235—and no doubt owes its origin either to the
presence of a foreign body or to some injury to this

part of the sheU. The second kind is developed in
the soft parts of the animal, and within the sheH of
such Mussels or Oysters as have no true nacreous
lining, whilst the third variety is developed in corre-
sponding situations in Mussels and Oysters in which
the nacreous layer is most brilliant. The fourth
variety is a compound one ; such Pearls, there is every
reason to believe, commence growth on the edge of the
sheU, and when they have arrived at a certain size,

encroach more or less upon the mantle, and from it

receive a partial coating of nacre.
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FIG. 236.

Pearls of the first variety, when divided horizontally,

as shown at a, in Fig. 236, exhibit a series of laminae

arranged concentrically around

a nucleus, which in the present

instance is a mass of brown

horny material, like that found

upon the edge of the valve of a

mussel from which the specimen

was probably developed. Under

a power of 50 diameters, a seg-

ment, as shown at b, exhibits a

A, a horizontal section of a prismatic ccUular structiu'c, the
Pearl, b, segment of the same, ^

exhibiting prismatic cellular striated character of the prisms
structure, c, portion magnified

250 diameters. being better shown under a

higher power at c. In this Pearl two bands of horny

matter occur between the prisms, as indicated by the

white lines in the segment B ; these would tend to

prove that for a short space of time the formation of

shell-structure must have ceased, and the Pearl was

more or less coated with horny matter. Pearls

exhibiting the prismatic cellular structure are always

of a dark-brown colour, and may be readily recognized

;

they are of no commercial value. The second variety

includes all those Pearls which are composed of sub-

nacreous tissue, being developed in the soft parts of

our common edible Mussels and Oysters, their colour

and brilliancy being derived from the same source as

that of the internal layer of the shell ; all such Pearls

vary in colour from purple to dull white, and when
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divided horizontally and rendered sufficiently thin to

be examined microscopically, always exhibit a minute

laminated arrangement, but no trace whatever of

prismatic cellular tissue; such Pearls, like those of
true nacre next to be described, are generally formed
upon a nucleus, but if attached to the shell, it has
been said that they are developed in order to resist the

attacks of boring animals.

To the third class belong all Pearls that are valu-

able as ornaments
; they are formed most probably in

the same way as those last described, but always in

shells having a true nacreous interior. The quality of a
Pearl depends upon its size, roundness, and briUiancy;
in order to possess all these qualifications it must be
developed in the soft parts of the animal; those
attached to the sheU are always more or less irregular
in figure, whilst those formed upon the edge are rarely
entirely coated with nacre. When thin, transparent,
horizontal sections of true Pearls are examined micro-
scopically, they always exhibit more or less of the
iridescence common to the shell, and should the section
traverse the centre, the nucleus will probably be seen.
The last class I shaU speak of, is that in which both

prismatic ceUular tissue and nacre occur; such Pearls
appear to be first formed on the edge of the shell, and
as they increase in size, they project between the valves
and become coated with nacre. I have every reason to'

believe that these Pearls may become detached from the
edge of the shell and be wholly or partially covered with
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nacre, and if of small size are capable of forming the

nuclei of true Pearls. A segment of one of these

compound Pearls is shown in Fig. 237 ; at a is

represented the prismatic cellular structure, and at b

FIG. 237. the nacre ; this last is traversed

by two or three brown horny

bands in which traces of cellu-

lar structure, as shown at c,

are very evident. This section

would tend to prove, that after

a portion of the surface had

received a coating of nacre,

there was a disposition to cover

this again with a layer of pris-

matic cellular structure.

I have now to say a few

words upon the nucleus of Pearls. Sir Everard Home

was of opinion that the nucleus consisted of a blighted

ovum, but I have examined numerous sections of Pearls

exhibiting nuclei, and have never yet seen any trace of

an ovum ; the substance found is generally something

foreign to the animal. Some of the nuclei that have

been discovered in my investigations are so very peculiar

as to merit a slight notice. In Fig. 238, a, is shown a

section of a large and brilliant Pearl, the nucleus of

which consisted of a black granular substance, like a

mass of clay. A Pearl from an Oyster, represented of

its natural size at b, has a small particle of flint as a

nucleus, but the most remarkable specimen of all is

A segment of a horizontal

section of a Pearl exhibiting

at A the prismatic cellular

structure, and at b nacre,

c, ceUular structure occurring

in e band of horny material.
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FIG. 238.

C A
A, a section of a true Pearl,

showing a nucleus, probably of
clay. B, section of a Pearl having
a iiarticle of flint as a nucleus"
c, section of an Oyster-Pearl,
having as a nucleus "a piece of
steel.

that shown at c, also from the oyster, and the nucleus is

a piece of steel looking like the

end of a knife or chisel, which

no doubt was employed at sea

to open the oyster, but was

broken in the attempt, and

the oyster again committed to

the deep; in process of time

the steel has received a coating

of shelly matter, and a pearl

has been the result.

Pearls may be formed artifi-

cially, a fact that was well

known to the ancients, and
the immortal Linnaeus, we are told, suggested a way of

making them at will by punctur-

ing the shell with a pointed wire.

A more perfect plan of forming

pearls has been adopted by the

Chinese, who introduce into the

shell certain anchor-shaped pieces

of silver wire, upon each of which
a rounded mass of mother-of-

A, a perl ion of a valve of a
pearl, said to be turned in a

^oS SSfiSj^
l^the, is fixed

; the animal gives

r^gT/eThr^tiSrof ^ "^cre,S S 'ie.?""^' " P^^^l In the

Museum you will find a valve
of a Mussel in which five nearly equal-sized pearls as

VOL. IL
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shown at a in Fig. 239, have been developed in this

manner. A section of one of the pearls is shown at

B ; the thin layer is nacreous, and in the centre of the

mass of mother-of-pearl is seen the hole through which

the wire passed. Pearls formed in this way could never

be drilled and strung as beads, and therefore their value

must be much less than those developed in the ordinary

manner.

When speaking of the structure of the skeleton of

Zoophytes and Echinoderms I brought forward instances

in which fractured portions had undergone the process

of repair : if such power were possessed by the tissues of

animals so low in the scale of organization as these, we

should naturally expect that it would be greater in

animals having a special organ for the development of

shell. Hunter was fully aware of the reparative power

of the MoUusca : the valve of a common fresh-water

Anodon which has been fractured and repaired is placed

in the Pathological series under this head. Nothing is

more common than to find shells of the common garden-

snail which have been repaired after injury : the researches

of Madame Power have proved that the Argonaut is not

only the true inhabitant of the shell in which it is found,

but that it is capable of repairing its frail tenement with

the same material, and after the same pattern as that

composing the other parts of the shell.



LECTURE XXIII.

SKELETON OF ARTICULATA-
ENTOZOA, ROTIFERA, ANNELIDA, AND

MYRIAPODA.

The animals composing the sub-kingdom Articulata

are characterized by having the body enclosed in a

tunic or integument consisting of a series of rings,

segments, or joints " articulated" together by a flexible

membrane. The segments are disposed in longitudinal

rows, and, in some of the orders presently to be described,

are nearly of the same form throughout the body, whilst

in others every segment is dissimilar to the one preceding
it. In some of the animals classed with the Articulata,

as for instance the Cystic Entozoa, the firmest portion of
the body, or that which might be termed the skeleton, is

nothing more than a pellucid membrane : in the Insects

however, it is composed of a horny material, whilst in

the higher forms of Crustacea and the Cirrhipeds, it is

made up of shelly tissue very like that before described as

B B 2
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characteristic of the Conchiferoiis MoUusca. In modern

times the articulate sub-kingdom has received two or

more accessions to the number of the classes of which it

was formerly composed, there now being eight, which

by Dr. Carpenter are arranged as follows: Entozoa,

Rotifera, Annelida, Myriapoda, Insecia, Crustacea,

Cirrhipoda, and Arachnida. At first sight you will

no doubt wonder how animals differing so much in

external form and structure could be classified together,

but when you take the Entozoa, which certainly includes

a great number of species exhibiting no trace of articu-

lations, you will find, nevertheless, that the highest

members of this class really are " articulated" animals,

and it is on this account that they are placed in so

elevated a position.

The Entozoa are divided into four orders, viz.

:

Cystica, Cestoidea, Trematoda, and Nematoidea ; and

the skeleton, if such can be said to exist, certainly

belongs to the dermal class. In the Cystic order the

structure of the tegument or wall of the cyst is minutely

granular, but in its highest state of development, as

in Cysticercus, it consists of fibrous tissue.

In the genus Ccenurus the cyst is granular, but

in Echinococcus, the young frequently found within the

cyst or body of the parent are each provided with a

crown of hooks of peculiar figure : the same kind of

hooks, but on a larger scale, are met with in adult

individuals of the genus Cysticercus and Ccenurus.

In the Cestoid order, which includes the "Tape
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worms," the body consists of a series of joints, each of

which is composed of a fibrous tissue, and encloses a

distinct vascular, digestive, and generative apparatus.

The head of the Ttenia solium, or common Tape worm,

is surrounded with a crown of hooks, but, although

larger, they are not so numerous as those of the young

of the Echinococcus.

In the order Trematoda, which may be represented

by the Fluke inhabiting the ducts of the liver, the

external tegument is principally composed of a soft

fibrous structure sufficiently transparent to allow of

some of the viscera being seen within. In the Planarice,

which resemble the Distoma in external form, the

integument is capable of considerable elongation.

In the last order Nematoidea, in which the " arti-

culated" character arrives at its highest state of per-

fection, we have also a well-developed dermal skeleton

:

in some of the large round worms, such as the Ascaris
lumbricoides, the integument is of a horny nature, and
when viewed under a power of 250 diameters, is found
to consist of a series of rings or bands of transparent

elastic material, exhibiting short fibres crossing each
other at various angles; so elastic is it, that when
every trace of muscular tissue is removed, there is an
evident tendency in it to resume the cyHndrical form it

originally occupied.

In the next class, the Rotifera, the skeleton is also a
dermal one. The common Wheel Animalcule, Rotifer
vulgaris, Fig. 240, f, (so named from the ciliated ap-
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paratus around its mouth being disposed in the form of

two wheels), has a jointed tail and a body or case com-

posed of a transparent flexible material, through which

the movements of the gastric teeth are readily perceived.

The structure of these teeth, as shown at g, is very

peculiar
; they are partly composed of a hard substance

like silica, and are by far the most durable part of the

creature. In some of the more highly organized Roti-

fera, as the Stephanoceros, the skeleton is in the form of

a shield or case, which is separated from the body, and

is composed of a transparent horny substance : the

greater part of the body of the animal can be with-

drawn within it. In other genera, as for instance that

of Melicerta, the case or dermal skeleton is made up of

rounded masses of foreign substances, which are gene-

rally of equal size and disposed in parallel rows.

One species of Melicerta, M. ringens, Fig. 240, a,

has been described by Ehrenberg, who supposed that the

rounded particles by which the case was strengthened

were composed of excreraentitious matter, he having

noticed that they first escaped from some part of the

body of the creature, and were subsequently employed to

strengthen the case. Within the last few years much

attention has been paid to the structure and habits of

many of the more highly organized Rotifera by Mr.

P. H. Gosse, and the species now under consideration

has formed the subject of a very interesting communica-

tion to the 3rd volume of the " Transactions of the

Microscopical Society." After alluding to the description
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of the animaJ given by Ehrenberg, and his notion that the

case was strengthened by particles of a gummy substance

FIG. 240.

A, Melicerta ringem, showing the ciliated hood aud part of the dermal skeleloa
or " case." B, a young individual, the " case" only partly formed, c, d, portion
of the " case" in different species of Melicerta' e, gastric teeth, p, Rotifer
vulgaris, g, gastric teeth of the same, h, gastric teeth of another Rotifer.

separated from the intestine, Mr. Gosse observes that the

animal was known to Leeuwenhoek, and that he even

discovered the fact of the augmenting its case by the depo-

sition of rounded particles. Mr. Gosse, however, noticed

a peculiar rotating organ seen at a, in Fig. 240, which he
compares to one of the circular rotating ventilators com-
monly placed in kitchen windows to cure a smoky chimney.

When the animal was fed with carmine, Mr. Gosse found
that the larger particles passed into this rotating organ, and
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were there made into a round pellet. When completed
the head of the animal was bent forward, the pellet

escaped from the rotating organ, and was speedily de-

posited upon the edge of the case. The time occupied

in making and depositing a pellet, was found by Mr.
Gosse to be from two and a half to three and a half

minutes; the pellets made of carmine being readily

distinguished from the others by their red colour.

The development of the young of Melicerta has been

carefully studied by Professor Williamson of Manchester,

and he has noticed the mode in which the case is

formed. The pellets are first arranged in a ring round

the middle of the body, as shown at b, in Fig. 240, and

new ones are added both to the upper and lower

layers. After a time the case is, as it were, pushed

down, and cemented to the plant to which the animal

has attached itself, and, lastly, new pellets are added to

the free surface only as already noticed. The shape of the

pellets, according to Professor Williamson, is hexagonal

at the base of the case, as shown at c, but at the free

extremity they are spherical, as represented at d. The

gastric teeth of Melicerta which form the splanchno-

skeleton of the animal, have also been described by

Professor Williamson, and are shown at e. They

consist of two principal portions, viz., two plates acting

as crushers, and a series of levers or transverse bars

which serve the purpose of transmitting the muscular

power to the crushers.

Some of the higher forms of Rotlfera, as for in-
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stance Noteiis quadricornis and Amircea Testudo of

Ehrenberg, the former of which is represented in

Fig. 241, have the entire body invested with a shell-like

envelope very much resembling that of certain Entomo-
straca : the dorsal surface a, b, is convex and exhibits

coarse hexago-
FIG. 241. 1 1 .

nal markings,

the ventral is

flattened and the

hexagonalmark-

ings are absent.

The shell itself

is entirely co-

vered with mi-

nute rounded

tubercles.

The next great

division of the

Articulata is

that known as
the Annelida, or worm-like animals, having a body
made up of a series of rings. They have red blood
and a weH-developed respiratory apparatus. The class
is usually divided into three orders, viz.: TubicolcB
Dorsi-hranchiata, and AhrancUata, the first name
bemg derived from the circumstance of most of the
species being inhabitants of tubes ; the second from the
position occupied by the respiratory organs

; whilst the
thu-d have no apparent branchiae.

Notetcs quadricornis. a, dorsal view, b, side view
(after Carpenter).
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Many of the Tubicolce, as for instance, Serpula

contortuplicata represented in Fig. 242, inhabit calca-

reous tubes, which differ in no respect in their mode of

formation and minute structure from the shells of some
of the Mollusca, being made up of calcareous material

exuded from the external surface of the body of the

creature. These tubes are always more or less rough

FIG. 242. externally, but very

smooth internally; the

animals are readily

taken out of the

tubes, there being no

muscular attachment

to them. When thin

sections of the tube

of a Serpula are ex-

amined microscopi-

cally, they exhibit all

the characters of the

shell of many of

the Gasteropoda. The

Serpula contorhtpiicata. transversc sectiou ge-

nerally consists of a series of concentric laminae, made up

of radiated prisms : occasionally the prisms of the inner

layer cross each other, as in the Cyprcca mauritiana,

represented in Fig. 193; vertical sections exhibit the

prismatic structure more plainly, and very frequently

branching tubuU occur in great abundance amongst the

prisms.
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Many Tuhicolce inhabit tubes composed of horny

material, others render the horny matter more solid and

durable by cementing to it particles of mud, clay, and

sand, fragments of shell, and a variety of other foreign

substances ; and it is wonderful to see in some cases how
beautifully uniform in size all the particles are. In

Fig. 243 is shown a portion of the tube of an Annelide,

PTG. 243. which is composed ofgrains

of transparent silex firmly

cemented together: the size

of the grains in some parts

of the case is so uniform

that the specimen very

much resembles a trans-
A portion of the tube of an Annelide , • ,

composedof grains of sand firmly cement- VCrSC SectlOn 01 the priS-

°
" matic structure of shell.

In the order Dorsi-^branchiata, the skeleton is also a

dermal one
; it is always more or less soft, and occurs

either in the form of distinct segments, or of transverse

folds of the integument. Each segment is provided

with a series of iridescent bristles or setcB upon the sides,

which answer the purpose of feet, and enable the animals
either to crawl on the ground, or to progress rapidly

through the water. A few species burrow in the sand,
and most of you, no doubt, are famiHar with the common
sand worm, Lumhricus marinus. The sea-mouse,
Aphrodita aculeata, also belongs to this order, and is

remarkable for the splendid hues of its hairs ; the back
of this creature has two rows of broad plates or scales,
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not always very plainly seen, being covered by a hairy

substance very much resembling tow ; these scales form
the dermal skeleton, and consist of a semi-transparent

horny material exhibiting a minutely granular structure.

The integument of the Nereides consists of a thin strong

iridescent membrane, which completely invests the seg-

ments, and, no doubt, communicates the gorgeous hues

to the jointed cirrhi as well as to the tufts of setse ; it is

composed of a finely striated fibrous structure, and, when
viewed with a power of 250 diameters, is always more

or less coloured.

To the order Abranchiata belong the earth worms

and the leeches
; the former have a thin cuticular invest-

ment, provided with a series of small spines or setee,

which are employed in locomotion; they have no ex-

ternal respiratory apparatus, that function being probably

performed by the entire surface of the skin. The

Leeches have an internal respiratory apparatus but no

setae, the dermal skeleton consisting of a very thin

fibrous structure, which is covered by a transparent

cuticular layer, exhibiting in some cases distinct traces

of the epithelial cells of which it was originally formed.

But the most durable part of the Leech is the peculiar

dental apparatus, which, as we well know, is employed

so successfully by them in piercing the skin.

When the anterior or oral sucking disc of the Medi-

cinal Leech is laid open, as showm at a, in Fig. 244, three

semicircular jaws a a, a, are brought into view : they are

composed of a horny tissue, and each has its free convex
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FIG. 244.

edge provided with eighty or ninety inverted V-shaped

teeth. When the jaw is seen sideways, as shown at B,

the teeth appear as so many incisors, but if viewed from
above, their shape will resemble that represented by c

and D, the latter having been detached from the jaw.

The food of the Medi-

cinal Leech is blood, but

the common Horse

Leech is a much more

voracious creature, being

capable of swallowing

individuals of its own
species with great ease :

the dental apparatus, as

might be expected, dif-

fers from that of the

medicinal varieties in

the shape and number
of the teeth, there rarely

being more than fifteen

in each jaw. They are

more like molars than

incisors, and are larger

A, Mouth of ihe Medicinal Leech, a, a, a
jaws. B, side-view of one of the jaws,
showing the f eoth. o, portion of a jaw seen
from above, d, teeth removed from the jaw.
E, jaw of (he Horse Leech seen from above.
F, teeth detached from the same jaw.

than those of the medicinal species, as may be seen by
comparing e and f with c and d in Fig. 244, both
being magnified precisely to the same extent. The teeth
are composed of calcareous material, and by maceration
can be easily separated from the jaw to which they were
attached.
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The animals composing the next class of the Articulata,

the Myriapoda, were formerly considered as Insects,

but although they resemble them in many points they

differ from all true Insects in having more than six legs.

The body of a Myriapod consists of a number of joints

or segments, each of which generally bears two pairs of

feet : the joints increase in number with the age of the

animal, and in some species they even exceed fifty. The

Myriapoda are commonly divided into Millepedes and

Centipedes : the dermal skeleton or skin of both is of

a horny nature, and in many species is strengthened by

a slight admixture of calcareous material. In most

Millepedes the skin is frequently shed, and with it the

cuticular lining of some parts of the alimentary canal,

as in the Crustacea ; at each moult one or more joints

and feet are added. The animals composing the genus

Iidiis, Fig. 245, have a rounded body, and aU the

FIG. 245.

n

IuIhs, or Gaily-worm.

larger species are of a dark brown colour ; when at rest

they roll themselves up into a spiral form. The Scolo-

pendrai or Centipedes have a flattened body with a single

pair of legs to each segment ; the dorsal and abdominal

portions of the segments are more dense than the
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?IG. 246.

connecting pieces at the sides, whereby a free movement
of the body is obtained.

The structure of the dermal skeleton of lulus fuscus

one of the largest of the Millepedes, has been carefully

examined : it consists of upwards of fifty segments of

a dark brown horny-looking material, which, when divided

transversely, or at right angles to the length of the

body of the creature, exhibits a fibrous structure, the

fibres being arranged in the direction of the section, and
occasionally traversed by short tubuli. A section made
in the direction of the long axis of the body presents a

minutely granular appearance, the granules being the

divided extremities of the fibres noticed in the preceding

section. The sections, in

order to be transparent,

must be made exceedingly

thin, more so, indeed,

than if they consisted of

horny material only ; on

this account I was led to

treat them with acetic

acid
: a copious efi^erves-

cence then took place,

proving the presence of
some carbonate: when this was removed a better view of
the arrangement of the entire section was obtained, and a
distinct cuticular layer composed of minute hexagonal
cells was brought into view ; the tubuli were few in
number, and always presented more or less of a brown
colour.

A veriical section of the integument
of Scolopendra gigas, magnified 250
diameters, a, tube with dilated extremi-
ties

; 1), s'liall tube.
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Sections of the horny skeleton of a large Centipede,

Scolopendrn gigas, present better-marked characters;

the brown external layer is composed of a series of

on an average of an inch in diameter

:

occurring amongst them, at certain regular distances,

are two kinds of circular spots, which I find are the

mouths of tubes. A vertical section of the same seg-

ment, as shown in Fig. 246, exhibits the depth of the

coloured cellular layer, the principal thickness, which

is about of an inch, being due to a white fibrous

structure, traversed at tolerably regular distances by

two sets of straight tubuli, one set 6 being of the

same diameter throughout, the other a large at the base,

and becoming less almost abruptly ; both kinds end

upon the free surface of the hexagonal layer in the same

way. In some specimens the tubes seem more solid

than in others, so much so that I am almost induced to

consider them as hairs, which have never grown beyond

the free surface.



LECTURE XXIV.

SKELETON OF ARTICULATA-
INSECTA, CRUSTACEA, CIRRHIPEDIA, AND

ARACHNIDA.

The class Insecta is not only far more extensive

than any other included in the animal kingdom, but
is said to contain nearly as many species as all the
other classes put together. The whole tribe of Insects

are now usually divided into eleven orders, among
which the Myriapods were formerly included, but as

these have more than six legs, and the body is not
divided into head, thorax, and abdomen, they have
been placed in a separate class.

The orders are: Thysanura, Pamsila, Sucloria,
Coleoptcra, Orlhoptcra, Hemipiera, Neuroptera, Hy-
menoptera, Lepidoptera, Rhipipiera, and DyHera.
Of these the Colcoplera, or Beetles, not only contain
by far. the greatest number of species, but the skeleton

c c
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in this order, arrives at its maximum of development

;

it is strictly a dermal one, and said to be composed

of a peculiar animal principle, termed chitine, which

is of a horn-like appearance, but differs from horn,

nails, and all other cuticular appendages, in very many
points

;
principally, however, in being insoluble in boiling

caustic potash. In some Insects the skeleton is soft

and membranous, as is the case in many of the

Diptera; in the parasitic Insects, and in almost all

larvse, it is also very thin and soft. In changing from

the pupa to the imago state, the skeleton of an Insect

very soon becomes hardened, especially if exposed to

solar light: in an hour or two it is sufficiently fii'ra

for the insect to move about, but in the course of a

day it is perfectly rigid.

Entomologists are now in the habit of describing

the skin of an Insect as consisting of three layers,

viz. : an epidermis, rele mucosiwi, and corium ; the fii-st

two are exceedingly thin, the bulk of the skeleton being

formed by the corium or third layer. The epidermis

is described as being thin and structureless; the rete

mucosum as consisting of two layers, one smooth,

attached to the epidermis, and variously coloured, and

superimposed on the second, which is always black or

brown. The corium is said to be composed of several

layers of fibrous structure, crossing each other at various

angles : it is occasionally traversed by tubes, and in it

the bulbs of the hairs are imbedded. It must not be

imagined, however, that all these layers, nor even the

principal ones, can be distinguished in every insect ; the
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examples are far from numerous in which the three

layers are not, to all appearance, blended into one.

The intimate structure of the skeleton is cellular

;

in most insects this is retained as a permanent character,

but in many others the cells have become so fused

together that all appearance of them is lost. The
hexagonal structure is well seen in the small parasitic

insects, in the skins of larvae,

and in the thinner parts of

Beetles. In the Red Ant,

Mynnica domesHca, the

entire body exhibits the

sti-ucture represented in

Portion of the body of a Red Ant, Fio- 247- it is hexacrnnalMyrmica domestica, exhibiting a eel-
^" ' '

nexagonal,
luiar structure. the average diameter of the
cells bemg Woo- of an inch ; the tissue itself has no other

trace of markings, and is of a rich

brown colour. The cast skins of

Myriapodous insects, and in fact the

articular layer of the Centipede, as

before noticed, all exhibit a similar

hexagonal structure. The larva of

a large Water Beetle, Hidrdus
piceiis, appears to be entirely made
up of a series of thick-walled hexa-

. _ gonal cells, on an average xio ofA portion of the skin of the • , •
6 «

o
o

larva of Hidrdus piceus. a, an inch m diameter : each, as shown
cells with tubercles

; b, cells f • -n- ^ a
with a central nucleus. m Jblg. 248, haS a tubcrCU-

lated structure internally. Amongst

c c 2
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these cells are others in which the tuherculated character

is absent, but a nucleus of circular figure, as seen at b,

occupies the centre of each. A trace of this nucleus is

visible in the tuherculated cells, but in most cases is

obscured by the tubercles.

The antennse of the Male Cockchafer, Melolontlia

vulgaris, are interesting to the microscopical observer,

for, independent of their beautiful leaf-like shape, their

intimate structure is very remarkable. Each antenna

consists of a jointed pedicle, from which, seven, thin, oval

leaflets are given off: the leaflets are very transparent

when mounted in Canada balsam, and under a power of

250 diameters exhibit a cellular structure; but the

cells, instead of being of hexagonal figure and so close

together as to form a confluent network, are more or

less oval, and situated at a slight distance from each

other, as shown in Fig. 249. The

wall of the cells is sometimes very

faintly seen, but the nucleus, with

its contained nucleolus, which re-

minds one of a small projecting

spine, is always very evident. Each

leaflet is composed of two layers of

precisely the same structure, but

it generally happens that the cells

in one layer are not placed exactly

over those in the other, so that

when cursorily examined under a

low power, the entire leaflet may

V<3

FIG. 249

-mm

A portion of one of the

leaflets of nn antenna of

Melolovtha vulyaris.
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FIG. 250.

be supposed to be wholly made up of a series of cells of

hexagonal figure.

The skeleton attains its maximum of development

in the order Coleoptera, or Beetles, and in proportion to

the thickness of the horny matter, the hexagonal

structure either entirely disappears, or only occurs as

a thin cuticular layer. In Fig. 250 is shown a segment

of a transverse section of the upper mandible of the

great Hercules Beetle, Dynastes Hercules : it consists

of a series of concentric

bands of various widths as

shown at b b b ; these

are traversed at right an-

gles by large radiating

tubuli, seen at a a; the

band forming the circum-

ference of the section is

the thickest ; some of the

others exhibit a minutely

striated structure, as if

made up of prisms, whilst

a few are, comparatively
speaking, structureless. Other sections of the skeleton
of the same beetle sometimes exhibit traces of hexagonal
structure, the cells being on an average less than Woo
of an inch in diameter: some of the ceUs contain" I
number of granules, which are probably composed
of earthy material, the phosphates both of lime and
magnesia having been described as hardening elements
of the insect skeleton.

A segment of a transverse section of
the ui)per mandible of Dptastes Her-
cules, a a, tubes passing through the
laminae, h b b, concentric horny la-
mina;.
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Sections taken from the cranial portions of other

Coleoptera exhibit nothing more than a series of parallel

laminae, and whenever large tubercles are developed

from the inner surface, the laminge always follow the

direction of the outline of the tubercle. Sections of

the elytra of beetles present channels or cavities through

some of which large tracheae pass ; others are said to be

reservoirs of nutritious juices : all such sections clearly

show, that an elytron, which is nothing more nor less than

a modified wing, is made up of two principal layers,

separated from each other by vertical pUIars, and by

this arrangement channels for tracheae and other

purposes are left.

When spines, hairs, scales, &c., are found on the

-external surface of insects, they must be considered as

developments from the cuticular layer, as in the higher

animals. The varied hues displayed in the covering

of the Lepidoptera are not all produced by pigment,

but many of them are the result of light, decomposed

by falling upon grooved surfaces at particular angles.

However thin the wings of flies and the scaly covering

of moths may appear to be, they are nevertheless all

composed of two layers of membrane, between which

the ribs or nervures and the pigment are enclosed

;

such delicate structures are even preserved in the fossil

state. At Aix, in Provence, a marl is found in which

the remains of insects abound ;
many of them are as

perfect as if they had but recently been entombed. In

the Oolite and Lias of this country, insects are also

found in great quantities ; in the Lias from the neigh-
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bourhood of Warwick, occurred the wing of the Dragon-

fly, represented in Fig. 251, which is said by some of

FIG. 251.

Fossil Wing of Dragon-fly ; from the Lias of Warwickshire (after Mantell).

the highest authorities to resemble closely that of a

recent species of JEshna. Large collections of fossil

insects from the Lias and Oolite have been formed

by the Rev. Mr. Brodie, by Mr. Binfield, and Mr.

Moore, and there is hardly a structure or tissue, however

delicate, that has not been detected by these gentlemen.

To Mr. Moore I am indebted for the beautiful specimens

I now have the opportunity of showing you.

The next class of the Articulata, and one in which

the skeleton, being strictly dermal, arrives at its greatest

stage of density, is that known as Crustacea. Nearly

all the members of this class are aquatic, and provided

with weU-developed organs for aquatic respiration; it

is divided into two principal sections, viz. : Ento-
mo€fraca, and Malacostraca, both being named from
the structure of the integument—the first, from its

resemblance to that of Insects; the second, because

the shell is considered softer than that of the

Mollusca. The Eniomostraca are very abundant in
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our fresh waters, and most of them are of microscopic
minuteness: the Monoculus, Cyclops, Daphnia, are
amongst the commonest examples. The greater number
of the species have a bivalve shell, composed of very
transparent horny material, and, when examined micro-
scopicaHy, generally exhibits an hexagonal structure. This
condition of sheU is weU seen in Daphnia pulex, which
is so abundant in some seasons as to communicate a

reddish tinge to the water, when they come to the

surface towards evening. The hexagonal structure

of the skeleton or shell is also present in some of the

larger Entomostraca, as, for instance, in Branchipus
stagnalis, which is occasionally met with in the little

pools of water in the neighbourhood of Blackheath.

A few years since, only a small number of Entomostraca

were described, and these principally by writers on

the microscope; the British species are exceedingly

numerous, and a valuable monograph of them, by Dr.

Baird, of the British Museum, has lately appeared, as

one of the series of volumes published by the Ray

Society.

The skeleton of the Malacostraca varies considerably

in density ; in some of the small Crabs it is almost as

thin as it is in the Entomostraca, but in the chelae of

the large edible crab it is nearly half an inch in thickness.

Dr. Carpenter, M. Lavalle, and others, have described the

skeleton of the higher forms of Crustacea as consisting

of three layers ;
first, an outer one composed of horny

material, quite structui-cless
;

second, a thin, cellular
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layer, to which the pigment is exclusively confined;

third, a thick calcareous corium, exhibiting a tubular

structure like that of dentine. These layers are said to

vary in thickness not only in different animals, but

frequently in different parts of the same animal. My
investigations, however, have led me to beheve that in

the higher Crustacea the outer layer is essentially com-
posed of hexagonal cells, as in Insects, and that there

is rarely such a layer as a distinctly pigmental one,

exhibiting ceUular structure ; the colouring material
being diffused throughout a certain thickness of the
outer surface of the shell.

In the Glass Crabs, Phyllosoma;, the skeleton is

composed of horny material, exhibiting no trace of
structure; in some species the segments bearing the
legs have minute tubercles developed from their upper
surface. Most of the small British Crabs, of the genus

Fortuna, are exceedingly transparent,

but the entire thickness of the Cara-
pace is made up of hexagonal cells,

having thick walls, as shown in

Fig. 252. Other Crabs exhibit the

hexagonal structure very plainly, but
it is principally confined to the sur-

face, for all the thick parts, as shown
m Fig. 25 3, present a granular appear-
ance in addition to the cellular layer.

When tubercles are present, the cells

do not always cover them, but extend

FIG. 252.

Hexagonal structure
exhibited by the Cura-
paee of a Crab of the
genus Porluna.
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FIG. 253.

Portion of the

Carapace of a small

Crab, showing the

granules co-existing

with the cellular

layer.

as far as the base, and there terminate in a well-defined

line. If the carapace be coloured, the

colouring matter is usually spread uni-

formly over the surface, and in many
of these small Crabs, the first trace of

the thick, calcareous corium of the

larger Crustacea is the granular struc-

ture above mentioned. In the Shrimp

tribe, the hexagonal cuticle is rarely

present, but the calcareous element of

the skeleton is generally arranged in the

form of concentric rings. In the Prawns

large stellate pigment ceUs occur
;

their skeleton is frequently shed, and

the exuviae are interesting subjects for examination.

In the Cray-fish and Lobsters, a distinct hexagonal

layer, as shown at a in Fig. 254, is found; beneath

this, there is frequently a much

smaller hexagonal net-work,

not uniformly diffused, but oc-

curring in patches : some of the

hexagons are so opaque as to

appear like rhombohedral crys-

tals, as seen at h. If the section

be taken from an unboiled

lobster, a tolerably uniform blue

tint will be noticed in every part

;

but if the section be exposed to

heat, the colour will change to

red
;

occasionally, however, patches of cells, probably of

FIG. 254.

Horizontal section of the

Carapace of a Lobster, a,

large hexagonal cells of cu-

ticle, b, smaller hexagons,

probably calcareous.
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pigment, may be noticed beneath the cuticular layer.

When vertical sections of the same shell are made, the

hexagonal layer may be seen at the surface, and below this,

the thick corium, exhibiting a series of parallel laminee,

crossed by vertical strise or tubes, somewhat like those

described in the corresponding layer of Insects. The
upper edge of the section always exhibits either a red
or a blue structure, but in no other respect do the

two layers differ. When the calcareous matter is re-

moved by acid, the organic basis retains all the characters

of the original section. The shell of the large Cray-fish,

Palinurus, and of the edible Crabs, presents somewhat
similar characters

; when divided vertically, the hexagonal
cuticle is found in every part, and the thick calcareous
corium is always more or less coloured on its upper surface.
A vertical section of the shell of a large Cray-fish

is represented in Fig. 255 : the upper margin is red for

about the space of of an inch, the

remainder is either transparent or of
an opaque white colour, and exhibits

both vertical and horizontal strise, with
here and there the appearance of a large

column or tube passing through all the
layers; the vertical strise are consi-

dered to be tubes, the horizontal ones
lines of growth ; the pigmental layer

differs very slightly except in colour

from the deeper portion of the section,

and not unfrequently is the thicker of
the two. Horikontal sections of the

FIG. 255.

"Vertical section of
the Shell of a large
Cray-fish, I'alinurus
vulgaris.
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shell of the edible Crab, Cancer pagiirus, when rendered

sufficiently thin to be transparent by grinding away

the under layer only, always exhibit a series of white

tubercles, slightly elevated above an hexagonal ground-

work of a pink colour. The tubercles are composed

of a semi-opaque granular substance, and are evidently

raised portions of the corium : they exhibit two or

more concentric bands having both circular and ra-

diating markings like those of vertical sections of

the Cray-fish. On the circumference of the tubercles

there are elongated cells arranged in the form of radii,

whilst all the spaces between the tubercles exhibit hexa-

gonal cells of equal size, as shown in Fig. 256; they

are similar to those forming the cuticular layer in the

Cray-fish and Lobster, but their

walls are rather thicker. Beneath

the hexagonal cells, and in some

cases appearing within them, there

are in certain situations a series of

granules arranged somewhat in a

hexagonal form without any cell-

wall around them, as shown at B,

Fig. 257, but in other parts, where

the granules are less diffused, the

cell-walls are apparent. A uni-

form red tint will be found to

pervade every part of the section

except the tubercles, upon which

there are no hexagonal cells. The

large claws of the Crab, are quite

PIG. 256.

Horizontal section of Shell

of the common Crab, a, por-

tion of tubercle, b, radiated

cells on margin of the tu

bercle

of cuticular layer

c, hexagoniil cells

ends of the chclaD, or
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FIG. 257.

black
: upon these, few tubercles occur ; the colouring

matter is extensively diffused throughout the upper

layers of the conum, and is of a dark brown colour,

being blacker around

the base of the tubercles

than in any other parts.

Horizontal sections of

the large claws of Crabs

and Lobsters exhibit the

characters of the shell

better than any other

parts : in them a dis-

tinctly tubular structure

is evident; the tubes

measure on an average

1 a 0 0 75- of an inch in dia-
meter, and run from the inner to the outer surface of the
shell

;
they are crossed by concentric lines, which, like

those of the sheU, probably indicate successive stages
of growth

;
and in some specimens, as shown in Fig. 258,

there is an appearance as if some of them gave off trans-
verse branches. When cut at right angles to their
length, as shown in Fig. 259, they present a central
cavity precisely like tubes of dentine, to which they were
compared by Dr. Carpenter, who was the first to describe
them

:
the principal points of difference between these

and dentinal tubes are, that in the former the size of the
tube diminishes as it proceeds from the centre towards
the circumference of the tooth, and terminates in a series

A, portion of the cuticular layer of the
rommon crab magnified 250 diameters,
n, granules arranged in hexagons magnified
500 diameters.
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PIG. 258.

of branches ; whereas in the latter they are of the same

size throughout. Tubuli, as before stated, exist in nearly

all parts of the shell of the higher Crustacea, but in no

situation can they be so well seen as in the

black portion of the large Claws, as in them

the intertubular tissue is more transparent

than in the shell itself.

The claws of the King Crab, Limulns

Polyphemus, when divided transversely,

exhibit a structure very like that of a

Lobster or Cray-fish deprived of its earthy

matter; the colouring material, which is

brown, is confined to an outer layer, as

shown in Fig. 260, but the entire thick-

ness of the section is traversed by large

tubes, some of which occur at certain

regular distances
;
others, near the pointed

extremity, are more abundant, and, as

shown at a a, hang loose in the cavity

occupied by the muscular substance of the

animal: a similar tubular structure may

be observed in the horny extremity of the

large claws of the Cray-fish, and of the

Land Crab of the West Indies, but they

bear no relation whatever to the smaller

tubes occurring in the calcareous portions of the

shell : some of them appear like hairs.

The shells of Crustacea, unlike those of the MoUusca, do

not keep pace with the growth of the animal, but are

Brancting of

Tubuli seen in a

transverse sec-

tion of a large

Claw of a Crab.

riG, 259.

Tubes of the

Claw of a Crab

divided trans-

versely.
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riG. 260.

occasionally shed : this happens generally once a year

in the Crabs and Lobsters, and also in the little fresh-

water Cray-fish. The old shell splits down the back, and
with it all the cuticular parts, even of the stomach, are

cast off: but prior to the removal of the old shell, a

new one has been developed, as

may be seen in a series of pre-

parations of the Cray-fish in the

Museum. In Crabs, there are occa-

sional exceptions to this annual shed-

ding of shell : upon a Crab lately sent

to the Museum, are several oysters,

which from their size must be at least

three years old, which prove that dur-

ing their habitation upon the shell, it

could not have been changed. In the

first volume of the Histological Cata-

logue, I have described the structure

of the new shell of the Cray-fish, and
Transverse section of a 4-^ <. it ^ ^ ^

Claw of a King Crab, U- ^^^^ ^^''^ ^ would refer thosc who

S^'jaS^^tLro;!' «^^y be further interested in the
both layers of the section, subject.

The next great class of Articulated animals is the
Cirrhipedia, which consists of those remarkable animals
termed Barnacles, formerly regarded as MoUusca. The
class is divided into two principal groups, viz. : Pedtmcu-
lata and Sessilia, names derived from their mode of
attaching themselves to foreign bodies ; the first are
usually termed Lepadida^, and are provided with a long
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fleshy peduncle or foot-stalk for this purpose, whilst

the second, or Balanida, are attached at once by an

expanded shelly basis.

ThQ animals themselves are imperfectly divided into

segments, and from every segment a pair of short feet

arises, from each of which, two, long, jointed, flabelliform

appendages or cirrhi are given off. The cin'hi are

furnished with cilia, and by their motion, both food and

fresh water are brought to the animal. The skeleton is

a strictly dermal one, and is composed of many pieces or

valves ; in the Pedunculated tribes or Lepadidoi, which

attach themselves generally to floating bodies, such as

ships' bottoms and logs of timber, the shell, in most

species, consists essentially of two valves, somewhat like

those of a Mussel, and of certain accessory pieces. In

the common Goose Barnacle, Lepas anatlfera, there are

five valves in the capitulum, or that part supported by

the peduncle; the two largest being named by Mr.

Darwin, Scuta, the next two Terga, and the fifth, a

single one, termed the Carina, or " keel valve." The

peduncle in this species is soft and naked, and is

occasionally two feet in length ; it is, however, capable

of being shortened by muscular contraction.

In the genus Pollicipes, according to Mr. Darwin,

the valves vary from eighteen to a hundred in number,

as shown in Fig. 261, and the peduncle, which is short,

is covered with calcified scales, varying slightly in shape

and arrangement in the diff^crent species. The valves of

the Pcdunculata are always more or less strongly
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marked with curved lines, indicating the successive

FIG. 261.

Pollicipes.

stages of growth ; but when sections

are examined microscopically, no trace

of prismatic or cellular structure is

evident. The most remarkable cha-

racter exhibited by every specimen I

have yet examined, is the presence of

wavy tubuli, which generally occur

at certain regular distances apart.

In a horizontal section of a valve of a

Pollicipes, given to me as P. villosiis,

they present the appearance shown in

Fig. 262. They are about ^Vth of

an inch distant from each other, and

the sheUy matter surrounding them

is more transparent than it is in other

parts. The direction of the tubuli

is always opposite or at right angles to that of the lines

FIG. 262.

Horizontal section

of valve of Pollicipen

villosu.1, showiiiK tu-

buli.

of growth ; but it is very difficult to

trace them through their entire course.

In the Balanidce, or sessile group,

the shell is sufficiently large to contain

the entire animal; it is composed of

twelve conical plates, or valves, six of

which, as shown at a, in Fig. 263, are

thicker than the rest, and placed with

their bases below and apices above ; the

other six are thinner, and their bases

form the principal part of the mouth,

D D
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whilst their apices reach nearly to the common base of

the shell. All these plates are crossed by transverse

markings, which indicate the successive stages of growth,

and are most evident in the valves forming the principal

part of the base of the shell. Some Barnacles have the

base of the shell covered by shelly matter ; to these the

generic name Balanus has been given
;

they generally

attach themselves to wood and stone, whilst others have

no solid base, and are most commonly found on living

animals, especially the Whale ; to such the name Coro-

nula has been applied. The mouth of the shell is closed

by an operculum, consisting of two or four triangular

plates attached to the soft parts of the animal. The

plates are moveable one upon the other, and readily

admit the cirrhi to pass out
FIG. 263. \

through a slit-like orifice be-

tween them
;

although when

brought together, they com-

pletely close the shell.

When divided transversely,

the shell is found to be com-

posed of two layers between

which a cancellated structure,

as shown at 6, in Fig. 263,

exists ; the solid parts never

exhibit the least trace of pris-

matic or of cellular tissue,
a, entire shell of a Balanus, show-

ing (he two sets of plates ; b, portion \)ut always present more or
of the base of a Cnronula, exhibiting

the cancellated structure. Icss of a granular appearance

;
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and, however much the shelly matter may be involuted

to form the cancellated stracture, I have always been

able, in some part or other, to detect a series of tubuli

passing through it. The tubuli are well seen in a

horizontal section of the base of one of the large

valves of Balanus tintinnahulum, as shown in

Fig. 264. One margin of this

section exhibits a laminated arrange-

ment of the shell tissue, but .on

the other, there are a series of

small involutions of the laminae, and

through the centre of each, a branch-

ing tube passes ; four of these tubes

are represented in Fig. 264. They

all commence on the outer surface

of the valves, and pass inwards

;

the shell tissue around them is very

often as transparent as that shown in

the figure : in this particular the tubes

correspond with those of Pollicipes,

before described.

Several species of Barnacles attach themselves to the

skin of Whales
;
they are principally Coronul<s, and they

sometimes attain a diameter of three or four inches

:

the shell is always flattened, and has a cancellated

base : imbedded in the skin of the whale is also fre-

quently found another Cirrhiped, termed Tubicinella :

it is of cylindrical form, and, as it increases in length,

it descends lower and lower into the skin : its entire

FIG. 264.

Horizontal section of

tbe base of a large valve

of Balanus tintinnahu-

lum, exhibiting branch-

ing tubuli passing

through the cancellated

structure.
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surface is strongly ribbed and marked with transverse

lines of growth. In the genus Otion, the shell is rudi-

mentary, consisting of two small valves, the remainder

of the tegument being composed of a material resem-

bling horn or cartilage, or like- that which joins the

different valves in some of the Pedunculata.

The last and most highly organized class of the

Articulata is known as Arachnida ; in it are included

the Spiders, Scorpions, and Mites, which differ from

Insects in having eight legs; and instead of the body

being divided into three parts, viz. : head, thorax, and

abdomen, as in Insects, the two first, in the Arachnida,

are joined together, and have received the name

of cephalo-thorax : to it, the legs are articulated.

The Arachnida are divided into two orders : Tra-

chearia and Pulmonaria, so named from the structure

of their organs of circulation and respiration : in the

first, which includes the Mites, there are tracheae, as

m Insects, but no distinct vascular apparatus ; in the

second, on the contrary, there are pulmonary cavities,

and a well-developed circulating system. The skeleton

of the Tracheai'ia requires only a brief notice ; it rarely

exhibits any trace of the hexagonal structure so common

in Insects, but appears to be composed principally of

a fibrous tissue : such is its condition in the Sarcoptes

scabiei, or Itch insect ; and in the Demode.v folli-

culorum, a parasite infesting the sebaceous follicles of

the human skin.

In the Pulnionaria, on the contrary, the skeleton is
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in some species very dense. In the Scorpions, and in

the cephalic portions of the larger Spiders, it is as

thick and horny as in Beetles, but in the abdomen of

the latter it is comparatively soft. When the cephalo-

thorax of a Spider is divided vertically, it will be found

to consist of a series of laminse, the superficial layer

being of a darker colour than the rest : these layers

in some species are traversed by stout hairs. The

free surface exhibits every here and there a hexagonal

structure, but the hairs are often so numerous as to

obscure the view : horizontal sections, under a power

of 250 diameters, show that the horny matter has

a minutely granular appearance. The abdomen is com-

posed of a beautiful wavy fibrous structure, with short

stout hairs projecting from them ; in some of the large

Bird-catching spiders the form of these hairs is ex-

tremely beautiful, as has been shown by Mr. Shadbolt.

The Skeleton of the Scorpions is very dense, and

is said to be composed of chitine, as in Insects

:

vertical sections of the mandibles exhibit a series of

laminae of a brown colour ; these are traversed by tubes

precisely in the same way as the corresponding parts

of the Centipede, Fig. 246 ; some of the tubes resemble

abortive hairs, they never appear above the surface.

All the other parts of the body are made up of a

thinner and softer material, and an outer coloured

layer can be readily separated from a deeper one ; the

former exhibits the hexagonal structure as in insects,

but it is not so well-marked as in the Centipedes, whilst
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the latter is white and minutely granular. By the

employment of reagents 1 have faUed to detect any
trace of a calcareous strengthening ingredient, as occurs

in some of the lulidce.

I have now, Gentlemen, in conclusion, to thank you
for the kind and patient attention with which these

Lectures have been honoured. The minute structure of

the skeleton of Invertebrate Animals is a new subject,

and one which has never before, I believe, occupied an

entire course of Lectures ; I must therefore crave your

indulgence if I have failed in making it as intelligible

as I could have wished. I can only assure you, that

I have learnt more of the secret worldngs of Nature

from its investigation than from any other subject

which has engaged my attention. In the hope, therefore,

that you also may have derived at least some interest,

if not instruction, from the numerous facts that have

been, not only orally, but visually, brought forward,

I bid you farewell.
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, spicula of, 16.

Haliotis, shell of, 279, 320.
Hamites, 354,

Helianthoida, skeleton of, 154.
Hercules Beetle, 389.
Hidrous, skeleton of, 387.
Holothuria, cirrhi of, 243,

, skeleton of, 240.
Holothuriadse, 236.
Horny skeleton of Sponge, 14.
Hynlffia, shell of, 335.
Hydra, 115.

Hydraform Zoophytes, 114.
Hydroida, 114.

Hyppocropia, skeleton of, 175,1 84.

I.

Infusoria, development of, 100.

, skeleton of, 98, 111.

Infusorial earth, Barbadoes, 70.

, Santa Flora, 72.

Insects, classification of, 385.

, fossil, 390.

, skeleton of, 385.

Iridescence of shell, 280.
Isis hippuris, 123, 128.

Isthmia, 53.

Itch insect, 404.

lulus, skeleton of, 382.

J.

Jutland slate, 63.

K.

King Crab, shell of, 398.

L.

Lagoon, 162.

Lamellibranchiata, shell of, 294.
Lantern of Aristotle, 216, 231.
Leech, teeth of, 380.
Lepas, shell of, 400.
Lepraiia, 178.

Ligament of shell, 309.
Lima scabra, 298.
Lingula, shell of, 287, 293.
Lithophyta, skeleton of, 167.
Lobster, shell of, 394.
Loligo, skeleton of, 338.

M.

Madreporiform tubercle, 248.
Malacostraca, skeleton of, 392.
Malleus albus, 297.
Marginopora, 91.

Melicerta, skeleton of, 374.
Melitaea ocracca, 120.
Meridiou circulare, 50.
Method of mounting Foramini-

fora, 85.
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Millepora, 1G5.

Mites, skeleton of, 404.
Mocha stones, 41.

MoUusca, skeleton of, 256.
Mononiyaria, 308.
Moss agate, 39.

Mother-of-pearl, 278, 301.
Mushroom Coral, 158.
Mussel, epidermis of, 302.

, pearls of, 360, 365.
, shell of, 301, 304

Mya arenaria, shell of, 304.
Myriapoda, skeleton of, 382.

N.

Nacre, 301, 320.

, tubular sti'ucture of, 321.
—, structure of, 278.

Nautilus, shell of, 352.
Naviculse, 46.

Nematoidea, 373.

Nereides, 380.

Notamla Biursaria, 182, 259.
Noteus quadricornis, 376.

Nucleo-branchiata, 333.

Nudibranchiata, skeleton of, 310,
313.

Nullipores, 168.

, skeleton of, 9.

Nummulites, skeleton of, 86.

0.

Oculina rosea, 125.

Octopus, style of, 338.

Onychoteuthis, 351.

Oolites, structure of, 92.

Orthoceratites, 354
Operculum of Snail, 325.

of shell, 312,
of Turbo, 326.

Ophiuridae, skeleton of, 206.

Orbitoides, 88.

Orbitolites, 88,

Organ-pipe Coral, 151.

Organic basis of spicula, 147.

Otion, shell of, 404.

Ovum of Cristatella, 186.

Oyster, pearls of, 362.

, shell of, 295, 299.

, young of, 363.

P.

Pachymatisma, gemmules of. 31.

Pamphagus, 108.

Parasitic sj^ouges, 37.

Pavonaria, skeleton of, 136.
, spicula of, 139.

Pearl Oyster, 297, 300, 364.
Pearls, artificial, 369.

, brilliant, 367.
, classification of, 365.
, nucleus of, 368.
, structure of, 359.

Pedicellarise of Asterias, 210.
Echini, 253.

, structm-e of, 251.

Pennatulidae, 132.

Pennatula grisea, 138.

phosphorea, 134.

, spicula of, 138,
Pentacrinus Europseus, 198.

Pentacrinite, 199.

Pentagon aster, 210.
Perforation of Terebratula, 288.
Periosti-acum, 328.

of shell, 283.

Perna ephippium, 296.
Pholas, shell of, 357.

crispata, shell of, 306.
Phyllosomse, 393.

Physalia pelagica, 191.
Physogi-ada, skeleton of, 191.

Pinna, shell of, 269, 271.

PisoKte, 93.

Plants, silica in, 6.

, skeleton of, 6.

Pleurosigma, 58.

PoUicipes, 400,

Polygastrica, development of, 100.

, skeleton of, 98, 111.

Polype, fresh-water, 115.

Polystomella, 77.

Polythalamia, skeleton of, 77.

Polyzoa, 113.

, skeleton of, 175.

Poriphera, skeleton of, 11.

Porpita, 187, 192.

Portuna, carapace of, 393.

Prisms of shell, 273.

Proteus, ] 07.

Pteropoda, skeleton of, 334.

Pulmograda, 187.
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R.

Ked coral, spicula of, 130.

Reefs, nature of, 162.

Rani I la Americana, 134.

Repair- of Corals, 161, 106.

Retepora Beaniana, 183.

Rhizopoda, 79.

Rice shell, 276.

Richmond earth, 61.

Rotalia, skeleton of, 85.

Rotifera, skeleton of, 373.

Rotten stone, 62.

s.

Salpse, 261.

Sand-canal of Star-fishes, 248.

Sand, Delos, 83.

Schulze, ai^paratus of, 101.

Scolopendra, 382.

, skeleton of, 383.

Sea-nettles, 186.

Sea-pens, skeleton of, 132.

Sea-rush, 145.

Sepia officinalis, 339.

Sepiostaire, 339.

Serpula, shell of, 378.

Sertularia, 121.

Shell, Brachiopoda, 284.

, cellular structure of, 269,
271.

, Chiton, 324.

, Conchifera, 267.

, Crabs, 393.

, Crayfish, 395.

, Cyprsea, 316.

, EchinidsB, 217.

, Gasteropoda, 311.

, growth of, 360.

,
Haliotis, 279.

, iridescence of, 280.

, Lepadidse, 400.

, ligament of, 309.

, Lingula, 287.

, Lobster, 384.

, Magilus, 319.

, Mussel, 301, 304.
, byasus of, 310.

, nacre of, 278, 301, 320.
, Nudibranchiata, 313.

Shell, operculum of, 312, 324.

of Oyster, 295, 299.

, Pearl Oystei-, 297, 300, 364.

,
periostracum of, ,283.

, Pinna, 269, 271.

, Pollicipes, 400.

, prisms of, 273.

, repair of, 370.

, Rice, 276.

, Shrimp, 394.

, Slug, 268.

, Snail, 315,

, Spirifer, 280.

, Spirula, 343.

, Terebratulee, 284.

, Trochus, 319.

, tubular structure of, 276.

Shepherd's Purse coralline, 182.

Silica in Plants, 6.

Siliceous Sponge, 17.

Sipunculse, 254.
Skeleton of Abranchiata, 380.

Acalephse, 186.

Actinige, 154.

Alcyonella stagnorum, 184.

Alcyonium, 144.

Ammonites, 355.
Annelida, 377.

Arachnida, 404.
Articulata, 371.

Asteriadse, 208.

Belemnites, 345.

Brachiopoda, 284.
Bryozoa, 257.

Celleporidae, 178.

Cephalopoda, 336.
Chara, 10, 172.

Cirrhipedia, 399.

Coleoptera, 385, 389.
components of, 4.

Corallines, 168.

Corals, 158.

Crinoidese, 196.

Crustacea, 391.

Cuttle-fish, 338.
, definition of, 3.

Desmidieaj, 43.

Diatomacese, 46.

Echinidas, 213.

Echiuodermata, 196
Entomostraca, 301,
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Skeleton of Entozoa, 372.
Equisetum, 7.

Eungise, 158.

Gorgoniadse, 123.
Heteropoda, 332.
Holotburiadae, 236.—— Infusoria, 98.

" Inseeta, 385.

Lithophytes, 9, 187.
Loligo, 338.

Malacostraca, 392.
Melicerta, 374.

Mollusca, 256.
Myriapoda, 382.
Nautilus, 352.

Nudibranchiata, 813.
Nummulites, 86.

Octopus, 338.

Ophim-idae, 206.

Orthoceratite, 354.
Pavonaria, 136.

Pedunculata, 400.
Physograda, 191.
Plants, 6.

• Polygastrica, 98.
Polyzoa, 175,
Porpita, 192.

Pteropoda, 334.
Pulmonata, 315.

• Eotalia, 85.

Rotifera, 373.

Scorpion, 405.
Sea-pens, 132.

Sea-rush, 145.

Sessilia, 401.
Slug, 268, 315.
Snail, 315, 325, 361.
Spiders, 404.
Spirula, 343.

• Sponges, 11.

TubicolsB, 377.
Tunicata, 260.
Xenia, 149.

Slug, shell of, 268, 315.
Snail, shell of, 315.

, operculum of, 325.
Spatangus, 215.

Spicula of Actinia, 156.

Alcyoniuin, 146.
, bi-acerate, 19.

, bi-curvate, 26.

Spicula, bi-rotulate, 28.
Boltenia, 204.
branched, 23.
conical, 21.

curved, 25.

cylindrical, 20,
Dictyochalix, 17.

expando-binate, 22.
Gorgoniae, 131.
Grantia, 15.

Holothuriag, 240.
Pavonaria, 139.
Pennatulae, 138.
Red Coral, 130.
spinulate, 20.
Sponges, 14.

stellate, 27.

Synapta, 242.
tri-radiate, 26.

tuberculated, 23.
Tunicata, 264,

Spines of Cidaris, 225, 219,
Echinus, 220,

, repair of, 228.
Star-fishes, 211.

Spirifer, shell of, 286.
Spirula, shell of, 343.
Sponges, canals of, 12.

, cilia in, 12.

, fossil, 38.

, gemmules of, 28.
, gi-owth of, 33.

, horny skeleton of, 14.

. parasitic, 37.

, skeleton of, 11,

, spicula of, J 4.

Spougia fistularis, 39.

Spongilla fluviatilis, 16.

, gemmules of, 28.

, vai-iety of, 30.

St. Cuthbert's beads, 200.
Style of Octopus, 338.

T.

Teeth of Echini, 232, 234.

Leeches, 380.

Terebratula, arms of, 286.
, shell of, 284.

, tubular structure of, 288.
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Teredo, shell of, 358.

Test objects, 58.

Tethea, gemmules of, 32.

Tetrabrancbiata, skeleton of, 337,

351.

Tree Oyster, 307.

Trematoda, 373.

Trepang, 239.

Triceratium, 52.

Trochus, 320.

Tongue of Buccinum, 330. .

Carinaria, 333.

Cyprsea, 331.

Tubes in Coral, 153.

Shell, 276, 298, 321.

Tubicinella, shell of, 403.

Tubicolffi, skeleton of, 378.

Tubipora musica, 151.

Tubular structure of shell, 276,

298, 321.

Tunicata, 260.

, compound, S64.

, skeleton of, 264.

, spicula of, 264.

Turbo, operculum of, 326.

Turrulites, 354.

V.

Valkeria, 258.

Velella, 193.

Verongia, fibres of, 13.

Virgularia, axis of, 139.

mirabile, 135.

Volvox globator, 104.

Vorticella, 110.

w.

Whelk, tongue of, 330.

X.

Xanthidium, 41, 94.

, skeleton of, 6, 9.

Xenia, spicula of, 149.

z.

Zoophytes, definition of, 1 12.

, fresh-water, 184.

, hydraform, 1 14.

, skeleton of, 112.

THE END.

London :

Wilson and Ooi i.vy,
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STAEGER, Die Cholera als Krankheit der Haut. 8vo. Mitau, 1850
STEVENS, On the Health of Man. Annual Address delivered before the
New York State Medical Society. 8vo. Albany, 1850

TALMA, Memoires sur quelques points fondamentaux de la medeciae
dentaire consideree dans ses appHcations a I'hygiene et a la thera-
peutique. 8vo. BruxeUes, 1852 . . . .

VALLEIX, Guide du me'decin practicien, ou resume general de pathologie
interne et de the'rapeutique apphquees. 3= edition revue, corrigee et
augmentee. 5 vols. 8vo. 1853 . . . .

VIDAL (de Cassis), Traite des maladies veneriennes. 8vo. with 6 coloured
plates. Paris, 1853......

VIMONT, Ti-aite' de phre'nologie, humaine e't comparee. 2 vols. 4to. and
atlas folio of 120 plates. Paris, 1836 (very scarce) .

VROLIK, Tabulae ad iUustrandam embryogenesm hominis et mammalium
tam naturalem quam abnormen. 4to. with 100 plates. Amsterdam
1844-49

• . . .

WARREN, Surgical Observations on Tumours with Cases and Operations"
8vo. plate. Boston, 1839 .

. . .

WARRINGTON, The Obstetric Catechism, containing 2347 questions and
T,,^?syers on obstetrics proper. 12mo. 150 dlustrations, Philadelphia, 1853W 1 illES The Physician's Pocket Dose and Symptom-Book; containing the

doses and uses of all the principal articles of the Materia Medica and chief
omcinal preparations. 12mo. Philadelphia, 1853 .

YVONNEAU, De I'emploi du chloroforme et de ses dilFe'rentes applications
8vo. Pans, 1853 • . . .

ZEIDLER, GeburtshiMicher Hand-Atlas nebst besch'reibender iErklaruno-
smaU 4to. 6 parts (complete) 58 plates, Miinchen, 1852
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NATURAL HISTORY.

f^^JJ;?'
^"ntnbutionsto C^^^^ 8vo. 1849-52. New York . 0 1*2 0AUAbblZ, Histoire uaturellcdes poissons d'eau douce de I'Eui-opc Centrale.

/r ^"^s salmoues, par C. Vogt. Eoyal 8vo. and
atlas foho, Neufchatel, 1842 .

Ethnological Society Transactions. 8vo. 2 vols. isTew York'
1844-48

. . _

'

—— Geologists' and Naturalists' Association 1st, 2nd/aud 3rd meetin-s at
Philadelphia, m 1840 and 1841, and 13oston, 1842. 8vo. with 21 nfatcs
JSoston, 1843 • . . .

ANNALEN der Gesellschaft Naturforscliender Ereunde. 3 vols. 4to!
1807-1812. . . 2 0 0AUDEBERT et VIEILLOT, Histoire naturelle et generale des oiseaux
dores ou a reflets me'talUques. 4to. 2 vols. 189 splendidly coloured plates.
Pans, 1802 . . _ _ 8 0 0BAEKOW (J

. C. L.) Monstra animalium dupUcia per anatomen iudagata,
habito rcspectu ad physiologiam, medicinam forensem, ad artem obstetri-
cian! descripsit et iconibus illustravit cum tabulis XV, 2 vols. 4to. Lipsite,
1828-1835 . . . , _ . 1 10 0

BAETON, Compendium Elorae Philadelphicee : containing a description
of the indigenous and naturalized plants. 12mo. 2 vols. Philadelphia,

T,
^^^^

• . • ' . 0 10 0
BLANCHARD (Emile), Organisation duregne am'mal, publie'e par Uvi-aisons

grand in-4, contenant chacune deux planches magmliquement gravees et
une feuiUe et demie de texte. Prix de chaque hvraison. . .000

Six Livraisons are published.
BLAINVILLE, Manuel de Malacologie. 2 vols. 8vo. avee 100 planches,

fig. noires. Paris, 1825 . . . . .2 0 0
Manuel d'actinologie ou de zoophytologic. 8vo. avec 100 planches,

fig. noii-es. Paris, 1834 . . . . .2 0 0
BELANGEE, Voyage aux Indes Orientales—Partie botanique, par Bory dc

St. Vincent. 8vo. avee planches 4to. Paris, . . .200
BEONN, Lethfea Geognostica, oder AbbUdung und Beschreibung der fiir

die Gebii-gs-Eormationeu bezeichuendsten Vcrsteuierimgen. 3rd Edition,

4 vols. 8vo. With 47 plates, 4to. Stuttgart, 1840 . .3 0 0
Supplement. Part 1. 4to. 1852 . . . .0 7 0

BOEN, Testacea musei Csesarei vindebonensis. Eol. 18 plates. Viiidebon,

1780 . . . . . . .200
BONAPAETE, Conspectus genera avium. 2 vols, royal 8vo. Lugduni

Batavoram, 1850 . . . . . .2 0 0

BEONGNIAET, Histoire de veg^taux fossiles, ou recherches botaniqucs et

geologiques sur les vegetaux renfermes dans les diverses couches du globe.

Vol. I. and II. Parts 1 and 2. 4to plates, Paris, 1828 . .9 14 0

BUEMEISTER, Eeise uach Brasilicn diu-ch die Proviozcn von Rio de
Janeiro und Minas Geraes. 8vo. with map and atlas Ibl. Berlin, 1853 .1 4 0

BOTANISCHE ZEITUNG, von Hugo Mohl and Schlechtcndd. 1843 to

1848. 0 vols. 4to. plates . . . . .440
CASSIN, Illustrations of the Birds of California, Texas, Oregon, Britisli

and Russian America, forming a supplement to Audubon's Birds of

America. Part I. with 0 coloured plates. Philadelphia, 1853 . 0 5 0

To be completed in 30 parts.

CALIFORNIA. Information in relation to tlic Geology and Topography of

California. Government Report. 8vo. 9 maps, Washuiglon, 1850 .0 3 0

III|>l>olyto Bnllllore's Piibliralloiis,
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COURS ELEMENTAIRE D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE, &c.

EDWARDS (Milne) Cours Elementaire de Zoologie. 6tL Edition,

12mo. with 4(35 illustrations, Paris, 1852 . . .0 6 0
JUSSIEU (A. de), Cours Elementaire de Botanique. 5tli Edition.

12mo. with 812 Olustrations, Paris, 1852 . . .0 6 0
BEUDANT, Cours Elementaire de Mineralogie et de Geologie.

12mo. with 392 illustrations and numerous diagrams, Paris, ]851 . 0 6 0
D'ORBIGNY, Cours Elementaii-e de Paleontologie et de Geologie

Stratigraphiques. 12mo. 2 vols, in 3, with 1046 illustrations, and
an atlas of 17 tables . . . . . .0150

Prodrome de Paleontologie Strategraphique universeUe, faisant

suite an Coui's Elementaire de Paleontologie. 3 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1852 1 4 0
DUBREUIL, Cours Elementaire, theorique et pratique d'AsoRi-

CULTURE. 12mo. illustrated by 5 plates and 692 fig. Paris, 1851 .0 9 0
REGNAULT, Coui-s Elementaire de Chimie. 3rd Edition. 12mo.

4 vols, with 2 plates and 689 fig. Paris, 1851 . . .10 0
COMTE (AcMlle), Structui-e et physiologie animales, demontrees a I'aide

de figures coloriees, deeoupe'es et superposees. Ouvi-age redige sur le
nouveau programme, pour la classe de rhetorique. Paris, 1853, 12mo.
avee 8 ]3lanches et figures interlacees dans le texte . .060

COQUEBERT, lUustratio iconogi-aphia iusectorum quae in musajis Parisinis
observavit et in lucem edidit J. Ch. Eabricius, prsemissis ejusdem descrip-
tionibus accedent species plui-imae, vel minus aut nondum cognitEe.
Parisiis, an. viii. 1 vol. 4to. 30 coloui-ed plates. . . .300

COZZENS, A Geological History of Manhattan or New York Island.
8vo. map and coloui-ed plates. New York, 1843 . . .0 5 0

CUyiER, Iconographie du regno animal de G. Cuvier, ou representation
d'apres nature de I'une des especes les plus remarquables, et souvent
non encore figuree, de chaque genre d'animaux, ouvrage pouvaut servir
d atlas a tons les traites de zoologie

; par E. E. Guerin-Meneville, avec un
texte descriptif mis au coui-ant de la science. 7 parties grand 8vo. cora-
prenant 450 pi. grave'es et coloriees, avec texte descriptif, relies en 3 vols.
Pans, 1830-1844 . . . _ _ 18 0 0

Le meme, avec planches nou-es . .
! 8 0 0

Chaeune des sept divisions qui composent ce bel ouvrage comprend :

1. Mammiferes, avec le portrait de G. Cuvier . 53 planches
2. Oiseaux . . 70
3. Reptiles

4. Poissons

5. Mollusques et zoophytes
6. Annelides, crustaces et arachnides
7. Insectes, avee le portrait de Latreile

Dans le rapport que le Baron Cuvier a fait k rAcademirroyale des
siguale' comme l^un des plus utiles que Ton ait

30

70
63
53
111

Sciences, cet ouvi'age est a.giicnc i^uuimc i^uu ues puis uiiies que
con^us en faveur des personnes qui veulent se famiKariser avec les mnom-

T^AM A ?T\°'n^^ . "/t^''.'' V^^"^*^^
composent le r^gne animal.

1852-53^'
Crustace8e(Umted States' expedition). 2 vols. 4to. PhHadelphia,

On Coral Reefs and Islands. 8vo. cuts! New York, 1853.
* .0 6 6

'S'ee Sillimau's Journal.

mr In Snnrif?''*'^""''-
'^''^

P'T^' '^'^ la geologie de 1834 k 1850, pubUeepar la boci^te geologique de France. Vols. I—IV. Svo 2 0 0— Description des animaux fossiles du groupe numiiitique " de I'lnde'Making an appendix to the "Histoire cfe la"^ Geologic." 8vo P^iis,'

10 0

aio, ncscnt street, tonrton, ami aoo. Bronrtnay, «cw Vork.
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DE CANDOLLE Prodi-omus systmatis mturaHs regni yegetab Vols.

'

1—XIII. 8vo. Pans, 1824-5S . . 10 2 0DESHAYES, Traite ^l^^mentaire de conchyUologde, arec I'appiication de
cette science a la geognosie. Avec environ 100 planches, qui seront
publiees in 20 livraisons, formant 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1839-52 Prix
de cliaque livraison, fig. noires . , _ 0 5 0

Figures coloriees . . [

'

0 12 0
15 livraisons sont en vente.

^S'^J?^,^-^-^ universel d'liistoire naturelle, pubHe sous la direction de
JVL. Charles d Orbiguy, par une reunion de naturalistes.

_
(Le dietionnaire imiversel d'histoire naturelle forme IS tomes, pubHes

in 25 volumes grand in-S, k deux colonnes. 288 belles planches, gravees
sur acier par les plus habiles artistes de Paris, repre'sentant plus de 1,200
sujets, et destinees surtout a faciliter I'intelligence des articles gene'raux,
accompagnent les volumes. L'ouvrage est complet. On vend separe'ment
le texte et les planches.)

Prix : Texte seul, comprenant 25 vols. . , . 7 10 0
„ accompagne de 288 planches noires, 8vo. . . 11 0 0~— » ^ „ de 288 planches coloriees, 8vo. . . 20 0 0

D'ORBIGNY, Paleontologie fran9aise : description zoologique et geologique
de tons les animaux mollusques et rayonnes fossiles de Prance, com-
prenant leur application a la reconnaissance des couches, avec des figui-es

de toutes les especes, lithographiees d'apres nature par J. Delai-ue. 8vo.
chaque livraison . . . . . .016

208 livraisons of the Terrains cretaces are published.
86 (to be completed in ]50) livraisons of^ the Terrains jurassiques are

published.

11 parait, chaque mois, deux livraisons de Terrains cretaces et une
livraison des Terrains jurassiques. Lorsque les Terrains cretaces seront
termuies, il paraitra par mois trois livraisons des Terrains jurassiques.

La livraison comprend quatre planches du texte correspondant.
DE.APIER, Dietionnaire classique des sciences naturelles, presentant la

definition, I'analyse, et I'histoire de tous les etres qui composeut les trois

regnes, leur application aux arts, &c. 10 vols, and atlas of 200 coloured
plates, royal 8vo. . . . . . .800

DUTROCHET, De la deviation descendante et ascendante de I'accroisse-

ment des arbres en diametre. 4to. 2 plates, Paris, 1835 . .0 1 6— Memoires pour servir £i I'histoire anatomique et physiologique des

vegetaux et des animaux. 2 vols. 8vo. accompagnes d'un atlas de 30
planches gravees. Paris, 1837 . . . .1 4 0

DUPONCHEL et GODART, Iconographie et histoire natui-elle des

chenilles, pour servir de complement a I'histoire naturelle des lepidopteres

ou papillons de Prance, de MM. Godart et Duponchel. 2 vols. 8vo. avec

92 planches coloriees. Paris, 1846. PubKshed at £4 10s. ; now reduced to 2 10 0

Catalogue methodique des lepidopteres d'Europe, distribues en

families, tribus, et geni-es, avec 1'expose des caracteres sur lesquels ces

divisions sont fondees, et Tindication des licux et des ^poques oii Ton

trouve chaque espece, poiu* servir de complement et de rectification k

I'histoire naturelle des lepidopteres de Prance, devenue celle des lepidop-

teres d'Europe par les supplements qu'on y a ajoutes. 8vo. Paris, 1844 0 15 0

EASTMAN, The American Aboriginal Portfolio, illustrative of the customs

of the American Indians. 4to. handsomely bound in cloth, with 27 finely

engraved plates, Philadelphia, 1853 . . . . 1 12 0

ESPER, Die Europaisclicn Schmetterlinge in Abbilduugcn nach der Natur.

Mit Bcschreibung. 5 Theil. in 7 Bden. Leipzig, 1829-39 . . 20 0 0

Uljivoljle II»illloro'8 PiiMlcaUous,



POREICnr SCIEIVTIFIC BOOKS. o
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ESPER, Die auslandisclien (Aussereurop.) Sclimetterliage. 1 Tlieil. 4to.

Mit 63 Kupfertafeln, Erlangen, 1801 _ . . . .400
Die auslandischen Schmetterlinge in Abbildungen nach der Natur.

4to. coloured plates, Erlangen, 1830 . . . .4 0 0

ERNST ET ENGRAMELLE, PaniUons de I'Eui-ope, peijits d'apres nature.

8 vols. 4to. half bouud, with 250 coloured plates, Paris, 1768-91 .15 0 0
EDWARDS, QUATREFAGES et BLANCHARD, Recherches anato-

miques et zoologiques, faites pendant un voyage sur les cotes de la Sicde

et sur divers points du littoral de la Prance 3 vols. 4to. avec 96 planches,

dont 50 sout coloriees, Paris, 1850 . . . .5 0 0
EICHWALD, Lethsea Rossica ou le monde primitif de la Russie. Liv. 1,

8vo. and atlas of 14 plates fol. Stuttgart, 1852 . . .0 14 0
ETHNOGRAPHICAL Maps of Russia, folio, colom-ed, with text. Svo.

St. Petersbiu-g, 1852 . . . . . 1 16 0
FERUSSAC (M de), Histoire naturelle, generale et particuJiere, des

mollusques, tant des especes qu'on trouve aujourd'hui vivautes que des
depouilles fossiles de celles qui n'existent plus, classes d'apres les

caracteres essentiels c^ue presentent ces animaux et leurs coquilles. Par
M. de Ferussac, continue depuis la 29eme livraison, par G. P. Deshayes.
Complete in 42 Parts, folio, coloured, original price £63, now reduced to . 24 10 0

Plain, original price, £18 10*., now reduced to . . . 10 0 0
FERUSSAC et D'ORBIGNY, Histoir-e naturaUe, generale, et particuliere

des cephalopodes acetabuliferes vivants et fossiles. 2 vols, folio, coloui-ed
plates. Pans, 1835-48 . . . . .4 0 0

FAUNE FRANCAISE, ou histoire generale et particuliere des animaux qui
se trouvent en France, constamment ou passagerement a la surface du sol,
dans les eaux qui le baignent, et dans le littoral des mers qui le bornent,
par MM. de Blainville, Vieillot, Desmarest, Audinet-Serville, Lepelletier
de Saint-Fargeau, Wallcenaer. 29 livraisons, Svo. 290 plates, coloured.
Reduced from £14 10s. to . . , , .600

FEE, Etudes philosophiques sur I'instinct et I'intelligence des animaux
12mo. Paris, 1853 . . . .

'

0 3 0
Me'moires sui- la famUle des Pougeres. Parts 1 to 4, folio, with 69

plates. Part V, 4to. with 30 plates, Paris, 1844-52 . . .7 5 0
FISCHER, Abhandlung iiber das Genus Cypris und dessen in der Umgebung
von St. Petersburg und vom Fall bei Keval vorkommenden Arteu. 4to. 11
plates, St. Petersbm-g, 1851 . . . . 0 5 0

GAUTIER, Introduction pliilosophique k I'etude de la geologic 8vo'
Paris, 1853 . . . .

'

0 5 6GEER (von), Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der Tnsecten, aus dem Franzo-
sischen ubersetzt. 4to. 7 vols, plates, Leipzig, 1776 . 5 0 0GMELIN (C. C), Flora Badeusis Alsatica. 4 vols. Svo. bound, with 22
coloured pljites, Carlsruha;, 1805 . . . .1 15 0—- Flora Sibirica, sive historia Plantarum Sibii-iaj. 4 vols. 4to and atlas
of plates bouud, Petropoli, 1747-59 . , 1 10 0GODMAN, American Natural History. 3 vols. Svo. 'plates, PhUadelphia,

' • 1 15 0GOBTNEAU Essai sur Tinegalite' des races humaines. 2 'vols. Svo!
i aris, 1853 . _ 0 15 0GOEPPERT, Floram fossilcm formationis transitiones. 4to. 44 coloured
plates, Vratislaviro et Bomia:, 1852 . 2 0 0

BolSn S'''^''
''''''^ ^^""'^"^ ^^P^°"^S Expedition). 4to!

GRAY AND ADAMS, kements of Geology. 12mo. 217 figs. New York'
2 0 0

0 5 6

«lO, RcKont SJicct, tourton
, aiul, aoo, Mrojulwnj, Wow York.
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"""^JtS^lSSO
I-^l-^-^^-^^e- Europca. 3 vols. 8vo. 2 plates, ^ *

'

GRENIER ET GODRON, Elore de Franee," ou deseription des plantcs qui
^ ^

croisscnt uatureUcnicnt en France et en Corse. Svo! Vols. I and II iii 4
parts, Bvo. Pans, 1848-52 .

. .
•

x auu ui i.

^

TTA-DTrTTv AT • T,
To bc complctcd lu 4 vols.

±iARyj!.Y, Nereis-Boreab-Americana, or Contributions to a History of the

wSgt^flfsaSf' ^'^-^-Is-withSGcoloure/plates,

^HAXO, Fecoudation artificieUe et eclosion des ojufs de poissoiis suivi de
reflexions sur richthyoge'nie. Bvo. Epinal, 1853

HITCHCOCK, Final Report on the Geology of Massachusetts. 4to. 2 vols'

^
Map, 55 plates and 275 figs. Amherst, 1841

KARSTEN, Ai-chiV fiir Mineralogie, Geognosie, Bergbau und Hiittenkunde
bvo. Vols. I—XXIV, numerous plates, Berlin, 1830-51

HEROLDI, De generatioue insectorum in ovo. Folio, 14 coloured plates
and outlines, Frankfurt-am-Main, 1838 . . . 2 0 0HODGSON Memoir on the Megatherium and other extinct gigantic
Quadi-upeds of the Coast of Georgia, with observations on its Geologic
leatiu-es. Bvo. 3 plates. New York, 1846 . . 0 2 0HEULAND, Description d'une collection de mine'raux. 3 vols, et atlas de
83 planches, 4to. Londres, 1837 ... . 3 0 0HOOKER, Icones Plantarum. By Sir W. J. Hooker, Director of the
Royal Botamc Gardens, Kew. New Series, Vols. I—IV, coutauiiiig
100 plates each, with Explanations. Bvo. cloth, Loudon, 1842-48.
Each vol. . . . . _ 18 0

Vol. IV, Part n, London, 1848 ",
! ! 0 14 0—— The London Jounial of Botany, Vols. I—VI, with 24 plates each*

boards, 1842-47. Now reduced, each volume to . . .10 0
Niger Flora

; or, an Enumeration of the Plants of "Western Tropical

0 3 0

2 10 0

15 10 0

Afnca. Collected by the late Dr. Th. Vogel, Botanist to the Voyage of
the Expedition sent by Her Britannic Majesty to the River Niger in
1841 under the Command of Captain H. D. Trotter, R.N., includuig
Spicilegia Gorgonea, by P. B. Webb ; and Flora Nigritiana, by Dr.
J. D. Hooker and George Bentham. With 2 views, a map, and 50 plates,

8vo. 1849 . . . . ..110
HOMMAIRE DE HELL, Les Steppes de la Mer Caspienne, le Caucase, la

Crimec, et la Russie Meridioiiale, voyage pittoresque, historique, et

scientidque. 3 vols. Bvo. et atlas folio, Paiis, 1845 . .5 0 0
JACKSON, Report on the Geological and Agricultui-al Survey of the State

of Rhode Island. Bvo. Map, fl^s. and 7 plates, 1840 . .0 6 0
JAUME ST.-HILAIRE, Exposition deg families natureUes et de la ger-

mination des plautes. 2 vols. Bvo. avec 112 planches, Paris, 1805 . 3 10 0

Le meme, fig. col. 2 vols. 4to. bound . . . .300
JABLONSKY und HERBST, Natiu--System aller bekaunteu In- und Aus-

landischen Insecten, Selimetterliuge und Kafer. 21 vols. Bvo. half-bound,

and 3 atlases containing 539 plates, 4to. beautifully coloured, Berlin,

1783-1801 . . . . . . . IS 0 0

ILLIGER, Magazin fiii- Lisektenkunde. 4 vols, bound in 2, Braunschweig,

1801-5 . . . . .110
Prodromus syslematis mammaliura et avium, additis tcrraiuis zoo-

graphicis utriusquc classis Bvo. BeroUni, 1811 . . .060
KEFERSTEIN, Tcutschland gcognostisch gcologiseli dargcstcllt. Hit

Kartcn und Durchschuittszcichnungcn. 7 Btlc. Bvo. und Kupf. Wciiuar,

1821-32 . . . . . . .3 0 0

IIIj>I>ol}'tc BnUUcrc's Piililivatloiis.
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£ .9 d

KUNTII, Flora Berolinensis. 2 vols. Svo. BcrHu, 1838 . . 0 10 0

Euumeratio plantarum omiiiuni liucusque cognitarum secundum

5 0 0
familias uaturales disposita, adicetis charaeteribus, dilferentis et synonymis.

5 vols. Svo. supplement and plates. Stuttgardiaj, 1833-43

KROMBHOLZ, Natui-getreue Abbildungen \md Bcschreibungeu der scbad-

lichen, essbarcn imd verdachtigeu Schwamme. Folio and atlas of 76
coloured plates, Prag, 1846 . . . . . 10 10 0

KUECHEMEISTEll, Ueber Cestoden im Allgemeinen und die des Meu-
sclien insbesoudere. 8vo. with 3 plates, Zittau, 1853 . .0 7 0

KUTZING, Grundziige der philosophischen Botanik. Svo. 2 vols. 38
plates, Leipzig, 1S51-52 . . . . .12 0

LAMAllGK (J. B. P.), Histoire uaturelle des animanx sans vertebres,

presentaut les caracteres generaux et particuliers de ees animaux, leur

distribution, lem-s classes, leurs families, leurs genres, et la citation

synonyraique des priaeipales especes qui s'y rapportent. Deuxieme edition,

revue et augmeutee des faits nouveaux dont la science s'est em-iebie jusqu'a
ce jour, par M. G. P. Deshayes et H. Milne Edwards. 11 vols. 8vo.

Paris, 1836 . . . . . .4 8 0
LAVALLE, Traite pratique des champignons comestibles contenant leur

organisation, &e. Svo. 12 coloui-ed plates, Paris, 1852 . .0 7 0
LECLERC, Les vignes malades. Svo. 4 plates. Paris, 1853 .0 3 6
LE CONTE, General Remarks upon the Coleoptera of Lake Superior. Svo.
New York, 1852 . . . . . .0 2 0

Descriptions of some New and Literesting Lisects inhabiting the
United States. Svo. plate. New York, 1844 . . .0 1 0

On the Pselaphidffi of the United States. Svo. New York, 1848 .0 2 0
Synopsis of the species of Donacia (Pabr.) inhabiting the United

States. Svo. New York, 1852 . . . .0 2 0
Descriptions of New Species of Coleoptera from California. Svo. New

York, 1851 . . . .
'.'.036

LESSON, Histoire naturelle des Colibris, suivie d'un supplement a I'histoire
uaturelle des Oiseaux-Mouehes. Svo. with 64 coloured plates, Paris . 2 10 0

Histoire natureUe des Oiseaux de Paradis et des Epimaques. Svo.
with 40 coloured plates, Paris . . . , . 2 10 0

Histoii-e naturelle des Oiseaux-Mouehes. Svo. with 85 coloured platesj
^^^'^^

. . . 2 10 0
Histoire naturelle des Troehilidees, ou les Colibris et les Oiseaux-

Mouehes. Svo. with 66 coloured plates, Paris . . . 2 10 0LEUCKARD, Zoologisehe Untersuchungen. Siphonophoren. 4to. with 3
plates, Giessen, 1853 . . . 0 10 0LONGWORTH, The Cultivation of the Grape, and Manufacture of Wine •

T
Character and Habits of the Strawben-y-plant. Svo. Cincinnati, 1846 0 1 0LINNiEA, Ein Journal fiir die Botanik in ihrcin ganzen Umfauge. Heraus-

gegeben von Sehleclitendal. Erom the commencement, 1826-39. 13
vols. Svo. boards . . . _ 6 0 0

^^^'^ Description d'un nouveau genre ' de poisson de k famiUe des
Murenoidcs. 4to. plates, St. Petersburg, 1851 . . .0 16

metamorphoses de diff^rentcs
especes dinseetcs

;
par L. L. Lyonet, publiees par M. W. do Haau, con-

seiTateur du Museum d'Histoire NatureUe do Lcyde. 2 vols 4to
accompagne's de 54 planches grave'es, Paris, 1832 . .

' " 2 0 0- Traite' aiiatomiquc de la chenille qui ronge le bois de saule. 4to 18
plates, La Haye, 1762 . . . "220

MARTIUS ET STIX leoncs plantarum, cryptoganiicarum, cm-. C. P p'
Martius, cum 76 tab. col. 4to. Moiiachii, 1827-34

. .8 0 0

SIO, Bogout SUeef, LoiKloii, :„,rt aoo, Broa.lwny, Wow York.
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0 10 0

MEMOIRES DE LA SOCIETE GEOLOGIQUE DE ERANCE
*

xi= senc, Tome IV.—Ce volume et les volumes suivants seront publics
en deux parties. Prix de ebaque partie

. . . 0 15 0
, La premiere partie du tome IV est en vente.
MENONVILLE (F. de), Traite de la culture du Nopal, ct de I'^ducation

de la Oochenille dans les colonies fran9aises de rAmerique • precede'
d mi voyage a Guaxaca. 8vo. 2 vols. 2 coloured plates, Cap-Erau9ais,
1787

• • • . .

MEYER, Ueber die Reptilien und Saugetbiere der verscbicdenen Zeiten
der Erde. Bvo. Frankfurt, 1852 . . . .0 3 6MILLER, A Natural History of tbe Crinoidea, or Lily-sbaped Animals, witb
observations on tbe genera Asteria, Euryale, Comatula and Marsupites
4to. with 50 coloui-ed plates, Bristol, 1821 . . . 1 18 0MOLINA, Essai sur I'bistoire natui-elle du Chili; traduit de I'l'talien, par
Gruvel, et enrichi de notes. 8vo. Paris, 1789 . . .0 6 0MORTON, Letter to the Rev. J. Bachman on tbe question of Hybridity in
Anunals considered in reference to the Unity of the Human Species. 8vo.
Also additional observations and on some collateral subjects, being a
reply to the objections of tbe Rev. J. Bachman. 2 parts, 8vo. Chaileston,
1850 \ . 0 3 0

MOUGEOT, Essai d'une Elore du nouveau Gres Rouge des Vosges, ou
description des vege'taux sHicifle's qui s'y rencontrent. 8vo. 5 plates.
Epinal, 1852 . , . . ..0 3 0

NAUMANN (Dr. C. E.), Elemente der Mineralogie. 3te Auflage, mit 385
Eigui-en. 8vo. Leipzig, 1852 . . . . . 0 10 6

NEW YORK, Geological Survey of tbe State of. 8vo. 1838-40 . . 0 15 0
State Cabinet of Natural History. 8vo. Plates, 1850 . . 0 10 6

OWEN, Odontography
;

or, a Treatise on tbe Comparative Anatomy of tbe
Teeth, their Physiological Relations, Mode of Development, and Micro-
scopical Structure in the Vertebrate Animals. By Richard Owen, E.R.S.,
2 vols, royal 8vo. containing 168 plates, half-bound russia . .660——A few copies of the plates have been printed on India paper, 2 vols. 4to. 10 10 0

OWEN (D. D.), Report of a Geological Survey of Wisconsin, Iowa, and
Minnesota ; and incidentally of a portion of Nebraska Territory. 4to.

with engravings, and an atlas of 27 plates and 20 large maps, Phila-

delphia, 1852 . . . . . . 2 15 0
(EDER, MULLER,WAHL, etHORNEMANN, Icones plantarum sponte

nascentium in regnis Danife et Norvegise, Eloree Danicese, nomine in-

scriptuin. 7 vols, folio, coloui-ed plates, Hafniee, 1766-92 . . 10 10 0

POEY, Memorias sobre la Historia Natural de la Isla de Cuba. 8vo. Parts

I—IV, 30 coloured plates, Habana, 1851-53 . . .2 10 0

To be completed in 24 parts, forming 4 vols ; a part to be published

every six weeks.

PERCIVAL, Report on tbe Geology of the State of Connecticut. 8vo. map.

New Haven, 1842 . . . . . . 0 10 0

PHILIPPI, Handbucb der Conchyliogie und Malacozoologic. 8vo. Halle,

1853 . . . . . . . 0 16 0

PICTET, Traite de paldoutologie, ou bistou-e natui-elle des animaux fossilcs

considerees dans leurs rapports zoologiques et ge'ologiques. 8vo. Vol. I,

and 4to atlas of 28 plates, Paris, 1853 . . . .1 0 0

To be completed in 4 parts. A part to appear every six mouths.
_

PLEE, Tyjies de chaque famille, et des priucipaux genres des plautes croissant

spontaue'nient en Erance; I'exposition detaille'e ct complete de Icurs

caractercs et de I'embryologie. 4to. with coloured plates. Parts I—LXXX.
Paris, 1843-53. Each part . . . • .010

IIli>l><>l.vlc Diillllere'8 I'lilillcatloiiii,
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QUENSTEDT, Handbuch der Petrefactenkunde. 8vo. with atlas of 62

plates, Tiibiugen, 1852 . . . . .110
EAMDOHR, Abliandlung iiber die Verdauungs-Werkzeuge der Insecten.

4to. and atlas of 30 plates, Halle, 1811 . . . . 1 10 0

BANG ET SOULEYETT, Monograpliie des Pterepodes. 4to. avec 16
planches . . . . . . .15 0

Folio edition . . . .

_
_

. 2 0 0

HANG (Sander), Histoire natm-eUe des Aplysiens. 4to. containing 23

plates, Paris, 1828 . . . . _ . . 0 15 0
RAVENEL, Emigi Caroliniani Exsicati. Eungi of Carolina, lUnstrated by-

natural specimens of the species. 4to. Ease. I, Charleston, 1852 . 1 10 0

REICHENBACH (Fb. G.), De Pollinis orchidearnm genesi ac structm-a et

de orchideis, in Aa'tem ac systema redigeudis. 4to. Leipzic, 1852 .0 3 6

"RENDU, De la maladie de la vigne dans le midi de la France et le nord
del'Italie. 8vo. 2 plates. Paris, 1853 . . . .0 3 6

ROEMER, Die KreidebUdungen von Texas und itu'e organischen Eiaschliisse.

4to. 11 plates, Bonn, 1852 •
. . . . . 0 14 0

RUDOLPH (C. A.), Entozoorum sive vermium intestinalium. 2 vols. 8vo.

2 plates, Ainsterdam, 1808 . . . . . 1 15 0
RUEPPELL, Systematische Uebersicht der Vogel Nord-Ost-Afrika's. 8vo.

with 50 coloured plates, Frankfurt, 1845 . . . . 1 16 0
ROSEL VON ROSENHOF, Die monatUch-herausgegebene Insecten-

Belustigviug. 4 vols. sq. 8vo. several hundred coloui-ed plates, Niirnberg,
1755-61 . . . . . . .5 0 0

ROUSSEAU (L.) ET A. DEVERIA, Photographic zoologiquc, on repre'-

sentation des animaux rares des collections du museum d'histoire natureUe.
L'ouvrage se composera de soixaute planches qui paraitront en dix

livraisons. Des tables methodiques seront donnees avec la derniere
livraison.

Prix: de chaque livraison de six planches petit in-folio . .090
Chaque planche sera vendue separement , . .020

RUMPHIUS, D'Amboinsche Rareitkamer, Behelzende euie Beschryvingc
van allerhande zoo weeke als harde Schaalvisschen, te weeten raare
Krabbeu, Kreeften, Hoomtjes en Schulpen, Mineraalen, Gesteenten, &c.
Folio, 60 plates, Amsterdam, 1705 . . . .1 5 0

SALM-DYCK, Cacteee in horto Dyckensi cultse anno 1849. 8vo. Bonnse,
1850

, .080
(le Pbince), Monographia genemm aloes et mesembryanthemiiconibus

illustrata, Diisseldorf, 1835-51 Publiee en 12 livraisons, fig. col. Prix
dc la livraison . . . . . . 1 10 0

Cinq Livraisons sont en vente.
SCHLEGEL (H.), Essai sur la physionomie des serpents. 2 vols. 8vo., et

atlas de 5 tabl. et 21 pi. fol. Amsterdam, 1837 . . .1 15 0
SCHACHT, Der Baum. Studien iiber Ban und Leben der hoheren

Gewachse. 8vo. Cg. BerHn, 1853 . . . . 0 14 0
SCHiEFFER, Icones insectorum Ratisbouesium methode systematica iUns-

tratae et Lidicse systematico, auetaj G. G. W. Panzer. 4 vols. 4to. with
280 coloured plates. Editio Nova, 1804 . . . . 5 10 0SCHROTER, Journal fiir die Liebhaber des Steim-eichs und Konchyliologie.
12mo. 6 vols. 0 plates, Weimar, 1773-80 . . 0 15 0SILLIMAN'S JOURNAL, The American Journal of Science and Arts,
conducted by Silliman and Dana. Illustrated by plates and cuts. 8vo.
No. XLVII, for September, 1853 . . . 0 5 0
The above magazme is published every two months. Previous parts

are still on hand.

aio, ItcKont Sdccf, I.oiiiIoiM mm soo, Uioailwns, Wcw Vork.
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10 0 0

1 2 (5

0 10 0

'"^^^^^^^^''^ ^^--l^^S- 1 to 5, .ith plates,

STANSBURY An Expedition to the VaUey of the' Great Salt Lake ofUtah; mcludmg a description of its Geography, Natural H tor? andMinerals and aa Analysis of its water, with° an authentic account of tl e

Mollusks of New England, with notes on their structure and theii-
Geographical and Bathymetrical distribution. 8vo. 2 plates, Boston,

SOLDANI Saggio Orittogrofico overero ' observazioni sopra' le Terre
^ ^

Nfuitilitche ed Ammomtche deUaToscana. 4to. with 25 fine plates, Siena.

TGHIHATCHEFF Voyage scientifique dans I'Altai et sur k fronticre
occidentale de la Chme. 1 yol. m-i" de texte accompagne de deux atlas,

P ^ ri

P ''^"^^s .iii-foho : Geologic, Topographic et Orographic
1 autie de 30 plauches m-4" ; Vue pittoresques et Paleontologie botamque 7 10 0—- Asie Mmeure, Description physique, statistique et archeologiqiie
de cette contree. Premiere partic: Geographic physique compare'e de
1 Asie Mincurc. 4° a^ec carte et 32 planches, Pans, 1853 . .5 0 0

To be completed in four parts.
TEMMINGK et LAUGIER, Nouveau reeeuil de planches coioriees

d oiseaux, pour sei-vir de suite et de complement aux plauches euluminees
de Baffon. Par C. J. Temmiuck.

L'ouvi-age se compose de 5 volumes pubHe' en 102 livraisons, arec
(jUO planches folio, dessinees d'apres nature, par PrStre et Huet, gravees
et coioriees.

°

Prix de la livraison, folio, figures coioriees, au lieu de 15*., re'duit a 0 10 0
Grand d-to. fig. colorie'es, au lieu de 10«. Qd., reduit a . . 0 7 GTEMMINGK (C. J.), Histoire naturellc gene'rale des Pigeous et des Galli-

nace's. 3 vols. 8vo. with 12 plates, Amsterdam, 1813 . .250
Manuel d'Ornithologic, ou Tableau systematique des oiseaux qui kc

trouvcnt en Em-ope, precede du systeme general d'ornithologie. Deuxieme
edit. 4 vols. Svo. Paris, 1839 . . . . . 1 10 0

Atlas de 530 planches coioriees, 2 vols, grand Svo. Paris, 1*840 .5 0 0
Monographic de mammalogie, ou description dc quelques gciu-es de

mammiferes dout Ics especes out etc' observe'cs dans les diffe'reus musees
de I'Europe. 2 vols. 4to. fig. . . . . . 2 15 0

UNGER, Versuch ciner Geschichte der Pflanzenwelt. 8vo. Wien, 1852 . 0 10 0
VERHANDELINGEN over de Naturulijke Gesehiedenis der Ncderlandsche

overseeschc Bezittingcn dur de Leden der Naturkundige commissie in Indie
en andere Schrijvers. Zoological portion, large 4to. with 95 eoloui-cd
plates, Leiden, 1830-44 . . . . . 15 0 0

VOGT, Bildcr aus dem Thierleben. 8vo. 120 cuts, Frankfurt-am-Main,
1852 . . . . . . .070

WEBB, Otia Hispaniea sen delectus plantarum rariorum aut uoudum rite

notarum per llispanias sponte uascentium. 4to. 46 plates, Paris, 1853 . 1 10 0
WIGAND, InterceUularsubstauz uud Cuticula. Eiuc Untersuehuug iiber

das Wachsthum uud die Metamorphose der Vegetabilischcu Zelleumembrau.
Svo. 2 coloured plates, Braunschweig, 1850 . . .0 0 0

WILLKOM, Icoiics et descriptioues Plantarum criticarum et rariorum
Europaj Austro-occidentalis prrecipue Hispauiaj. 4to. part I, 7 coloured

plates, Lipsiaj, 1852. . . . . .07 0

Illppulylc BalUlorc's PiiUIIcnIioiis,
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0 4 0

CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, ENGINEERING, &c.

£ 8 d
AMERICAN Ephemeris and Nautical Almanack for the Year 1855. 8vo.

Washington, 1852 . . . . . .0 8 0
ANNUAIRE du Bm-eau des Longitudes pour I'an 1853. Augmente de

notices scientifiques, par M. Arago. 12mo, Paris . . .0 10
APPLETON'S Mechanics' Magazuie and Engineers' Journal. 8vo. Vol. I,

January to December, 1851, with 600 woodcuts. New York . . 0 17 6
Vol. II, 4to. with plates and woodcuts. New York, 1852 . .1 1 0

ASTRONOMICAL Observations at the National Observatory, Washington.
Vols. I and II, for the years 184.5-46. 4to. Washington, 1846-51 .2 2 0

BERZELIUS, Traite de chemie organique. Suite par Charles Gerhardt,
1853. Livr. I et II, Svo. price each . . . .030

To be completed in 4 volumes.

^99 M-^?'^
Identities of Light and Heat, of Caloric and Electricity. 8vo.

Philadelphia, 1848 .

D'AUBUISSON DE VOISINS, A Treatise' on Hydi-auHcs for the use of
Engmeers. Translated into English by Joseph Bennet. 5 plates 8vo
Boston, 1852 . . . _ 0 17 0

^'^^\ pie Verbreitung der Warme auf der Oberflache der Erde, erlautert
dm-ch isothermen Thermische Isanomalen und Temperatui-cuiwen. 4to. 9
lolio pJates, folded, Berlin, 1852 . . 1 0 0FALCOT, Traite' encyclopedique et methodique de la fabrication' des tissus!
becond Edition, 4to. and atlas 4to. accompanied by another atlas, "des
planches d armm-es." 3 vols. Elbeuf, 1852 2 10 0FAURE, Analyse chimique des eaux du departement de la Gu-onde. Svo"
Bordeaux, 1853 . . . _ 0 3 0GANOT, Traits ele-mentaire de physique expe'rimentale et appHquee. 12mo!
420 engravmgs. Pans, 1853 . .

^ ^
0 7 0GRO'FITII Treatise on Marine and Navai Architecture

; or, theory and

Ne'fYork,T853 ^ ^''^
P^^^^^'

^^^plate^"ilris' 1850
'''' P^'^l^^s me'taUiques. Svo! ^

^

§VnS ^^J'^^^^
•' '0 60HAUPT, Original Theory o Bridge Construction, cokaimngdemonstration;

New YoTim ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^P^^**^^'

HUMPHREY American Hand-book of the Daguerreotype, giving the most ^
^

ETork ""iSSr'""'''*
^"^^1«' ^'^ 12mo

\^7p^:^^^-^ - ^-^ce of Naval
] J ]

pl^gTaSlsS^^^^^^

^'l^^^^'^^'^-fV?^'"'^^
Register for twelve years, from '1831-1842 ^ ^

^

mclusivc, commled rom observations made by the officers oUhe Medical

ten'^'otitr
""^^

^ '"^^ United Stttcs'^SvoI

LEGROS,'' Photographic surCollo'cUon. Svo. Paris, 1852 .' .' 0 3 0

8IO, ncBcnt street. I.o.hIo.., an.I so»>. nronrtway, IWcw York.
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LIEBER, The Analytical Chemist's Assistant, a Manual of Cliemical Analysis

T
both qualitative and quantitative. 12mo. Philadelphia, 1852 .

LiLBlG, Untersuchimgen iiber einige Ursachcn der Saftcbewefnonx? im
TTT^i^ln''

Oi'Sauismus. 8vo. 14 euts, Brauuscliweig, 1848
lillliBIG XJND KOPP, Jahresbericht und die Portschritte der remen

pharmaceutischen und technischen Chemie, Physik, Mineralogie und

^/rP-^te^-T,,^^^- ^ P^^*^; 1852, 2 parts, Giessen, 1852-53
MAKiiJN, Ihotograplue nouvelle. Proce'dee pour obtenir des e'preuves

positives directcs sur glace. 8vo. Paris, 1852
McCULLOCH, Senate Reports of Scientific Investigations in relation to

Sugar and Hydrometers, made under the superintendance of Professor
A. D. Bache. 8vo. 9 plates, Washington, 1848

NINET, Methode pratique pour apprendi-e sans maitre le photographic sur
Collodion, pour obtenir sm- papier, des portraits et des vues sans retouches.
8vo. Paris, 1852 ....

OERSTED, Der Mechanische Theil der Naturlehre. 8vo. 248 cuts,'
Braunschweig, 1851

OGER, Traite Elementaire de la Filature du Coton. 8vo. and atlas'
Mulliause, 1839

PONSON, Traite de I'exploitation des mines de fouiUe ou exposition des
methodes employees pom- I'arrachement et I'extraction des mineraux
combustibles. Yols. I., II., HI., royal 8vo. with atlases fol., Lieffe
1852-53 . . . . . . .

PONCELET, Examen historique et critique des principales theories con-
cernant I'equilibre des voMes. 4to. Paris, 1852

REGNAULT, Elements of Chemistry, for the use of colleges, &c. Trans
lated from the French by Betton, and edited by Booth and Faber. 8vo
2 vols, illustrated by 700 cuts, Philadelphia, 1852 .

ROSE (Gdstav), Das kijstaUo-chemische Mineralsystem, with 10 wood
cuts. 8vo. Leipzig, 1852 .....

SCHOMAN, Lehrbuch der ArzneimitteUehre als Leitfaden zu Academischen
Vorlesungen und zum Selbststudium. 8vo. Jena, 1853

STOCKHARDT, Chemical Field Lectures. 12mo. Cambridge, U.S. 1853
VALERIUS, Traite theorique et pratique de la fabrication de la fonte

accompagne d'uu expose des ameUoratious dont cet Industrie est sus-

ceptible principalement en Belgique. 8vo. and atlas of 32 plates foKo,

Leipzig, 1851 '

.

WOEHLER, Practische Uebungeu in der Chemischen Analyse. 8vo. fig.

Gottingen, 1853 ......

£ a d

0 8 0

0 3 6

1 14 0

0 2 6

0 10 0

0 16

0 7 0

0 16 0

3 3 0

0 2 0

2 2 0

0 6 0

0 7 0
0 5 0

3 3 0

0 3 0

MISCELLANEOUS.
£ s d

ALLEMAND, Traits du manage et de ses effets. Svo. 2 vols. Paris,

1846-47. . . . • • . 0 16 0

ALLIER, Etudes sur le systeme pe'niteutiere et les soci^t^s de patronage.

Svo. Paris, 1842 . . • • • .040
AMADOS (J.), Obras de Don Inigo Lopez de Mendoza. 4to. Madrid,

1852 . . . • • , .
. 1 10 0

AMERICAN AUTHORS (Homes of), comprising anecdotical, personal,

and descriptive sketches. 8vo. 19 engravings. 16 fac similes of MS.

and 15 beautifully tinted cuts. New York, 1853 • .15 0

HIpiioIylc BaillHcrc's Publtcatlous,
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£ a d
AMERICAN Almanack and Repository of useful knowledge. First series,

Vols. I—X. 1830-39. 2nd series. Vols. XI—XX. 184.0-41. (complete.)

12mo. . . . . . . . 4. 4 0

Years 1850, 51, 52, 53, eacli . . . .050
GOVERNMENT. An inquiry into the moral and religious character

of the American Governments. New York, 1838 . .0 5 5

Uniform and dress of the Army of the United States. 4to. with 25

coloured plates and descriptions. Pliiladelphia, 1851 . .2 0 0
Uniform and di-ess of the Navy of the United States. 4to. with 15

coloured plates. Philadelphia, 1852 . , . .1 5 0
ARKANSAS, Rio del Norte and Rio GUa, Maps of. Being a military

reconnaissance by W. H. Emory, Lieut. Top. Eng, fol. 3 sheets, 1847 0 7 6

BALBI, Essai statistique sur les bibliotheques de Vienne. 8vo. Vienne,

1835 . . . . . . .060
BARON, Le code des etrangers, ou receml des lois et de la jurisprudence

anglaise, concemant les etrangers dans la Grande Bretagne, Irlaude.

8vo. London and Paris, 1849 . . . .0 18 0
BARANTE, Histou-e de la Convention nationale. 8vo. 6 vols. Paris, 1851 1 16 0

Questions constitutioneUes. 8vo. Paris, 1849 . . .0 4 0
BARNI, Philosophic de Kant. Examen des fondements de la meta-

physique des moeurs et de la critique de la raison pratique. 8vo, Paris,
1851 . . . . . . .060

BENSON, A memoir on the names of places in the vicinity of New York,
embracing those portions formerly known as New Netherland, also on the
names of persons. 8vo. New York, 1848 . . .0 2 6

BERENGER, Systeme penitentiere en France. Des moyens propres a le
generaHser. Paris, 1836 ... 0 2 6

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL CATALOGUE OF BOOKS, Transactions of the
scriptures, and other publications in the Indian tongues of the United
States, with brief critical notices. 8vo. Washington, 1849 . .0 1 6

BLANC, (Louis), Histoire de dix ans 1830-40. 8vo. 4th edition, Paris'
18**

• • . . . .1-00
BOURDONNAIS (De la), Nouveau traits du jeu des echecs. Svo.

BruxeUes, 1842 . . . . _ 0 10 0BRONDSTEDT (P. 0.), Voyages et recherches dans la Grece, accompagnes
de recherches archeologiques. 2 vols. 4to. avec planches. Paris, 1826 1 10 0

BRUYERES, La phrenologie, le geste, et la physionomie, demontre par
120 portraits, sujets et compositions, royal 8vo. Paris 1847 2 0 0

CALHOUN'S (John C), Works, edited by R. K. CraUe. Vol. I. and u"
8vo. cloth. Charleston, 1851-53 . . 1 16 0CAMUS, Litterarum Latinarum institutiones ; indicem auctorum et reruni
adjecit; inusum scholarum. 8vo. Part L Madrid, 1852 . .0 2 6CARNE, Des mte'rets nouveaux en Europe depuis la revolution do 1

830*
Svo. 2 vols. Paris, 1838 . . .

'

0 10 0CANALS, Report of the select committee of the Assembly of i 846 upon
the mvestigation of frauds in the expenditui-es of the public moneys upon
the canals of the State of New York. 8vo. Albany, 1847 0 10 0Laws of the State of New York in relation to the Erie andChamplaui
canals, together with the annual reports of the canal commissioners. Mans
and plates, 2 vols. Svo. Albany, 1825 . 1 10 0

ri^ST'^^f^l'''"T?*^^'"lJ?'^'''^'^^^^
8vo. Helsiugforsiaj, 1844 '.040

OJiWbUb of the United States. Aggregate amount of each description of
^^"^^'^ S*^ates of America in the year 1810 fol 0 80

Svo. 20 plates, aiui an atlas of 36 plates, Paris, 1828 . .1 7 0

aiO, RoKCnt 8t.«ei, London , nnrt a«o. Riondwiiy, Wcw York.
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£ 8 d

""^^wt^fiS^"^""^^^'^^^^^^^^^ With an autobiography.
'

COAST SURVEY OE THE UNITED "

STATES.' Reports of the
^

supenntendeut, showing the progress of that work during the vea? 1850

gg^^M^J^^^^^ 3yols. Svo. 1851-53 '.120

COUSIN, De Instruction publique en Autriche. 8vo. Paris, 1841 " 0 5 0

"S^o Paris, 1836
'^'^

'^'^ ^'"^ ^^en!

D^AL™-Si^ff^°'°P^^^ 8vo. Paris, 1829 ! 0 30
1853

pliilosophiques, &c., par Condorcet. 12mo. Paris,

DE BOW, The industrial resom-ces, &c., of the Southern and Western ^ ^
^

States; embracmg a view of their commerce, agriculture, manufactui-es
internal improvements

; slave and free labour, slavery institutions
products, &c., of the south. Svo. 3 vols. New Orleans 1852 9 «; nDEBT OE THE UNITJED STATES. StaTem^Jrin 'relation to the

' '
'

foreign and domestic debt of the United States, and the funds

Tii^raMUPT? P fol. Jan., 1794, 0 8 0

^Y • •
P'Y^^cteres des figures d'Alexaudre le Grand et de Zeuon

le fcitoicien, eciaires par la me'decine. 8vo. Paris, 1852 0 2 6DESOAMPS, La vie des peintres Plamauds, AUemauds, et Hollaudais, avec
IbS portraits, uue indication de leui-s principaux ouvrages &c et
Joj^^V^ttovesque de la Elancbe et du Brabant. 5 vols, i^iates, Pkris,
±t uo-dJ , ^ ^ 300DE SAULCY, Voyage autour de la mer morte, et dans les terres bibliques'
execute de decembre 1850 a avril 1851. Text 2 vol 8vo 0 15 0

Atlas 26 livr. 4to. Paris, 1853 .

'
'

'

9 12 0DOWNING, Rural essays. 8vo. New York, 1853 .

.'

! 1 1 0
DOZY, Recherches sur I'histoire politique et litterau-e de I'Espagne pendant

le moyeu age. 8vo. Vol. I. Leyde, 1849 . . .10 0DU CAMP, Egypte, Nubie, Palestine et Syrie. Desseins photographiques
receuillis pendant Ics auuees 1849, 1850, et 1851. Eol. 25 parts. (Each
part containing 5 plates), complete . . . . 25 0 0

DUCHESNE, De la prostitution de la ville d'Alger depuis la conquSte".
8vo. Paris, 1853 . . . . . .040

DUMONT, Theorie des peines et des re'compenses, extrait des manuscrits
de M. Jeremie Bentham. 8vo. 2 vols, bound. Paris, 1818 . . 0 14 0

DUMONT D'URVILLE, Voyage au pole sud et daus I'Oceanie sur les
corvettes I'Astrolabe et la Ze'le'e. Relation du voyage. 8vo. 10 vols and
10 maps . . . . . . . 2 10 0

Rapport a I'lnstitut sur la marche et les operations du voyage de
decouvcrtes de la corvette I'Astrolabe eu 1826, 27, 28, et 29. Svo.
Paris, 1829 . . . . . .0 1 0

DUPUIS, Analyse raisonnee de I'origine de tous les cultes. Svo. ]?aris, 1804 0 3 0
EVEllETT (A. li.), New ideas on population, with remarks on the theories

of Malthus and Godwin. Svo. Boston, 1823 . . .0 3 0
EISQUET, Histoire de I'AIgcrie depuis les temps anciens jusqu'^ nos jours.

Svo. 25 plates and woodcuts. Paris, 1S42 . . .0 7 0
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PLORGY, Les antiquites de Rome, ou description des principaux monu-
ments de riiistoire et des arts de la capitale du monde catliolique. 8vo.

Francfort 1836 . . . . . 0 7 G

FRENCH, Historical collections of Louisiana, embracing translations of

many rare and valuable documents, relating to the natural, civil and
political history of that state. 8vo. Vols. I— V. New York, 1846—1853 2 0 0

GAILHABAUD, L'architecture du V au XIII*^ siecle et les arts qui en
dependent, la sculpture, la peintui'c mui'ale, la peintm-e sur verre, la

mosaique, la ferrounerie, &c. 4to. Parts 1—80. Paris, 1853, each part 0 19
The above work will be published in from 150 to 200 parts, appearing

once a fortnight. Each part contains two plates.

GANILH, Des systemes d'economie politique, de la valeur comparative, de
leurs doctrines, et de celle qui parait la plus favorable aux progres de la

richesse. 8vo. 2 vols. 1821 . . . . 0 10 0
GIOBERTI, Considerazioni sopra le dottrine religiose di Y. Cousin, per

servu-e di appendice alia introduzione alia studio della filosolia. 8vo.

BrusseUe, 1840 . . , . . .050
GIRAULT-DUVIYrER,_ Encyclopedic elemeutaire de Tantiquite, ou origine,

progi'es, etat de perfection des arts et des sciences chez les anciens, d'apres
les meilleurs auteurs. 8vo. 4 vols. Paris, 1830 . . .1 0 0

GOUGE, The fiscal history of Texas, embracing an account of its revenues,
debts and currency from the commencement of the revolution in 1834
to 1851-52; with remarks on American debts. 8vo. Philadelphia, 1852 0 8 0

GUIZOT, Comeille et son temps. Etude litte'raire. 8vo. Paris, 1852 .0 6 0
HistoLre de la revolution d'Angleterre depuis ravenement de

Charles I. jusqu'a sa mort. 8vo. 2 vols. Paris, 1850 . . 0 12 0
GURLEY (Rev. R. R.), On the state of Liberia. Government Report.

8vo. Map and 6 plates. Washington, 1850 . . .0 2 6
HALLEZ, Memoires secrets pour servii- a I'histoire de la cour de Russie

sous les regnes de Pierre le Grand et de Catlieruie I. 8vo. Paris, 1853 0 6 0
HAMILTON, History of the national flag of the United States of America.

12mo. 3 coloured plates. Philadelphia, 1852 . . .0 5 0
LUTHER, Sir E. Bulwer Lytton and Homojopathy. 8vo. London, 1853 0 1 0HARDT ET THEIS, Metaglotteon, ou cours progressif des versions de

Eran9ais en AHemand. 8vo. Bruxelles, 1840 . - .0 5 0
Thuiscon, ou coiu-s de la langue allemande, procedant du plus simple

au plus difficile. 8vo. 2nd Edition, Brussels, 1840 . .0 5 0
HARRIS, A paper upon California. 8vo. Baltimore, 1849 . . 0 1 0HAWTHORN, Wonder book for girls and boys. 12mo. plates. Boston^

1852 . . . _ _

HEEREN, De la politique et du commerce des peuples de i'antiquitej
traduit de rAUemand, par Suckau. 8vo. 6 vols, plans, charts, &c. Paris'
1830 . . . _

HEGEWISCH, Essai sur I'epoquc de I'histoii-e romame la plus hem-euse
pour le gem-c hamam; traduit de I'Allemand par Polvet. 8vo. Paris,
1834

EEINEKE, Id^e gene'rale d'une collection complete d'cstampes. Avec
unc dissertation sur I'origiue de la gravure ct sur les premiers livres

TTToJ],"^^"';^A
2^ Pl^t^S' Leipsic, 1771, very rare . .15aHISTORICAL SOCIETY of New Hampshire, CoUections of. 2 series

1st series: 2 vols. 8vo. Concord, 1822-23. 2nd scries. Vols. I—IV
Concord, 1824-50. 7 vols. 8vo. . . . 2 10 0

1'1'omme et des races liumaines. 12mo. Paris, 1 853 0 3 0LZARD, Correspondence of. Prom the year 1774—1804. 8vo New
^^'^'^^'^'^
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JANSEN, Essai sur I'origine de la gravure en bois ct en taille-douce et snr
'

la connaissance dcs estampes des XV' et XVI' siecles; 0^ 631 narll

JEFFERSON (Tbomas), Notes on the State of Vk^^^^ S 8 2(H-), Manual of parliamentary practice; composed originally for thense of the Senate of the United States. 12mo. Philadelphia, 1850 0 4 6-— .(H.) Memoirs, Correspondence and MisceUauies, from the papers of

JiANr, Metaphysische Anfangsgriinde der Jugendlehre. Svo. 2nd Edition
-Honigsberg, 1803 . . .

'

0 0—— Metaphysische Aiifangsgriinde der Rechtslehre. Svo. 2nd Edition'
Aonigsberg, 1798——

-
Metaphysische Anfangsgriinde der Naturwissenschaft. 3rd Edition"

Svo. Leipzig, 1800 . . _

'

0 2 6Mgememe Naturgeschichte und Theorie des Himmels, oder Versuch
von der Verfassung und dem mechanischen Ursprunge des ganzen Welt-
gebaudes, nach Newtouischen Grandsatzen abgehandelt. 8vo 4th
Edition. Zeitz, 1801 . .

"
. .030LABOURT, Recherches historiques et statistiques sur rintemperanee des

classes laborieuses, etsui'les enfantstrouve's. Svo. 2nd Edition, Paris, 1848 0 7 6LACEPEDE, Histoire g^nerale de I'Eui-ope depuis les dernieres anne'es
du cmquieme siecle jusque vers le milieu du dix-huitieme. Svo 2ud
Edition. IS vols. Paris, 1833 . . . . 3 0 0LACHARRIERE, De raffranchisseraent des Esclaves dans les colonies
i'ranfaises. Svo. Paris, 1836 . . . .0 2 6LACOUR, Essai sur les hieroglyphes egyptiens. Svo. 14 plates and
numerous woodcuts. Bordeaux, 1821 . . . 0 10 0LAMARTINE, Histoire de la revolution de 1848. Svo. 2 vols. Paris, 1849 0 12 0

Histoire de la Restauration. 8 vols. Svo. Paris, 1851-52. .2 0 0
the same. S vols. 12mo. . . . ! 1 8 0

LANGLOIS, Essai sur les enerves de Jumieges et sur quelques decorations
singuHeres des egHses de cette abaye. Svo. 5 plates. Rouen, 1838 .0 7 0

LANZI, Histoire de la peinture en ItaUe, depuis la renaissance des beaux-
arts, jusque vers la fin du XVIII' siecle; traduite de I'ltalienpar Dieude.
Svo. 5 vols. Paris, 1824 . . . . .1 0 0

LAWS of the State of New York, passed at the 72nd session of the Legis-
lative, begun the 2nd day of January, and ended the 11th day of April,
1849, at the city of Albany. Svo. Troy, 1849 . . . 0 12 0

LAROCHEFOUCAULD-LIANCOURT, Documents relatifs an systeme
penitentiaire, extraits du journal de la societe de la morale chretienue.
Svo. Paris, 1844 . . . . .0 5 0

LAYA, Etudes historiques sur la vie privee, politique et Htteraire de M.
Thiers. (Histoire de 15 ans, 1880-46.) Svo. 2 vols. Paris, 1846 . 0 10 0

LEBER, Des ceremonies du Sacre, on recherches historiques et critiques sur
les mcEurs, les coutumes, les institutions, &c. Svo. 38 plates. Pans, 1S25 0 15 0

LERMINIER, Cours d'histoire des legislations comparees. Droit inter-

national. Epoque romainc depuis Auguste jusqu'a la fin du regne de
Commode. Periode de 193 ans. Svo. Paris . . .066

De rinfluence de la pliilosophie du XVIII" siecle sur la legislation et

la socialite du XIX'. Svo. Leipsic, 1833 . . . 0 8 0
LETT'S California illustrated. Including a description of the Panama and

Nicaragua Routes. Svo. with 40 illusti-atious. New York, 1853 . 0 18 0
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LIEBERS. Constitution and plan of education for Girard College for

or)3hans. 8yo. Philadelphia, 1834 . . . .050
LONG, The ancient architecture in America, its historical value and

parallelism of development with the architectures of the Old "World. Svo.
11 plates. New York, 1849 . . . .0 3 6

MACLURE (Wm.), Memoir of, by Samuel G. Morton. Svo. portrait.
2nd Edition. Pliiladelphia, 1844 . . . . 0 1 0

MALASPINA, DeUe Leggi del Bello applicate alia pittm-a ed architettura.
8vo. 2nd Edition. Milauo, 182S . 0 5 6

MANNERT, Ge'ographie ancienne des etats Barbaresques. Traduit de
TAllemand, par MM. Marcus et Duesberg. 8vo. Paris, 1842 0 10 0

MAP OE THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA. Coloured and folded
in case. New York, 1850 . . . . . 0 10 0

MAPS made by order of the Senate. Oregon and Upper California, from
the surveys of J. C. Eremont. fol. Washington, 1848 . . 0 5 0

Arkansas, Rio_ del Norte and Rio Gila, from the survey of W. H.
Emory, Lieut, being a military reconnaissance under the command of
Bng.-General S. W. Keamy. 3 sheets, fol. 1847 . 0 7 6MARMIER, Lettres sur I'Islande. 8vo. Paris, 1837 . ',040

MASSELIN, Dictionnaii-e universel des ge'ographies phvsique, politique'
historique, &c. 8vo. 2 vols. Paris, 1845 . . 1 0 0MAURY, Paper on the Gulf Stream and currents of the 'sea. 8vo*
Richmond, Va. 1844 . . . ^ 0 10MICHEL, Chronique des abbes de Saint-Ouen; publiee pom- I'a premiere

MTplrtT'^JT
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Histoire de la revolution franyaise. 8vo. 5 vols. Paris
• • . 1 in n

MJCHELET ET QUTNET, Des Je'suites. Svo. Paris, 1843 '
'

0 4 6MiUHLLLS, Histoire de la peinture Elamande et HoUandaise. 8vo
2 vols. Bi-uxelles, 1845 . n m nMITCHELL ET REilAK, Die vereinigten'staaten und die and;rn LandedAmenkas. Svo. numerous illustrations, Philadelphia 1849 n in r

MOREAU-CHRISTOPHE, Du probleme de la mS et de sa solution ^
^

MOP^a'-^^T ''T^.'*^^^'^'^™'^'-
8vo. 3 vols. Paris, 1851 . 1 26

R^htter, isir
Ho-de-no-sau-nee or L-oquois. Svo. plates.

MORRIS The papers of Lewis Moms, Governor of the province of New ^ ^
^

1^^8-1^^6- 8^0- portrait. 1852 . n 1^ nMURRAY, Pictonal History of the United States of America from th^earhest period to the close of President Taylor's administration Svonumerous lUustrations. Buffalo, 1851 n lo n

Berl^^rZ
"'"'^'^ "-^^^^^ «der ni^ht ? Svo! ' ' '

'

NEW MEXICO AND TEXAS,' Reconnaissance in.' Svo. Map and 75
^

plates, Washmgton, 1850 .
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n lo a

^fSI?!'^^' ^""P f tlif Hydrographical Basin of the Mississippi River'f om Astronomical and Barometrical Observations, Surveys Sflnf™.
NOTT

p^°^™^t Report. FoUo, 2 sheets, Wa^hingtoi m3
?n f^'

^fient and Scriptural
; being a Reply to ^i Articlem the Southern Presbyterian Review, reviewing his Lectm-es on thfconneetion^between the BibHcal and Physical Histly of mL '

8vo ChS
NOTT, Two Lectures on the Connection between the 'BibHcal and Phv.iVniHistoryofMp Svo. em^ousm^^^

0 5 0The Physical History of the Jewish Race. Svo. New York, 1850 .' S 1 6
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Vols. I—VII, Paris, 1852. Each vol. . .
'

.
" ' 0 3 G

To ha completed in 30—32 voliunes.
OREGON AND UPPER CALIFORNIA, Map oP, made by order of the

Senate, from the Sui-veys by J. G. Fremont. Folio, coloured, Washington,
1848 . . , _

'

OTTAVI. L'Urne, Rcceuil des travaux. Philosophic, Politique, Histoire,*
Biographic, Litteratm-e, Critique litteraire. Beaux Arts, Instruction
pubhque, Economic politique, Varietes. 8vo. Paris. 1843 . 0 6 0

OUDINOT, Dc ritalie et de ses Forces Militaircs. 8vo. Map, Paris, 1835 0 C 0PAPER MONEY, History of the issues of Paper Money in the American
Colonies anterior to the Revolution, explanatory of the Historical Chart
of the paper money of that period. 8vo. with large plate, St. Louis,
1851 . . . . . ^ .060

PARIS. Recherches Statistiques sm- la ViUe de Paris et le departement de
la Seine. 8vo. Paris, 1821 . . . . .0 4 6

PERPI6NA, Manuel des inventeurs et des brevetes. Svo. 2nd Edition,
Paris, 1837 . . . . . ! 0 3 0

PERRIN, Etats Pontiflcaux de Prance an seizieme siecle. 8vo. map,
Paris, 1847 _ . . . . . .036

PETIT, Droit public ou gouvemement des colonies Fran9aises, d'apres les

loix faites pom- ces pays. Svo. 2 vols, Paris, 1771 . . 0 10 0
PATENTS for 1849, Report of the Ewbank Commissioners of. 8vo. cuts.

New York, 1849 . . . . . .0 3 0
PFEIFFER ET OTTO, Figures des cactees en fleurs, peintcs et litho-

graphiees d'apres nature avec uu texte explicatif. 2 vols. 4to. with
60 coloui-ed plates. Cassel, 1843-51 . . . .3 0 0

POPE, Report of an Exploration of the Territory of ]\Iinnesota. Govern-
ment Report of the U.S. 8vo. Map, Washington, 1850 . . 0 2 0

PRINCE DE MONACO, Du pauperisme en France et des moyens de le

detruire. Svo. Paris, 1829 . . . . .0 2 6

RAILROAD Corporations in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 1850.

Annual Report to the Senate. Boston, 1851 . . .0 4 0

HEMBRANDT, QSuvre reproduit par la photographie, decrit et eommente,
par M. Charles Blanc, Paris, 1853. Livr. I and II, each containing 4
plates, folio . . . . . .10 0

The fii'st series will consist of 10 Hvraisons.

REPORT of Naval Committee on establishing a line of Mail Steamships to

the Western Coast of Africa, and thence, via the Mediten-anean, to London.

Svo. Washington, 1850 . . . . .0 1 6

RINGGOLD, A Series of Charts with sailing directions for the State of

CaUfornia. 4th Edition, royal Svo. 6 maps, Washington, 1852 . 0 15 0

ROGRON, Code du Commerce expUque par ses motifs, par des cxeniplcs,

et par la jurisprudciiee ; suivi d'un formulaii-c des actes de Commerce.
Svo. Paris, 1850 . . . . . . 0 10 0

SAINT-MARC GIRARDIN, Dc I'instruction iiiterme'diairc et de ses

rapports avec I'instruction secoudaire. Svo. Paris, 1S47 . .0 2 6

SANDERSON, Biography of the Signers to the Declaration of Inde-

pendancc. Svo. with portraits, Philadelphia, 1852 . . .2 0 0

SCHOOLCROFT, Information respecting (,he history, condition and pro-

spects of tlic Indian tribes of the United States. Collected and in-c])arcd

under the direction of the Biu'caii of Indian Ailairs, per act of Congress.

3 vols. 4to. with plates. Philadelphia, 1851-53 . . . 15 15 0
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SIGOURNEY'S Poems, EcantifuUy illustr"ated by Darley. Svo. Phila!
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1 10 0
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STOKCH, Com-s d'Economie politique, ou exposition des principes qui

Pari™ 23
P^'°^Per^^e' des nations, avec des notes par Say. Svo! 4 vols.

S™AUSS-DUECE:KEIM, Theologie de 1.; natm-e. "Svo. 3 vols. Pai-is'

j^^'^'^'^^^^^U of:EGchsia,stes. 'l2mo. New York, 1851
'

lAYLOR (Zachart) Obituary Adcbesses deHvered in the Senate and
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Foolscap 8vo, cloth, limp, price 2s.
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AN INQUIRY INTO THE PHYSIOLOGICAL AND
MEDICINAL PROPERTIES OF THE ACONITUM

NAPELLUS; to which are added Observations on Several other
Species of Aconitum. A Prize Thesis. By Alex. Fleming, M.D.
8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

ELEMENTS OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE
; or, Natural

Philosophy, in the form of a Narrative. By Robert W. Feasee,
M.A. Third Edition, 12mo, 3s.6d.

ALG^ BRITANNIC^
;
or, Descriptions of the Marine

and other Inarticulated Plants of the British Islands, belonging
to the Order Alga. With Plates illustrative of the Genera. By Robeet
Kaye Geeville, LL.D., &c. 8vo, 31s. 6d.

MEDICINES : THEIR USES AND MODE OF AD-
MINISTRATION : including a Complete Conspectus of the

three British Pharmacopoeias, an Account of all the New Remedies, and
an Appendix of Formula. By J. M. Neligan, M.D, Fifth Edition.

8vo, 15s.

MENTAL HYGIENE; or, An Examination of the Intel-

lect and Passions ; designed to Illustrate their Influence on
Health and the Duration of Life. By "William Sweetsee, M.D.
Royal 8vo, sewed, Is.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE SENSES ; or, Man in

Connection with a Material "World. By Robeet S. "Wyld.
Illustrated by Forty-four Engravings on "Wood. 12mo, cloth (published

at 7s.), 3s. 6d.

ELEMENTS OF CHEMISTRY, Theoretical and Prac-

tical. By D. B. Reid, M.D., F.R.S.E. Third Edition. Bvo,

cloth, published at 18s., reduced to 7s, 6d.

TEXT-BOOK FOR STUDENTS OF CHEMISTRY,'
containing a Condensed View of the Facts and Principles of the

Science. By Dr D. B. Reid. Third Edition. 8vo, sewed, published

at 6s., reduced to 3s.

CHEMISTRY OF SCIENCE AND ART ;
or, Elements

of Chemistry, adapted for Reading along with a Course of Lec-

tures for Self-instruction, for Use in Schools, and as a Guide to

Teachers. By Hugo Reid. 12mo, cloth, 3s. 6d.
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OUTLINES OF MEDICAL BOTANY, comprising
"Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, the Characters and Pro-

perties of the Natural Orders of Plants, an Explanation of the Linnaean
System of Classification, Tables of Medicinal Plants arranged in their
Linnasan and Natural Orders, and a Glossary of Terms. By Hugo
Reid. Second Edition. Post 8vo, cloth, 9s., reduced to 4s.

THE WORKS OF THOMAS REID, D.D., now fully
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